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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATrONS

ATC Air Trafiic Control
BERKINE Berbice Mining Corporation
BIDCO Bauxite Industry Development Company Ltd.
BoG Bank of Guyana
CAD Civil Aviation Directorate
CARICOM Caribbean Community
CDB Caribbean Development Bank
CET Common External Tariff
CGCED Caribbean Group for Cooperation in Economic Development
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
CFR Crash Fire Rescue Services
CTPU Central Transportatlon Planning Unit
COFA Cooperative Financial Institutions Agency
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EC European Community
RP Economic Recovery Program
FAA US Federal Aviation Administration
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GEC Guyana Electric Corporation
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- GNEC Guyana National Engineering Corporation
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GOG Government of Guyana
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IATA International Air Transport Association
ICAO International Civil Aviation organization
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1DB Inter-American Development Bank
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IMF International Monetary Fund
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LINMINE Linden Mining Corporation
MET meteorological Services
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MOPWCRD Ministry of Public Works, Communications and Regional Development
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NIS National Insurance Scheme
PAP Pulbic Administration Project
PCS Public Corporations Secretarlat
PFP Policy Framework Paper
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(continued)
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PSK Public Sector Management
RD Roads Division
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Average exchange rates prevailing during recent
years, Guyanese dollars (G$) per US$1.00,
period average:

1988 10.00
1989 27.16
199C 39.53
1991 111.80
1992 125.50

FISCAL YEAR

January 1 - December 31

TABLES

Totals in tables do not always equal the sum of their components because of
rounding.
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Summary and Policy Agenda
Guyana has abundant natural resources. Yet its den for Guyana. And the tasks facing the current
per capita gross national product (GNP), $290 in Government may well be more difficult to ac-
1991, is the lowest in the western hemisphere. complish than those of the first phase of the ERP.
This is in large part a direct consequence of the The Government not only needs to consolidate
increasingly dominant role that the state played the macroeconomic and incentive framework in
m the economy after independence. All major supportofprivate-sector-ledgrowthItalsoneeds
economicactivities were subjectto state interven- to initiate a comprehensive public sector reform
tion, either diety through state ownership, or to reflect the changing role of the state under the
indirectdy through price, credit, and foreign ex- ERP and to rehabilitate the country's basic eco-
change controls. Private initiative was discour- nomic and social infrastructure. Only if the Gov-
aged. These policies resulted in arapid decine in emnent succeeds in all these areas will Guyana
--output in the 1980s, the exodus of many of the experience the econonic growth necessary to
better-educated and more highly skilled work- raise the population's living standards and sub-
ers, and severe deterioration in the economic and stantially reduce poverty over the coming de-
social infrastructure and the provision of public cade. In this context, the Government faces three
services. major challenges:

In light of this experience, the previous Gov-
enmmentembarkedonamedium-termEconomic A To reduce the scope of and reorient public
Recovery Program (ERP) in mid-1988. The pro- sector activities, and sharply reduce the public
gram consisted of a set of far-reaching adjust- sector's control over the country's economic re-
ment measures and structural reforms to trans- sources. The public sector, still involved in direct
form Guyana's state-dominated economy into a productive activities and heavily dominating so-
market-oriented one. Fiscalperformance was im- cial services, is overextended. Its severe financial
proved considerably through expenditure re- constraints prevent it from adequately fulfilling
straint and tax reforms; the exchange rate and its core responsibilities in managing its affairs
trade regimes were liberalized; and the incentive and providing a base for private sector and hu-
hfamework for the private sector was improved man resource development.
substantially. A To meet the county's immediate investment

ThecurrentGovermnenthassetoutitspolicy needs, which far exceed its financing and institu-
agenda in the 1992-94 Policy Framework Paper. tonal absorptive capacity, after a long period of
The paper expresses the Government's strong deterioration in the economic and social infra-
commitmenttothe fundamentalprinciples of the structure. This implies that the country needs to
ERP, induding the pursuit of a sound macroeco- both attract new commiitments and use limited
nonuicframeworkandofmiarket-onentedsectoral resources available more effectively.
policies. At the same time, it attaches the highest A To service its huge debt overhang-about $1.8
priority to human resource development and billion (675 percent of Gvyana's gross domestic
poverty reduction efforts. product, or GDP) at end-1992-which is at the

Despite theprogressadievedundertheERP, coreof the country'sfinancialconstraints. Guyana
however, the legacy of more than 20 years of will continue to require substantial inflows of
economicimismarnagementremains aheavybur- foreign capital to finance is public sector invest-
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ment program (PSIP'), to meet its debt service of far-reaching adjustment. measures and struc-
obligations, and to provide the foreign exchanr- tural reforms in incentive policies, fiscal and
needed to sustain import levels consistent witn monetary policies, public sector policies, and
the projected economic growth. A large part of sectoral policies, economic activity began to
these capital requirements will have to be met recover and real GDP increased by 6 percent in
through additional donor assistance, including 1991. In 1992, the recovery continued, with real
further debt relief. GDP increasing by 7.5 percent, and inflation de-

In view of these challenges, the purpose of dining drastically, from 82 percent in 1991 to 14
this report is to examine the role of the public percent (table 1).
sector and to identify priority areas where the Guyana's resource balance improved signifi-
Government should focus its limited. resources to candly in recent years, from a deficit of 21 percent
address Guyana'skeydevelopmentissueswithin of GD? in 1990 to a surplus of 3 percent of GDP in
the framework of the ERP. The report also as- 1992 Thi flects maly the recoveyinGuyana's
sesses the need forfiurther external assistance and main traditional exports, sugar and rice, which
debt relie to achieve externial viability and sus- benefit from preferential markets. In the future,
tainable growth. TIhe organization of the report export growth w11l have to come from more di-
reflects the major taskcs facing the Government: versified sources. To diversityits exports,Guyana

will need to further improve its international
A. To maintain a sound macroeconomic fr-ame- competitiveness. The depreciation of the real ex-
workL change rate following the exchange rate liberal-
A To improrve public sector managemenit and ization has already contributedl to thiis end. But
administration. Guyana will also hiave to move quickly toward
A To define sector strategies and expenditures. free trade to improve its competitiveness and its

incentive framework for ex(port-led growth. This
The central imnportance of an increased role for is particularly important for Guyana because of
the private sector in Guyana's development is a the steps already taken by its Latin and Central
theme that runs throughout the reporL Aparallel Americanneighbors.Mosthavenotonlyremoved
report, Guyvmw Private Sector Develpment (Re- most quantitative restrictions, butnarrowed their
portno. 11705, 1993), addresses the issue in greater tariff range to 5 to 20 percent, with an average
detail and should be read in conjunction with the tariff of about 15 percent.
Public Sector Review. The key objectives of the current Govern-

ment's macroeconomiuc policy agenda are de-
Macroeconomic framework scribed in the recently approved 1992-94 Policy

Framework Paper and reiterated in the 1993 bud-
Guyara's macroeconomic performance follow- get speech. Tfhe main reforms of incentive and
ing independe-nce was dismal: real GDP growth financial sector policies to advance the adjust-
amounted to only 0DA percent a year on average ment process include the followingv
during 1966-89, the lowest growth rate in the
Commonwealth Caribbean. The Government A DEXepening the cambio (private foreign ex-
had borrowed excessively and was unable to chage) market
Meet its debt ServCe ObligatiOnIS. By end-1988, A Continuing trade liberalization, including
the public sector (incuding the Bankc of Guyana) adopting the revised Common External Tariff
had acmltdextenal arrears of $1,031 mil- (CET)1 with a range of 5 to 29 percent, on a "fast
lion on its externa debt, which was $1,760 mnil- track" as agreed with the Caribbean Community
lion. Following the introduction under the ER? (CARICOM)
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A lmprovingmonetay policiesbystrengthening the nominal exchange rate.
the role of the central bank and shifting to more Furtherimprovementofpublicsectorfinances
flexile monetary instruments shouldbepursuedin the contextofacomprehen-
A Increasing efficiency in the financial sector by si-vepublicsectorreform,indudingprivatization,
encouraging new privateentrants into the finan- strengthening public sector administration, en-
cial sector, and by improving regulations and hancing resource mobilization, and improving
supervisiorL the efficiency of resource allocation.

The key constraint to efficient public admin-
Public sector finances and reform istration is the deterioration in the quality of the

public service. To address this issue, the Govem-
Public sector finances continue to be under great ment will need to provide wage incentives to fill
stress. Greater control of noninterest expendi- vacancies for higher-level technical positions
tures and increases in revenues in the course of while reducing labor redundancies, especially at
the adjustment process led to a substantial im- lower levels. To enhance resource mobilization,
provement in the primary current account bal- the Government needs to strengthen tax and
ance, from 16 percent of GDP in 1988 to an esti- -ustomsadministrationand towidenthe taxbase
mated 32 percent of GDP in 1992. But the net by eliniinating exemptions. While the share of
domestic borrowing requirements of the public revenues in GDP appears high (50 percent of
sector, including the Bank of Guyana, remained GDP in 1992, due in part to the underestimation
atabout26percentofGDPin 1991 and 1992 (table of GDP), therevenue comes froma rathernanrow
2). These domestic borrowing requirements re- tax base. For example, only ZOOO companies,
flect mainly the increase in the debt service bur- 18,000self-employed individuals,and30,000 em-
den in local currency to about 40 percent of GDP ployees are assessed for income taxes. More im-
during 1991-92 on account of the depreciation of portant, most of the assessed firms are granted

Table 1. Selected macroeconomic indicators, 1980-92
(percent)

Est Pre.
1980-88 1989 1990 1991 1992

Average growth mats
Real GDP (factor cost) -2.9 -3.3 -2.5 6.0 7.5
Real exports (goods and nonfactor services) -5.7 -0.9 -8.8 17.5 28.0
Real imports (goods and nonractor services) -8.0 -5.5 2.8 -2.5 18.4
Urban consumer prices (end-period) 19.7 104.7 75.9 81.5 14.2

Sham in GDP
Consumption 83.6 79.4 79.5 76.4 62.9
Gross domestic investment 29.5 29.5 41.6 41.6 31.7
Gross domestic savings 16.4 20.6 20.5 23.6 37.1

Resource Balance -13.2 -9.7 -21.1 -18.0 2.6
Exports (goods and nonfactor services) 58.8 90.4 83.6 122.4 132.1
Imports (goodsand nonfactorservices) 72.0 100.2 104.6 140.4 129.5

External current account -25.7 -43.2 -56.4 -56.1 -29.8

Etemal debt (outstanding and disbursed) 147.9 806.2 743.9 856.9 675.5
Scheduled debt service 54.8 106.4 83.8 68.6 50.9

5Sorce. Mun reporL
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some form of concession for company taxes, con- prehensive privatization, these enterprises will
sumption taxes, and import duties. increasingly become an impediment to the suc-

Tohelpfinanceessentialpublicservices,such cessful continuationof the ERP. The currentGov-
as water and electricity, cost-recovery measures emment has committed itself to continuing the
need to be strengthened. In the medium term, process of privatization. It is essential that its
enhanc:d user charges could yield an additional privatization strategy be comprehensive to im-
$28 million a year, equivalent to about 10 percent prove efficiency, generate savings, and further
of1992GDP.Reductionsinexpendituresongoods enhance the role of the private sector in the
and services, combined with a weak budget pro- economy. It should also be rapidly implemented
cess, have been so severe as to impair the func- to avoid a deterioration of public enterprises'
tioning of Government .Te provision for opera- performance on account of their uncertain status
tions and maintenance expenditures, in particu- and lack of capitaL and to reduce uncertainty
lar, is insufficient and needs to be reassessed. among interested private investors. At the same
Nonetheless, the continuation of transfer pay- time, care should be taken to ensure that the
ments to the Guyana Electricity Company (GEC) procedures adopted generate confidence in the
andsignificantcontributionstoalargenumberof programL
organizations without assessment of their ben- The ffiree most important public enterprises
efits indicate that the Government's limited re- areGUYSUCO(sugar),LINMNNEandBERMINE
sources need to be used more efficiently. To this (bauxite),andGEC(power).Privatizationofsugar
end, the Govemment will also need to improve and bauxite operations should begin witiin two
the budget and expenditure control prooesses, years in the context of the donor-financed reha-
and establish financial management systems. bilitation projects. The energy sector should be

opened immediately to private investment. In
Privatization particular, the GEC should be operated under a

pnvate management contract, come ting private
The state continues to control a wide variety of energy geeration should be encouraged, and
economic activities through its 30 nonfinancial transmission and distribution functions should
publicenterprisesanditsfinancialholdings.Years be handed over to the private sector. All other
of state ownership and inefficient management publicenterprisesshouldbeofferedforsalewithin
have left these entities in extremely poor condi- a year. In addition to its nonfinancial public en-
tion. To rehabilitate them will require invest- terprises, the Government needs to divest its
ments of hundreds of millions of dollars that are financial sector holdings. En both cases, however,
not at the Government's disposaL Without com- privatization needs to be accompanied by the

Table 2. Summary of public sector operations, 1987-92
(paree of CDP)

Est Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 $991 1992

Pnrmay account balance 27.1 15.5 18.1 16.9 27.9 32.2
Current account babnce -8.5 -15.7 -25.6 -28.7 -20.8 -10.9
Capital expendiure -28.4 -18.2 -25.6 -36.8 -23.9 -23.1
Overall balance after grants -34.0 -32.5 -47.9 -58.2 -32.8 -28.4

Net dorestic borrowing requirements -2.2 15.0 12.3 17.0 25.6 25.7

Not: Indudes nonnandal public sectorand the Bank o Guyan.
Source: Main report
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establishmentofanappropriaturegulatoyfxame- sector-led growth. It emphasizes, first, the reha-

work Such a comprehensive privatization pro- bilitation of the economic infrastructure (53 per-

gramisprojectedtoyieldabout$10miffionayear cent of total expenditures) and, second, social

during 1993-2001. sector investments (29 percent). Investments in
econonic support services are limited to the ag-

Public sector investment program riculture sector (13 percent). Other investments
acount for 5 percent of total expenditures (table

Tosupportthe overnment'sdevelopmentstrat- 3). If imnplemented, this PSIP is projected to pro-

egy, a medi-um-term public sector investment vide the base for private-sector-led growth of

program (PSIP) is proposed in this report The about 5 percent a year during 1993-96.

program would involve projected expenditures Of the total PSIP financing requirements of

of $343 millionfor theperiod 1993-96 ($86million $343 million, $306 million comes from identified

a year), including trnsfers of $18 million from sources. Identified domestic financing is pro-

externally financed projects to provide foreign jected to amount to about $79 million, which is in

exchange to the private sector. The size of the line with the capacity to mobilize domestic re-

PSIP is b-sed on the central govenmient's pro- sources.lheremaring$227millionofidentified
jected financial and institutional absorptive ca- prqect financing is projected to come fom exter-

pacity." Its composition largely reflects the nal sources. But a project financing gap of $37

Goverment's focus on the provision of basic million remains for proposed key projects in ag-

economic and social ifrastructure for pnvate- riculture, transport, education, and health (see

Table 3. Public sector investnent plan (PSIP), 1 93-96
(iWons of 1992 US do&33)

Budted 1993-96
1993 1994 1995 1996 Amount Siare(%)

Agricultkre 12.2 11.4 10.8 9.0 433 12.6

InrSrscture 20.3 37.4 56.9 66.6 181.2 52.B

Power 53 8.8 11.0 5.5 30.6 8.9

Transportaion 7.5 16.1 27.5 35.2 86.2 25.1

Wv~ater 2.9 3.8 6.5 9.1 22.3 6.5

Seadefeses 2.9 8.1 11.3 16.1 38.4 11.2

Urban 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 3.7 1.1

Socidal 22.0 20.1 283 29.5 99.8 29.1

Povery 6.7 7.8 7.8 4.8 27.0 7.9

Education 6.0 5.6 9.1 11.5 32.2 9.4

HeaWi 93 6.7 11.4 13.2 40.6 11.8

Oler 6.7 4.0 3.9 4.0 18.6 5.4

Total gross PSIP 61.2 72.9 99.8 109.0 342.9 100.0

Unidenffied 0.0 0.0 14.7 .2.3 37.0 10.8

Transfers 7.0 6.9 4.1 0.0 18.0 5.3

Total net PSIP 54.2 66.0 95.7 109.0 324.9 94.7

-Memorandu items
Ietified net PS1P/GDP(96) 17.6 19.0 20.9 20.2 19.5

GDPgrowth(%) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.9

sotxcec min repcxt
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thesectionor.tF- torstrategiesandexpenditures), in 1992. This projected growth path is based on
toward which r.ew exteral project assistnce of annual growth rates of about3percentin agricul-
about $33 million (90 percent) should be directed ture, 4 percent in manufacturing, 5 percent in
on a priority basis. mining, and 8 percent in services and is sup-

ported by moderate growth in public infrastruc-
Economic oudook, extemal financing ture and private investments of 2 percent a year
requirements, and debt relief on average. Realexports of goods and nonfactor

services are projected to grow rapidly, at about 7
Guyanaesmedium-andlong-termeconomicpros- percent a year on average durng 1993-2001, pro-
pects are promising, provided that the Govem- pelled mainly by strong rice, timber, and gold
ment maintains a sound macroeconomic frame- exports and a steady expansion in sugar produc-
work, drastically reduces the size of the public tion. Real imports are projected to grow faster
sector andits command overeconomicresources, than GDP during 1993-96, averaging 7 percent a
pursues sector strategies supportive of private- year, to cover increasing pnvate consumption
sector-led growth, and improves pulibc sector and exports, and tofollow the GDP growthtrend
management and administration. In addition, of 4 percent during 1997-2001. At the same time,
Guyana will need further financial assistance, the resource balance is projected to deteriorate
iududingenhancedconcessionsfordebtresched- slightly, from a surplus of 3 percent of GDP in
uling and debt forgiveness, to achieve exteral 1992 to a deficit of 5 percent during 1993-96 and
viability over the medium to long termn only a small surplus of 0.1 percent during 1997-

Undertheseassumptions,Guyana'srealGDP 2001. Because of Guyana's large interest pay-
atmmretprices is projected togrow at5percenta ments, the exteral current account balance is
year on average during 1993-96, and at4 percent projected to continue to record substantial defi-
ayearthereafter, comparedwithalmnost8 percent cits, averaging 31 percent of GDP during 1993-96

and 19 percent of

Table 4. Actual and projected macroeconomic indicators, GDP during 1997-
1992-2001 2001.
Ifet) Guyanawillcon-

Prel. Prcqected tinue to require sub-
1992 1993-96 1997-2001 stantial foreign capi-

AwveAggcwt rots tal inflows to finance
Real GDP (market prices) 7.9 4.9 4.1 the PSI?, to meet its
Real exports ofgoods and nonbctor services 28.0 8.0 5.6
Real imports of goods and nonctor services 18.4 7.4 4.2 debt service obliga-
Urban consumer prices (end-period) 14.2 93 8.4 tions, and to provide

foreign exchangre to
Conuffrpfbon 62.9 70.7 69.5 sustain import levels
Gross domesic nvestrnert 34.5 343 30.4 that are consistent
Gross domestic savings 37.1 29.3 30.5 with the projected

Resource balance 2.6 -5.0 0.1 economic growth
Exports (goodsand nonkcorseMices 132.1 131.5 1395 (table 5). The major
Imports (goods and nonfctor service) 129.5 136.5 139.4 sources of financing

Extemal airenteacrunt -29.8 -31.4 -18.7 are projected to be

Extemal debt(outstading and dibursed) 675.5 623.7 501.0 private capital in-
Schedded debt servie 50.9 342 29.1 flows, generated in

large part through
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privatization; grants and concessional loans for fill this gap and avoid jeopardizing Guyana's
balance of payments support and project assis- growth prospects.
tance; and debt relief. The recent (May 1993) 1993-95 rescheduling

Foreign direct investment is projected to av- of Paris Club debt on Enhanced Toronto Terms is
erage about $40 million a year during 1993-2001. an important contribution to the alleviation of
But these projected levels are contingent on the Guyana's debt burden. However, as the projec-
implementationofacomprehensiveprivatization tions presented above imply, Guyana's tight ex-
program, accompanied by major private reha- ternal finances will require further debt relief in
bilitation investnents. Similarly, the projections the near future. At a miiinium, and consistent
also include privatization receipts of $10 million with the provisions under Enhanced Toronto
a year on average during 1993-2001. Guyana's Terms, such debtrelief could take the form of 100
total aid requirements after private capital flows percent rescheduling of the principal by 1998. In
during 1993-96 amount to $446 million. Of this addition, Guyana would need to apply these
amount, only$295 million havebeen identified in terms notonlyto its Paris Club debtbutalso to the
the form of concessional loans or grants. This debtitowestoTrinidadandTobago. Undersuch
leaves an externalfinancinggap for 1993-96 of $151 ascenario,Guyana'sdebtservicepaymentswould
miillion, of which $33 million represents pro- be reduced by an additional $34 million per year
posed projects with unidentified extemal financ- during 1998-2001 and would amount to 25 per-
big. The extemal financng gap increases to $92 cent of GDP by the year 20001, compared to 34
million a year on average during 1997-20(4. Fur- percent in the base case scenanro. Similarly, its
ther balance of payments support or debt relief debt at the end of the projection period would
beyond the assumed 1993-95 rescheduling on amount to $2,299 milion (439 percent of GDP),
Enhanced Toronto Terms for Paris Club and compared to $2,434 million (465 percent of GDP)
Trinidad and Tobago debt would be required to in the base case scenario.

Table 5. Projected external financing requirements,
1993-200 1
(miNions of US. dtabrs)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997-2001

Financing requirement -168 -179 -162 -153 -180

Financing sources 168 179 162 153 180
Foregn direct investrnent 34 24 23 35 48
Sale ofassets 5 2 6 10 13
Rescheduling, debt relief a 15 43 20 0 0
Grants 34 34 33 32 30
Medium- and long-term loans 79 75 81 75 90

Menornndum item
Totalaidrequirement 112.8 108.6 112.4 112.3 119.9

Identfied 88.4 66.0 75.1 66.0 27.5
Loars 59.7 58.4 65.6 56.6 27.2
Grants 28.7 7.6 9.5 9.4 0.3

Unidentified 24.4 42.6 37.3 46.3 92.4
Loars 19.1 16.2 14.8 23.7 62.4
Grants 5.3 26.4 22.5 22.6 30.0

a. Assumes 1993-95 rsdhedulg on Ehanced Tonto Terrs
cu Main rpor
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Public sector management and idlyforhigher-levelstaff.Consequently,vacancy
administration rates areparticularlyhighfortechnicalpositions,

amounting to more than 40 percent of budgeted
The fundamental shift that has been taking place positions. At the same time, more than 70 percent
ineconomicpolicyandthemaa:oeconomicframe- of budgeted positions are for low-level positions,
work requires a corresponding comprehensive resulting in a bottom-heavy public service. Be-
public sector refomL This reform should reduce cause of its shortage of technical staff, the Gov-
thescope of the publicsectoresactivities, reorient enment is unable to adequately carry out such
its activities to focus onhumanresource develop- basic functions as data collection and analysis,
mentandsupportof theprivatesector,andsharply accounting and cost control, and essential service
decrease the public sector's command over the delivery. Hence, the overriding concem for the
country's economic resources. This involves re- Govenimentinthisareaistoprovidewageincen-
organizing the public administration-reallocat- tives to fill vacancies for higher-level technical
ing tasks between the center and the regions, positions while reducing labor redundances,
strengthening public service management, and especially at lower levels. These actions will be
improving the quality of public sector employ- taken within the framework proposed by the
ment while eliminating redundancies. IDA's Public Administration Project

Since 1970, the public sector has experienced
dramatic expansion in both its functions and its Resource mobilization: institutional aspects
size, as is evident in the growth of the central
Government and in the spread of semi-autono- Recent years have seen major reforms of the tax
mous agencies, constitutional agencies, public system The tax structure that has resulted is
corporations, and public financial institutions. broadly satisfactory. The main priority now
*And the creation of regional administrations in should be broadening the coverage and improv-
1980 added another layer of administration, re- ing the administration of taxes. This applies in
sulting in an institutional apparatus that is particular to the consumption tax and the import
unmanageable. Although a recent reorganiza- duty, where revenue forgone on account of re-
tion within the central Government, which re- missions is estimated at G$2.9 billion, or 65 per-
duced the number of ministries from 18 to11, has cent of revenues collected from these taxes. For
reduced the complexity of the ministerial struc- the consumption tax, all remissions should be
ture, there remains a need for reorganization abolished to transform the tax into a pure rev-
within ministries, and between the central Gov- enue levy free of protective effects. And the con-
emnment and other public entities to darify func- sumption tax should be extended to cover ser-
tionalresponsibilities.Thiswouldmindudeexam- vices other than hotel accommodations. For im-
ining the rationale for semi-autonomous agen- port duties, a drastic reduction in remissions
cies, privatizing public corporations and finan- should be pursued, accompanied oy measures to
cial holdings, and redefining the responsibilities ensure that inputs embodied in exports are not
of theregional administrations to ensure greater taxed. These measures would also more than
accountability. compensate for potential revenue losses due to

The quality of Guyana's public service has the reduction m the CET. Further, fiscal conces-
deteriorated markedly. The principal cause of sions under income taxes are overly generous,
this deterioration has been the sharp decrease in and should be curtailed, taking into account the
real emoluments, whih declined by about 40 arrangements elsewhere in the region.
percent on average during 1987-92. Moreover, In 1993, the Government imposed a 10 per-
regular salaries have decreased even more rap- cent development levy on "commercial" compa-
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nies, effectively increasing their company taxes doubled by introducng an annual sticker to be
from35to45percent,asashort-termexpedientto attached to the windscreen of each vehicle. In
raise additional revenue. But this measure has customs administration, the system for process-
only a limited revenue potential, and should not ingexportand importdocuments is too complex,
replace the efforts to broaden the tax base. In and the administration is not sufficiently sup-
addition, it has increased the distortions arising ported by computerization. Also, too many re-
from the gap between personal incoihe and com- sourcesareallocated tomonitoringthelow-value
pany taxes, and will discourage private invest- "barrel" traffic. These resources could be more
mert Hence, itisrecommended that the Govern- effectivelyemployed in assessinghigh-value com-
mentdiscontinuethislevyandsubsequentlyunify mercial imports.
the top income and company tax rates. A source of revenue that has been neglected

Tax and customs administrations are weak. isuserchargesandothercost-recoverymeasures.
Overall stafing levels appear adequate, but ex- Almost all public services are either totally or
isting staff needs to be better trained and their partiallysubsidized. As a result, the Government
remuneration needs to be increased to reduce lacks the funds to maintain the quality of these
staff turnover and the incentive for corruption. services. While in some areas servces may need
Computerfacilitiesareoutdatedandineffectively to be improved before cost-recovery measures
used. Procedures need to be streamlined to de- are implemented, their revenue potential in the
rive full benefit from the new equirment and medium term is large-they could yield an addi-
software provided under the IDA's Public Ad- tional $28 million a year, equivalent to about 10
ministration Project and the IDBEs tax adminis- percent of 1992 GDP (table 6). To increase the
tration project A serious shortcoming of the in- incentive to pursue cost recovery, some form of
land revrenue administration is the absence of earmarking of revenues for operations and main-
verification in the field, which results in collec- tenance should be considered. For example, pri-
tions of income taxes which fall far short of their vate agencies could be entrusted to carry out
potentiaL Similarly, there is no mechanism to operations and maintenance and to collect user
verify payments of motor vehicle licenses, and fees in exchange for a share of the revenues col-
receiptsfrommotorvehicles couldmostlikelybe lected.

Table 6. Current and target revenue from cost recoveqr
(7itns of US. dollrs)

Sector Main source Main use Current Target

Drang and irigation User fees O&M expenditure <0.5 5.0
Power Tariff Operating expenses 19.0 27.0
Road transport Fuel taxidce license Road O&M expenditure I .3a 6.0
Water and sanitaion Tariff Operting expenses <0.1 2.0
Sea defenses Levy O&M expendihtre 0.0 5.0
Educagion Tuifion Recurrent expenditure -0.0 1.0
Health User fees Recurrent expenditure -0.0 3.0

Totl amount 20.9 49.0
Total share @percenage of 1992 GDP) 7.9 18.2

- means appirximate.
ANt Based on fill recovery (100 percent) oftargeted expendurs, exceptforeducation (15 percent 40 percnt, and 60 percen for prinmay,
secondary. and rtiay education, respectively) and heaid (30 percent) expendites.
a. Budgeted for operation and mainenance.
Sow4: Main report
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Resource allocation: institutional aspects equipment Furtier, the budget needs to be de-
veloped within a well-defined annual or me-

Theexistingbudgetarysystemandrelatedpublic dium-term economic framework and oriented
sector financialmanagementpracticesinGuyana toward programs and activities.
suffer from a number of deficiencies that need to
be addressed. First, thtre are a number of key The PSIP process and donor
financialmanagementpractices thatare inappro- coordination
priate there has been little or no attempt to relate
each year's budget with an integrated program, PSIP planning, implementation, and monitoring
accounting practices have been largely in the have inproved over the 1990-92 period, as re-
form of cash management, and treasury deci- flectedinheincreaseintheimplementationratio
sions are based neither on a cash flow program from 58 percent during 1990-91 to 88 percent in
nor on portfolio options. Second, the accounting 1992. Nonetheless, addressing Guyana's exten-
system broke down in 1981, and no official finan- sive investment needs will strain its absorptive
cial statements for the public sector have been capacity, and will require further inprovements
produced since. Third, the audit of accounts has in the PSIP process. Institutional strengthening is
been severely hampered and inordinately de- a key issue. Until recently, information and re-
layed,andcontrolisthereforeineffective.Fourth, sponsibilities regarding the PSIP process have
although disbursements are authorized through been fragmented and scattered throughout the
the executive function of the Releases Commit- public sector. As a result, the PSIP has been of
tees, with no financial statements for audit ex- ordy limited use as an instrument to facilitate
amination, the public and the Parliament have planning,implenentation,andmoniitoingofproecis.
hadnomeanstomonitorappropriatedfunds.AIl A first step in reforming the institutional
of these management shortcomings suggest ur- setup for the PSIP is currently being undertaken
gent need for financial management reformL through the merger of the two major agencies

The de jure budget process is complex and involved in the P11P process, the State Planning
seems intricate in detail. Butbecause of the lack of Secretariat (SPS) and the Department of Interna-
technicalcapacity,theuseofthelineitembudget, tional Economic Cooperation (DIEC), into the
and the diffusion of responsibilities, the process Ministry of Finance. Improvements in the infor-
is neither timely nor transparent Responsibility mation flow will depend, however, on the spe-
for preparing the budget is diffused among a cific arrangements that would centralize project
number of agencies. And the budgetreview pro- information in one sub-unit of the Ministry of
cess involves a number of ad hoc arrangements Finance. For project identification, it should be
and committees, but their membership, proce- the role of the SPS to provide a set of updated
dures, and guidelines have not been properly guidelines and basic macroeconomnic indicators
defined, or lack transparency. Most of the line to inform the decisions of the line agencies. The
ministries' and agencies' draft estimates are pre- selection of projects should feed back into the
paredbypoorlyqualified andinexperiencedstaff. budget and planning process in the form of pro-
Prior to the 1993 budget, the ministries and agen- visions for counterpart funding and future main-
des had made only limited attempts to base their tenance expenditures. This should make it pos-
proposed expenditures in the draft estimates on sible to better incorporate the recurrent cost im-
any dearly defined objective or set of priorities. plications of capital expenditures into the budget
To address these issues, both the Office of the and planning process.
Budget and the budget functions in line agencies To support project implementation, project
need significant strengthening in staffing and execution units shouldbe consolidated and given
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more autonomy. For a set of selected priority nor support, the need for dose donor coordina-
projects (core PSP), a task force should be estab- tion has assumed increasing importance.
lished within the Ministry of Finance and sup- A Enhanced donor coordination would contrib-
ported by higher-level officials to ensure speedy ute significantly to a more efficient use of scarce
implementation. To address the lack of counter- resources on the project level. Achieving better
part Ainds forprojects thatprogressmore quickly donor coordination requires, first, the establish-
than expected, shifting resources from local ment of joint project execution units; second,
projects, and pooling andpanipassu disbursement poolingandparipassudisbursementof localcoun-
of local counterpart funds should be considered. terpart funds; and, third, consistent donor condi-
Further, the IDB project to develop a project cycle tionality.
management system should be rapidly imple- A Donors should agree to assume operations and
mented. These actions would require additional maintenance expenditures on a declining basis
technical assistance to enhance training Further over time, and to design cost-recovery mecha-
measures to strengthen the line agencies are nisms as an integral part of any project
needed to ensure the smooth implementation of & There should be a more systematic exchange of
the ambitiouls 1993-96 PSIP. But as long as the informationonprogramsofassistanceandproject
salary issue is not addressed, qualified staff will implementation. This could be accomplished
continue to leave the SPS or the line agencies, throughaprojectlistapproach,providingdetails
putting at risk the sustainability of these reform on all projects, including timetables for imple-
efforts. mentation and analysis of implementation prob-

lems. There is also a need for mechanisms to
Private sector and community participation follow up on agreenents reached in donor meet-

ings, for example, in the form of progress reports.
The scope of private sector involvement in the A Donors could also facilitate Government plan-
project cyde needs to be broadened. The private ning bymaking multiyear commitments, at least
sector should be encouraged not only to substi- on a planning basis, in particular for commodity
tute for or complement public investments, but assistance, and by assisting the Goverrunent in
also to support the implementation of public making more accurate estimates of expected dis-
investments. bursements in the context of the Government's

The Social Impact Amelioration Program budget process.
(SIMAP) has been very successful in integrating
communities and nongovernmental organiza- Sector strategies and expenditures
tions into the PSIW process for small local projects,
and it continues tobe the most effective meansfor The following paragraphs define strategies for
doingso. But over the medium term, community the main sectors of the economy: agriculture, the
participation could be increased further by pro- power sectc:, sea defense, transport, water and
viding block grants at a local level-as has been sewerage, and the social sectors.
done in other countries so that communities
and nongovernunental organizations can under- Agriculture
take rehabilitation works on ttieir own (box 1)_

Since the liberalization of the economy, there has
Donor coordination and policies been a rapid tumaround in the performance of

agriculture, and there is real opportunity for fur-
With the implementation of Guvana's URP and ther rapid and sustainable growth.? But this op-
the resulting significant increase in external do- portunity is heavily circumscribed by the macro-
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-Box . Community participation in public investment

The components o rnual development are always the * Revision of revenue-sharing formulas in favor of the
same-mroads, elecricity, water supply, snil irrigation, poorer states and municipalities.
.markets, -schools,- healfth poss, and services. The * Increases in own-revenue generaton of municipali-
prqects are usually small, widely dispersed, and often tes and states combined with greater transfer of iscal
.quite simple. But experience has shown that central investment resorc from the federal level to states
planning for hundreds of distinct localities cannot and muniripalities.
succeed because ofthe complexiy problems arising * Systematic lowering ofthe level atwhich invest-
rorm the location speciidty of needs. Therefore, menes are executed and money is controlled.
~-commnitony partidpation in planning has been advocated * Reform of money flows and systerns for money

::an elabonate methodologies developed. A successful release from the central government to states, munid-
firt step in a number of countries has been to establish palities, and other executing agendes, in which each
-Social Funds-the approach followed in Guyana with subprject operates with a special account, and acmber-
the establishmrent of SIMAP. In the short term, and in an some ex ante controls are repaced by ex post auditng.

i'r-envilronmernt in which cornrnunity participation was not * SDeciallocation of investrentresourcesto
- 1enicouraged d Government agendes are weak. Socal municipalities for small projects under communrty

.funds can ach:eve ;mpressive rates of execution and control, with donated community labor and materials,
r-. tiysucce saful targeting. and extremely simple procuremnent procedures. These

-in; .-the mediumterm, however, a more promising municipal funds operate according to a special manual
apprad mi-rnay betb take communit participation a step tiat ensures a transparent project selecbon process at

Aurther and overcome the complxi problems through the commrunrity level..
f 6iscal deketralimation with comtmunity-based project ' Reform of state auditing institutions ard media-
nexecuton. As :intenventions lose their eemergency" nisms, wih much greater involvement of private sector.
character, Social Funds seem to be severelythreatened ( Cearrules ensurirgthatthe line agencies maintain

by rnprovemts" of projectdesign, selection, condial ior approving (not developing) technical desigrs
procuremen and disbursement rules, which are for all but the simplest projects, for program quality
in potenti &or real abuses, but in the standards, and for other reguiatory functions.

* endmay well convert the management of the funds into The program built on many institutional features-
*-.gsntproject execution units,- familiar from the traditional induding the requirement that communities contibute
rural-development ex-peuience.YWhat is required instead to costs. usually inthe form of donated labor-that
isihissystematic Lproverment of local decision-maidng essentially give the poor veto power over projects.

.nchanismnrcand rulsneso thattey ensure real. authr;y The impact has been tremendous, with resources
.t.th a local level over.te executon and the financial for poverty-Walleviating investments in rural areas and
:5:resources, aswl as t decisions,- and include urban slums more than doubling over three years.
;innovativ mechanisms for auditing by the communities More than 12 millibn people were connected to
themseve:s. eletrhicity and potable water, and had their school

A . o-odexample-oftQhe benefit ofa tuly commu-. improved in a period of about three yearsm Perhaps the
n . ba.d. n is Meioco's Solidaridad program. most outstanding success was the municipal funds,

..- .Priortoe)implernentaton of that program, rural= which operate in 1I,100 munidpalties and execte
muni ties . smaler cmmunities had vially no . 30,000 to 40,000 smWl projects annually at very low
own-re>vimenu;le source.s anrd received only very limited fiscal costs. In Guatemala the earmarkirg of 8 percent of

:>Žllnincil supportli-on the states.Wrtually all local national fiscal revenue for municipal investments (not
nvetrnentwa execute dby slate or federal iine -. :payroll has also had similar, but less well-docmented
age.nres on whomn local -groups were cDmpletely- impacts. The incredible impact of the municipal funds in
epenentforfunding.: Urderthe 'fiscl systems' Mexico is dearly due to the facttat small as they are,

a-:*pproach of Soldidedad, the following measures were they removed a critical coristai tto action by cornMu-
:-.iimilemented orare-under implementation: nities-their complete lack of funds.

.:So. ns P. Binswnger, 1992, -Centra Planning vs. Fiscal Systems Approaches to Rural Development' Unpublished rote.
Worl B -N . Washiigt .
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economicconstraintsthatlimitpublicinvestment. single systems that now prevails. Third, once
Moreover, as in other sectors, the neglect of the drainageandirngationsystemsarerehabilitated,
productive infrastructure during the 1980s has cost recovery is imperative to ensure their
created a need for substantial rehabilitation in- sustainability.
vestment This dictatesaneed for the mostcarefud The key elements in supporting the second
prioritization of public expenditure. But the frag- priority-support for short-term productive ca-
mented and ad hoc approach to planning is a pacity-are strengthening the planning capabili-
considerable barrier to this; it constrains the effi- ties within the Ministry of Agriculture, improv-
cient allocation of publlc investment and the ing the data base on which planning can draw,
equally vital institutional reforms necessary to and pursuing land reform and improving credit
promote cost recovery and complementary pn- services to enhance rice production. The dtird
vate investment pnonty-enhancing and diversifying the pro-

In developing an expenditure strategy, the duction base-should only be pursued once the
Ministry of Agriculture must acknowledge its first two priorities have been adequately ad-
dependenceonexterndalsourcesoffunding. There dressed. There is significant potential for
are very limited opportunities for further nontraditional agricultural products, induding
privatization in the nonsugar agricultural sector, pineapples and heart of palm.
and although there are opportunities for cost Projected disbursements in agriculture un-
recovery, these are unlikely to generate signifi- der the 1993-96 PSIP amount to $43 million, or 13
cant resources in the short ternL Access to donor percent of total grossinvestInent, including trans-
funding, in turn, depends crucially on having a fers of $18 million (5 percent) from extnally
strategic approach to sector development with financed projects to provide foreign exchange to
dearly identified roles for the public and private theprivatesector. Otherextemallyfundedprojects
sectors, strategies for dealing with problems of cover area development (IEAD), fishery facilities
absorptive capacity, and commitment to cost re- (CIDA), agricultural research (UNDP), and gen-
covery where feasible. There must be clearly de- eralsectorsupport (IDB).The importance of drain-
fined priorities and a vision of where the sector is age and irrigation rehabilitatior, which promises
going. Within the agriculhtual sector, the over- considerableretums inproductivitygains,is not
whelming importance of relaxing current pro- adequately reflected in ongoing and new exter-
duction constraints to sectoral growth dictates nally funded investments, and should be given
the following hierarchy of priorities: first, sus- priority by donors. Therefore, tiis PSIP includes
taiable rehabilitation of drainage and irrigation aproposalforadditionalinvestmentsindrainage
systems; second, support for short-term produc- and irrigation rehabilitation with unidentified
tive capacity; and, third, enhancement and diver- financing of $9 million (3 percent). These invest-
sification of the production base, induding ments should, however, be contingent on the
strengthening research and extension services. reforms in the drainage and irrigation subsectr

Sustainable rehabilitation of the drainage and described above.
irrigation systems must have precedence over
everything else. Such an effort involves, first, Power
rehabilitating the drainage and irrigation infra-
structure and, second, improving its operation The power sector,? of crucial importance for
and maintenance. This requires radical institu- Guyanas economicrecovery, is in a severe cisis.
tional reform to improve the complex and The existing generation, transmission, and distn-
muddled system of joint responsibilities within bution. facilities are worn out, supply is unreli-

.f- -
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able, and capacity does not meet peak demand. project funded by the IDB. This amount is well
The IDB continues to finance an institutional belowtheestimatedrehabilitationandexpansion
rehabilitation program for the Guyana Electric needsofabout$100million overthenredtfouryeais.
Corporation, but the improvements will not be
sustained without a reform of the institutional Sea defenses
setup in Guyana's power sector. The poor perfor-
mance of the GEC suggests tat it cannot be Budgetary constraints and the lack of qualified
charged with the responsibility for the power staff resulted in a severe deterioration of sea
sector. The GEC suffers from weak management defenses and an increasing number of breaches,
compounded by a fragmentation of responsibili- up to 49 in 1990. At present, the baddog in reha-
ties among the board, the general manager, and a bilitation works is about 20 years. The mainte-
team of consultants financed by the IDB. Staff nance requirements will remain high for the com-
morale is extremely low. The GEC is heavily ing decades, because there is a severe backlog in
dependent on Government transfers, which the maintenance of all the sea defenses and be-
amount to about $10 million, or 3.5 percent of cause deteriorated sea defenses require more in-
GDP, in 1992. This is partly a result of its low tensive maintenance.
tariffs, which are well below the estimated long- For the nextfouryears, some$50millionhave
run marginal costs (LRMC), and partly a reflec- been allocated to the rehabilitation and mainte-
tion of its inefficient operations, which result in nance of the most critical sections in the old sea
short-termoperationalcostswellabovetheLRMC. walls. This is a very ambitious program, and its

In view of this situation, it is recommended successful implementation will require a con-
thattheGovernrentseekimmediateprivatesec- certed effort to address institutional and other
tor participation in the power sector. As a first issues that have already delayed disbursements.
step, a private management contract allowing The proposed strategy for the sea defenses fo-
autonomous management of the GEC should be cuses on (1) supporting the early start of the
entered into. At the same time, the Government rehabilitation efforts through the establishment
should invite short-term private power genera- of a joint project execution unit and measures to
tion to supplement the GEC's limited capacity, increase competition in the quarry sector; (2
for example, under a build, own, and operate improving the maintenance of the existing sea
(BOO) scheme. To finance energypurciases and defenses, induding through the involvement of
to cover the GEC's cost of operations, electricity local contractors; and (3) designing a comprehen-
tariffs should be increased by about 50 percent on sive sea defense policy, including the identifica-
average.Asasecondstep,theGovemmentshould tion of adequate design standards and priority
privatize transmission and distribution systems locations of sea defense works.
and allow competition in energy generation, ac- Projected disbursements in sea defense reha-
companied by the formulation of an adequate bilitation amount to $38 million (11 percent of
regulatory framework. PSIP disbursements), financed by the EC, the

In the expectation that the Government will CDB, the IDA, and the IDB. All investments in-
rigorously pursue private sector participation, cluded in the PSIP are funded, and the allocation
thePSIlprovidesrforonlythemosturgentinvest- for capital works is considered adequate in view
ments needed to prevent the imminent collapse of the country's competing investment needs.
of the power sector. It includes disbursements of But the complete rehabilitation of the sea de-
about $31 million (9 percent of PSIP disburse- Lnses is estimated to require some $300 million,
ments), allocated to the ongoing power rehabili- andthecountrywillcontinuetodependondonor
tation project and an emergency transmission support in this sector for some time to come



Transport In aviation, the main issues are the urgent
need to upgrade airport security, the establish-

The country's transportation infrastructure has ment of a self-financing airport authority, and
deteriorated severely because of poor manage- enhanced private sector involvement. There is a
ment and lack of maintenance. The management case for privatizing Guyana Airways Corpora-
of transport facilities has been adversely affected tion (GAC), as domestic services could be pro-
by misguided policies and lack of resources. The vided more efficiently by the private sector, and
main roads have not been maintained since the the GAC is not competitive internationally.
1970s and need fall rehabilitation. Feeder roads Finally, there are a number of problems in
have deteriorated and do not allow adequate water transportation. Guyana's marine navigation
access to and from production areas. Similarly, services are inadequate and unsafe by interma-
airport and port facilities need immediate atten- tional standards.A high proportion of navigati on
ltion in some areas and will need to be upgraded aids and radio beacons are out of service, even
before a serious effort at export development, thoughharbor dues generate surpluses above the
particularly of nontraditional commodities, can costs of navigation services. Investments. in this,
be successfuL. No new facilities are warranted in area, facilitated by institutional reform to estab-
the near future. lish an autonomous port authority, would b-e

Problems in the Nmiistry of Public Workcs highly cost-effective.
mirror those of the entire public sector. low sala- To address these issues, the Government
rdes, a lack of qualified staff, insufficient recruit- should establish national-level planning, and
ment, a need for training, lack of a budgetin pursue institutional reforms., including
process, lack of system hinformation, lack of clear recentralization of road operations and mainte-
lines of responsibility and accountability, no na- nance and the creation of airport and port au-
tional-level plannking, and poor donor coordina- thorities. It should miake some immediate inter-
tion. The lack of national planning in transport, in ventions,inparticular, to facilitate the imnplemen-
particular, is a critical bottleneck to the efficient tatiorn of the main road rehabilitation projects, to
allocation. of resources, and thiere is need for a improve aviation facilities, and to imnprove port
national tranportation plan. and river navigation. It should support an in-

The planned rehabilitation of the main road creased role for the private sector in transporta-
sections by the IDB, the IDA, and the CDB over lion and increase transportation user charges. In
thenextfiveyearswilleffeL-tivelyreturnGuyana's the near term, the Goverznment should rely on air
main road network to acceptable standards. But access to the hinterland, and in the long term, it
successfulimnplementation wil require strength- should consider new aviation and marine facah-
ening the absorptive capacity of the Ministry of ties and completion of the Guyana-Brazil road.
Public Workcs and of local contractors. Also, sea Projected disbursements in transportation
defense and road works need to be integrated. amount to $86 million (25 percent of PSIl' dis,-
The main issue after reconstruction is effective bursements) to cover the basic needs in road, air,
maintenance, whidch would be facilitated if re- and water transport infrastructure. These invest-
sponsibilities were recentralized. The most sig- ment nesreflect the severe deterioration of the
nificant issue with respect to financing is the transport infrastructure and servces over the
proposed Government expenditure of about $14 past decade, which is a severe impediment to
million to complete the Mabura-Lethem private sector activities. Ongoing projects by the
(Guyana/Brazil) Road. This investmenmt is not EC focus on the reconditioning of ferries and the
-essntialatthistimeand,bemuseofitslowpriority, rehabilitation of thte essential Demerara harbor
should be deferred tDthe extnt possll bridge, While new projects by the IDB and the

-~~~~~-
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IDA provide mainly for the rehabilitation of the of these key projects, in particular because of the
mainroads in Guyana. In addition, investments incipient cholera threat
of about $14 million with unidentified financing Projected disbursements in water supply and
areproposedtocover,inparticular,criticalfeeder sanitation amount to $22 million (7 percent of
roads and airport rehabilitation. PSIPdisbursements),indudinganongoingproject

to develop a master plan for the Georgetown
Water and sanitation water supply (IDB) and new projects for

Georgetown emergency water supply, water im-
Although access to potable water trough provement, and technical cooperation (1DB) and

house connections andppublicstandpipes is quite ruralwatersupplyandinstitutionalreform (IDA).
high,thewaterandsanitationsectorsuffersfrom While the overall rehabilitation needs in the sec-
grave deficiencies. Nearly the entire network tor are estimated at $45 million to $50 million, the
faces incipient or actual failure. Back-siphonage proposed investmentshould cover the key needs
of polluted water poses a significant health risk in this sector over the 1993-96 period, and further
Preventivemainteanceisnonexistent,andthere allocations to the water sector should be contin-
is chronic shortage of spare parts and supplies. gent on the improvement of its weak absorptive
Sector institutions have limited capabilities due capacity. In view of the successful operation of
to human resource constraints, and they are the Eccles Plant facilities, futher private sector
financially banlkupt Their weakness is corn- involvement should be sought to complement or
pounded by an inadequate institutional frame- replace public investments.
.ork, with fragmented responsibilities between
the center and the regions and a general lack of Social sectors
acrountability. Budgetarypractices are inappro-
priate, and cost recovery is extremely weak. For MostsocalservicesinGuyanaarepublicand
example,theannualwatertrffcbargedtohouse- at leastpartally subsidized. The exclusion of the
holds outside Georgetwn is less than $2. privatesectorfromsocialservicedeliveryandthe

The proposed strategy for the development reluctance to institute cost recovery have led to a
ofthewaterandsarnitationsectorinGuyanacalls sharp decline in the quality of services provided.
for (1) rehabilitating or replacing the existing The infrastructure is severely dilapidated, and
facilitiestoimproveservicelevels; (2)restructur- books andequipmentareunavailablebroken, or
ing the sector's regulatory framework and obsolete. Thesepoorworkingconditions, coupled
strengthening the sectoral institutions; and (3) with low salaries, have encouraged skilled and
improving the sector's finances and financial qualified personnel to move out of the sectors or
mrnanagementpractices to enable it to eventually seek work abroad. As a consequence, Guyana's
attain self-sufficiency. The last requires raising educationandhealthindicatorstodayareamong
the water tariffs to levels that at least cover the the lowest in the Caribbean.
operations and maintenance of the water and The information necessary to obtain a clear
sewerage system. In the short term, the main picture of the nature and extent of poverty is not
instrument for implementing tis strategy will available in Guyana. More reliable information
be the Georgetown Water Supply and Sewerage should become available in mid-1993, however,
project financed by the IDB and the regional as data are issued from the 1990 National Census
Water Supply Technical Assistance and Reha- as wel as from an nLcomes and Expenditure and
bilitation project financed by the IDA and the LivingStandardsMeasurementSurvey.Comple-
UK It is recommended that the Govremment tion of these surveys should enable the IDA to
undertace anyeffortto supportimplementation prepare a Poverty Assessment focusing on human
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resource development and poverty reduction ef- Administrations. Inparallel,sectorreformwould
forts in the context of policies for growth. For the focus on (1) reallocating resources where social
time being, the existing efforts under SDIAP and returns are highest and more equitably distrib-
the Basic Needs project continue to be the best uted, in particular in primary education; (2)
mechanisms for alleviating poverty. SlMAP fi- strengthening teacher training and restructuring
nancessmall-scalesubprojectsinitiatedandimple- the salary schedule; and (3) improving teacher
mented at the community level. Financing is pro- and student access to textbooks and teaching
vided to the communities for a variety of project aids. Room should alsobegiven to private educa-
activities, including the rehabilitation and equip- tion, and community-based initiatives and sup-
ping of primary health care facilities, food distri- portfromnongovernmentalorganizationsshould
bution and nutritional surveillance activities tar- be strongly encouraged.
geted at children and pregnant and lactating The quality of the services provided in the
mothers in primary health care facilities, the con- h ealth sectorhas declined markedly over the 1980s.
struction, rehabilitation, and equipping of day- Although Government allocations to the sector
care centers, and the installation and rehabilita- dropped sharply over this period, amounting to
tionofbasicwatersupplyfacilitiesandsanitation 3 percent of GDP in 1990, high levels of ineffi-
systems. Community and nongovernmental or- ciency, the fragmented organization of the sector;
ganizations may submit proposals for funding an inability to identify and prioritize objectives,
within these categories. The Basic Needs project and the limited coordination between the rel-
basically follows the SIMAP approach. evant agencies have greatly contributed to this

T he challenges facing the education sector are decline. The deterioration in care has been most
considerable.Thesector'sefficiencyislow,teacher severe in smaller urban and rural areas where
qualityispoor,educationalmaterialsarelacking, health facilities are severely understaffed and
and the infrastructure is dilapidated. The decline lack even the most basic drugs and diagnostic
of the education system reflects, to a large extent, equipment In this context, projects to comple-
the decreasing resources available to the sector, mernt the IB's Georgetown Hospital Rehabilita-
whichamountedto2percentofGDPinl990,well tion project, or a diversion of funds from this
below levels in other Caribbean countries. How- project to support health facilities outside
ever, while additional resources will be essential, Georgetown, would be desirable.
there is also a need to improve efficiencies in Although imvestments in infrastructure are
resource use and to develop institutional capacity. badlyneeded,substanialimprovements inhealth

During 1993-96, the most urgent needs of the service delivery are possible if recurrent funds
education sector will be covered by ongoing IDB are used more efficiently and resources aug-
projects with projected disbursements of about mented through the introduction of cost-recov-
$25 million. Hence, it is recommended that the ery measures. The following irnitial steps should
Government's efforts, initally, focus on (1) de- be taken by the Govenment (1) identify priori-
veloping a comprehensive strategy plan for the ties and establish a coherent set of medium-term
sectorthatdevelopsmedium-termobjectives,pri- objectives; (2) move to increase the resources
oritizes the activities to be undertaken, and as available to the sector through the introduction of
sesses what can be achieved given anticipated a carefully structured fee schedule; and (3)
revenue flows; (2) increasing the resources avail- strengthe the management and budgeting ca-
able to the sector through the introduction of pacity of administrative staff in the Ministry of
selected user fees; and (3) strengthening theplan- Healththeregional administrations,andthehos-
ning and management capacities of key person- pitals. In paralleL the reforms should focus on (1)
nel in the Ministry of Education and Regional redirecting resources-from curative to primaryj



health care; (2) strengthening preventive health growth, but also to (2) initiate a comprehensive
care services; and (3) improving the availability publicsectorreform to reflectthechangingrole of
of pharmaceutical and medical supplies, par- the state under the ERP and (3) rehabilitate the
ticularly in the regions. Minor health projects country's basic economic and social infrastruc-
should continue to be implemented through ture. Only if the Govenmment succeeds in all of
SIMAP and the Basic Needs project. At the same these areas will Guyana experience the economic
time, private delivery of health services should growth necessary to raise the population's living
be seen as an integral part of the health sector standards and to substantially reduce poverty
strategy, and community-based initiatives and over the comting decade.
support from nongovernmental organizations The Govenmment has expressed its commit-
should be strongly encouraged. ment to maintaining a sound macroeconomic

Projected disbursements in social sectors framework and preserving the recent improve-
amount to $100 million (29 percent of PSIP dis- ments in the incentive framework for private
bursements), of which $27 million (8 percent) is sector development. It has also initiated the pub-
allocated to SIMAP and Basic Needs poverty lic sector reform process in the context of the
reduction efforts, $32 million (9 percent) to edu- IDA's Public Administration Project. But this re-
cation, and $41 million (12 percent) to health. forn process must be carried further, including
While SIMAP is undoubtedly the best agency to privatizationmtrengtheningpublicsectoradmin-
respond quicldy to the immediate needs of the istration, enhancing resource mobilization; alnd
poor, it will have to be further strengthened to improving the efficiency of resource allocation.
absorb more funds than currently allocated. In- And the PSIP processneeds tobestrengthened to
vestments in education and health are domi- facilitate rehabilitation of the country's basic eco-
nated by one large IDB project each, rehabilita- nomic and social infrastructure. In this context,
tion of prmiary education ($25 million) and of the prority items on the Government's policy
the Georgetown hospital (Health Care 11, $22 agenda are as follows:
million). In both sectors, current funding is in-
sufficient to address the extensive rehabilitation A coirprehensive privatization strategy needs
needs, but technical assistance for institutional to be developed and rapidly implemented. In
strengthening should have priority. In educa- additiontononfinancialenterprises,theGovem-
tion, a project to rehabilitate technical and voca- mient needs to divest itself from its financial sec-
tional schools is proposed to start in 1995, for torholdings.Inbothinstances,privatizationneeds
whichfinancingof$4millionisbeingsought In to be accompanied by the establishment of an
health, two projects to rehabilitate communal appropriate regulatory framework.
and district hospitals are proposed to start in & Public service pay needs to be improved, ac-
1995, for which financing of $10 million is being companied by measures to reduce labor redun-
sought. In addition, there is scope for the private dancies, especially at lower levels. In particular,
sector, communities, and nongovernmental or- the salary structure must be made transparent,
garizations to offerservices to complementpub- and the salary scale decompressed to provide
lic investments. incentives to technical and professional person-

neL The implementation of the IDA's Public Ad-
Summary policy agenda ministration Project would be an important con-

tribution to addressing this objective.
The key tasks facing the Government are to A Tax and customs administration needs to be

(1) consolidate the macroeconomic and incen- strengthened, and the tax and duty structure
tive framework in support of private sector-led needs to be revised as foElows:
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* The tax base needs to broadened through task force supported by higher-level officials
elimination of remissions under the consump- should be established to ensure its speedy
tion tax, reduction of remissions under import implementation.
duties, and the curtailment of concessions un- * The lack of counterpart funds should be
der the income tax. addressed through shifting resources from
* The development levy for commercial com- local projects and pooling and pari passu
panies should be discontinued and, subse- disbursement of local counterpart funds.
quently, the top personal income and com- * The IDB project to develop a project cycle
pany tax rates unified at 33 to 35 percent managementsystemshouldberapidlyimple-
* The revised CET should be adopted on a fast mented.
track, as agreed with CARICOM, and the rev- A Drainage and irrigation systems need to be
enueimpactoffsetbytheeliminationofremis- rehabilitated in a sustainable manner. Such an
sions as recommended above. effort involves:

A Cost-recovery measures need to be strength- * Rehabilitation of the drainage and irrigation
ened to finance essential public services. In the infrastructure with donor assistance.
medium term, enhanced user charges should * Improved drainage and irrigation opera-
yield an additional $28 million, equivalent to tions and maintenance through radical insti-
about 10 percent of 1992 GDP. tutional reform-for example, the establish-
A Government transfers to the GEC need to be ment of water associations.
discontinued,basedonmoreefficienttoperatior.s, * Introduction of cost-recovery measures-
increased tariffs consistent with long-run mar-
ginal costs, and accompanied by private sector A more detailed summary of Guyana's policy
participation in the power sector- agenda, describing policyissues, strategies, and
A The shortfall in operations and maintanance recommended actions can be found in the at-
has to be addressed urgently. A comprehensive tachedpolicymatrix.]Eachoftheissuesaddressed
assessment should be undertaken to establish in this matrix is developed in more depth in the
adequate levels of operations and maintenance body of the report
expenditures, and aplandeveloped to reach these
levels within the coming years, to be financed by Notes
cost-recovery measures. In this connection, con-
sideration should be given to contracting out 1. The PSIP only covers proposed investments,sidertionshoud begiveL to ontrctin out excluding technical assistankce requirement., by the
operations and maintenance activities to the pn- Central Government and GEC Investments of the
vate sector. other public enterpriscs have been excluded, partly
A The budget process needs to be revised and because their plans are on hold on account of the

privatization program, and partly because they oper-
oriented toward activities and programs. As a ate underprivatemanagementcontracts (sugar,baux-
complementarymeasure,expenditurecontroland ite) with a high degree of autonomy.
management also need to be improved through Z The PSR does not analyze the sugar sector,
the implementation of adequate financial man- because GUYSUCO operates under a private sector

adnagementcontractwithahighdegreeofautonomy
agement systems and procedures. and is scheduled forprivatization underIDA'sSugar
A Project implementation needs to be improved. Rehabilitation Project This also applies for the baux-
In particular: ite sector.

should be consolia3. The PSR does not include a chapter on the
Project execution umts should be consoli- powersector,whichisonlydiscussedinthecontextof

dated and given more autonomy. the PSIP. A more detailed analysis on power sector
* A core PSIP comprising a set of selected issues can be found in the World Bank's Guyana

priority projects should be identified, and a Infrastrbtre Sector Review, dated August14,1992,
and in a number of IDB studies and issues papers.

.- 
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Policy agenda matrix

Plicy e Sr Main recommendatiom and actions

Macroecoomic policies and external debt

Incentive polcies Maintain reforn policies under the Deepen the cambio (private foreign exchange)
Economic Recovery Program in line market, with a view to including all foreign
with 1992-94 Policy Framework Paper. exchange transactions.

Continue trade liberalization policies, induding
rapid introduction of the revised Common
External Tariff and elimination of remaining
import restrictions and prohibitions.

Reduce dirct involvement of public sector in
economnic activity.

Fiancial sector policies Improve the conduct of monetary Strengthen the role of the Central rank and
policy. shift to more flexible monetary instrunents

Increase the efficiency of financial Encourage new private entrants into the
intermediation through increased fmiancial secor, including through granting new
competition and private sector bank licenses as soon as possible, and reduce
participation, the role of the public sector. In parallel,

strengthen the regulatory framework and
improve supervision.

External debt Seek debt relief. Approach the Paris Club for enhanced Toronto
concessions and ask non-Paris Club creditors to
also apply these ternms.

Public finance

Reverues Reduce overall deficit and improve Strengthen tax and custorms administration, and
efficiency of resource mobilization and broaden tax base through elimination of
allocation, exemptions, remissions, and concessions under

the various taxes (see resource mobilization).

Strengthen cost recovery measures to finance
essential public services, in particular in
drainage and irrigation (user fees), power
(tariffs), road transportation (fuel tax, vehicle
licenses), water and sanitation (tariffs), sea
defenses (levy), education (tuition), and health
(wser feesj

-xFndih - Revise and reorient budget process toward
activities and programs, and implement
adequate financial management systems and
procedures to strengthen expenditure control
(see reource allccdion).

Improve public service pay for qualified staff in
a sustainable manner, accompanied by measures
to reduce labor redundancies.

Assess and address shortfall in operations and
maintenance, and increase efficiency by
contracting out to the private sector.



Policy arafisur Strategy Main recammendations and actions

Expenditures (cont) Discontinue transfers to the Guyana Electric
Company based on more efficient operations,
increase tariffs consistent with long-run
marginal costs and private sector participation.
and review membership to international and
local organizations in light of associated costs
and benefits.

Public enterprise Reduce direct irnvolvement of the Implement rapidly a comprehensive
public sector in economic activity and privatization strategy that addresses both
increase the role of the private sector. nonfimnancial and financial holdings. Follow

transparent procedures. Establish appropriate
regulatory framework for to-be-privatized
entities.

Public Sector Investment Program (PSIP)

PSIP planrnig, Increase absorptive capacity through Improve coordinatinn among agencies involved
implemenation, and improving the PSIP process. Facilitate, in PSIP process. To. this end, pursue the merger
monitoring in particular, implementation of key of the State Planning Secretariat and the

projects. Department of Intemational Economic
Cooperation and centralize project information
and effective responsibility in one subunit of the
Ministry of Fmiance.

Facilitate speedy implementation of the Inter-
American Development Bank project to develop
a project cycle management system, and request
additional technical assistance for enhanced
training opportunities.

Provide, through the State Planning Secretariat,
a set of updated guidelines and basic
macroeconconic indicators to inform project
selection by line agencies.

Introduce a budget system that integrates
capital and current budgeting and allows
monitoring of recurrent cost implications of
capital expenditures.

Improve project implementation by
consolidating project execution units while
increasing their autonomy in addressing
implementation problems, establishing
mechanisms to shift counterpart funds to
projects as needed, and focxusing and
coordinating donor conditionality.

Formulate a core PSI? composed of a set of
priority pmjects, and establish a task force,
supported by high-level officials, to support
implementation of this core PSIP.

Donor coordination Improve donor coordination to avoid Facilitate a more systematic exchange of
project overlap and to allow for more information based on a project list approach,
efficient use of donor assistance and including timetables for implementation and
local counterpart funds. analysis of implementation problems.

.:::
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PoMicy -a/ie Strategy Maiui rcamwttendations and adimns

Donor coordination Facilitate Goverfnent planninrg through
(cont.) multiyear commitrnents or indications of future

aid flows ard assistance in estimating
disbursements.

Private sector and Increase the role of the private sector Pursue contracting-out of works. Request
community and of cormnunities in the PSIP technical assistance to enhance legal and
participation process. monitoring capabilities.

Provide block-gants to allow nongovernmental
organizations and communities to undertake
rehabilitation works on their owrn

Public sector administration

Public sector Initiate a comprehensivc public sector Implerent IDA's Public Administration Project
administration and reform program to reflect the changing as a first step toward public sector reform.
institutional setting role of the public sector under the

Economic Reform Program.

Ensure institutional correspondence in Review the rationale of the various public sector
authority, responsibility, execution, and entities with a view to streamline the
accountabiltty. organization of the public sector. In particular.

reconsider the tole and status of semi-
autonomous agencies, privatize public
enterprises and financial holdings, and transfer
the functiorns of the Cooperative Financial
Institutiorns Agency (COFA) to the Central Bank.

Pursue internal reorganization within the
ministries to clarify functional respDnsibilities.
In particular, institute a modem financial
management system.

Decentralizr anid Define the appropriate role of regional
regional admrinistrations administrations and ensure their ability to cary

out assigned functiorns.

Clarify lines of authority between Regional
Executive Officers and Regional Democratic
Councils.

Examine staff-ng levels, technical assistance and
advice, and training in the regions.

Establish the link between revenue generation
and expenditure responsibilities.

Public service Strengthen public service management through
management the institution of a personnel records system

and the implementation of a comprehensive
personnel policy and management system

Public service Introduce a transparent salary structure to
employment remove distortions in public service pay.

Impnrve incentives for professional and higher-
level technical personnel, including
decompressing the wage scale.
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Poliy ara/isu Stfntegy Main rcoirnendations and atims

Public service Improve allocation of personnel across the
employment (cont.) public sector through redassificatiort, reduction

of labor redunrdancies, and retraining

Resource mobilization: institutional aspects

Tax structure Improve tax structure to minimize Reduce remissions under import duties,
distortions and disincentives to accompanied by measures to ensure that
economic growth while ensuring imported inputs embodied in exports are not
adequate revenue collection, taxed.

Eliminate all remissions under the consumption
tax to transform the tax into a pure revenue
levy free of protective effects.

Curtail concessions under the income tax.

Discontinue the 10 percent development levy on
commercial companies and unify the top
personal income and company tax rates.

Extend the consumption tax to services other
than hotel accommodatiors.

Adopt the tax credit method of collection for the
consumption tax

-inla Revenue Strengthen Tax and Customs Computerize income taxes and vehide licenses.
Administratio AdministrationLs to improve revenue

collection. Verify taxpayer information on a regular basis
in the field, in particular in relation to
companies and the self-employed.

Introduce a bonus system for Inland Revenue
staff based on the difference between the tax
due on the declared income and the tax paid on
the finally assessed income.

Introduce an annual sticker to be fixed on the
windscreen of each motor vehicle to strengthen
administration of vehicle licenses.

Customs administration Simplify and streamline the system for
processing import and export documents,
including the elimination of minor charges.

Computerize the consumption tax to provide for
the issue of returns and reminders, and the
early identification of nonpayers.

Review the arrangements for the collection and
audit of consumption tax returms, to establish a
proper system of records and filing for
registered manufacturers.

Introduce a simplified entry, together with an
exemption limit, for the 'barrel' traffic.

Issue consumption tax assessments based on
earlier returns, backed up by distraint action in
the event of delayed payment
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Polcy arg/isu Strategy Main rmrmrnrnendations and actions

Customs administration Adopt a proper level of penalties for failure to
(cont) furmish consumption tax returns, and the

institution of interest charges based on market
rates on any outstanding tax.

Institute an enhanced training program to
reinforce the control over valuation, tax liability,
and smuggling, together with an accountancy
and audit course.

Provide sufficient equipment and vehicles to
equip an antismuggling task force.

Resource allocation: institutional aspects

Budget process linprove quality and effectiveness of Start the planning and budget cycle early in the
the budget as a planiing too]. current year so as to issue the budget within the

fiscal year.

Short term Forward projections of anticipated resources
and major expenditure obligations, and
indications of priorities to support sector
ministries in the formulation of their budget
submissions.

Formulate and review budget submissions
guided by Government priorities and the need
to ensure resources to complete important
. ngoing projects and programs.

Medium tein Introduce a budget system upon program
criteria, and integate the capital and recurrent
estimates in the context of a three-year mlling
budget.

Introduce a regular midyear budget review to
enable adjustments as necessary to keep
essential programs and projects on track

Expenditure control Improve control and manamgement over Diswcntinue current informal procurement
public expenditures. practices and reintroduce the systesm of local

purchase orders.

Short term Strengthen the inspection wing of the Treasury
through the adequate provision of staff,
equipment, and vehicles.

Implement inmmediately the measures proposed
under the Public Administration Project,
including utilizing technical assistance to aid in
the timely generation of public accounts, the.
elimination of coverage of overdrafts to
budgeted expenditures, the reduction in
nonbudgeted and unaccounted-for expenditures
within the ministries and Regional
Administrations, and the reestablishment of an
eFfective Public Accounts Committee.

Review and update the Financial
Administration and Audit Act of 1973 to ensure
tighter control over public expenditures.



Poly aaisac Str*y Main reemmnetndations nd actms

Expenditur control Medium term Carry out an in-depth review of the Accountant
(cont.) Ceneral's Departnent, the Office of the Budget,

and the Auditor Generals Departnent to
streamline and computerize their operations.

Contract out the auditing of all outstanding
accounts and ensure that future audits are
carried out within twelve months.

Agriculture

Drainage and irrigation Provide fir sustainable rehabilitation of Rehabilitate physical drainagie and irrigation
drainage and irrigation systers. infrastructure.

Improve operations and maintenance of
drainage and irrigation systems through the
establishment of a ministerial task force to make
detailed proposals on institutional reform,
preparation of enabling legilation to enact
reform proposals, and investment in equipment
and facilities.

Introduce cLst recovery measures.

Other short-term Support measures to enhance short- Strengthen the planning and budgeting process
production constraints term productive capacity. in the Ministry of Agriculture.

Pursue land refonn granting farmers long-term
leasehold or freehold on farm land under public
ownership.

Improve institutional credit services to farmers.

Rehabilitate the hydrometeorological service.

Production base Enhance and diversify production base. Streng,then the agricultural extension services.

Support the National Agricultural Research
Institute.

Support crop diversification through research,
seed sales, support for processing services, and
market intelligence.

Review the institutional arrangements for rice
marketing, grading, and export.

Sea and river defenses

Rehabilitation Facilitate the early start and Establish a joint Project Execution Unit for sea -
continuation of the donor-funded and river defenses.
rehabilitation projects.

Short tern Institute a transparent accounting system for the
Project Execution Unit

Ensure competition and investments in the
quarry industry to lower prices and improve
quality.

N 
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Policy arqe Strategy Main recommendations antd actios

Rehabilitation (cont) Identify and announce an explicit sea defense
cost recovery method and progmram, for
example, a general sea defense levy, to be
implemented in the mediun term.

Medium term Seek further finance for sea defense works not
covered under the current rehabilitation
prtjects.

Maintenance Improve the maintenance of the Continue the ongoing emergency repairs to
existing sea defenses. minimize and to repair breaches.

Identify financial resources for sea defense
maintenance and upgrading of the working
methods for maintenance and repairs.

Identify funds for the Project Execution Unit
and the ongoing sea defenses maintenance over
the coming years.

Start a program that aims for maximum
involvement of local contractors, and decide on
a time schedule for phasing out the Hydraulics
Division's equipment, workshops, and stores.

Policies and strategies Design an integal and effective sea Follow up on the coordination between the
defense policy by identifying priorities, Govemrnment of Guyana and donors
selecting appropriate design methods
and encouraging the coordination
between the Government of Guyana
and donors.

Short tern Decide on the tyFe Lif design that will be
applied for repair, maintenance, and
rehabilitation works.

Identify priorities for additional studies and
apply to donors for funding

Medium term Develop medium- and long-term strategies,
possibly in the context of a coastal zone
management program designed by a to-bl-
established Coastal Zone Management
Authwrity.

Carry out an inventory and set priorities for the
rehabilitation (or demolition) oLf the drainage
structures in the sea defene.

Carry out an inventory and set priorities for the
protectiLn of the river defenses.

Long term Promote self-sufficiency in rehabilitation and
maintenance of the sea and river defenses.

Transport

National planning Establish national-level planning that Update the 1975 National Transportation Plan.
emphasizes the intermodal nature of
transportation. Strengthen the Central Transport Pl'anning UniL
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Policy areaissue Stmtegy Main rrrwintendations and actiuns

Institutional reforn Pursue institutional reform to better Recentralize the responsibility for road
support efficient use of resources in operations and maintenance in the Roads
transportation. Division of the Ministry of Public Works

(MOPWCRD).

Integrate the planning of sea defense and road
constructiorL

Create an autonomous Airport Authority to
more efficiently manage the airports, and a Civil
Aviation Authority to exercise regulatory
functions.

Investigate the creation of a Regional
Airworthiness Authority to replace the costly
UK Civil Aviation Authority.

Expand the range of options for a Port
Authority of Guyana studied under IDA!s
Infrastructure Rehabilitation Project to include
the creation of a port company with private
sector participation.

Improve technical training for MOPWCRD staff.

Immediate Intervene immediately in selected Facilitate implementation of the main road
interventions priority areas with short-tenn needs. rehabilitation projmects proposed by CDB, IDA,

and IDB.

Improve aviation facilities at Tinehri Airport to
comply with minimum international safety
starndards.

Design a short-term program to rehabilitate
hinterland airstrips to ensure continued access.

Improve port and river navigation, including
reintroduction of night navigation for deep sea
vessels. To this end, acquire a buoy tender,
several fast patrol boats, and tamper proof
replacement navigation aids, and create an
independent Pilotage Authority.

Coordinate the plans for an off-dock container
freight station.

Private sector Encourage private sector participation Encourage the creation of a Contractors'
participation in transportation. Association, promote local contractor

participation in road rehabilitation, and
privatize the General Construction Co., Ltd.

Ensure competition and investments in the
quarry industry to lower prices and improve
quality.

Privatize GAC and have its domestic routes
served by private aviation.

Devolve the development of Ogle Airport to the
private sectur.
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PAl&y arfss Strategy Man recamnnendations and adAms

Private sector Reconsider the expansion of public ferry
participation (ceont.) services in view of the evolving services by

private taxi boats and pontoon barges.

Privatize the lass-making public shipping
companies.

Cost recovery Introduce cost recovery measures that Introduce an annual sticker to be fixed on the
are explicitly linked to the use of windscreen of each motor vehide to strengthen
transport infrastructure to increase administration of vehide licenses.
efficiency in usage and to cover
operations and maintenance Increase the Demerara Harbor Bridge tolls and
expenditwus- apply the resulting revenues directly tn its

operation and maintenance.

Consider the introduction of a fuel surcharge or
of efficiently administered road tolls to fund
road operations and maintenance.

Review airport user charges in the context of
the establishment of an Airport Authority and
permit revenues to be applied to services.

Review navigation and port charges in the
context of the establishment of Port and Pilotage
Authorities and permit revenues to be applied
to services.

Ensure proper cost recovery for the public ferry
services.

Hinterland Take a long-term view on hinterland Improve hinterland air access and defer the
development development completion of the Mabura-Lethem road until

further study

Water and sanitation

Rehabilitation Pursue the following objectives in the Set priorities for facilities to be rehabilitated,
context of the ongoing and new donor- replaced, or maintained in line with sectoral
financed water projects: (1) institutional and financial absorptive capacity.
rehabilitation of existing facilities to

Operations and bring service levels over the medium Initiate an intensive program of recruiting and
maintenance and long term to minirntun training qualified personnel to operate and

internationally acceptable standards; maintain the systems facilities.
(2) restructuring of the regulatoxy Improve operations and maintenance in
framework and institutiortal accordance with a preventive maintenance
strengthening; and (3) inprovement of program and linked to monitorable targets for
sector finances and financial the reduction of unaccounted-for water and for
management practices to attain self- water quality.
sufficiency in the long tenn.

Institutional refonn Streng,then sector planning and management,
and reorganize the water sector with emphasis
on legal, financial, and managerial autonomy of
the water agencies.
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Cost recovery Introduce more efficient cost recovery policies
to reduce the level of subsidies with a view
toward their eventual elimination, in
conjunction with improved collection
procedures and financial and budgetary
practices.

Private secor Introduce and foster the participation of the
participation private sector in the operation and maintenance

of water and sanitation facilities.

Donor coordination Coordinate donor activities to minimize
duplication of effort and to facilitate a common
approach in the resolution of sector problems.

Poverty reduction efforts

Poverty assessment and Continue efforts to alleviate poverty Facilitate implementation of SIMAP and Basic
targeting of mneasures and assess options after completion of Needs project.

the Income-Expenditure and Living
Sitandards Measureent Surveys. Facifitate implementation and speedy analysis
Standards Measurement Surveys. of IncLme-Expenditure and Living Standard

Measurement Surveys.

Education

Planning Identify priorities and develop a Draft and approve mediurn-term education
medium-term policy framework sector policies, strategies and priorities under

the responsibility of the Ministry of Education
and with cooperation of the Regional
Administrations.

Resource availability Introduce cost recovery measures. Prepare a strategy for introducing user fees at
higher-education institutions and secondary
schools, determine appropriate fee levels, and
detail collection mechanisms.

Reduce support tD the University from the
Ministry of Education.

Introduce limited cost-recovery for textbooks in
secondary schools.

Instibttional capacity Improve management practices in the Provide training in key management areas.
Ministry of Education and Regional
Administrations, especially planning, Improve programming and budgetig
monitoring, and budgeting furctins. procedures, expenditure control and auditing,

and inventory management.

Improve data collection, analysis, and
evaluation.

Improve thc flow of information between
regions and the Ministry of Education.

Resource allocation Reduce inequities inherent in public Examine closely the distribution of benefits
subsidies. under the present subsidy system.

Reduce subsidies to higher education levels and
reallocate funds to primary and nursery levels.

., 
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Policy arqfiswuc Strategy Main rtcomnrindations and adions

Resource allocation Determine regional disparities in resource bases
(cont) and establish systems for targeting additional

resources from the center to regions with fewer
resources.

Teacer quality Improve training and conditions of Establish salary and career Incentives to attract
service so as to retain qualified and retain qualified teachers. Eliminate
teachers. supplementary emoluments funded by schools.

Improve quality of presorvice and in-service
teacher training.

Develop and enforce examinations as
accreditation vehicle for teachers.

Textbooks and teaching Improve production, acquisition, and Improve the capacity to design and produce
aids distribution of textbooks. prinary texts.

Improve the availability of secondary-level texts.

Prnvide individual schools with the capacity to
purchase necessary teaching aids.

Expand cost-recovery for textbooks.

Health

Planning Identify priorities and develop a Draft and approve medium-terrn education
miedium-term policy framework sector policies, strategies, and priorities under

the responsibility of the Ministry of Health and
with cooperation of the Regional
Administrations.

Resource availability Introduce cost recovery measures, and Establish a system of user charges by health
use part of the resulting revenues to care level.
imnprove salaries.

Identify fee collection and auditing mechanism.

Develop ability th charge inurers for full cost
or services.

Make salaries competitive with those offered by
private facilities, and eliminate emolument
system.

Institutional capacity Improve management practices in the Pnrvide training in key management areas.
Ministry of Health and Regional
Administrations, especiall planning, Improve programming and budgeting
monitoring, and budgeting functions. procedures, expenditure control and auditing,

and inventory management.

Improve data collection, analysis, and
evaluation.

Improve the flow of information between
regions and the Ministry of Health.

Resour allocation Reallocate funds to regional (primary) Reallocate a proportion of user fee receipts from
health care services. the Georgetown area to regional hospitals and

primary health care facilities.
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Policy anuc Strakgy Main rearnnridatianss and actiols

Resource allntiona- Provide incentives to attract qualified health
(cont) carm perwnnel to regional facilities.

Support mobiile services to smaller outlying
comnmunitles.

Prevntive health care Strengthen the administration of Invest some proportion of revenues from user
preventive health care programs, and fees to this function.

- - ~~~~~Increase funding.
-ncrease fund-n& Provide additional training to staff.

Pharmaceutial and Eliminate chronic shortages of basic Decentralize the procurement of drugs to the
medical supplies pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. regional level.

Permit regional hospitaIs to apply for drug
import licenses or to collaborate with private
facilities in drug procurement.

Introduce CLIst-rLcttvery hur drugs in hospitaLs
and clinics.

Strengthen management and budgeting capacity
at hospital level to facilitate management of the
system.

.- : -- !



PART I: MACROECONOMIC PRl%MEWORK

CHAPTER IX. _ACROECONOKIC POLICIES

A. DACKGROUND

2.1 After its independence from Great Britaln in 1966, Guyana followed
a "corporate state' model of development. All major economic activities were
state-dominated, either directly through state ownership, or indirectly
through price, credit and foreign exchange controls. As a result, Guyana's
macroeconomic performance following independence and prior to the shift
towards market-oriented policies under the ERP was dismal. Real GDP growth
averaged only 0.4% per year during 1966-89, the lowest growth rate in the
Commonwealth Caribbean. At the same time, the Government became unable to
meet its debt service obligation., and, by.ernd-1988, the public sector
(inclJfing the Bank of Guyana) had accumulated external arrears of USS1,031

million on its external debt of then US$1,760 million.

S. mmt oEuC RECoVzaY PRoRAn

2.2 In mid-1988, the Governruent of Guyana announced its medium-tern
NRP, which called for a fundamental shift in economic policies towards a
market-oriented economy. The broad objectives of the ERP were to: (i) restore
the basis for sustainable economic growth and a viable balance of payments
position over the medium-term, (ii) reintegrate the parallel economy into the
official sector, and (iii) normalize relations with external creditors. To
achieve these objectives, the Government began implementing a set of far-
reaching adjustment measures and structural reforms in the areas of incentive
policies, fiscal and monetary policies, public sector reform, and sectoral
policies:

price controls were removed, except for domestic sugar;

import prohibiVLions and restrictions were eliminated, except for
some food stufi .. nd inputs to the manufacture of carbon dicxide;

the structure of external tariffs was simplified with the
introduction of the CARICOM Common External Tariff (CUT), and the
Government has agreed to introduce the revised CET by mid-1993,
which foresees a gradual decrease in the maxiwmm tariff rate to
20% by January 1, 1997;

* a free cambio market for the sale of foreign exchange was
established in 1990, and the official and the cambio rates have
subsequently been unified;

* - tax reform measures were put in place and a number of exemptions
were eliminated to improve the efficiency of the tax system and
increase revenues;

e public sector expenditures were controlled, and fiscal deficits
were reduced considerably;
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v -a uhift to market-based instruments of monetary control was
initiated, including a fexible interest rate policy based on
competitive treasury bill auctions;

e a process to rationalize the public administration war initiated,
including a reduction in the number of ministries from 18 to 11
and of non-critical positions;

-* a privatization program was initiated for a large group of public
enterprises, with a number of them sold, closed or leased;

* rationalization and restructuring towards privatization of the
operation. in the bauxite and sugar sectors begun; and

* a social impact amelioration program was l &nched to mitigate the
social impact of the adjustment process.

2.3 The ERP has received the support of the international community.
A Support Group of donors was established to help obtain external financing.
With the assistance of the Support Group, Guyana secured financing to clear
its arrears to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the
Caribbean Development Bank (CDB). The Government also agreed with the
multilateral agencies on major programs of support and with its major
bilateral donors on debt rescheduling.

C. ECONOKIC PERFORMANCE UNDER TIE ERP, 1989-92

1. growth Performance

2.4 Durinig 1989-90, the Government implemented key measures of the
ERP, in spite of disruptions which adversely affected economic growth and
delayed the expected recovery. In 1989, real GDP declined by 3.3% as
protracted strikes in the sugar and bauxite sectors', generalized power
shortages, and shortfalls in the disbursement of balance of payments
assistance curtailed activities in all sectors (Table 2.1). In 1990, real GDP
declined further by 2.5%. Unusually heavy rains constrained output of sugar,
rice and bauxite, and the economy's performance was further weakened by the
aharp rise in world oil prices during the Gulf crisis. In addition, Guyana's
export performance was affected by the overvalued official exchange rate
applied to traditional products until the cambio and official exchange rates
were unified in 1991.

2.5 In 1991, economic activity began to recover and real GDP increased
.by 6.0%, as the ERP solicited a strong supply response and weather conditions
were favorable. Price and exchange rate liberalization and improved

.incentives for private sector development had a significant impact on
increasing production in all sectors and on integrating the parallel into the
official economy. Rice paddy production increased by 61%, to 251,000 metric
tons, in response to availability of imported inputs, removal of price
controls, shift of rice exports to the camblo market, and large increases in
paddy prices paid to farmers by the recently-privatized rice mills. In the

/ 0 -Work-days lost in the sugar and bauxite sectors amounted to 684,340 in
1989, equivalent to about five-times the losses of 1987.

AMer ''~'-'- -'-'0L---''- fl A.. U ''-.'-0,-,-.,
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sugar sub-sector, production increased by 32%, to 174,000 metric tons, an a
result of the installation of private management, ubsequent wage increase.
which significantly improved industrial relations, replanting, and favorable
weather conditiono. Production of calcinad bauxite, which fetcheo four-times
the price of chemical and metal grade bauxite, increased by 14%, to 360,000
metric tons. Recorded gold production increased by 36%, to 58,000 oz.,
reflecting in large part increased return, from legal males to the Gold Board
compared to smuggling. A similar response was evident in other export-
orienited activities as well.

Table 2.1: SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS
(h prnt )

Est. Pretl
1980-88 1989 190 1991 1992

-av-------werage growth rates ----

ReaL GOP CFector Coasts) -2.9 -3.3 -2.5 6.0 7.5
AgricuLture -1.0 -1.7 -13.5 11.5 14.0
Mining -8.5 -11.3 19.9 17.9 -11.0
Industry -5.1 -8.9 -12.1 11.1 5.0
Construction and Services -2.0 -1.3 1.4 0.1 3.9

ReeL Gross Domestic lnvestment -10.3 35.3 27.3 -4.7 -3.6
Central Government -7.6 Sf 7-.4 47.5 -54.5 36.2
Public Enterprises ... 67.3 22.9 -24.1
Private -10.0 39.1 -7.6 270.7 -13.8 W

ReaL Conumption -2.8 -9.0 -5.3 4.9 0.1
Central Government -4.9 -21.0 -19.3 -2.0 1.0
Private -2.1 -2.9 0.4 7.2 -0.2

Real Exports of GNFS -5.7 -0.9 -8.8 17.5 28.0
Reat Imports of GNFS -8.0 -5.5 2.8 -2.5 18.4

Urban Consuter Prices (end-period) 19.7 W/ 104I7 75.9 81.5 14.2

-------------- shares in DP ---------------

Consumption 83.6 79.4 79Y5 76.4 62.9
CentraL Govermment 25.6 23.0 .9.6 17.6 20.7
Private 58.0 56.5 59.9 58.8 42.2

Gross Domestic Investment 29.5 29.5 41.6 41.6 34.5
Central Govenment 21.9 a/ 10.9 17.7 8.5 9.9
PubLic Enterprises ... 14.2 19.3 15.4
Private 5.8 4.5 4.6 17.8 24.7 !;

Gross Domestic Savings 16.4 20.6 20.5 23.6 37.1

Resource Balance -13.2 -9.7 -21.1 -18.0 2.6
Exports of GNFS 58.8 90.4 83.6 122.4 132.1
Imports of GNFS 72.0 100.2 104.6 140.4 129.5

External Current Account -25.7 -43.2 -56.4 -56.1 -29.8

External Debt S 147.9 806.2 743.9 856.9 675.5
ScheduLed Debt Service 54.8 106.4 83.8 68.6 50.9

j/ Fixed capital formation. including pbtLic enterprises.
k AnruLal average.
y Outstanding and disbursed.
gr Including pubLic enterprises

Source: StatisticaL Appendix
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2.6 In 1992, the economic recovery continued, and real GDP is
estimated to have increased by 7.5%. The main contributors to GDP growth were
sugar (53% increase), rice (11%), timber (22%) and gold (34%) production.
Also contributing to the strong growth performance was manufacturing (5%),
includingnhon-rice and non-sugar related activities which benefited from the
improved, investment-climate and the increased availability of foreign
exchange(., Among Guyana's.-major products, only bauxite output declined by an
average of.40%, as a result of structural and financial problems in the
industry.-

2. Demand Manacement and Adiustment

2.7 The adjustment process was accompanied by a sharp increase in
inflation which only subsided in the second half of 1991, to an estimated 14%
in 1992.: !Among the principal factors contributing to the rapid rise in
inflation were the coitinued large domestlc borrowing requirements of the

- piblic~-sector inaZuding the Bank-of Guyana, facilitated by accommodative
monetary policies. This process also led to a decline in real money demand
and propelled the depreciation of the exchange rate which further accelerated
inflation.

2.8 -- In the pubtlc sector, control of non-interest expenditures and
increases"in revenues in the course of the adjustment process led to a
substantial improvement in the primary current account balance during 1988-92
(Table 2.2). Nonetheless, net domestic borrowing requirements of the public
sector, including the Bank of Guyana remained large, reaching about 26% of GDP
in 1991 and 1992. These large domestic borrowing requirements mainly reflect
the increase in the debt service burden in local currency units resulting from
the depreciation of the Guyanese dollar.

-. " 'f-' - bTMiL. 2.2i SUIUMARY OF PUBUC SECTOR OPERAllONS J
:; -, O- -As t --D --- *pacn_t of GDP)

Est. Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 liiw

Primry AMacsut Balance -7.1 15.5 18.1 16.9 27.9 32.2
Current Account. Balance -8.5 -15.7 -25.6 -28.7 -20.8 -10.9
Capitul Expm,iditure -28.4 -15.2 -25.6 -36.8 -23.9 -23.1
Ovralt BaLane After Grants W -34.0 -32.5 -47.9 -58.2 -32.8 -28.4

met 0alesMic Borrowing Requirments -2.2 15.0 12.3 17.0 25.6 25.7

V2. IncLudes.:non,finrnciaL-pubtic sector wd Barn of Guyana.
ht. lud divesent proceeds.

SourcarStatuisticaL Appendix -

2.9 Money supply in nominal terms expanded sharply during the
adjustment process, by 53% per year on averaga during 1988-91 (Table 2.3). At
the same time real money demand fell severely, and velocity increased from
about 1 in 1988 to 1.6 by mid-1991. This financial disintermediation,
stimulated by high rates of inflation and controlled negative rates of
interest until mid-1991, in turn fed back into the inflationary process.
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ITabb 2.3. MONEY AND CAIEDIT

- ~~~~~~1987 19518 1989 199 19P1 1992

Domestic Credit CnominsL) Z 7 .7 K P 125 -1*iI
Public (non-financial) a 3 f9,3 -2
Private 46.5 61.2 61.3 62.1 60.f 30.9

Broad Money CcinaI) *3 HA e HA
Monetary Liabilities .3 U. . 7 2
Time and Svinrgs Deposits 28.2 32.4 54.7 57.1 71.4 79.0

Broad oney Creak) (Indx, 1967.10W1 100.0 80.9 40.5 30.8 28.1 41.3

Velocity (CDP/IM) Cratiol 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.3

Memorandumn Items
Urban Consumer Prices Ceud-period) 34.6 51.5 104.7 75.9 81.5 14.2
NominaL Exchange Rate MGS/USSJ 10 10 33 45 121 126

Source: Statistical Appendix

2.10 These trends began to be reversed beginning mid-1991, following
the unification of the exchange rate system. In an attempt to curb ezcesa
liquidity, the Bank of Guyana increased interest rates to reoect market
conditions, absorbed 75-80% of the excess reserves of the banking system
through the forced sale of debentures, and raised reserve requiremonts. At
the same time, domestic credit to the non-financial public sector war strictly
contained. As a result of these measures and the more stable macroeconomiic
environment, confidence in the financial system recovered during 1992, and .
real money demand began to increase and the composition of broad money began
to change-in favor of time and savings deposits.

2.11 Up to June 1991, it was difficult to conduct effective monetary
policies, as the Government set its interest rates with little reference to
market conditions, resulting in highly nogative rates, and was not able to use
the sale of treasury bills as an instrument of monetary control. In June
1991, the Government shifted its policy and introduced a system for
competitive bidding of treasury bills at monthly auctions which 'allowed for
market-determined interest rates. The rate prevailing in the treasury bill
auctions is currently used to adjust the bank rate for rediscountLng loans and
other administered rates, such that the overall interest structure is
ultimately tied to the treasury bll rate.

2.12 since the introduction of the auction syst.., treasury bill rates
have been positive in real terms (Figure 2.1). However, with the recovering
confidence in the financial system and facilitated by the znlative stability
of the exchange rate over the last eighteen months, real treasury bill rates
have declined significantly-during June 1991-92.
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Ficqure 2.1: TREASURY BILL RAPIDS, 1986-92
(end-yeor '86-91; June '92)

PERCENT
40

-20 ........ ....... ........ .............. ......

-40 f.... ....................... ...

= REAL -+- NOIUNAL

2.13 Guyana's foreign exchange system har been profoundly reformed
under the ERP, and both the nominal and real rates have been subject to
substantial depreciation. The parallel market for foreign exchange was
legalized in March 1990 with the introduction of the camboi system. This
allowed banks and non-bank dealers to trade foreign currency at freely
determined rates. During most of 1990, a dual exchange rate system existed
with an official rate which was substantially more appreciated than the cambio
rate, and the cambio market only applied to nontraditional exports and
nonessential imports and services. In June 1990, the range of applicatior. of
the cambio rate was further extended. In February 1991, the de facto
unification of the exchange rate occurred, when the official rate was adjusted
to match the cambio rate, albeit only on a weekly basis. Since September
1991, those foreign exchange transactions which continue to be conducted by
the Bank of Guyana are based on the cambio market rate on the day the
transactions take place.

2.14 As discussed above, Guyana's noeminal exchange rate depreciated
considerably in the course of the exchange rate liberalization, from G$1O/US$l
in 1988 to about G$120/US$l in 1991. Since mid-1991 the nominal- exchange rate
has been relatively stable, and stood at G$126/US$1 by end-1992. Despite
rapid domestic inflation, this process has had a positive impact on Guyana's
growth prospects. The exchange rate liberalization led to a significant
depreciation of the real effective exchange rate, by about 40% during 1988-92
(Figure 2.2), and strengthened Guyana's international competitiveness
considerably..

't r& r ~ ~ .,: -.
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Floure 2. 2s EFFECTVE EXCHANGE RATES, 1986-92
(Indices, 1980=100.)
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3. External Accounts

2.15 Guyana's external financial position has improved significantly
under the ERP, but remains precarious on account of the debt service
implications of country's large public debt overhang of US$1793 million at
end-1992.

2.16 In 1991, exports of goods and non-factor services increased by
over 17% in real terms, largely based on the improved performance in the
bauxite, sugar, rice and gold sectors. At the same time, imports of goods and
non-factor services decreased by 2.5% in real terms, mainly on account of a 9%
drop in the price of imported fuel, which accounts for about 30% of total
imports. As a result, the resource balance improved from a deficit of 21% of
GDP in 1990 to a deficit of 18% of GDP in 1991. In 1992, this development is
projected to have continued. Exports increased by an estimated 28%, in spite
of a 2% decline in average export prices and a sharp decline in bauxite
exports. Import growth resumed in line with the continued expansion of
economic activities, and reached 18% that year. Consequently, the resource
balance recorded a surplus of 3% of GDP.

2.17 The current account of the balance cif payments continued to record
large deficits, estimated at US$79 million or 30% of GDP in 1992, of which 25%
of GDP corresponded to intereat owed on external debt. Nonetheless, the
overall balance of payments recorded a surplus, estimated at about USS49
million-in 1992. Accordingly, the Bank of Guyana further accumulated (gross)
foreign reserves, estimated at over six months imports-equivalent by the end
of 1992. This cushion of reserves will be needed to ensure repayment of
Guyana's debt service obligations over the coming years.
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Table t4: SUAMARY BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
1US$ mElon.)

Est. Prel.
;- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~1987 19UB 1989 1990 1991 1992

Current Accout -119 -100 -121 -163 -127 -79

Merchandise Trade (net) -21 -1 -8 -46 -7 26
Exports, f.o.b. 241 215 205 204 239 312

Bauxite 86 80 72 75 79 55
sugar 90 75 83 75 82 133
Rice 16 15 12 14 17 33
Other 48 45 37 41 60 91

Imports, c.i.f.- -262 -216 -212 -250 -245 -286
Fuel -77 -74 -70 -B? -78 -96

other M/ -185 -142 -142 -162 -167 -190
Service (net) g -109 -112 -127 -130 -134 -119

o.w: interest an Public Debt k -8t -85 -94 -101 -98 -66
Net Private Transfers 11 13 14 13 14 14

Canital Account -14 -17 237 546 167 123

Non-financiat PubLic Sector
Capital Official Grants 10 6 7 15 8 4
Medium- and Long-tern Debt -23 -28 236 522 86 -5

Disbursements 39 29 68 225 79 55
* Artization -134 -130 -175 -121 -43 -70

ReschedulingrDebt Relief 72 73 343 418 50 10
Short-tern Debt (net) 0 0 -3 0 0 0
Sale of Assets 0 0 1 4 29 10

OfficiaoeveLopwnent Baits (net) 6 1 0 0 a 0
Private Sector/Cuercial Banks ES -7 4 -5 5 44 114

Errors ard amissions -. . 4t 1 5

Overall BaLance -137 -106 -117 385 41 49

Financing 137 106 117 -385 -41 -49
BoG Net Foreign Assets Cincl. INF) 77 32 29 -18 -41 -49
Non-financiaL PubLic Sector Arrears 56 70 -156 -265 0 0
Private Sector ComeerciaL Arrears 4 4 10 -101 0 0

f Excludes activities related to nijor gotd projects and petroLee exploration.
friOn an accrual basis, including interest on principal in arrears.

Sojwg: Statistical Appedix

2.18 Guyana received substantial debt relief under the ERP to finance
its external current account deficit and reduce its external arrears during
1989-92. It benefited from two rescheduling operations from the Paris Club,
the latest in September 1990 under Toronto Terms. Rescheduling arrangements
also were concluded with.various Non-Paris Club creditors. In particular,
Guyana's debt to Trinidad and Tobago (currently US$413 million) was
rescheduled, and negotiations on further relief have been initiated. Some
bilateral lenders have canceled the debt owed to them unilaterally, including
the United States (US$112 million), Canada (US$34 million), and the United -
Xingdom (US$9 million). In 1992, Guyana was able to buy-back its total public
debt owed to commercial banks, amounting to USS93 million, with a USS11
million grant envelope provided by IDA. On the whole, debt relief amounted to
US$418 million in 1990, US$51 million in 1991, and USS10 in 1992, while new
loans contributed US$225 million in 1990, US$79 million in 1991 and US$55 in
1992 to support Guyana's balance of payments. In addition, the composition of
Guyana's debt has changed in favor of long-term concessional loans, which
currently amount to 31% of the total external debt outstanding, compared to
24% at end-1990.

2
,. - i-.r 
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2.19 The impact of past debt rescheduling and cancellations not-
withstanding, Guyana's debt indicators are still alarming (Table 2.5), and
point to the need for further generous debt relief. At the end of 1992, total
public and publicly guaranteed external debt outstanding and disbursed is
estimated to amount to US$1793 million, or 675% of GDP. Debt service payments
recorded in the balance of payments as a ratio to exports of goods and non-
factor services declined, but still amounted to 36% in 1992. Debt service
payments as a ratio to Central Government current revenues amounted to 149% in
1991 and 105% in 1992, and remained far in excess of the Central Government
endogenous capacity to serve them. As a result of these large debt service
obligations and the need to address outstanding arrears, the gross foreign
financial assistance listed above translated into negdtive net transfers of
US$4 million in 1991 and US$67 million in 1992.

Table 2.5t EXrERNAL DEBT INDICATORS

Est. Prel.
1987 1968 1989 1990 1991 1992

---------------- LIUSS milt ion-

Total Public Debt 1722 1760 1852 1940 1853 1793
Scheduled Debt Service (Calasie of Payments) -215 -215 -269 -222 -141 -135
Change in Arrears 60 74 -147 -367 0 0
Net Trmasfers at -37 -37 -9 171 -4 -67

----------------- in percent ---------

Debt/GDP 496 421 806 744 857 675
ScheduLed Debt Service/GDP 62 51 117 85 65 51
ScheduLed Debt Service/Exports GNFS 76 82 107 89 45 36
ScheduLed Debt Service/Current Revenues 184 129 249 184 149 105

if OfficiaLcapital inflows to the pubtic sector after debt service and repayments of arrears.

Source: Statistical Appendix

D. *Ta: KACROECONOHiC POLICY AGENDA

2.20 The key items of the current Government's macroeconomic policy
agenda are described in the rncently approved 1992-94 Policy Framework Paper.
In this document, the Government expresses its strong commitment to the
fundamental principles of the ERP to sustain the reform policies described
above, including the pursuit of a sound macroeconomic framework and sectoral
policies in line with the principles of a market-oriented economy. The main
macroeconomic reforms & to advance the adjustment process include the
following:

e The cambio market needs to be deepened with a view to include all'
foreign exchange transactions (sugar, bauxite, and fuel).

;J Defined broadly as covering incentive and financial sector policies; a
more extensive analysis of privatization, trade and financial sector
issues can be found in the report on Guyana: Private Sector Develo nent.
Fiscal and public sector reform policies are discussed in more detail in
Chapter III and Part III of this report.
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* Trade liberalization policies need to be continued, including
adoption of the revised CET on a "fast-track- as agreed with
CARICOM and elimination of the remaining import prohibitions and
restrictions

* Direct involvement of the public sector in economlc activity needs
to be reduced further to increase efficiency and focus scarce
government resources on economic and social infrastructure. To
this end, the Government needs to move rapidly on a broad-based
program to privatize public sector assets in the major economic
sectors. Privatization needs to follow transparent procedures and
be accompanied by the establishment of an appropriate regulatory
framework in industries that are not sufficiently competitive or
that provide significant public goods.

* Fiscal performance needs to be improved by strengthening tax
administration, broadening the tax base through elimination of
exemptions and improving expenditure control (see Chapter III).

e Monetary policy needs to be improved by strengthening the role of
the Central Bank, shifting to more flexible monetary instruments
including open market operations, and broadening the range of
treasury-bill maturities.

* Financial sector efficiency needs to be increased through
encouraging new entrants into the financial system and reducing
the role of the public sector in this area. This process must be
accompanied by efforts to strengthen the regulatory framework and
improve the effectiveness of supervision.

2.21 In addition to sound economic policies, Guyana also requires
further financial assistance, including enhanced concessions for debt
rescheduling and debt forgiveness, to achieve external viability in the
medium-tenm. In this connection, continued adjustment along on the lines
described above will not only improve the country's economic performance and
increase its population's income anu consumption levels, but will also help
establishing the case to the donor community to grant such assistance.



CHAPTER IXX. PUBLIC SECTOR FINHNCES

A. OVERVIEW

3.1 Public sector finances continue to be under great stress on
account of Guyana's large debt service burden. Control of non-interest
expenditures and increases in revenues in the course of the adjustment process
led to a substantial improvement in the primary account balance, from 16% of
GDP in 1988 to an est'Aated 32% of GDP in 1992. To a large extent, this
improvement reflects improved Central Government finances and underestLmates
the progress achieved in the public enterprise sector, as a number of
profitable enterpriseg have been divested. The net domestic borrowing
requirements of the public sector including the Bank of Guyana remained large,
at about 26% of GDP each in 1991 and 1992, which can be traced back to very
high debt service obligations, amounting to about 45% of GDP during 1991-92.

Table 3.1: CONSOUDATED PUBUC SECTOR FINANCES at
r. pcrcat of GDPI

Est. Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Primary Current Account Balance 27.1 15.5 18.1 16.9 27.9 32.2

interest Obtigations. -35.6 -31.2 -43.7 -45.5 -45.6 -43.1
Domestic -12.2 -11.6 -12.2 -12.0 -9.5 -12.8
External -23.4 -19.6 -31.5 -33.5 -39.1 -30.3

Current Accotmt UaLance -8.5 -15.7 -25.6 -28.7 -20.8 -10.9

CapitaL Revenue y 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 7.9 1.4
Grants 2.9 1.4 2.8 4.7 4.0 2.0
CapitaL Expenditure -28.4 -18.2 -25.6 -36.8 -23.9 -23.1

Overall Batance After Grants -34.0 -32.5 -47.9 -55.2 -32.8 -30.6

Met Domestic Borrowing Reauirements -2.2 15.0 12.3 17.0 25.6 25.7

M Includes non-finwcial public sector and Bank of Guyana.
kf Includes divestment proceeds.

Source: Statistical Appendix

B3. CENTRAL FINANCES

1. Overview

3.2 Central Government Finances showed a continued improvement under
the ERP. The primary current account balance of the Central Government
improved considerably from 4% of GDP in 1988 to over 15% in 1992. The
current account deficit also decreased, from 27% of GDP in 1988 to 12% in
1992, in spite of continued large interest obligations, amounting to about 28%

of GDP in 1992. These developments, together with lower-than-expected capital
expenditures on account of financing and implementation constraints, resulted
in a substantial decline in the overall deficit of the Central Government,
from 37% of GDP in 1988 to 23% in 1992. Similarly, the Central Government's
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net domeatic borrowing requirements also decreaaed from 35% of GOP in 1988 to
7% in 1992.

Table 3S CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES
If' pwuant of GDP)

Es. Prel.
1967 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Prifmry Current Account Balance -1.3 4.4 5.6 11.1 14.3 15.4
Current Revenue 32.8 39.7 38.7 40.7 40.2 48.6
Xon-Interest Current Expenditure -34.1 -35.3 -33.1 -29.6 -25.9 -33.2

Interest Oblisations -34.7 -31.4 -4.Z5 -45.8 -38.2 -27.7
Domestic -27Y -24.4 -30.0 -29.0 -13.9 -12.5
External -7.0 -7.0 -12.5 -16.8 -24.3 -15.2

Current Account Balance -36.1 -27.0 -36.8 -34.7 -23.9 -12.3

Capital Revenue At 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 B.2 1.4
Grants 2.9 1.4 2.8 4.7 1.2 1.4
Capital Expenditure -16.6 -11.3 -14.4 -18.6 -10.4 -13.9

Overall BaLance After Grants -49.8 -36.9 -48.0 -46.1 -24.9 -23.3

Met Domestic Borrowina Requirements ns.e -34.6 -34.6 -7.3 -5 -7.0

gj Includes divestment proceeds.

-ource: Statistical Appendix

2. reenuesJ32. krm

3.3 Under the ERP, the Government introduced a number of reform
measures to increase the efficiency of the tax system. In this endeavor, it
attempted to reduce the distortionary effects of the tax system and preserve
it. capacity to mobilize resources. In 1988, the Government introduced a
sugar levy in lieu of regular taxes to capture part of the differential
between the EC preferential and the world market price. In 1989, the
Government converted some specific consumption taxes to an ad valorem basis
and eliminated exemptions specific to public enterprises. In 1990, it
eliminated exemptions relating to fuel and imports of agricultural, forestry
and mining equipment, and extended the tax coverage to previously prohibited
imports. In 1991, it drastically simplified the personal income tax by
replacing allowances and deductions by an income threshold and by reducing the
number of tax bands from 'six to three, improved the company tax structure
through the adoption of a single company tax rate of 35% of gross profits
instead of two sets of rates of up to 45% and 55%, respectively, introduced a
151 withholding tax on interest on resident savings in lieu of taxation of
personal income, charged a 15% rice export levy on exports to the EC, and
reduced the consumption tax rate to 40% for most commodities previously taxed
at 50%. In 1992, consumption taxes were eliminated for basic items and
further reduced for a number of luxury items. In 1993, the personal income
tax was further simplified, by introducing a single rate of 33 1/3 percent on
all taxable income in excess of a fixed allowance of G$120,000 per year. A

; -D -- SSee also Chapter VII for a more detailed discussion of the tax system
and of tax and customs administrations.

.~~ =. X -- 
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10% development levy was imposed on companies and the consumption tax
extonded to cover hotel accommodations at a rate of 101. Further, a number of
consumption tax and import duty exemptions were granted.

3.4 In spite of the significant improvements in the tax system, the
tax burden continues to fall on a narrow base with relatively high rate.
Extensive fiscal concessions are granted in the form of tax holidays up to 10
year. under the income tax, depreciation allowances, exemptions of dividends
from the withholding tax during tax holidays, and remiLsions from consumption
tax and import duties for a wide variety of purposes at the discretion of the
Government. There also remains a large, untaxed parallel economy. Hence, the
Government needs to further widen the tax base to improve revenue performance.
In this connection, the future emphasis should be on eliminating exemptions
and strengthening the tax and customs administrations to improve revenue
collection. In considering other reforms, while they may be desirable in
principle, attention needs to be given to the costs of perpetuated uncertainty
by the private sector about the impact of the tax system.

3.5 The imposition of a development levy, which effectively increases
company taxes from 35% to 45%, is a step back in the effort to improve the
incentive framework for private sector development and has increased the
distortions arising from the gap between personal income and company taxes.
Hence, it is recommended that the Government remove this levy and subsequently
unify the top income and company tax rates.

3.6 On average, current revenues amounted to 40% of GDP during 1988-
91, with little variation over the years, before increasing to 48% of GDP in
1992. There also were some shifts in the revenue composition during this
period. Personal income tca revenues declined from about 4% of GDP in 1988 to
less than 2% of GDP in 1991. This reflected both lower tax ratoe and
weaknesses in tax administration which resulted in a very narrow effective tax
base consisting mainly of employees working for the public sector or for large
companies. With the strong economic recovery, however, the personal income
taxes rebounded to 4U of GOP in 1992. Company tax revenues remained
comparatively stable, between 9-11% of GDP. They could probably be increased
through covering smaller companies and sample verifications of tax
assessments. Revenue losses are also incurred by overly generous fiscal
concessions granted to new companies. The contribution of the consumption tax
to revenues increased from about 10% of GDP in 1988 to 13% of GDP in 1992,
reflecting the shift to an ad-valorem base and the elimination of exemptions
specific to public enterprises. This contribution could be increased further
If remission. were eliminated, if taxes on imports were charged at thco point
of entry instead of ex-factory gate, and if the tax were extended to services
other than hotel accommodations. As a complementary measure, customs
administrations need to be strengthened and consideration should be given to
lowering rates on some items to decrease the benefit of tax evasion. Revenues
from taxes on interanational trade have increased from 4% of GDP in 1988 to 6%
of GDP in 1992. This trend is likely to be affected by the revision in the
CET. However, a large percentage of imports enter Guyana on a duty-free
basis, and elimination of remissions could compensate for ensuing potential
decrease in revenues. Thus, other things equal, elimination of exemptions
combined with r reduction in the average tariff rate to 10% would yield an
increase in revenues from international taxes of about 50%. Another important
source of revenue is the sugar levY, amounting to 14 of GDP in 1992. This
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revenue source needs to be preaerved in principle, notwithstandLng changes in
the ownership structure of the sugar mector.

abe 3.3: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES
(h Pwerut of GDP)

X £ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Prot .
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Current Revenue 32.8 39 387 40.7 40
Direct Taxes 17 S .5 15.3 15

o.u. Cqwan Tax 6.9 9.5 10.8 11.2 9.3 10.3
o.w. Personal Income Tnx 4.5 4.3 2.4 2.6 1.9 3.9

Indirect Taxa 16.9 21.4 19.9 23.1 23.2 28.9
o.w. Consumption Tnx 11.4 10.5 11.0 12.1 13.1 12.8
o.a. Tax on International Trade 4.3 3.8 5.3 6.2 6.0 5.9
mon-tax Revenue 3.1 3.2 4.3 2.3 3.5 2.6

Capital Revenue Af 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 5.2 1.4

Total Revenue 32.8 39.7 39.2 43.2 45.4 50.0

.V Includes divestment proceesb

Source: Statistical Appendix

3.7 A further important source of revenue has been the divestment
proceeds, amounting to about 8B of GDP in 1991 and an estimated 1.4% of GDP in
1992. While the argument for further privatization is mostly based on
efciency grounds, this positive revenue impact -- together with the release
of scarce public funds for investments in economic and aocial infrastructure -

- strengthens the cane for privatization in a situation were the Government is
forced to make difficult decisions regarding its priorities on account of
stringent fiscal conatraint. (see Section C below).

Table 3.4: CURRENT AND TARGET REVENUE FROM COST RECOVERY gl
(USS mUon)

SECTOR MAIN SOURCE MAIN USE CURRENT TARGET

Drinage and Irrigation User Fees OEM Expenditure 4.5 5.3
Power Tariff Operating Expenses 19.0 27.0
Road Tranaportation FueL Tax/Veh.Lic. Road ON Expenditure 1.3w 0.0
Mater and Sanitation Tariff Operating Expenses c0.1 2.0
Se Defenses Levy COE Expernditure 0.0 5.0
Education Tuition Recurrent Expenditure -0.0 1.0
Health User Fees Recurrent Expenditure -0.0 3.0

TOTAL 20.9 49.0
TOTAL CShare in 1992 GP) 7.9X 18.2%

9 Eased on full recovery (1002) of targeted expenditures, except for education (152, 40X, and 602
for primary, secondary and tertiary education, respectively) and health (302) expenditures.

hi Eudgeted for OfM.
- means approximately.
C means smaller than.

Sarce: Mission Estimtes

3.8. A hitherto neglected source of revenues, and a means to increase
efficiency.in the consumption of public goods and services, are user charges

a:sX'- = . : : .
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and other cost recovery measures (see also Part III). Currently, the
provision of public services in almost all areas is either totally or
partially subsidized. As a result, the Government lacks the funds to maintain
the quality of these services. While in some areas services may need to be
improved prior to implementing cost recovery measures, their revenue potential
in the medium-term is large (Table 3.4). An indication of this revenue
potential is the willingness of consumers to buy services from private sources
where public delivery fails, as, for example, in health and education.
However, to avoid transferring the cost of inefficienciea in public service
delivery to consumers, private sector involvement in all areas should be
encouraged.

3. Expenditures

3.9 Central Government expenditures have been dominated by debt
service obligations stemming from Guyana's debt overhang. With interest
obligations ranging from 31% to 45% of GDP, the Government's financing
constraints have imposed drastic reductions in non-interest current
expenditures. Consequently, personal emoluments have decreased steadily from
15% of GDP in 1987 to an estimated 9% of GDP in 1992. Expenditures on other
goods and services have followed a similar path and have declined from 12% of
GDP in 1987 to an estimated 10% of GDP in 1992. At the same time, the
Government has spent increasing amounts on transfers, from 7% of GDP in 1987
to 14% of GDP in 1992, inc-ading transfers to the Guyana Electricity Company
amounting to 3% of GDP in 1991 and an estimated 4% of GDP in 1992. Capital
expenditures have been determined both by financial and institutional
constraints. As a result, they have not followed a clear path and ranged
between 10% to 19% of GDP under the ERP.

Tabl 3.5: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EXPEtIRTURES
rO pOcmnt of GDPI

Est- Pret.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Current Expenditure 65.9 66.7 75.5 75.4 64.1 60.1
Personal Emoluments 15.4 14.4 10.0 10.2 5.3 9.4
Other Goods and Services 12.0 13.4 13.0 9.5 9.3 9.5
Interest ObLigations. 34.8 31.4 42.5 45.8 38.2 27.7
Trrnsfers and Refunds 6.8 7.4 10.1 10.0 8.3 14.3

-Capital Expenditure gy 16.6 11.3 14.4 18.6 10.4 13.9
o.w. Capital Formation 14.2 9.7 10.6 16.9 8.2 9.4

TotaL Expenditure 85.5 78.0 90.0 94.0 74.5 74.0

jf Excludes transfers to the private sector.

Source: Statistical Appendix

3.10 While fiscal adjustment usually requires reductions in
expenditures on goods and services, in the case of Guyana they have been so
severe as to impair the efficient functioning of the Government. However,
thio effect has been reinforced by a budget process which is oriented towards
line-items, as opposed to activities or programs, and which makes it difficult
to assess the impact on budget cuts on the actual operations of the government
ministries and agencies. As a complementary measure, expenditure control and
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management needs to be improved through the implementation of adequate
financial management systems and procedures. AlmO, the continuation of
transfer payments to the Guyana Electricity Company (GEC) and significant
expanditures on membership fees to a large number of local, regional and
international organizations without assessment of their benefit. indicate that
the impact of the Government's limited resources could be further
strengthened.

Personal Emolumentg

3.11 The key constraint impeding the efficient operation of the
Government is the deterioration in the quality of the public service.y The
principal cause for this deterioration has been the sharp decrease in real
emoluments, which declined by about 25% on average during 1987-92 (Table 3.6).
Moreover, regular salaries have decreased even more rapidly for higher level
staff, which suffered losses in real income (excluding allowances) of almost
60% during that same period. Consequently, vacancy rates are particularly
high for technical positions, amounting to over 40% of budgeted positions. At
the same time, over 70% of budgeted positiono are for low-level positions in
grades 1-5, resulting in a very bottom-heavy public service. In this setting,
the Government is not able to adequately carry out such basic functions as
data collection and analysis, accounting and cost control, and essential
service delivery. Hence, the overriding concern for the Government with
regard to public sector employment is to provide wage incentives to fill
vacancies of technical positions while reducing labor redundancies, especially
at lower levels. The implementation of IDA's proposed Public Administration
Project (PAP), which includes upgrading of the current salary scale and
measures to eliminate labor redundancies, would be an important contribution
to meting this objective.

Tabl 3.6: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT PERSONAL EMIOLUMENTS

Est. PreL.
1987 198B 1989 1990 1991 1992

umber of Budgeted Positions 25384 24391 22034 18656 17821 18236

Personal EmoLumnts (CS million) 535.2 602.5 754.8 1191.1 2192.3 3287.8
Wages and Salaries 422.6 439.8 511.9 696.1 1473.7 2201.8
Milowmce and Contributions 112.6 162.7 242.9 495.0 718.6 1085.9

Average Nominsl Enolumments (GS per month) Ml 1757 2058 2855 5320 10251 15024
Average Real Emoluents (1987-GS per month) 1157 1359 921 975 1035 1320

Average Real Eaclumnts Index (1987=100) 100.0 77.3 52.4 55.5 58.9 75.1
ReaL Wage Index for Grade 16 100.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. 38.6 41.4
Real Wage Index for Grade 1 100.0 na. n.a. na. 58.2 62.3

MI lased on budgeted positions disregarding vacancies (estimted at 37% in 1992).

Source: Goverrnment of Guyana and INF

3.12 Constraining expenditures on personal emoluments has to be
regarded as a necessary element of the adjustment process in view of the

4/ For-a more detailed discussion, see Chapter VI of this report.
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severe fiscal imbalances inherited from a long period of economic
mismanagement. However, the fall in real wages of the public service has been
excessive, and has led to an outflow of profeosionals. This has been
undermining the ability of the Government to provide adeuate support for the
economic recovery process. To correct this situation, the Government has
undertaken commendable efforts in improving salaries and, tince 1990, has
increased public service pay by 209% in nominal terms, and recorded some gains
in real wages. Nonetheless, current public service salaries are still low
when compared to those in the public enterprise. and in the private sector,
especially for higher level positions.

3.13 The Government has employed a variety of mechanisms in an attempt
to selectively ameliorate its staffing problems. These include allowances and
other salary enhancements outside the formal grading system which, during
1987-90, have increased much more rapidly than expenditures on regular wages
and salaries, and have resulted in the payment of significantly different
salaries for similar ponitions across government agencies. This has fostered
reseDtment and low morale, decreased labor mobility between government
agencies, and has undermined accountability due to the lack of transparency of
these arrangements.

3.14 Another problem with public employment .a the high number of
support and other low-level staff relative to professional and technical
staff. Over 70% of budgeted and over 75% of filled positions correspond to
grades 1-5. Often, several employees with lower skills are asked to perform
activities that should be carried out by a more qualified staff who cannot be
attracted at existing salary levels. Overall, evidence points to significant
labor redundancies, especially at lower levels and once higher level positions
will have been filled as a result of upgrading the salary scale.

3.15 In this connection, the PAP suggest decompressing and upgrading
the salary scale, so that by end-1993 real wages for low-level positions
recuperate trom currently 60% to up to 76% of their 1987 level, and high-level
positions from currently 40% to up to 71% of their 1987 level. The PAP
further proposes additional measurea to attract key and critical personnel
while addressing labor redundancies in non-critical positions. However, the
set of measures proposed will not suffice to address all the needs perceived
by the Government, and the public service will have to be further restructured
to focus on key tasks carried out by adequately qualified staff, while leaving
a greater range of activities to the private sector.

Operations and Maintenance

3.16 Operations and maintenance expenditures have declined sharply
during 1987-90, and have recovered only slightly during 1991-92, amounting to
less than two-thirds of their 1987 level in real terms. This decline in
allocations has prevented adequate maintenance, and has led to the
deterioration of public services and infrastructure in all sectors of the
economy. For example, the maintenance and rehabilitation backlog for sea
defenses is about 20 years-equivalent, and the life-span of drainage and
irrigation systems in Guyana is about 9-12 years, a fraction of the-life-span
common in Asian countries (see also Chapters IX and X). As a result, new
investments often reflect capitalized maintenance expenditures. as it is
generally estimated that returns to maintenance compare well with those to new
investment, this reflects a rather inefficient use of scarce resources.
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3.17 The shortfall in operations and maintenance has to be addressed
urgently. To that end, a comprehensive assessment should be undertaken to
establish the adequate level of operations and maintenance expenditures for
each sub-sector of the economy, and a plan developed. to reach this level
within the coming years. In view of the fiscal constraints, in the short-
torm, funding for increased operations and maintenance will have to come
mainly from reallocations within the budget, for example from savings on
transfer payments or deferring locally funded capital projects. Also, donors
should be encouraged to include provisions for operations and maintenance in
their project financing. Over the medium-term, necessary funds should
increasingly be raised through cost recovery measures. However, this will
only be politically feasible after the users will have benefited from aome of
the improvements in the delivery of services which better maintenance should
yield. At the same time, consideration needs to be given to contracting
operations and maintenance activities to the private sector, especially in
view of the continued shortage of properly qualified staff in the public
sector.

Tabl 3.7: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES ON OPERATONS AND MAINTENANCE

Est. Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Operations a Naintenwmce CGS miLlion) 248.1 313.5 601.9 644.8 1516.0 1931.8
operations 165.3 221.1 443.1 438.8 946.6 1283.8
Mainternace (including Rentals) .82.8 92.4 158.8 206.0 569.4 648.0

Real tIN C1987-GS mil1ion) 248.1 206.9 194.1 118.2 153.1 169.7

Real GIN Index (1987=100) 100.0 83.1 78.2 47.6 61.7 68.4

Source: Governmt of Guyan

Functional Classification

3.18 The functional classification of expenditures underlines again the
dominance of interest payments in current expenditures (Table 3.8). However,
it aloo shows a considerable increase in the share of expenditures on
tranBfers from 3% of current expenditures in 1987 to 14% in 1992 at the same
time that the share of expenditures on economic and social services declined
from 18% in 1987 to 13% in 1992. The increase In transfers mainly stems from
two sources: the decision to subsidize the inefficient operations of GEC, and
the increase in G$-contributions to international organizations on account of
the exchange rate depreciation. The apparent trade-off between transfers and
service expenditures underlines the opportunity costs of subsidizing GEC and
point to the urgent need for electricity tariff increases and efficiency

aimprovement in GEC's operations. Room for further savings could be
identified through an assessment of costs and benefits of active membership in
the broad range of international and local institutions to which it is
currently contributing. Given the weak accounting in most sector-ministries,
it is also recommended that contribution payments should be channeled through
the Ministry of Finance. A reallocation from transfer to economic and social
service expenditures would yield high returns in view of the underfunding of
operations and maintenance activities and social sector services (see Part
III>.

i .Ž..
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Tasle 3.8 CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONAL EXPENDITURES gl
an pecen of total cunent expmanial

Esat. Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Econormic Services I 4.3 5.1 2.6 2.6 3.4
Agriculture 1.2 13 0l 7 E
Infrastructure Maintenance 1.9 2.2 2.4 1.2 1.4 2.0
Transport and Cammaifcations 1.2 1.6 1.5 0.7 0.8 0.8

Social Services y 13.5 16.4 Jjfl 10.1 7: 4.
Education 6.6 8.4 8.5 5.3 3.8 5.4
NeaLth 4.8 6.2 6.2 3.6 2.4 3.2
Social Security and WeLfare 2.1 1.8 2.1 1.2 0.7 0.7

Other Services W 26.6 21.4 25.3 1.50 18.5 18.8
General Public Services 17.8 12.0 15.7 10.7 14.5 12.9
Defence, Lau ard Order 8.7 9.3 9.4 5.2 3.9 5.7
Trade 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2

Transfers 2.9 4.1 13.2 9.1 10.4 14.2
GEC 5.0 0.0 9.4 5.2 4.6 5.2
Local Organizations 2.3 3.4 3.4 2.1 2.5 4.3
International Organizations 0.6 0.7 1.4 1.8 3.3 4.7

Interest Pay ments 51.3 51.7 38.0 61.3 60.7 53.3

Other 1.3 13 1.4 0.8 0.7 0.8
ELectricity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.5
Telephone 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3

Totat Current Expenditure 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

A/ an a cash basis; not comparable to tables 3.2 and 3.4.
y Net of all expenditure sub-headings Listed explicitly in this table (transfers. telephone, et.al.).

Source: Governnent of Guyana

C. INO-FIlaNCIAL PUBLIC ENTERPRISES AND PRIVATIZATION

1. Overv-ew

3.19 Non-financial public enterprises in Guyana comprise about 20
companies supervised by the Public Corporations Secretariat (PCS). including
the GEC, and a few independent companieS such as the sugar company GUYSUCO,
and the bauxite operations BERNINE and LINMINE, formerly GUYMINE (Box 3.1).W
Trends in public enterprise finances are largely determined by developments in
GEC, GUYSUCO, and BERMINE and LINNINE, which together account for about 60% of
the total operating revenue of public enterprises. Years of state ownership
and inefficient management have left theae and other enterprises in extremely
poor condition. To rehabilitate them will require investments of hundreds of
million US dollars which are.not at Government's disposal. Privatization of
the public enterprises to improve efficiency, generate resources, and further
enhance the role of the private sector in Guyana's economy is one of the most
important tasks facing the Government.

5/ In addition, the Government dominates the financial sector, where it
holds over 50% of all financial assets through ownership of, or
participation in seven financial inatitutions (see the report Guyana:
Private Sector Develonment, op. cit.).
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2-. Public Enterprise Finances

3.20 Under the ERP, there has been some progress in the operations of
public enterprises. Following a set-back in 1990, which was mainly owed to
unusually heavy rains which caused production losses in the sugar, rice and
bauxite sectors, the financial position of the public enterprises improved
markedly in 1991 (Table 3.9). Increased competitiveness through the
depreciation of the exchange rate, favorable weather, and continued efforts to
restructure the main public enterprises all contributed to this improvement.
Considerable progress has been made under the private management contract
toward restructuring GUYSUCO, and the company's performance benefited from
improved industrial relations and favorable weather conditions in 1991.
GUYNINE's financial position strengthened somewhat on account of cost-cutting
measures associated with the closing of a mine and the reduction of its labor
force by about one quarter. There was also some improvement in the
performance of GEC, even though its operational louses continued to be very
high, on the order of 4% of GDP. Finally, the accounts underestimate the
progress achieved, as some profitable enterprises have been divested, notably
the telecommunications firm GTT which had contributed 3-4% of GDP to the
operating cash balance of the public enterprise sector. In 1992, this trend
is estimated to have continued, in spite of the decline in bauxite production
(see Chapter II). Nonetheless, the prospects for sustained improvements of
the public enterprises are limited as long as these entities remain under
state control subject to political interference and constrained in their
access to funds required to undertake urgently needed rehabilitation
investments.

Tabh 3.9: PUBUC ENTERPRISE FINANCES
(prcmt of GDPJ

Est. Prel.
1957 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Operating Cash Balance 25.4 15.1 18.8 14.1 16.3 n.e.
Current Accomt BaLance 23.1 6.2 8.9 3.9 9.9 14.6
Capital Expenditure -13.5 -8.1 -13.5 -19.1 -14.4 -9.2
OveralL Balance After Grants 9.7 -1.9 -6.3 -17.1 -1.7 3.1

Memorandum Item:
Divestment Proceeds 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 8.2 1.4

Source: Statistical Appendix

Privatizationy

3.21 The state continues to control a wide variety of economic
-activities through its about 30 non-financial public enterprises and financial
holdings. Years of state ownership and inefficient management have left these
entities in extremely poor condition. To rehabilitate them will require
investments of hundreds of million US dollars which are not at Government's
disposal. Without comprehensive privatization, these enterprises will
increasingly become a burden for the successful continuation of the ERP.

6/ See the report on Private Sector Develoument, op. cit., for a more
extensive discussion on privatization.

- w ~ ~~~- ' g" ,- - DK-- ,' --. C-- - - S0-; -X-' 
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3.22 The former Government
began a proceas of privatization Box3.1: PUBUC ENTERPRLSES
that was successful in increasing Non-finncial P
the role of the private sector in Serbice Mining Enterprise Ltd.
the economy. By October 1992, it Guyana Airways Co.
had divested some 14 public - Guyana ELectricity Co.

had divested some 14 public Guyana Fisheries Ltd.
enterprises and all rice mills Guyana Glassworks Ltd.
operating at the time. Divestment Guyana Liquor Co.
-proceeds amounted to about Sib of Guyana Mational Engineering Co.

Guyana NationaL Printers Ltd.
GDP in 1991, and are estimated at Guyana Nationat Shipping Co.
1.4% of GDP in 1992. However, the Guyana Oil Co. Ltd.Guyana Pharmaceutical Co.
divestment procedures were flawed Guyana Post Office Co.
by a lack of transparency. In the Guyana Rice Export Board
1992-94 PFP, the current Government GWyan Soap & Detergent Co.Guyana Stackfeeds Ltd. (Farm Processing Unit)
has committed itself to continue Guyana Stores Ltd.
the process of privatization while GuyaHna Sugar Co. Ltd.Hope Coconut industries Ltd.
making an effort to improve on the Linden Mining Enterprise Ltd.
procedures. In this connection, Marda Workshop

National Edibte Oil Co. Ltd.
the Government should issue a National Padi £ Rice Grading Center
policy document setting out (i) its Sanata Textiles Ltd.
privatization strategy and (ii) a Financial Institutions
list of entities to be privatized. Guyana Agricuttural & IndustriaL Dev. Bank
It is essential that this strategy Guyana Bank for Trade & IndustrV

Guyana Cooperative Insurance Society
be comprehensive to improve Guyana Cooperative Mlortgage Finance Bank
efficiency, generate savings, and Guyana National Cooperative Bank
further enhance the role of the Guyana National Cooperative Bank Trustnational Bank for Industry & Coamerce
private sector in the economy. It
should also be rapidly implemented
to avoid a deterioration in the
performance of public enterprises due to their uncertain status and lack of
capital, and to reduce uncertainty among interested private investors. At the
same time, care should be taken to ensure that the procedures adopted generate
confidence in the program. In addition to non-financial public enterprises,
the Government also needs to divest itself from most of its financial sector
holdings. In both instances, however, privatization needs to be accompanied
by the establishment of an appropriate regulatory framework.

D. RECOMMENDATIONS

3.23 Further improvement of public sector finances should be pursued in
the context of a comprehensive public sector reform, including (i)
strengthening the public sector administration; (ii) enhancing resource
mobilization; (iii) improving the efficiency of resource allocation; and (iv)
pursuing privatization. The main recommendations specific to public Snances
and public enterprises are as follows:

Public service pay needs to be improved, accompanied by measures
to reduce labor redundancies, especially at lower levels. In
particular, the salary structure must be made transparent, and the
salary scale decompressed to provide incentives to technical and
professional personnel. Current wages are not sufficieuit to
attract or retain qualified higher level personnel, and the
resulting low quality of the public service is a key constraint to
efficient operation of the public sector. The implementation of
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IDA s Public Administration Project would be an important
contribution to addressing this objective.

f * Tax and customs administration need to be strengthened and the tax
structure needs to be revised. Lack of qualified staff,
inadequate equipment and inefficient procedures hamper collection
efforts in tax and customs administration and need to be addressed
urgently. The tax base is too narrow and needs to broadened
through elimination of remissions under the consumption tax,
drastic reduction of remissions under import duties, and the
curtailment of concessions under the income tax. To improve the
incentive framework, the development levy on companies should bes
removed and the top rates for personal income and company taxes
unified at 33-35%. Further, consideration should be givrsn to
extending consumption taxes to services other than hotel
accommodations and charging taxes on imports at the point of entry
instead of ex-factory gate.

-* Cost recovery measures need to be strengthened to finance
essential public services. Currently, most public services are
either totally or partially subsidized. In the medium-term,
enhanced user charges could yield an additional USS28 million,
equivalent to about 10% of the 1992 GDP.

The budget process needs to be revised and oriented towards
activities and programs. Currently, the budget process is
oriented towards line items, which makes it difficult to assess
the impact on budget cuts on actual operations. As a
complementary measure, expenditure control and management also
needs to be improved through the implementation of adequate
financial management systems and procedures.

The shortfall in operations and maintenance has to be addressed
urgently. Operations and maintenance expenditures have decreased
by about 40% in real terms during 1987-92, preventing adequate
maintenance to such extent that new investments often reflect
capitalized maintenance expenditures. A comprehensive assessment
should be undertaken to establish adequate levels of operations
and maintenance expenditures, and a plan developed to reach this
level within the coming years, to be financed by cost recovery
measures. In this connection, consideration should be given to
contracting operations and maintenance activities to the private
sector.

Government transfers to GEC need to be discontinued in line with
the 1992-94 PFP, based on more efficient operations, increased
tariffs consistent with long run marginal costs, and accompanied
by private sector participation in the power sector. Membership
in international and local organizations should be reviewed based
on an assessment of associated costs and benefits and payments
channeled through the Ministry of Finance. During 1987-92, there
has been a conaiderable increase in the share of expenditures on
-transfers at the same time that the share of expenditures on
services continued to decline. A reallocation from transfer to
economic and social service expenditures would yield high returns

; -. y0--- 
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in view of the underfunding of operations and maintenance
activities and social sector services.

u The Government's privatization strategy should be comprehensive
and implemented rapidly. In addition to non-financial
enterprises, the Government also needs to divest itself from its
financial sector holding.. In both instances, privatization needs
to be accompanied by the establishment of an appropriate
regulatory framework. The state continues to control a wide
variety of economic activities through its about 30 non-financial
public enterprises and financial holdings, which are in extremely
poor condition and require rehabilitation investments of hundreds
of million US dollars which are not at Government's disposal.
Without comprehensive privatization, these enterprises will
increasingly become a burden for the successful continuation of
the ERP.
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CHAPTER IV. THE 1993-96 PUBLIC SECTOR INVESTMENT PROGRAM

A. INTRODUCTION

4.1 The development strategy underlying the ERP entails that the role
of the public sector is to provide the basic economic and social
infrastructure to facilitate private sector growth. To support this strategy,
a 1993-96 Public Sector Investment Program (PSIP) is being proposed with
projected disbursements of US$343 million, or US$86 million per year on
average, including transfers of US$18 million from externally financed
projects to provide foreign exchange to the private sector. Provided the
policies and measures suggested in this report are pursued, the size of the
proposed PSIP is in line with the country's financial and institutional
absorptive capacity. The PSIP emphasizes, first, the rehabilitation of the
dilapidated state of the economic infrastructure, and, second, investments in
social sectors. Much of the suggested investments are in fact capitalized
maintenance expenditures. If implemcnted, this PSIP will allow the Government
to provide the base for private-sector led growth of about 5% per year during
the 1993-96 period.

4.2 After a long period in which the economic and social
infrastructure has deteriorated, Guyana' a immediate investment needs far
exceed it. own financing and institutional absorptive capacity. This implies
that the country needs to both attract new commitments and more effectively
use the limited resources available. To this end, it needs, first, to well
define -- and focus on -- its investment priorities coherent with the
country's development strategy. Second, it needs to strengthen the
institutional framework for the implementation of the PSIP. Third, it will
have to leverage its scarce resources as much as possible through
international concessional assistance.

4.3 The aim of this chapter is to discuss the PSIP, analyze the its
process, identify its financing requirements, and present a set of
recommendations regarding its planning, implementation and monitoring.

S. SIZE DE COMPOSITION OF THE PSIP

1. The Proposed PSIP

4.4 The proposed public sector investment program is based on the
Government's 1993 capital budget submissions of February 1993 and its rolling
1994-96 PSIP dated November 1992 with amendments as discussed below. It
includes the investments undertaken by the Central Government as well as the
core investments for GEC. Investment plans of the other public enterprises
have been excluded, partly because their plans are on hold on account of the
privatization program, and partly because they operate under private
management contracts with a high degree of autonomy.

.: ~ ~ ~ ~ .- .C''.> ~ -
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Tin 4.1: PUBUC SECTOR INVESTMENTf PLAN FOR 1992 AND 1993-96
(1992 USs mioni

Actual Budgeted
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1993-96 PERCENT

--c 10.1 1Z. fl 10. I4
AgrcuLture 10.1 12.2 1.4 10.8 9.0 2.6X

ongoing .. 11.6 10.2 7.3 3.3 32.3 9.4%
New .. 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.0 l.a 0.52
-Jnidmtified -. 0.0 0.0 3.5 5.6 9.1 2.7X

Infrastructure 16.1 20.3 37.4 56.9 66.6 181.2 5Z g
Poser 5.3 3- 8.8 1I.0 5.3 330.6 8.92

Ongoing .. 5.3 5.5 5.5 0.0 16.3 4.82
New .. 0.0 3.3 5.5 5.5 14.3 4.2X
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01

Transportation 6.4 7.5 16.1 27.5 35.2 86.2 25.12
Onwoing .. 4.8 6.5 7.9 7.7 26.9 7.8X
New .. 2.7 9.6 14.2 18.8 45.4 13.22
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 5.3 8.6 13.9 4.12

Water 1.3 2.9 3.8 6.5 9.1 22.3 6.52
Ongoing .. 1.6 0.7 9.9 5.3 8.6 2.52
Hew .. 1.3 3.0 ..6 3.8 13.7 4.0X
Unidentified - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.OX

Sea Defenses 2.9 2.9 8.1 11.3 16.1 38.4 11.2Z
Ongoing . 2 0.2 2.0 3.0 4.5 10.0 2.92
New .. 2.7 6.1 8.3 11.3 28.4 8.31
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.02

Urban 0.2 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 3.7 1.12
Ongoing .. 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 3.7 1.12
New .. 0.0 0.0 J.0 0.0 0.0 0.02
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O2

sociat 10.7 Z2.0 20.1 28.3 29.5 99.8 29.1X
Poverty 1.4 6.7 7.8 7.8 4.8 27.0 7.91

ongoing .. 3.6 2.9 2.4 1.1 10.0 2.9Z
New .. 3.0 4.9 5.4 3.7 17.0 4.91
Unidentified . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O0

Edration 4.1 6.0 5.6 9.1 11.5 32.2 9.42
ongoing -- 5.2 5.6 7.6 9.0 27.4 8.02
New .. 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.22
U=nidentified .. 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.5 4.0 1.22

HeaLth 5.2 9.3 6.7 11.4 13.2 40.6 11.81
ongoing .. 8.5 6.7 7.0 7.7 29.9 8.7Z
new .. 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.22
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 4.4 5.5 9.9 2.9X

Other 7.5 6.7 4.0 3-9 4.0 18.6 5.4%
Other

Ongoing .. 6.6 3.0 2.9 3.0 15.4 4.51
New .. 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.2 0.91
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0O

TOTAL GROSS PSIP 44.3 61.2 72.9 99.8 109.0 342.9 100.01
Ongoing .. 49.1 43.B 45.1 42.6 180.6 52.7Z
New .. 12.1 29.1 40.0 44.1 125.4 36.6Z
Unidentified .. 0.0 0.0 14.7 22.3 37.0 10.81

O.W. Transfers 6.8 7.0 6.9 4.1 0.0 18.0 5.31

TOTAL NET PSIP 37.5 54.2 66.0 95.7 109.0 324.9 94.72

Nunoranckm Itein
Identified Net PSIP/CDP 14.2X 17.6X 19.0X 20.9X 20.2X 19.5X
GDP Growth 7.52 5.5Z 5.0X 4.52 4.5Z 4.92

Source: Amnex II
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4.5 Of the projected total disbursements of Us$343 million, US$325
million (95%) are allocated for project funding and the remaining US$18
million (5%) for on-lending to the private sector (Table 4.1). Diabursements
are expected to increase over the 1993-96 period. In particular, while the
budgeted expenditures of US$61 million in 1993 imply a substantial increase
over the actual expenditures of US$44 million for 1992, they only amount to
18% of the total four-year PSIP. This reflects the limited present absorptive
capacity, and the expectation that measures will be undertaken in the course
of 1993 which will facilitate the implementation of the more ambitious program
for 1994-96. However, a substantial part of the projected disbursements for
1995-96, amounting to US$37 million, or 11% of the total PSIP will have to
come from not yet identified sources.

4.6 The amendments to the Government' s original PSIP proposed by the
mission are based on (a) updated commitments by donors (sea defenses, SIMAP),
(b) changes in expected disbursement profiles (agriculture, water supply and
sewerage), and (c) the inclusion of proposed new investments with unidentified
financing considered important by the Public Sector Review mission (see
below). In view of the financing constraints facing the Government, it is
also proposed to defer expenditures for the Habura-Lethem Road project,
amounting to US$13 million over the period 1993-96 (see Chapter XI). Other
apparent changes in sectoral allocations reflect a more detailed break-down of
multi-sector projects into their components. On the whole, the proposed total
PSIP expenditures exceed the disbursements projected by the Government by US$2
million.

2. Sectoral Comnosition of the PSIP

4.7 In general, the composition of the PSIP is consistent with the
development strategy underlying the ERP. The PSIP emphasizes, first,

- infrastructure, which accounts for 53% of total gross expenditures excluding
rehabilitation of Drainage and Irrigation (D&I), and, second, social sector
investments, which account for 29% (Table 4.2). Investments in economic
support services are limited to the agriculture sector. Its share in the PSIP
(13%) includes transfers to the private sector (5%), D&I rehabilitation
investments (3') and other investments (5%). Investment in Government
buildings, public safety and other expenditures account for the remaining 5%
of the PSIP.

4.8 Projected disbursements in acriculture amount to US$43 million, or
13% of total gross investment, including transfers of US$18 million (5%).
Externally funded projects cover area development (IFAD), fishery facilities
(CIDA), agricultural research (UNDP) and general sector Bupport (IDB). The
priority need in agriculture pertains to D&I rehabilitation, which promises
considerable returns in terms of productivity gains. This is not adequately
reflected in ongoing and new externally funded investments. Therefore, this
PSIP includes a proposal for additional D&I rehabilitation investments with
unidentified financing of US$9 million (3%). These investments should,
however, be contingent on institutional reform in the D&I sub-sector to
strengthen operations and maintenance, as previous investments have not been
adequately sustained on account of blurred responsibilities in this sub-
sector. In particular, there should be private participation in the
management of D&I systems in the form of water user associations.
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TabLm 4,2 PUDUC SECTOR INVESTMENT PLAN FOR 1992 AND 1993-96
(le pecant)

-- ~~~~~ ~~~~~~1992 -1993 1994 1995 1996 19v-96

Economic 27.5 19.9 15.6 10.8 b2 i -
Agriculture 27.5 19.9 15.6 10.8 8.2 12.6

Infrastructure 39.2 33.2 51.3 5.0 61.1 52.8
Poser 9.7 8.6 12.1 11.0 5.0 8.9
Transportation 19.8 12.2 22.1 27.5 32.3 25.1
Water and Sanitation 3.2 4.7 5.2 6.6 8.4 6.5
Sea Defenses 5.7 4.7 11.1 11.3 14.8 11.2
Urban 0.8 2.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 1.1

Social 19.1 35.9 27.6 28.3 27.0 29.1
Poverty 3.4 10.9 10.7 7.8 -4A 7.9
Education 10.5 9.7 7.7 9.1 10.6 9.4
Health 5.2 15.2 9.2 11.4 12.1 11.8

Other 14.2 11.0 5.5 3.9 3.6 5.4
Other 14.2 11.0 S.5 3.9 3.6 5.4

TOTAL GROSS PSIP 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

ao.. Transfers 16.7 11.4 9.5 4.2 0.0 5.3

TOTAL NET PSIP 83.3 88.6 90.5 95.8 100.0 94.7

Source: Annex II

4.9 In the expectation that the Government pursues private sector

participation in the Dower sector, the PSIP only provides for the moat urgent

investment needs to prevent the imminent collapse of the power sector. It

includes disbursements of about US$31 million (9%), allocated to the ongoing

power rehabilitation project and an emergency transmission project funded by
the IDB, which is well below the estimated rehabilitation and expansion needs

of about US$100 million over the next four years.

4.10 The power sector in Guyana is in a severe crisis. The existing
generation, transmission and distribution facilities are worn out, supply is
unreliable, and capacity does not meet peak demand. While the IDB continues
to finance an institutional rehabilitation program for CEC, improvements will

not be sustained without a reform of the institutional set-up in Guyana's

power sector. The poor performance of the public electricity company GEC

suggests that this entity cannot be charged with the responsibility for the
power sector. In particular, GEC suffers from weak management compounded by a

-fragmentation of responsibilities between Board, the General Manager and a
consultants' team financed by IDB. Also, staff morale is extremely low. In

the meantime, CEC is heavily dependent on Government transfers, amounting to

about US$10 million, or 3.5% of GDP in 1992. This is partly a result of
tariffs which are well below the estimated long run marginal costs (LRKC), and
partly a reflection of the inefficient operations which result in short-term

operational costs well above LRMC.

4.11 In view of this situation, the Government must seek immediate
private sector participation in the power sector. As a first step, there
needs to be a private management contract which allows autonomous management

of.GEC. At the same time, the Government should invite short-term private

power generation to supplement GEC's limited capacity, e.g. under a Build, Own

and Operate (BOO) scheme. To finance such purchase of energy and to cover
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GEC's cout of operations also require. an increase in electricity tariff. of
about 50% on average. As a second step, the Government should privatize
transmission and distribution systems and allow competition in energy
generation, accompanied by the formulation of an adequate regulatory
framework.

4.12 Projected disbursements in transcortation amount to US$86 million
(25%) to cover the basic needs in road, air and water transport
infrastructure. These investment needs reflect the severe deterioration of
transportatLon infrastructure and services over the past decade, which is a
severe impedlment to private sector activities. Existing maLn roads have not
been rehabilltated and are ln need for full rehabilitation. Feeder roads have
deteriorated and do not allow adequate acceos to and from productlon areas.
Similarly, airport and port facilities need immediate attention in some areas
and will need to be upgraded to successfully facilitate export development.
Ongoing projects by the EC focus on the reconditioning of ferries and the
rehabilitation of the essential Demerara harbor bridge, while new projects by
IDB and IDA mainly provide for the rehabilitation of the main roads in Guyana.
In addition, investments of about US$14 million with unidentified financing
are proposed to cover, in particular, critical feeder roads and airport
rehabilitation. However, to sustain the rehabilitated infrastructure,
provisions should be made for operations and maintenance and institutional
strengthening. Further, more room should be given to private provision of
services to replace public investments, for example in water transport.

4.13 Projected disbursements in water suopl' and sanitation amount to
US$22 mlllion (7%), including an ongoing project to develop a Master Plan for
the Georgetown water supply (1DB) and new projects for Georgetown emergency
water supply, water improvement, and technical cooperation (all IDB) and rural
water supply and institutional reform (IDA). While the overall rehabilitation
needs in the sector are estimated at US$45-50 million, the proposed investment
should cover the key needs in this sector over the 1993-96 period, and further
allocations to the water sector should be contingent on improving its weak
absorptive capacity. In view of the successful operation of the Eccles Plant
facilities, further private sector involvement should be sought to complement
or replace public investments.

4.14 Projected disbursements in sea defense rehabilitation amount to
US$38 million (11%), financed by the EC, CDB, IDA and IDB. There are over
300km of man-made sea defenses in Guyana, many of which have served their
design life time. The rehabilitation backlog is about 20 years, which makes

-investments in this sector an important priority. All investments included in
the PSIP are funded, and the allocation for capital works is considered
adequate in view of the competing investment needs in the country. However,
the complete rehabilitation of the sea defenses is estimated to require some
US$300 million, and the country will continue to depend on donor support '
this sector for some time to come.

4.15 Projected disbursements in the social sectors amount to US$100
million (291), of which US$27 million (8%) are allocated to SIHAP and Basic
Needs poverty reduction efforts, US$32 million (9%) to education, and US$41
(12%) million to health. SIMAP projects (IDA, 1DB) typically focus on
rehabilitation of school, health and coamunity infrastructure, vocational
training -and child nutrition projects. While it is undoubtedly the best
agency to-respond quickly to the immediate needs of the poor, it will have to
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be further strengthened to absorb more funds than currently allocated. The
Basic Needs project (CDB) basically follows the SIMAP approach. Investments
in education and health are dominated by one large IDB project each,
rehabilitation of primary education (US$25 million) and of the Georgetown
hospital (Health Care II; US$22 million). In both sectors, current funding is

- insufficient to address the extensive rehabilitation needs, but technical
assistance for institutionaL strengthening should have priority. In
educatlon, a project to renabilitate technical and vocational schools is
proposed to start in 1995, for which financing of US$4 million is being
sought. In health, two projects to rehabilitate communal and district
hospitals are proposed to start in 1995, for which financing of US$10 million
.is being sought. In addition, there is scope for the private sector,
communities, and non-governmental organizations to offer services to
complement public investments.

C. PSIP PLNNING, ILIOhN ND MONITORIG

4.16 PSIP planning, implementation and monitoring has improved over the
1990-92 period. One indicator reflecting this improvement is the increase in
the implementation ratio from 58% over 1990-91 to 98% in 1992. This has been
the result of a more realistic assessment of expected disburnements combined
with a more adequate allocation of counterpart funds, and of some improvements
in project implementation. Nonetheless, addressing Guyana's extensive
investment needs will strain the country's absorptive capacity, and will
require further improvements in the country's PSIP planning, implementation
and monitoring process, greater donor coordination, and enhanced private
sector participation.

1. The PSIP Process

-4.17 What appear to be project-specific problems, often have their root
cause in more fundamental weaknesses in the PSIP process. Until recently,
this has been the case in Guyana. In theory, the State Planning Secretariat
(BPS) is responsible for coordinating all aspects of the investment program.
However, in practice, information and responsibilities have been fragmented
and scattered throughout the public sector. All projects are basically
identified, prepared and selected by the line agencies with little prior
feedback to SPS. Projects with external funding have been managed by two
sections of the Department of International Economic Cooperation (DIEC) under
the Ministry of Finance, with little involvement by SPS. There have been no
formal arrangements linking the current and capital budget process which would
allow to monitor recurrent expenditure implications of capital projects. As a
result, the PSIP has been only of limited use as an instrument to facilitate
planning, implementation and monitoring of projects.

4.18 While it is appropriate that the primary responsibility for
project identification rests with the more knowledgeable 1lne agencies, it is
important that this process is guided by clear criteria and in line with the
resource availabilities. In this connection, it should be the role of SPS to
provide a set of updated guidelines and basic macroeconomic indicators which
should inform the decisions of the lins agencies. At the same time, the
selection of projects should feed back to the budget and planning process in
the form of provisions for counterpart funding and future maintenance
expenditures. Without such feedback, it is extremely difficult to make
rational decisions between projects or to avoid problems in counterpart
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funding as they afficted, for example, the IDB primary education and health
projects which were temporarily stalled in 1991 because of insufficient
counterpart funds.

4.19 Project implementation is primarily the responsibility of the
executing agency. Their execution units face a variety of problems. Often,
their Government counterparts are responsible for a large number of projects,
and thus do not react quickly to emerging problems pointed out to them by the
execution units. In addition, execution units themselves may not be staffed
adequately, as donors focus on funding of capital works. At the same time,
donors often demand that each project ha. its own execution unit, instead of
promoting joint execution units for similar projects. In this connection,
consolidating execution units while giving them some more auvonomy to address
the problems they face would greatly facilitate implementation. This effort
should be complemented by a Government task force to ensure speedy
implementation of selected priority projects. Another implementation
constraint arises from lack of counterpart funds for projects which advance
more quickly than expected, even though there may well be funds allocated for
local or non-performing externally financed projects. In this case, shifting
resources from local projects and pooling and par! passu disbursement of local
counterpart funds would improve the implementation record. Further, project
implementation may be stalled on account of conditionality. While an
important instrument do ensure that agreed-upon project objectives are being
achieved, conditionality should be coordinated between donors to avoid
duplication of efforts by the Government to satisfy marginally different
conditions, or even contradictory requirements. At the same time, conditions
should be focussed, and cross-conditionality should be avoided as it has
proven to unjustifiably slow down project implementation.

4.20 SPS is charged with monitoring project execution. This is
facilitated through submission of reports when execution agencies request
monthly releases of local funds for their projects. However, SPS lacks the
necessary and qualified staff to accomplish its monitoring responsibilities.
This situation is aggravated by the even more severe shortage of technical
personnel in the line agencies which should update SPS on cost overruns and
delays in implementation schedules. In addition, SPS has no accurate records
for projects where donors disburse funds directly to suppliers, contractors or
consultants. This should be easily rectified, given that SPS will become an
integral part of the Ministry of Finance.

4.21 a first step to reform the institutional set-up for the PSIP Li
currently being undertaken through the merger of the SPS and the DIEC into the
Ministry of Finance. However, improvements in the information Bow will
depend on the specific arrangements that would centralize project information
in one sub-unit of the Ministry of Finance. In this context, it should also
be possible to better incorporate the recurrent cost implications of capital
expenditures into the budget and planning process. For a set of selected
priority projects (core PSIP), a task force recruited from this sub-unit but
supported by higher-level officials should be established to ensure speedy
implementation. Further, an IDB project to develop a project cycle management
system is scheduled for 1993, which aims to provide computerized monthly
information on all projects from pre-feasibility to post-implementation stage.
Additional technical assistance is required to enhance training opportunities.
Also, measures to strengthen the line agencies are needed to ensure the smooth
implementation of the ambitious 1993-96 PSIP. However, as long as the salary
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issue is not addressed, qualified staff will continue to leave SPS or the line
agencies and endanger the sustainability of these reform efforts.

2. Donor Coordination

4.22 With the implementation of Guyana's ERP and the resulting
significant increase in external donor support, the need for clone donor-
coordination has assumed increasing importance. one important forum for thie
are the meetings of the Caribbean Group for Co-operation in Economic
Development (CGCED). In November 1991, the World Bank, in collaboration with
UNDP, also instituted a framework for closer coordination of donor-assisted
programs in Guyana, which provides for periodic reviews at the technical and
policy levels, on a monthly and quarterly basis, respectively.

4.23 While, in many aspects, these reviews have worked well, there is
scope for improvement. In particular, there should be a more systematic
exchange of information on programs of assistance and project implementation,
both among donors and between the Government and the donor community as a
whole in the context of the quarterly reviews. This could be facilitated by a
Project list approach with details of ongoing, new and future projects,
including time-tables for implementation and analysis of implementation
problems. Such an approach should help identify systemic problems in project
implemontation, and allow for a more balanced future investment program. At
the same time, there is a need for mechanisme to follow up on agreements
reached in donor meetings, for example in the form of progress reports.

4.24 Donors would also facilitate Government planning by (i) making
their commitments on a multi-year basis, in particular for commodity
assistance, or by providing, at least, qualified indicatio;s of future aid
flows; and (ii) assisting the Government in making more accurate estimates of
expected disbursements in the context of the Government's budget process.

4.25 As indicated above, enhanced donor coordination would also
contribute significantly to a more efficient use of scarce resources on the
project level. This pertains, first, to the establishment of joint project
execution units; second, to pooling and parI passu disbursement of local
counterpart funds; and, third, to consistent donor conditionality. Also,
given Guyana's financial and technical skill constraints, donors should agree
to assume operations and maintenance expenditures, on a declining basis over
time, an an integral part of any project.

3. Private Sector and Communitv Particination

4.26 The private sector should not only be encouraged to substitute or
complement public investments, it should also be employed to facilitate the
implemntation of public investments. In a number of areas, for example in
sea defenses, implementation of projects by local contractors compares
favorable with the performance of public sector agencies. Hence, increasing
the scope of private sector participation over the project cycle would
increase absorptive capacity and help ensure the realization of the ambitious
PSIP. However, this would still require strong core project execution units
or institutional strengthening of public sector agencies which have the legal
and monitoring capabilities to conduct business with private contractors.
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S Il: COMMUlNITY PARTICPATION IN PURUC INVESTMENT

The components of rural devetopwent are aLwsys the same, i.e. roads, electricity, water
supply. sell irrigation, markets, schools, health posta and services, etc. The projects are usually
small and often quit. simple. and widely dispersed. But experience has shown that central planning
for hundreds of differentiated locaLities cannot succued because of the ciplexity problems arisirg
from the location specificity of needs. Therefore, consmaity participation in pinning has been
advocated and eLaborate methodologies have been developed. A successful first step in a maber of
countries has been to establish SociaL Finds -- the approach followed in Guyana with the establishment
of SINAP. In the short-tern, and in an environment where community participation was not encouraged
and Goverrnent agencies are very weak, Social Funds can achieve iwpressive rates of execution and
relatively successful targeting.

In the mediuam-term, however, a more promising approach my be to take community participation
a step further and overcome the complexity problem through fiscal decentralization with community
based project execution. As interventions lose their meergency" character, Social Funds see to be
severely threatened by Nimprovementsm of project design, selection, procurement, and disbursement
rules, dihch are Intended to reduce potential or real abuses. but in the end may wetl convert the
mwaagment of the Funds Into giant Project Execution Units, familiar from the traditional rural
development experience. that is required instead, is the systematic inprov ment of the local decision
mechanisms and rules so that they ensure real authority of the locaL level over the execution and the
financial resources, the transparency of decisions, and include innovative mechanisms for auditing by
the communities themselves.

A good example of the benefits of a truly community based approach is Mexico's Solidarided
program. Prior to the implementatIon of that program, rural municipalities and smaller communities
had virtualty no oam revenue sources and received only very limited financial support from the states.
Virtually alt local investment was executed by state or federal line agencies *i whom locat groups
were completely dependent for funding. Under the *fiscal systems" approach of Solidaridad, the
following measures were implemented or are under implementation:

* A revision of revenue sharing formulas in favor of the poorer states and nuicipalities

-* Increases in omt revenue generation of amunicipalities and states combined with greater
transfer of fiscal investment resources from the federal level to states and municipalities.

* A systematic lowering of the execution and control level of investment execution and money.

* A reform of the money Rows and of the systems for money reLease form the Central Government
to states, municipalities and other executing agencies, in which each sub-project operates
with a special account, and cumbersome ex-ante controls are replaced by ex-post auditing.

* Special aLlocation of investment resources Ce.g., US$50,000) to municipalities for small
projects undler community control, with donated community labor and mterials, and extremely
simple procurement procedures,. These municipal funds operate with a special manual which
ensures a transparent project seLection process at the community level.

* A reform of state auditirg institutions and mechanisms, with such greater involvement of
private sector auditors.

* Clear rules assuring that the line agencies maintain control for approving (not designing)
technical designs of all but the simplest projects, for program quality standards, and for
other regulatory functions.

The program uiIt en many institutional features, including the requirement of coraunity contributions
to costs, usually in the forn of donated labor, which essentially gives the poor veto power over
projects.

The impact has been tremendous, with resources for poverty-alleviating investments in rural
areas and urban slums more than doubling over three years. more than 12 mitlion people were connected
to potable water and electricity, and had their school improved in a period of about three years. The
most outstanding success, perhaps, were the municipal funds, which operated in 1100 nmunicipalities,
end whi-ch execute 30-40 thousand smalt projects annually, at very low fiscal costs. In Guatemala the
earmarking of eight percent of national fiscal revenue for municipal investments (not payroll) has
aLso had similar, but less well documented impacts. The incredible impact of the municipal funds in
Mexico is clearLy due to the fact that, small as they are, they removed a critical constraint to
comuaity action, I.e. their total fiscal incapecity.

Sfusre Hans P. Bnsuanger: Central Planning vs. Fiscal Ssatems Awvroaches to Rural Development,
Umpulished Note, The World Bsnk, 1992.
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4.27 SIMAP has been very successful in integrating communities and non-
governmental organizations into the PSIP process for umall local projects.
For the time being, it continues to be the most effective means to that end.
However, over the medium-term, community particlpation could be increased
further by following the example of other countries (Mexico, El Salvador) and
providing block-grants at a local level so that non-governmental organizations
and communities can undertake rehabilitation works on their own (Box 4.1).

D. P6IP FINANCING REQUIREXNS

4.28 The total PSIP financing requirements amount to US$343 million
over the 1993-96 period, of which US$306 million, or 89% are identified. .
External finance is projected to provide about USS227 million, or 74% of
identified financing requirements. Domeotic finance iu projected to provide
about US$79 million, or 26% of the identified financing requirements. This
implies a significant increase in leverage, compared to 1990-91 and 1992, when
domestic finance accounted for 31% and 45% of the financing requirements. It
also is projected to be in line with the capacity to mobilize domestic
resources. In particular, any unexpected shortage of counterpart funds could
be addressed by reallocating funds from local projects, which account for
US$41 million. A project financing gap of US$37 million, or 11% of total
financing requirements, remains for proposed key projects in agriculture,
transport, education and health for which financing has not yet been
identified and towards which new project assistance should be directed on a
priority basis. Assuming that Guyana aims to leverage its domestic
counterpart funds for new projects at a ratio of 1:9, this would imply the
need for further donor disbursements of about US$33 million over the 1993-96
period (Table 4.3).

E. RECOSUENDATIONS

4.29 In num, the main recommendations to improve the PSIP process are
as follows:

* The PSIP process, information lows and responsibilities, needs to
be better coordinated among the agencies involved. To this end,
the merger of DIEC and SPS should be pursued, and project
information centralized in one sub-unit in the Ministry of
Finance. This unit chould also be assigned effective
responsibility for the PSIP process.

* The speedy implementation of the IDB project to develop a project
cycle management system should be facilitated to strengthen the
institutional base for PSIP planning, implementation and
monitoring. In this context, additional technical assistance
should be requested to enhance training opportunities.

* SPS should provide a set of up-dated guide lines and basic macro-
economic indicators which should inform the project selection'
process by line agencies.

* A budget system should be introduced which would integrate capital
current budgeting and allow monitoring of the recurrent cost
implications of capital expenditures.
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Tabb 4.3: PSIP FNANCING REQUIREMENTS. 1993-96
(USS moans)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1993-96 PERCENT

Identified Finncing: tta l 8 305.9 89.2Z

External: 42.1 53.7 65.6 66.0 227.4 66.3Z
CDB 0.7 1.5 2.9 4.0 9.4 2.7X
EC 1.2 5.5 7.6 9.2 23.5 6.82
IDA 6.6 10.3 12.0 9.9 3B.B -11.32
IDB 25.6 35.9 42.9 42.7 147.2 42.9X
UIIDP 3.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.6 1.02
Other 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 1.5%

DoestIc: 19.1 19.2 19.6 20.7 78.5 22.9X
o.a. Counterpart 9.6 8.8 9.0 10.0 37.4 10.91

Unidentified Financing: 0.0 0.0 14.7 22.3 37.0 10.52

TotaL Cross PSIP 61.2 72.9 99.8 109.0 342.9 100.O0
o.u. Transfers 7.0 6.9 4.1 0.0 18.0 5.3Z

TotaL Net PSuP 54.2 66.0 95.7 109.0 324.9 94.7X

:orc:km II

-- Project implementation needs to be improved through (i)
consolidating execution units for similar projects while giving
them more autonomy to address implementation problems; (ii)
mechanisms to shift counterpart funds to projects as needed,
including pooling and pari passu disbursement of local counterpart
funds and using funds from locally financed projects; and (iii)
focussing and coordinating donor conditionality.

* A core PSIP comprised of a set of priority projects should be
formulated and a task force, supported by high level officials, be
established to ensure speedy implementation of the core PSIP.

* Donor coordination needs to improved through more systematic
exchange of information in the context of quarterly review
meetings based on a project list approach, including time-tables
for implementation and analysis of implementation problems.
Donors should also agree to assume operations and maintenance
expenditures on a declining basis over time, and design cost
recovery m.schanisms as an integral part of any project.

* Donors should help facilitate Government planning by (i) make
(tentative) commitments on a multi-year basis or providing
qualified indications of future aid flows; and (ii) assisting the
Government in making more accurate estimates of expected
disbursements.

* : The role of the private sector in the PSIP process needs to be
increased, in particular through contracting-out of works. As
this requires enhanced legal and monitoring capabilities,
technical assistance should be requested from donors. Also,
block-grants should be made available on a local level so that
non-governmental organizations and communities can undertake
rehabilitation works on their own.
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ClAPTER V. ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FINANCING REOIEENTS- AND DEBT RELXF

A.. INTRODUCTION

5.1 Medium- and long-term economic prospects for Guyana are promising,
provided that the Government maintains a sound macroeconomic framework,
drastically reduces the size of the public sector and its command over the
country's economic resources, pursues sector strategies supportive of private-
led growth, and improves public sector management and administration.
Projections presented in thin chapter show a moderate slowing down from the
high GDP growth rate of 7.5% in 1992, to 4-5% per year on average during 1993-
2001. However, to finance such growth, Guyana will continue to need
substantial foreign capital inflows supported by generous debt relief.

B. ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

5.2 After a decade of stagflation, Guyana is experiencing economic
recovery. Real GDP growth increased from -3% per year on average during the
1980s to 7% per year on average during 1991-92, and inflation fell from 76% in
1990 to 14.2% at the end of 1992. To sustain this recovery, adjustment
policies and market-oriented structural reforms need to remain on track. In
particular, the Government needs to sustain fiscal and monetary discipline --
supported by cost recovery for all services, including the provision of energy
-- continue to privatize the still large public enterprise sector, and focus
on implementation of investments that provide the base for private-led growth.
Further privatization is necessary to increase efficiency of the enterprises,
to raise the capital necessary for large rehabilitation investments, and to
provide finance for a well focussed public investment program in support of
sustained private-led growth. In addition to sound economic policies and
public sector reform, Guyana will also need further external assistance,
including enhanced concessiona for debt rescheduling and debt forgiveness, to
achieve external viability over the medium to long term.

5.3 Guyana also needs to increase productivity in the sugar, rice and
bauxite sectors, while at the same time exploiting the opportunities for
diversified growth in non-traditional agriculture, forestry, gold mining,
selected manufacturing (textiles) and services.

5.4 The projections presented below, in particular the good growth
performance, assume that Guyana follows the economic policies recommended in
thin report and receives a further three-year (1993-95) reacheduling on
Enhanced Toronto Terms for its Paris Club and Trinidad and Tobago debt. The
projections also assume that, supported by private equity investment and
management, Guyana will be able to expand its sugar and rice exports beyond
its current EC and U.S. quotas, rehabilitate its bauxite sector, and at the
same time develop a broader base for its economy.

5.5 The price projections are based on the World Bank's commodity
projections, adjusted for the preferential agreements benefiting Guyana's
sugar and rice exports to the EC and U.S. markets. The merchandise terms of
trade are projected to decline by about 14% over the projection period.
Inflation is projected to decrease further on account of the increasing
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openness of Guyana's economy, to. about 9% per year on average during 1993-
2001, slightly above the levels expected to prevail in the industrial
economies. At the same time, the real exchange rate is projected to remain
constant, implying a moderate devaluation of the nominal exchange rate over
the projection period.

TabS 5.1 ACTUAL AND PROJECTED MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~( _ > P *

Prel. Prolected
1992 199-96 1997-2001

--------- verage growth rates ---------

Real Gross Domestic Product (Harket Prices) 7.9 4.9 4.1
Real Gross Domestic incore 12.5 2.9 2.2

ReatlGross Domestic Investment -3.6 - 3.8 1.4
Central Governrent p/ 36.2 11.9 -0.4
Private -13.8 -0.1 2.5

Reat Consumption 0.1 4.3 2.0
Central Government 1.0 2.5 1.5
Private -0.2 4.8 2.2

Real Exports of GNFS 28.0 8.0 5.6
Real lmports of GNFS 18.4 7.4 4.2

urban Cornsumer Prices (end-period) 14.2 9.3 8.4

------------ share of CDP --

Consumption 62.9 70.7 69.5
CentraL Goverrment 20.7 16.7 16.0
Private 42.2 54.0 53.4

Gros Domestic Investment 34.5 34.3 30.4
Central Government A/ 9.9 13.3 11.2
Private 24.7 21.1 19.3

Grss Domestic Savings 37.1 29.3 30.5

Resource Belance 2.6 -5.0 0.1
Exports of GNlFS 132iT 131.5 I139
lxports of GNIFS 129.5 136.5 139.4

External. Current Account -29.8 -31.4 -18.7

External Debt W 675.5 623.7 501.0
Scheduled Debt Service 50.9 34.2 29.1

Vr ExcLuding PSIP social sector expenditures.
W outstanding and disbursed.

Source: Mission Estintes

5.6 Under these assumptions, Guyana's real GDP is projected to grow at
5% per year on average during 1993-97, and at 4% of GDP thereafter (Table
5.1). This projected growth path is based on annual average growth rates of
about 3% in agriculture, 4% in manufacturing, 5% in mining, and 8% in
services,.and is supported by the projected moderate growth in public
infrastructure and private investments of 2% per year on average.
Consequently, the share of investment in GDP falls from currently 35% in 1992
to 29% by the year 2001. This allows consumption, including Central
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Government social sector expenditures, to grow at a rate of 3% per year on
average.

5.77 central Government finances are projected to improve significantly
over the projection period. In particular, Government savings are projected
to increase steadily from a deficit of 12% of CDP in 1992 to a surplus of 4%
of GDP by the year 2001. While revenues as a share in GDP are projected to
remain high, only declining to 43% lh 2001, current expenditures are projected
to fall more rapidly as interest payments on domestic debt are reduced and
transfers to public enterprises discontinued. Similarly1 the Government's
overall fiscal deficit is projected to narrow, from 23% of GDP in 1992 to 11I
of GDP by the year 2001. ThI. improvement is, however, in part contingent on
privatization receipts of about USS$O million per year over the projection
period, mainly reflecting staggered payments for sugar and bauxite assets.

5.8 With the projected strong overall economic performance, and the
ensuing increase in confidence in the economy, money demand is projected to
increase and the velocity of money to decline. As a result of the projected
fiscal improvement and the private sector orientation of its economic
policies, the Government is expected to reduce its stock of domestic debt, and

.the ratio of Central Government credit to GDP is projected to decline from
about 26% in 1992 to below 1% by the year 2001. In turn, this will allow
credit t.o the private sector to increase by about 19% per year on average
without generating inflationary pressures.

5.9 Real exports of goods and non-factor services are projected to
grow at about 7% per year on average during the projection period. Initially,
during 1993-96, export growth is projected to exceed 8% per year on averare,
propelled mainly by increasing rice, gold and timber exports. As discussed in
Chapter IX of this report, Guyana has the potential to significantly increase
rice production. There is also a potential demand for its rice, as Guyana is
already exporting rice outside the EC quota to Curacao and Aruba, and should
be able to recover its previously dominating position in the CARICOM market.
Gold exports are projected to increase mainly on account of the OMAI gold
mine, which is expected to corn on stream in 1993. Finally, given Guyana's
vast timber resources and the recent prlvatization of its timber industry,
there is considerable scope for expanding timber exports over the next decade
and until production will reach it. long-tern sustainable level.

5.10 During 1997-2001, export growth is projected to slow down to about
6% per year on average. The main exceptions to this trend are bauxite
exports, which are projected to benefit from the progress in the industry's
rehabilitation program, and sugar exports, which are projected to continue to
grow steadily over the whole projection period as production improves on
account of rehabilitation investments and as Guyana is likely to benefit from
the expansion of the EC quota to cover Portugal, and may replace other
Caribbean producers both in international and regional markets.

5.11 Real imports of goods and non-factor services are projected to
grow faster than GDP during 1993-96, at 7% per year on average to cover
increasing private consuxcption and investments. During 1997-2001, both
imports and GDP are projected to grow at 4% per year on average. At the 8ame
time, the.resource balance is projected.to-deteriorate slightly compared to
the surplus of 3% of GDP in 1992, recording a deficit of 5% of GDP during
1993-1996 and only a umall surplus of 0.1% during 1997-2001.
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Tabls 5.2: ACTUAL AND PROJECTED SUMMARY BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
CUSS mEMon)

Prel. Projected
1992 1993-96 1997-2001

Resource Balance pj 6.9 -16.4 0.6
Exports 350.6 4.4 633.6
Irports 343.7 441.8 633.0

Net Factor Payments -99.9 -102.9 -119.5
o.W: Interest on PubLic Debt kf -65.7 -70.0 -70.0

Net Private Transfers 14.0 16.7 33.7
Current Account -0 -102.6 -85.2

Canital Accotmt 122.8 124.9 116.5

Capital Official Coants 4.0 33.0 30.3
Medium ad Long-Tern Debt -5.3 57.3 25.2

Dishrsements 54.5 77.2 89.6
Amortization -70.4 -40.2 -64.4
RescheduLing/Debt Relief 9.8 19.6 0.0

SaLe of Asiets 10.4 5.7 13.0
Foreign Direct Investment 35.0 28.9 48.0
Other 83.6 0.0 0.0

Errors and Omissions 5.0 0.0 0.0

Change in Reserves SI -48.7 -22.3 -31.3

A/ Excludes activities related to major gold projects and petroLeun expLoration.
_ On an accruaL basis, incLuding interest on principal in arrears.
S *-" indicates increase.

Source: Mission Estimates

C. EXTERNAL FIANCING REQUIREMTS

-5.12 Guyana will continue to require substantial foreign capital
inflows to finance its PSIP, to comply with the debt service obligations, and
to provide the foreign exchange needed to sustain import levels concomitant
with the projected economic growth. Despite the favorable projections for the
resource balance, the current account of the balance of payments will continue
to record substantial deficits, projected to average US$103 million per year
(31% of GDP) during 1993-96 and US$85 million per year (19% of GDP) during
1997-2001. To a large extent, these deficits reflect projected interest
payments prior to debt rescheduling averaging US$70 million per year during
1993-2001.

5.13 Capital inflows required to finance the projected current account
deficit and to cover amortization payments (excluding IMF purchases and
repurchases) average US$165 million per year during 1993-1996 and US$180
million per year during 1997-2001. The major sources of financing will need
to be private capital inflows, in large part generated from privatization;
grants and concessional loano for balance of payments support and project
assistance; and debt relief.

5.14 Foreign direct investment is projected to average about US$29
million per year during 1993-96 and US$48 million per year during 1997-2001.
These projected levels, however, are contingent on the implementation of a
comprehensive privatization program, which would be accompanied by major
rehabilitation investments in the former public enterprise sector, in
particular in sugar and bauxite during the second half of the 1990s.
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Similarly, the projections also include privatization receipts of USS6 million
per year on average during 1993-96 and US$13 million per year on average
during 1997-2001. Without theme projected inflows through privatization,
Guyana would not be able to generate sufficient foreign exchange to afford the
import. necessary to sustain growth and to service its external debt.

5.15 Guyana's total aid requirements after private capital flows during
1993-96 amount to US$446 million, or US$111.5 million per year on average. of
this amount, only US$295 million, or US$74 million per year on average have
been identified in the form of loans or grants. This leaves an external
financing gap for 1993-96 of US$151 million, of which US$33 million represents
proposed projects with unidentified external financing. This financing gap
increases considerably to US$92 million per year on average.during 1997-2001,
when the grace period granted under the previous debt rescheduling operations
expires. Further balance of payments support or debt relief beyond the
assumed 1993-95 rescheduling on Enhanced Toronto Terms for Paris Club and
Trinidad and Tobago debt would be required to fill this gap to avoLd
jeopardizing Guyana's growth prospects.

Table 5.3: PROJECTED EXTERNAL RNANCING REQUIREMENTS
IUS$ mUon)

1993 1994 1995 199 1997-2001

Finanoina Requirements -168 -179 -162 -153 -180
current Account -119 -106 -97 -89 .85
Amortization -53 -43 -32 -33 -64
Met Reserves 4 -30 -33 -31 -31

Finsncinq Sources 168 179 162 153 180
Foreign Direct Investment -V 2 23 35 48
SaLe of Assets 5 2 6 10 13
Rescheduling/Debt Relief 15 43 20 0 0
Grants 34 34 33 32 30

Identified 29 8 10 9 0
Unidentified 5 26 23 23 30

ELT Loans 79 75 81 75 90
identified 60 58 66 51 27
Unidentified 19 16 15 24 63

Remorandis Item:

Total Aid Requirements 112.8 108.6 112.4 112.3 119.9
o.w. PSIP (identified) 42.1 53.7 65.6 M.D oSe

Identified 88.4 66.0 75.1 66.0 27.5
NLT Loans (identified) Sf 59.7 58.4 65.6 56.6 27.2
Grants (identified) 28.7 7.6 9.5 9.4 0.3

canada (project) 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Canada (grant) 11.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ECIEDF Cprojects) 1.2 5.5 7.6 9.2 0.0
EC (BoP support) 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0
UK (BoP support) 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
US (BoP support) 7.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other (projects) 2.6 0.4 O.2 0.2 0.3

Unidentified 24.4 42.6 37.3 46.3 2?.4
NLT Loans 19.1 16.2 14.8 23.7 62.4
Gt.ants 5.3 26.4 22.5 22.6 30.0

jf For a breakdoun by sources for project finance, see Chapter IV, TabLe 4.3.

Source: Mission Estimates
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D. DW RELIEF

5.16 Guyana'ls large external debt continue, to be a burden on economic
recovery. Despite previous debt relief and two Paris Club debt rescheduling
operations on Toronto terms, this debt amounted to US$1793 million, or 675% of
GDP at the end of 1992 {Tables 5.4. and 5.5). Of this debt, 480 is held by
bilateral donors, 31% by multilateral agencies excluding the IMF, 9% by the

- IMF and 12% by others. The mlngle largest creditor is Trinidad and Tobago,
with US$413 million ln loans outstandlng, equivalent to 23% of Guyana's total
external debt. By contrast, the combined Paris Club debt only amounts to
US$174 million, equivalent to 10% of Guyana'. total external debt. Debt
service paymento in 1992 amounted to US$135 million, or 51% of GDP.

Tabb 5.4: TOTAL EXIERNAL DEBT OUTSTANDING AND DISBURED, END-1992

CREDITORS USS mitlion Percent

Bilaterol Danors -67 48.4

Paris CLub 174 9.7
Canada 6 0.3
Germny 15 0.8
NetherLands 18 1.4
United Kingdom 103 5.7
United States 21 1.2
Other 11 0.6

Non-Paris Club 693 38.7
BraziL 27 1.5
COCF CCribbean) 160 8.9
China 8 0.4
Trinidad ard Tobago 413 23.0
Venezuelt 14 0.8
Other 71 4.0

NultiLateral Agencies 550 30.7

MB 59 3.3
ECIEDF/EIB 17 0.9

: IDAfIBRD 193 10.8
IDB 216 12 0
Other 65 3.6

Private 51 2.8

IMF 149 8.3

Other Short-term Debt 176 9.8

TOTAL 1793 100

Source: Vorld Bank Debt Reporting Syste

5.17 Guyana's external debt is projected to grow in US$ terms over the
projection period, from US$1793 million by end-1992 to US$2111 million by end-
1996 and to US$2434 million by end-2001. To a significant extent, this
increase in US$ debt reflects the continued need to borrow in order to cover
the ocheduled debt service payments, projected to average USS110 million per
year (34% of GDP) during 1993-96, and US$134 million per year (29% of GDP)
during 1997-2001 (Table 5.5). The projectiono assume a further 1993-95
rescheduling of Paris Club and Trinidad and Tobago debt on Enhanced Toronto

, ~~~.i.- . -
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torme, which will yield a relief of US$20 millon per year on average during
1993-96.

Table 5.5: ACTUAL AND PROJECTED DEBT INDCATORS

Pre;, Pro ected 

1992 1993-96 1997-2001

-------- US$uILLfon -------

Total PubLic Debt 1792.7 2013.1 2262.0
Schduled Debt Service -135.2 -109.5 -134.0
Debt ReLief (Paris CLub) 9.8 19.6 0.0

In percent --

Debt/GOP 675.5 623.7 501.0
Scheckuled Debyt Service/GOP 50.9 34.2 29.1
Scheduled Debt Service/Exports UIFS 36.1 24.3 19.7

Source: Mission Estiustes

5.18 The recent (May 1993) 1993-95 rescheduling of Paris Club debt on
Enhanced Toronto Terms is an important contribution to the alleviation of
Guyana!. debt burden. However, as the projections presented above imkply,
Guyana's tight external finances will require further debt relief in the near
future. At a minimum, and consistent with the provisions under Enhanced
Toronto Terms, such debt relief could take the form of 100% rescheduling of
the principal by 1998. Xn addition, Guyana would need to apply these terms
not only to its Paris Club debt but also to the debt it owes to Trinidad and
Tobago. Under such a scenario, Guyana"s debt service payments would be
reduced by an additional US$34 million per year during 1998-2001, and would
amount to 25% of GDP by the year 2001, compared to 34% in the base case
scenario. Similarly, its debt at the end of the projection period would
amount to US$2299 million (439% of GDP), compared to US$2434 mLliLon (465% of
GDP) in the base case scenario (Table 5.6).

Table 5.6:- IMPACT OF FURTHER (1998) RESCHEDUUNG ON DEBT AND DEBT SERICE A
Base Case Second RescheduLin

1996 2001 1996 2001

.------------ US$ million -------------

Total Public Debt 2111.2 2433.6 2111.2 2298.7
Effective Debt Service 105.4 176.9 105.4 132.7

.--------------- in percent -------------. -

Debt/GDP 585.7 464.9 555.7 439.1
EffectiVe Debt Service/GDP 29.1 33.8 29.1 25.3
Effective Debt Service/Exports GMFS 20.1 22.6 20.1 17.0

gfAssuming 199 rescheduLing of 10(31 of the principaL for Paris Club and Trinidad and
Tobago debt consistent with the provisions wider Enhanced Toronto Terms.

Source: Mission Estimtes
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PflT II: PUBLIC BECTOR XMJAGEMBNT AND ADMINISTRATION

CHAPTER VI . PUBLIC SECTOR ADMINISTRATION

As INTRODUCTION

6.1 The current effort of economic reform has profound implications
for the role of the state, and requires an appropriate institutional aetting
to enable the public sector to deliver the services needed to sustain private
sector-led economic growth and to address social concerns. It is in this
context that the need for public sector administration reform arises.

-Administrative reform cuts across all functions and levels of the public
sector and requires the prioritization of governmental functions, the reform
of the organizational structure, the determination of the appropriate level of
governmental action, and the rationalization of resource use.

6.2 In addLtion, improving the performance of the public sector
requires careful attention to the quality and character of public service
employment. While economic g-owth hao resumed as a result of the fLRP, the
public sector remains drained of skilled managers, unable to supply basic
services, and as a result, continues to constrain private sector development
ar.d economic recovery. The inability of Government to attract and retain the
skilled managers and technicians necessary to ensure sound management,
relegates the operation of basic services and the planning, implementation and
monitoring of the PSIP to a very weakened state.

6.3- Recognition of the need for public sector reform is evident in the
1991 initiation of an ODA supported "Public Service Reform Program,* focussing
particular attention on the restructuring and reorr4cnization of the Central
Government ministerial structure and the strengthening of Public Service-
Management. The reduction of the number of ministrica from 18 to 11 and the
elimination of some non-critical vacancies are meaningful first steps in this
process. However, the impact of these changes has been limited and much
remains to be done to improve public sector performance: the size of public
sector employment has not beer. reduced sufficiently; the quality of public
servants and incentivo: for performance have not improved mark.edly;
rationalization of systems and procedures has not followed from the reduction
in the number of ministries; key public sector management and information
systems have not been put in place; and accountability in the public sector
has not been effectuated.

6.4 Guyana needs a comprehensive Public Sector Reform Program (PSRP)
to deepen and broaden the reform efforts initiated in 1991 and those
envisioned in IDA's Public Administration Project (PAP). Such a PSRP can be
conceptualized in five interlocking elements:

* Administrative Reform
* Public Sector Management Reform
* Decentralization/centralization
* Deregulation/regulation
-:. .o Divestiture/privatization
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6.5 Regarding administrative raform, a fundamental functional review
is necessary to eliminate outdated activities and permit resource utilization
to be more focused, particularly with respect to Semi-Autonomous Agencies. In
addition, the PSRP should develop explicit linkages to the ERP, ensuring that
administrative reform reflectu national priorities, particularly in relation

- to improvements in basic infrastructure, in health, and in education.

6.6 Public sector management reform should aim at improvlng decision-
making capabilities and strengthening the operational environment for the
execution of policies and programs. In this context, the PSRP can be thought
of at three levels. At the no:sative level, reform should focus on policy
making authority and the legal framework for that authority. At the
institutional level, there is a need to ensure that the institutional
framework corresponds to policy authority and the legal framework. At the
operational level, there is a need to focus on the efficient execution of
policies and program.. This suggests the need to strengthen the entire system
of financial managment with initial efforts aimed at ensuring adequate
accounting systems as the basis for public accountability. A second critical
element of public sector management reform is to focus attention on the
demands of revenue collection. In this context, a revision of the tax system,
including better enforcement of existing taxes and modifications in the ta
structure to generate revenues while eliminating disparities in Incentives, is
required. 2

6.7 Public sactor reform in Guyana also depends upon the optimal
distribution of functions among the Central Government, centrally controlled
local administration, and locally elected government. It is rarely a simple
question of centralization versua decentralization. consistency require.
central control, demands of diversity require local autonomy, and successful
institutional development depends on balance between centralization and
decentralization. If a function is decentralized without local democratic
control, then planning, resource allocation, and review mechanisms must
reflect central accountability. If a function is subject to local democratic
control, local accountability must be allowed to operate, and variations in
local standards of service delivery may well result. In Guyana, there is a
major conflict between effective local authority and the deconcentration of
service delivery subject to central authority in the Ministries. While
theoretically subject to local democratic control, the reality of
institutional arrangements and resource transfers belies the possibility of
that control. To address this issue will require decisions about the
responsibilities of the Regional Administrations and the development of
coherent operational procedures for their activities.

6.8 Further reforms include improving the incentives for, and
fa&ilitating the effective functioning of, the private sector and reducing
state involvement in those activities that are more appropriately performed by
the private sector. This is discussed in more detail in Parts I and III of
this report. This chapter will focus on critical issues in the public sector
administration in Guyana and make recommendations for reform regarding the

t, -- See Chapter VII of this report and the parallel report Guyana: Private
SectorDevelonment, op. cit..

r c; ^. =. - f0- .. -. -
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institutional setting, decentralization, and public service management and
employment.

D. INSTITUTIONAL SUETINN

6.9 Since 1970, and the creation of Guyana as a Cooperative Republic
within the British Commonwealth, the public sector experienced dramatic
exzpansion in both it. functions and it. size, a consequence of the
interventionist and paternalistic policies that characterized its model of
"cooperative socialism." As a result, the Government assumed responsibilities
not only for basic infrastructure and basic social services, but also
committed itself to undertake activities in the productivo sectors
traditionally considered the domain of the private sector. This expanded role
was evident in the expansion of the Central Government and in the.dramatic

* growth of Semi-Autonomous Agencies, Constitutional Agencies, Public
Corporations, and Public Financial Entities. At the same time, the more
recent creation of Regional Administrations (1980; Rfl) added another layer of
governmental action to the already complex fabric of the public sector without
providir.g a clear vision of the statels appropriate roles in stimulating
economic development, and assuring internal efficiency and accountability.
The result has been that the institutional apparatus of the state is
unmanageable, with organizational and functional responsibilities that have
grown in an inchoate manner and in response to legal prescriptions that
restrict its effectiveness.

6.10 This expansion of the apparatus of the public sector over the past
two decadas has resulted in a number of institutional problems, among them:

a the overextension of government;

* incoherent and overlapping jurisdictional and functional
responsibilities within the Central Government, resulting in poor
coordination among lines of authority within the Executive branch;

* weak financial management control;

* multiple and sometimes contradictory lines of authority and
responsibility over the decentralized administration, particularly
with regard to autonomous institutions and RAs, that result in
ill-defined operational responsibilities and weakness in
operational capacity;

* a weakening of the administrative capacity of the parliamentary
function to make informed decisions necessary to perform its
appropriate political role;

* lack of effective control over the expansion of public sector
employment; and

v a dramatic deterioration in the quality and composition of public
employment, particularly at management and technical levels,
because of a failure to provide adequate and transparent
incentives to performance.
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-6.11 The Constitution of 1980 provides the legal framework for the
activities of Parliament, the Executive branch, and the RAs. The President
has complate control over the structure of Government and its Ministries. The
Local Democratic Organs Act of 1980 provides for the creation of ten regions
with RAs and Regional Democratic Councils as areas of local government. The
Act also gave the Minister in charge of local government authority to divide
the country into sub-regional units, as well as broad authority over local
democratic organs. In 1991, reorganization of the Ministry of Regional
Administration as a directorate within the Ministry of Public Works,
Com=-.nications, and Regional Development (MPWCRD) transferred that authority
to the MPWCRD. Finally, the Constitution establishes a number of
Constitutional Agencies which have specific functions to ensure probity in the
conduct of public affairs, and defines the legislative and judicial
system;./ other governmental entities include the Semi-Autonomous Agencies,
Financial Entities, and the Public Corporations all of which were established
by specific legislative acts.

6.12 Until recent reorganization efforts, the organizational structure
of government was characterized by a high degree of functional overlap, a lack
of coordination, great dispersion and fragmentation of responsibilities and
authority that prevented effective governance. This fragmentation resulted in
a number of problems, including:

* several ministries with similar responsibilities for government
policy leading to a loss of coherence in policy formulation;

* duplication and overlap of tasks, particularly in central
ministries;

* the need for excessive inter-ministry coordination, resulting in
slow response time and decision-making;

* a lack of coordination between ministries and RhAs;

* managerial, professional, and technical expertise spread too
thinly;

* inflated staffing caused by the proliferation of administrative
support functions; and

* inefficient use of accommodation and material resources.!"

6.13 With the assistance of ODA a program of reorganization was carried
out and the number of ministries was reduced from 18 to 11 and appropriate

~/ These Constitutional Agencies include the Ceice of the Auditor General,
the Office of the Ombudsman, the Public and Police Service Commission,
the Parliament office, the office of Public Prosecutions, the Public
Service Appellate Tribunal, the Elections commission, the Teaching
Training Service, and the Judicial Service Commission.

-- 1 -KRPMG Peat Marwick McLintock, Government of Guvana Public Service Review,
-wReport No. IV: Restructuring and Rationalisation." June, 1990, pp. 31-
37.-

TS ~- =t~ ,c,, , -> *- f - . .
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functions were restructured and consolidated (Figure 6.1). While this
reorganization has proved effective in reducing the complexity of the
ministerial structure, there remain. a need for internal reorganization within
ministries to clarify functional responsibilities. The creation of fewer and
larger ministries has allowed for a degree of consolidation of central
services, but the hope that this in turn would lead to labor savings through
the reduction of personnel has not been fulfilled. In large part,
wreductionsw have been limited to the elimination of non-critical posts that
were vacant at the time. This need for further reorganization is recognized
by the Government and is evident in the recent decision to reorganize the
State Planning Secretariat (SPS). Formerly a Semi-Autonomous Agency, the SPS
would be absorbed within the central ministerial structure to link
macroeconomic investment planning and sectoral planning closer to the
ministries responsible for these activities and to link current and capital
budgeting responsibilities and analyses (Finance and the Sectoral Production
Ministries).

6.14 in addition, the need for further restructuring and strengthening
for efficiency and accountability within the ministerial structure is evident.
For example, the current accounting system and the lack of an effective
financial management information system throughout the line ministries result
in a total absence of effective control of the financial system. The need to
institute a modern financial management system with institutional
correspondence in authority, responsibility, execution, and accountability
requires the strengthening and restructuring of this management and accounting
capacity within the ministries and at the central level (Ministry of Finance).

6.15 The goal of improved inter- and intra-ministerial coordination has
begun to be evident in some ministries. Perhaps the clearest example is in
the new MPWCRD through which regional works now are coordinated by a single
ministry that oversees RAs and public works activities. That this
reorganization has been effective is evident in the fact that it has become
easier to recognize the limits of RAs in the provision of maintenance
activities associated with public works, and has fueled discussion of the
possibility of reorganizing the site at which this activity takes place. This
will be discussed further in a later section of this chapter.
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6.16 In addition to the Ministries,
Departmentu, and RAs of the Central BoxEfl: SEMI-AUTONOMOUS AGENCAES
Government, the incremental expansion of
state activity over the past two decade. Aua ConstrucinBureau of Standards
has resulted in the existence of a number Central owisng and PLaming Authority
of SBmi-Autonomous Agencies, Public Clvio Defence Coirssion
Corporations, and Public Financial Cooperative Finance Acbninistration
EntitLes. The somi-Autonomous Agencies Economic Recovery Programme Unit

SAA(S) are each created through an Act of Forestry Commission

Parliament, controlled by a supervisory Cuyana SchooL of Agriculture
board, and report directly to the subject cuyuan Agency for Health, Education,
ministry to which they are responsible. Enviroament £ Food Policy
However, the SAas have substantial DeveLopment Agency

Guyan Mater Authority (GUnMR)
operational autonomy, particularly with Nahalna Whaicony Auhry Project
regard to pay and employment policies. As National Insurance Scheme
entities outside of the public service, National Rellef CommitteeNational Dairy Development Programe
SAAs determine their respective employment National Agricultural Research
and wage policies subject to the Institute

NationaL Conigress of Local Democratic
constraints of resource transfers from the GoasC
national budget. The rationale for the National Frequewcy Management
presence of a number of these GAs as lNew Guyrna Marketing Corporationpresence of a numbew of these SAAs as Plant Maintenance and Hire Division
entities within the public sector needs to Policy CompLaints Authority
be reviewd. Mostly, it appears to be Public Corporations Secretariat (PSC)

PUblic UtiLities Commission
based on historical circumstance rather Regional Programm for Animal Health
than on clear distinctions of function or Assistance
economic logic. While the economic logic Social Impact Amelioration Programme(SINAP)
of their presence under the public sector Statistical Breau
can be made for some (eg., the University Linivesity of Guyana
of Guyana), in several cases the nature of
the service and the operation of SAAs would
make them likely candidates for complete autonomy from the public sector
altogether feg., GUYrA and the General Construction Company).

6.17 one consequence of the independence in employment policies of SAAs
has been the creation of---numerous salary scales and allowance structures
across the public service and the loss of consistent and transparent wage and
employment practices with the incumbent costs associated with the exercise of
multiple wage regimes. Consideration should be given to the rationalization
of the salary structures of some of the SAMs, possibly in the form of stated
parities with public service grades. This would preserve their autonomous
nature in allowing them to determine the desired parity of their staff to
public service grades, but would eliminate the need for incurring the high
transaction costs of renegotiating each salary structure independently. While
such a practice does imply that each salary increase announced for the public
service will automatically have a wider application and greater budget cost,
this process actually makes the total costs of an announced public service
salary increase more transparent and calculable up front. Further, dependence
on Central Government transfers has reduced institutional incentives in SAAs
to pursue cost-recovery measures. As a result, most SAAs are a drain on the
central budget.

6.18 There are a large number of Public Corporations (PCs), governed by
the 1988 Public Corporations Act. PCs are created by the NMnistry charged
with responsibility and are subject to the approbation of Parliament for their
exiatence-and-dissolution. At the end of the 1980i , PCs were reuponsible for

-7'"t :: , ' : ' ''''; " 0f0 -
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the employment of fully two-thirds of all public employees and contributed a
parallel portion of total GNP. Three PCs (GUININE, GUYSUcO, and GzC) alone
account for some 60% of the total operating revenue of all public enterprises,
and are clear candidate. for inclusion in the list of enterprises to be
privatized or altered in terms of the operational relationship to the public
sector. The current Government has committed itself to further privatization
in the context of the 1992-94 PFP. Its privatization program should be
comprehensive and rapidly implemented.

6.19 Perhaps the most troublesome relationship of entities to the
public sector exists in the Public Financial Entities (PIEs). All of the
important non-bank financial institutions, with the exception of the New
Building Society, are state-owned and are part of an umbrella organization,
the Cooperative Finance Administration (COlA).iy COFA's role is to provide
support to the public sector financial institutions in mobilizing and
channeling financial resources into the appropriate areas in order to foster
economic growth. COFA clearly does not have the institutional capacity to
perform its assigned supervisory functions, which include holding Government
shares in the PFEs; providing an advisory role for the PFEs; and giving policy
directions. Cofl has never undertaken an examination of the institutions
under its jurisdiction, and appears to have limited influence over their
activities. COPA's regulatory functions should be transferred to the Central
Bank and that its supervisory role in the privatization of PFEs be eliminated.

C. DECEfTP TILZATION AND TEE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIONS

6.20 According to Section 3 of the 1980 Local Democratic Organs Act,
the general objectives of the systems of local government were to "involve as
many citizens as possible in the task of managing and developing the
communities in which they live and ensure popular participation in organizing
the political, economic, social, and cultural life of the communities." While
six tiers of local government were contemplated, to date only Village
Councils, RAB and Regional Democratic Councils have been created. Under
Article 72 of the 1980 Constitution, the government was required to create ten
regions in the country, each with a Regional Administration to take
responsibility for the management of operational responsibility for education
(nursery, primary and secondary), the day-to-day workings of the health
system, 1 / and the operation and maintenance of roads, river and sea
defenses, irrigation and water facilities. Broad policy and planning
functions, technical advice, monitoring, and construction activities remain
centralized, and operate thr-ugh the line ministries (health, education,
agriculture, and the infrastructure sectors). To further facilitate the

10/ There are six institutions undez COFA's jurisdiction: the development
bank (Guyana Cooperative Agricultural & Industrial Development Bank--
GAIBANK) r the mortgage finance institution (Guyana Cooperative Mortgage
Finance Bank--GCGFB), the trust company (GNCB Trust Corporation), the
commercial bank (Guyana National Cooperative Bank--GNCE), the social
security organization (National Insurance Scheme--NIS) and the insurance
service (Guyana Cooperative Insurance Service--GCIS).

.111 Some programs, mostly those with a high foreign aid component, like
maternal and child health care and the malaria program, are administered
directly by the center.
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linkage between the Central Government and the regiona, the RAo were to be
staffed by public servants on rotation from the central offices who could
implement central policies. To assure local responsiveness, each region has a
elected, party-based Regional Democratic Councll. In addition, each region
has a Regional Executive Officer, appointed by the Minister of MPWCRD on the
recommaendation of the Regional Democratic Council.

Table 6.13 DISTRI3UTION OF PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

GRADES 1-5 6-9 10-14 15-Spec. TOTAL

Positions Approved 13,501 3.321 1.505 281 18.608
Ministries & Departments 8,821 2,332 1,159 239 12,551
Regional Administrations 4,576 891 218 0 5,665
Conatitutional Agencies 104 98 128 42 372

Positions Filled 8.782 1.905 875 198 11.760
Ministries & Departments 5,775 1,420 707 165 8,067
Regional Administrations 2,943 433 89 0 3,465
Constitutional Agencies 64 52 79 33 228

vacancies 4.719 1.416 630 83 6.848
Ministries & Departments 3,046 912 452 74 4,484
Regional Admlnistrations 1,633 458 129 0 2,220
Constitutional Agencies 40 46 49 9 144

Vacancies/Approved (%) 35 43 42 30 37
Ministries/Departments 35 39 39 31 36
Regional Administrations 36 51 59 0 39
ConstitutLonal Agencies -38 47 38 21 39

Source: Government of Guyana

6.21 As the system currently operates it is unwieldy, inefficient, and
suffers from poor articulation of the relationship between authority;
responsibility, and effective implementation capacity. The RAs have weak
capacity to carry out their operational mandate. There is wide disparity
among the regions in terms of the level of staffing. For example, Ln regions
1, 2, 7, 8, and 9 there is approximately one approved public service post for
every 32-51 persons, while in regions 3,4,5,6, and 10 there is approximately
one approved post for every 84 persons. Further evidence of the weakness of
the staffing for the RAs is the high level of vacancies for posts (Table 6.1).
On average, 39% of the approved posts are vacant. More significant still, at
the level of technical and senior technical posts, the percentage is even
higher. Some 59% of posts at grades 10-14 are vacant, and 51% for grades 6-9.
The problem is most acute in Regions 1, 8, and 9. To illustrate, in Region 8
in agriculture only one position, and that at grade 3, is filled! In Region 9
in education only four positions are filled, all at grade 1 (a cook,
caretaker, janitor, and cleaner)l Thus, weaknesses in staffing are both a
quantitative and qualitative issue. This stafflng weakness is critical given

-- :- : 0~
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that the Regional Sectoral Officers are responsible for the implementation of
central programs.

-- -- 6.22 The capacity issue is more than simply a queation of weak
- staffing. Financial constraints in the regiono prevent any effective

compliance with their stated responuibilities. While some 30% of approved
public sector positions are located at the regional level, only 5% of the
total current budget is dedicated to the regions, primarily dedicated to wages
and salaries.

6.23 There are no effective mechanisms to link lines of accountability
or to assure consistent relationships between ministries and RAs, and the
sectoral planning process suffers from weak integration. The relationship
between RAs, Regional Democratic Councils, Regional Executive Officers and the
Central Government is fraught with difficulty. Regional Executive Officers
are appointed by the Minister of MPWCRD at the recoczendation of the Regional
Democratic Councils. Sectoral Personnel in the region report to the Regional
Executive officer who has financial authority for programs in the sector.
Regional Executive Officers are responsible for the formulation of budget bids
which are forwarded to the SPS, but not subject to clearance or approval by
the aectoral ministries at the center. Further, transfers move from the
Ministry of Finance, in accordance with SPS advice, to the control of the
Regional Democratic Councils. Little authority for ultimate implementation
rests with the Regional Democratic Councils, yet the determination of the
priorities for expenditures at the regional level rests with them. The 1991
ODA study clearly shows the failure to link authority and responsibility:
"...the planning process generally ceases to involve the ministry at the point
at which the budget bid is decided by the regional administration and
negotiations take place directly with the Ministry of Finance and the Planning
Secretariat. N The Ministries have no downstream control of policy
implementation and effectively are left in the dark as to implementation in
some cases.

6.24 Further confusing these relationships is the fact that staff
themselves are not clear as to lines of authority and accountability.
Sectoral personnel in the region are often uncertain as to whether they are
accountable to Regional Executive officers or to the ministry. "For example,
a number of Regional Health Officers considered that the Medical Director,
Regional Health Services, based in the Ministry of Health was their boss,
whereas the formal position is that they are accountable to the Regional
Executive Officer. A few Regional Executive Officers considered that they
might in some way be accountable to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Regional Development [now in the MPWCRD], whereas they are accountable to the
Regional Democratic Council."f

6.25 If ineffective linkage and control of RAs is evident in the
planning and budget process, it is equally evident in the Central Government's
inability to assure financial accountability over resources transferred to the
regions or even to monitor compliance with stated budget appropriations. The
absence of. any financial management system, the use of cash management rather

12/ RPNG, op. cit., p. 113.

13/- Ibid, p. 112.
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than accounting procedures, the absence of legislative oversight of RAe, and
the absence of any linkage between revenue generating capacity and expenditure
responsibilities at the regional levQ1 virtually guarantee distortions in
financial practice.

6.26- Given the fundamental weaknesses and distortions described above,
it is not surprising that the result is a lack of effective action at the
regional level. Nowhere is this more evident than in the area of maintenance
of infrastructural system. that theoretically are the responsibility of the
regions. In the agriculture sector, for example, the absence of effective
operation and maintenance activities in Drainage and Irrigation, either de
facto in the Ministry of Agriculture or formally in the RAe, has meant output
losase exceeding 25t (see Chapter IX).

6.27 Reform of the current system of Regional Administration is
imperative and urgent. The system fulfills neither the promise of
participation nor the necessity of effective implementation. There is a need
to re-examine the relationship between activities at the regional level and
the responsibilities of sectoral ministries. Further, the role that the
Department of Regional Administration within MPWCRD plays in the provision of
technical asnistance and coord-ination needs to be strengthened. While the
consolidation of the Regional Development and infrastructure functions in the
MPUCRD are an important first conceptual step, in practice little coordination
with the regions occurs yet. The relationship between Regional Executive
Officers and Regional Democratic Councils needs clarification in terms of
lines of authority. Appropriate qualified staffing levels, technical
advising, and training in the regions needs to be examined carefully. The
lack of financial accountability in the regions needs to be rectified. The
link between revenue generating capabilities and expenditure responsibilities
in the regions needs to be established.

6.28 All of the above suggests the urgent need to reconsider the
objectives and organizational content of decentralization efforts in Guyana.
In particular, it raises the questions of (a) whether to recentralize certain
functions now formally resident in the regions, (b) how to redefine the
political and administrative relationships at the regional level, and (c) how
to integrate national and sectoral policies across levels of government.
These issues should be subject to a detailed analysis in the near future.

D.NAUAENT OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE

6.29 One of the most critical areas for reform in Guyana is the need to
improve personnel policy, particularly as it relates to providing the
incentive framework for the civil service. The primary weakness of the public
service system has been the sharp deterioration in public salaries. Between
1987 and 1992 real wages in the Central Government declined by about 40
percent (see Chapter III). Salaries in high level administrative and
technical positions have been particularly affected by this decline, as
reflected in the change of compression ratioW from 9:1 in 1987 to about 6:1
in 1992 (see Section E).

4/_ The compression ratio is the ratio of-the midpoint of the monthly salary
-for-the highest salary grade to the midpoint for the lowest.

2 ~ ~~~~~Jr r)r? .-, i:
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6.30 However, providing an equitable, consiutmnt, and transparent
salary system is but one aspect of the larger issue of appropriate personnel
management for the public servica. It is more appropriate to thlnk of
personnel management as the broader concern for policies, processes and
procedures that address individuals in the working environment. This
encompasses an entire range of activitLes from recruitment, performance
appraisal and evaluat,on, training and development, remuneration, and the
terms and conditions of employment.

6.31 Currently, there are two dlitinct entities who are charged with
personnel management and exercise somewhat ambiguous authority over the
personnel function. Public Service Management (PSI) iu to have executive
responsibility for the management and development of the personnel function --

even though authority to carry out these activities is not clearly demarcated.
The Public Service Commission (PSC) is responsible for the recruitment,
promotion, removal, and discipline of personnel. In addition, each mlnistry
and region has a personnel unit, reporting to the Permanent Secretary and
Regional Executive Officer, respectively, and is theoretically responsible for
operational matters within guidelines set by PSM and PSC. In fact, however,
the current personnel system does not serve a management function involving
the formulation, implementation, and monitoring of human resource policies.
Personnel "policyw has remained an unarticulated goal and is little more than

* the mechanical exercise of appointment and assignment.

6.32 Even as an administrative service, Public Service Management lacks
a system for the maintenance of accurate and updated information on approved
posts, budgeted positions, numbers of employees, and salaries. While a job
evaluation exercise is currently underway, the existing evaluation scheme has
been in place since independence. With each additional new requirement, job
titles have simply been added. The result is a system of cumbersome and
complex classifications with an extraordinary proliferation of over 1,300 job
titles without comparability across entities in either pay or classification.
As a result, public officers responsible for personnel management at different
levels are not held accountable. Employees are often unclear as to their job
responsibilities, routine procedures are in disarray, and the highly
centralized personnel management Eystem is incapable of providing effective
and flexible response to personnel needs of line ministries. Even basic
procedural matter. are referred to the central administration. Efforts focus
on compliance with procedure rather than ensuring that personnel issues are
addressed. Under these constraints, the fundamental aspects of personnel
policy and administration, including the design of the public service salary
scale and recruitment strategy, can not be adequately managed.

6.33 One of the major tasks of the technical assistance provided
through ODA was to provide recommendations and actions for the creation of the
institutional and procedural infrastructure to address the issues described
above. since 1991, several steps have been taken to implement these
recommendations. A Presidential Task Force was established which now directs
the ongoing reform program, and has begun to strengthen the institutional
capacity of Public Service Management, particularly in the areas of job
evaluation and salary administration, personnel systems development and
management services. This has been a positive step; the current proposed PAP
is intended to build on this effort and provides significant resources for
implementation of effective reform for the personnel management function.
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6.34 More concerted action, however, is required to achieve
transparency, equity, and consistency in recruitment, employment, and
promotion. To achieve this, a number of actions are recommended:

* the establishment of clear authority to recruit below the central
level:

* standardization of recruitment and evaluation procedures;

* a clear system of information regarding vacancies for competitive
searches and for communicating the results of recruitment;

* procedures for monitoring recruitment and appeals processes; and

* transparent procedures for the evaluation of performance and for
linking incentives to performance.

B. PUBLIC SERVICE EMWLOYENT

6.35 There is perhaps no issue more critical for effective gove-rment
action than the provinion of the framework for the utilization of human
resources in the public sector. The absence of such a framework, and the
failure to create appropriate incentives for public sector employment in
Guyana has resulted in gross distortions in employment practices and pay_ and
wide-spread demoralization in the work place.

6.36 The issue of equitable, meaningful, and transparent pay structures
requires nmmediate action. The absence of such pay structures has led to
i-nability of qualified public sector employees to earn an appropriate wage
comparable to skill levels and job demands; a predominance of manual and
clerical level workers over higher level officers; and high vacancy rates,
especially of technical personnel, which impede effective delivery of services
by the public sector. Until pay issues are resolved, there is little prospect
of attracting and retaining the permanent body of qualified professionals
needed to manage an efficient and effective public sector.

6.37 Real wages in the central Government severely deteriorated in the
initial phase of the adjustment, by almost 50% between 1987-89. In recent
years, the Government has made commendable efforts in improving salaries.
Since 1990, public service pay has been increased four times: January 1991 (50
percent over December 1990 level), July 1991 (13 percent plus GSBOO per
month), January 1992 (10 percent), and July 1992 (12 percent), and a further
increase of 9 percent for 1993 has been envisioned in the 1992-94 PFP.
Nonethelsos, salaries in real terms are still well below their 1987 levels.

6.38 More importantly, real salaries of higher level management and
technical personnel have declined even more rapidly than for lower level
personnel. An unskilled worker at level 1 is today earning 62 percent of what
his/her real earnings were in 1987, and specialists at level 12 or heads of
division at level 16, are earning 44 and 41 percent of what their real-
earnings were in 1987, respectively. This disparity in the development of
wages is also reflected in the compression-ratio (of the highest and the
lowest civil servant salaries): from a ratio of 9:1 in 1987, the ratio has
worsened to 6:1. 1 International comparison indicates that an efficiently

) 0...... L''Z,--,,-'' !-'.......-.','---.. ,
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functioning civil service has a compression ratio in the range of 9:1 to
12:3..W

6.39 Official public service salaries for high level positions are almo
extremely low then compared with those in the Public Corporations and in the
private sector. While average salaries for support staff and low-level
technical staff in the Public Corporations are 1.5-2 times their level in the
public servlce, senior level management can earn 3-5 times more In some Public
Corporations, and even more in the private sector. These comparisons
illustrate the strong incentive for professionals to leave the public service,
as has been the case.

6.40 As a result of the deterioration in wages, professional and
technical personnel in the public sector are in short supply, and vacancy
rates are extremely high. At the same time, the public service has become too
bottom-heavy. Of the total oi 18,608 positions approved, there are 11,760
public sector employees, or 63% of approved positions. Of the 11,760 filled
positions, 68 percent are in the Ministries (including the affiliated
Departments), 29.percent are in the Regional Administrations, and 2 percent
are in the Constitutional Agencies. Overall, vacancies are highest in grades
6 through 9 and 10 through 14, where most technical and senior technical staff
appear to be graded. The government is not able to carry out adequately such
basic functions as data collection, management and analysis, accounting and
cost control, sector planning and essential service delivery. High vacancy
rates of technical staff are particularly prominent in the Regional
Administrations where, on average, 51 percent of approved positions at grades
6 through 9 and 59 percent of approved positions at grades 10 through 14, are
vacant (Table 6.1 above).

* 6.41 Some of these vacancies are for positions that are 'key and
critical" to the efficient functioning of the public sector.A In the
Ministry of Agriculture, for example, all of the vacancies in grades 10
through Special (9 positions in all) appear to be key and critical positions.
In the Ministry of Public Works, of the 12 vacancies in grades 10 through 14,
five are key and critical posts (specialist engineers), and of the 6 vacancies
in grades 15 through Special, one is key and critical (deputy chief road
officer). In this context, the PAP is proposing several measures to secure
and retain positions that are essential to the efficient functioning of the
public sector, including: (i) shifting all key and critical positions to the
appropriate grades to establish appropriate incentives; (ii) filling vacancies
in these posts, while freezing positions in some other posts; and (iii)
providing a special recruitment program targeted at professionally qualified
Guyanese nationals residing in Guyana and abroad.

:1:;/ Barbara Nunberg and John Nellis, "Civil Service Reform and the World
Bank," World Bank, PPR Working Paper No. 422, may 1990.

16/ "Key positions" range from the level of Permanent Secretary to heads of
divisions on which each entit*' depends for strong management and
coordination of its activit-ieS. "Critical positions" are those posts
that require scarce techniStl a).k4as that cannot be attracted given the
public service's existin4 salar* structure, such as engineers,
accountants, economistm, and nedical personnel.
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6.42 In an effort to attract and retain qualified staff, the Government
has introduced multiple pay systems which, because of their lack of
transparency and unofficial nature, have foutered resentment and low morale,
and distorted wages. Theme schemes include (a) shifting positions lnto higher
salary grades, (b) establishing "specLal" salaries and allowances for selected
higher level staff; (c) giving "marker supplements" to key professLonal and
technical posts; (d) allowing staff to "act up," that is giving staff "acting
up" allowances in exchange for assuming responsibilities of a higher level
position; (e) hiring personnel as "acting" staff in positions that have "not
yet" been officially approved; and (f) filling posts on a temporary basis
while the position remains officially vacant.

6.43 Another category of benefits that has a major impact on
compensation levels in that of "benefits and allowances." This category,
which includes entertaInment, home, travel, telephone, and other allowances,
accounted for 28 pnrcent of total employment costs in the 1992 budget. These
costs are particularly significant for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
Police, Guyana Defense Force, National Hospitals, Health in Region 6 and the
office of the President, which accounted for 85'. of the budgeted benefits and
allowances in 1992 (Table 6.2).

Table 6k2: BENEFITS AND ALOWANCES AS PERCENTAGZ OF EPWLOYNENT COSTS

Benefits and Employment
Allowances Costs Percent

All Entities 823,626 2.944.272 28
Ministries &.Departments 696,351 1,834,468 38
RAs 62,510 750,944 8
Constitutional Agencies 2,389 31,775 8
other A/ 62,376 327,085 19

e0#ected Untities
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 390r,03 585,725 67
-Police 172,440 406,726 42
Guyana Defence Force 51,756 263,964 -20
National:Hospitals 44,688 114,815 39
Region 6 - Health 22,574 82,742 27
Office of the President 21,144 83,182 25

./ Includes the Guyana Defense Force, the Guyana National Service, and the
-Public Utilities Commissicn.

Source: Statistical Appendix

6.44. These distortions in salaries and in the relationship between jobs
-and positions have created a personnel records system that is neither
transparent nor consistent This lack of transparency leads to a lack-of
accountability and puts upward pressures on the budget. The rosponsible
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agencies in the personnel system are unable to track positions and there are
few means to evaluate performance or link pay to performance. The agencies
respongible for internel and external financial control, therefore, have
little opportunity to exercise their function in accounting for wages and
salaries accurately.

6.45 The Government, supported by the PAP, proposoe to incorporate all
special contracts, allowances, and other salary enhancements into the formal
grading system, and to establish a new salary structure designed to link
higher salaries with higher specialized skills and/or management
responsibility. However, even with the proposed upgrade, which would change
the compression ratio (ratio of the highest and the lowest civil servant's
salaries), from 6:1 to 3.5:1, real salaries of higher level staff still will
represent only about 70 percent of the 1987 salaries. Under this scenario, a
number of vacant technical and managerial posts are not likely to be filled,
and existing filled positions may become vacant in the future.

6.46 The overriding concern of the Government with regard to public
sector employment is to fill vacancies in professional and technical posts,
and to reduce labor redundancies. Stringent policies with regard to the
salary structure are called for, and staffing levels need to be assessed to
determine the right composition necessary to meet expanding sectoral
priorities and changing needs. The salary structure of the public service
will need to be decompressed even furth-r than what is proposed, to attract
and retain qualified professional and technical individuals. Adequate staff
training and incentives for good performance through career development, are
also important. Redundant staff will need to be either redeployed or offered
incentives for voluntary departure.

6.47 In addition, given the scarcity of professional personnel, the
Government may need to take extraordinary measures to attract expertise from
Guyana and abroad to fill gaps, primarily in managerial skills. Several
inextensive mechaniams could be considered, such as (a) training programs
through local universities, (b) international executive programs of technical
assistance, (c) UN Volunteer Programs; (d) short-term assignments of
professional Guyanese abroad; and (e) twinning arrangements with external
training institutions.

6.48 At the other end of the employment spectrum, public sector
employment is too bottom heavy. On average, about 70 percent of approved
positions in the Ministries and 80 percent of approved positions In the
Regional Administrations, are in grades 1-5 (typically, clerical and office
support, and semi-skilled operators and unskilled workers). These positions
account for 92, 77 and 73 percent of approved positions in the Ministries of
Home Affairs, Public Works, and Agriculture, respectively. While some
ministries, such as the Ministry of Finance, the Office of the President and
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, have much lower shares of positions in grades
1-5, this results from the iractice of raising salaries by shifting positions
into higher salary grades, and therefore may not reflect a lower concentration
of support staff. The high concentration of low level positions in some cases
results from the need to hire several indiriduals with lower skills to perform
activities that should be carried out by a higher skilled individual who
cannot be attracted at existing salary levels.
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6.49 Overall, this implies that there will be increased labor
redundancy at lower levels, once highbr level positions are filled as a result
of upgrading the salary scale. It is essential for the fiscal viability of
any public sector reform effort that measures should be undertaken in parallel
to upgrading the salary stale to eliminate labor redundancy, including: (i)
canceling all existing vacancies in grades 1 through 5, (ii) freezing or
canceling all new vacancies in these same grades, and (iii) redeploying and
retraining existing staff. The Government will need to systematically review
staffing patterns and identify positions that neeu to be either expanded or
contracted to mnet changing needs. Also, it would need to consider reducing
the 8ize of its permanent work force through incentive packages for voluntary
departure from public service, among others.

6.50 Finally, there are distortions across ministries and departments
in terms of staffing. The sectoral staffing composition may not be adequate
given the sectoral priorities. Table 6.3 shows the sectoral distribution of
staffing for the Ministries and Regional Administrations, combined. The
social sectors employ the largest number of staff (37 percent), followed by
law and order (31 percent), administration aspects of the Rec' anal
Administrations (11 percent), and production (10 percent). This composition
may respond more to the interventionist and paternalistic policies that
characterized Guyana's model of "cooperative socialism" since 1970, than to
realistic staffing objectives in the current policy environment. There are
several entities where staffing levels appear to be exceptionally high. These
include the Ministry of Home Affairs (5,225 approved positions), and the
Ministry of Health and Regional Health combined (4,594 approved positions).
Conversely, in the ministries in the production sector, 59 percent of all
positions in grades 6 through i are vacant, and in the social sector, 53
percent of positions in grades 10 through 14 are vacant. To provide for
staffing increases in sectors with expanding programs, the Government will
need to review staffing levels of various programs. Redeployment of staff
across sectors may be appropriate with adequate training. The Government will
also need to review staffing in the Ministry of Home Affairs, where there
appears to be high labor redundancy (of the 5667 approved positions, 5149 are
in grades 1-5, and of these, only 3170 positions are filled).
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Table 6.3: SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PUBUC SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Mkilstrs ad Regional Adniadutrons Only

GRADES 1-5 6-9 10-14 15-Sp. TOTAL

Positions Approved 1337 23 17Z?
Officeof the President 15 233 87 23 358
Ministry of Finance 114 679 293 61 1147
Production 1537 182 119 20 1858
Social VeLL Heing 4611 1466 7(B 49 6834
Law end Order 5149 356 98 64 5667
External Affairs 137 112 51 22 322
RAs (Ackinistration) 1834 195 21 0 2050

Vacancies/Approved (D) 35 U3 42 31 37
Officeof the President 47 3b 30 22 34
Ninistry of Finance 36 38 36 36 37
Production 37 59 34 15 39
SociatlWeLl Being 33 46 53 43 38
La and Order 34 19 11 36 33
ExternaL Affairs 77 45 18 0 51
RAs CAchuinistration) 36 62 62 0 39

Source: Statistical Appendix

F. RECOMKEMDATIONS

* The current effort of economic reform has profound implications for the

role of the state, and requires an appropriate institutional setting to

enable the public sector to deliver the services needed to sustain

private sector-led economic growth and to address social concerns.

Hence, a clear commitment by Government to a comprehensive Public

Sector Reform Program (PSRP) is a sine qua non for effective economic

recovery.

* Such a reform program should include careful conside-ation of the

following interlocking elements: Administrative Reform; Public Sector

Management Reform; Decentralization/centralization; Deregulatlon/

regulation; and Divestiture/privatization.

* The past twenty years have witnessed the inchoate expansion of state

activity without regard to either logical or functional integrity of

the "parts." As part of the PSRP, the rationale for the various public

sector entities should be carefully reviewed, and the current

organization of the public sector further streamlined. In particular,

the role and status of the Semi-Autonomous Agencies needs to be

reconsidered, and public corporations and financial entities should be

privatized, and COFA's functions should be transferred to the Central

Bank.

* Administrative reform should also include internal reorganization

within the ministries to clarify functional responnibilities. In

particular, there is need to institute a modern financial management

system with institutional correspondence in authority, responsibility,

execution, and accountability. This effort requires the strengthening

and restructuring of the management and accounting capacity within the

sectoral ministries and at the central level (Ministry of Finance).
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* Efforts at decentralization have created a system that is unwieldy,
inefficient, and suffers from poor articulation of the relationship
between authority, responnibility, and effective implementation
capacity. In particular, there is a need to address the appropriate
role of Regional Administrationo and their ability to carry out
assigned functions; to clarify lines of authority between Regional
Executive Officers and Regional Democratic Councils; to examine
staffing levels, technical advising, and training in the regions; to
rectify the lack of financial accountability in the regions; and to
establish the link between revenue generating capabilities and
expenditure responsibilities in the regions.

* The manuzgement of the public service require. immediate attention.
Public Service Management needs to be strengthened, and its role
clarified. To accomplish this requires the institution of a personnel
records system, and the implementation of a longer term comprehensive
personnel policy and management system.

e The dramatic deterioration of wages in the public sector effectively
undermines any attempt to provide a human resource dimension to the
public service. Pay and employment conditions cannot continue in their
current state. Recent efforts to improve wage, are commendable, but
only provide a stop-gap response.

v In particular, the salary structure must be made transparent, with
consistency between position and pay guaranteed acroso the public
service, and with appropriate decompression of the wage scale to
provide incentives to professional and higher technical personnel.

* Parallel to this effort, there is a need to examine the allocation of
personnel across the public sector. Currently, the employment
structure is much too bottom heavy, with administrative and support
personnel in numbers well beyond those needed for the effective
management of the Government's responsibilities. Appropriate
reclassificatirn of personnel, reductions in labor redundancy, and
retraining of existing personnel are in order.
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CHAPTER VII. RESOURCE MOBILIZATIONs INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS

A. INTRODUCTION

7.1 Of Guyana's three main tax categories -- income taxes, taxes on
production and consumption, and taxes on international trade -- the first two
dominate the tax structure, each contributing about 35 percent to tax revenue
(Table 7.1). Export levies on sugar exports.to the EC, which attract higher
prices than world market prices, also make a sizable contribution to revenue.

Table 7.1: CENTRAL GOVBMENT TAX REVENUES

1976 1981 t986 1991

----------------------- GS mitLion -------------------

Inicame Tax 105.6 192.7 366.2 3453.2
a.m. Companies 67.0 130.1 238.1 2444.1
o.a. Personal Income 38.6 62.6 157.8 492.6
o.w. WithhoLdirg -- -- 13.7 457.2

Taxes on Production and Consuwtion 73.5 178.6 395.1 3459.5
o.u. Consumption Tax 49.9 139.3 324.8 3271.6
o.u. Excises 23.6 39.3 53.2 92.6

Taxes on International Trade 53.3 66.3 148.8 1586.3
o.w. Import Duties 52.0 46.9 81.3 1167.5

Levies 76.2 -- -- 1071.7
Sugar Levy Cnet) 76.2 -- -- 962.1
Rice Levy (netO_N -- -- -- 109.6

Other Tax Revenue 27.9 419 62.5 228.9

Total Tax Revenue (inct.
Rice Levy) 336.5 479.5 1029.3 9788.8

Nemorandum Items -------------- percent of total tax revenue -----------

Income Tax 31.4 40.2 41.1 35.2
Taxes on Production and Consumption 21.8 37.2 38.4 35.3
Taxes on International Trade 15.8 13.8 14.5 16.2
Levies 22.6 0.0 0.0 10.9
Other Tax Revenue 8.3 8.7 6.1 2.3

.p------------------- percent of GDP --------.-----____

Income Tax 9.3 12.1 12.2 13.0
Taxes on Production and Consumption 6.5 11.2 11.4 13.1
Taxes on International Trade 4.7 4.2 4.3 6.0
Levies 6.7 0.0 0.0 4.1
Other Tax Revenue 2.5 2.6 1.7 0.9

Total Tax Revenue (incl. Rice Levy) 29.6 30.0 29.6 37.1

q/ Included under non-tax revenues in Tabte 3.3.

Source: Statistical Appendix

7.2 Recent years have seen major reforms of the tax system. These
have included considerable simplification of income taxes, the 1991 reduction
in CARICOM's Common External Tariff (CET), the restoration of proper exchange
rates for the valuation of imports for duty purposes, widespread reduction in
the rates of consumption tax, and the replacement of specific by ad valorem
tax rates for the excises. The tax structure that has resulted is broadly
satisfactory. The main priority should now be on broadening the coverage and
on improving the administration of different taxes. Aside from economic
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growth, it is the progress made in these areas that will largely determine the
prospects for revenue growth over the next few years.

B. TAX STRUCTURE

1. Income Taxes

7.3 Income taxes are narrowly-based: only about 2,000 companies,
18,000 self-employed and 30,000 employees are assessed. Companies account for
80 percent of total revenue from income taxes.

Personal Income Tax

7.4 In a drastic simplification of the personal income tax in 1991, a
single basic allowance that variea with income replaced all other allowances
(which ranged from child allowances to deductions for savings). The basic
exemption was G$72,000 (US$571) or one-third of income, whichever was higher.
The first G$S50,000 (US$397) of taxable income was taxed at the rate of 20
percent, the next G$50,000 at 30 percent, and the remaining income at 40
percent. In 1993, the personal income tax was further simplified, by
introducing a single rate of 33 1/3 percent on all taxable income in excess of
a fixed allowance of G$120,000 per year. This reform has raised the maximum
effective rate from 27 to 33 1/3 percent. Taxable income from employer-
provided housing is estimated at standardized rates; for example, income from
unfurnished accommodation of up to 1,000 sq. it. is estimated at GS0.84 (US
cents 0.7) per square foot, while that for accommodation of over 3,000 square
feet is taken as G$1.28 (US cents 1.0) per square foot. Bank interest
received by both individuals and companies is not subject to further taxation
once it has borne a withholding tax of 15 percent. There is a separate
assessment of married couples.

Withholding Tax on Interest

7.5 The introduction of a withholding tax on interest was a
significant measure, since deduction of tax at source tends to improve the
enforcement of taxes. On the other hand, the appropriateness of the overall
tax treatment of interest is difficult to evaluate. Ideally, interest income
should be aggregated with other income and taxed in the same manner as other
income (with credit given for any withholding taxes). Consequently, the
current approach can only be justified if it is believed that the proper
taxation of interest would result in a substantial outflow of capital.

Comnanv Taxes

7.6 The simplification of income tax extended to corporate taxation:
the taxation of companies through a combination of corporate and income taxes
was discontinued, the distinction between industrial and other companies was
abolished, and depreciation allowances were raised to more realistic levels.
However, in 1993, the Government proposed a 10% development levy on
-commercial" companies, which effectively increases their company taxes from
35% to 45%, as a short-term expedient to raise additional revenue. This
measure has only a limited revenue potential, and should not replace the
effbrts to broaden the tax base. In addition, it has increased the
distortions arising from the gap between personal income and company taxes.
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Hence, it is recommended that the Government discontinue this levy and
subsequently unify the top income and company tax rates.

7.7 The country's previous company taxes, though much higher and
complex, were integrated with the personal income tax to some extent. The
present system of corporate taxation, by contrast, is completely separate from
the personal income tax. A major result is that corporate-source income bears
higher taxation than other incomes, and the extent of overtaxation is higher
the lower the income (mainly because all distributed profits are taxed at a
uniform rate of 15%). The objective of reform should be to achieve complete
integration of corporate and personal income taxes ln the taxation of
distributed profits. This can be achieved by requiring the aggregation of
(gross-of-tax) dividends with other income and permitting shareholders to
claim credit for corporation tax deducted from distributed profits against
their income tax liability. The suggested approach is likely to result in a
loss of revenues and may need to be introduced in a phased manner and only
after the Government's fiscal position is sufficiently strengthened.

Concessions

7.8 Fiscal concessions in Guyana take the form of tax relief from one
or more taxes. Under income tax, the tax concessions take the form of: a tax
holiday of up to five years, with a possible extension by a further five
years; accelerated depreciation allowances; exemption of dividends from the
withholding tax during the tax holiday period and the subsequent two years;
and the carryover and set-off of losses suffered during the tax holiday period
against profits following the tax holiday period without limitation. These
are supplemented by an export allowance, which reduces the tax payable by the
same proportion as the fraction of total profits from non-traditional exports
to non-CARICOM countries; the reduction is restricted to one-half of the tax
payable.

7.9 Tax concessions need to be curtailed, taking account of the
arrangements elsewhere in the region. The concessions are bound to be costly
in terms of the revenue foregone. For example, since depreciation allowances
start after the end of a tax holiday period, the concessions may exempt a firm
from taxation for a considerable period of time. Now that the corporate tax
rate is much lower than in the past, the need for generous concesqions would
seem to be less.

2. The Consumotion Tax

7.10 Consumption duties were Introduced in 1969 to counteract the
revenue loos resulting from the removal of import duties on goods originating
from the other members of CARIFTA. Their scope as well as the range of tax
rates was widened substantially in August 1973, when CET, which was much lower
than Guyana's then prevailing tariff, was originally adopted. Subsequent
tariff reforms also prompted modifications of CET. The consumption tax will
have to continue to help cushion the revenue impact of the trend toward lower
tariffs in the CARICOM.

7.11 The consumption tax applies equally to local and imported goods.
Section 18 of the Consumption Tax Act confers powers to remit the tax. Goods
utilized as materials by registered manufacturers are exempt from tax. This
is ensured by exempting all registered manufacturers from consumption tax on
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all directly importc ilput5, and an all domeutically produced inputs
purchas-d from other registered manufacturers. Exports are exempt from the
tax. Imports account for seventy-five percent of the revenue; fifty percent
of the revenue from domestic goods comes from alcoholic beverages and tobacco
(Table 7.2).

'able 7 2t FXVU VRI CE COUUNPTXCU 0A 1 , 1991

Category GS Million Percent
of GDP

Imports 2,501.4 9.S
Oil 1,346.1 5.1
Other 1,155.3 4.4

Domestic Goods 8116 3.1
Alcoholic beverages 174.4 0.7
Tobacco 239.5 0.9
other 397.7 1.5

TOTAL 3,313.0 12.6

Note: Raw data, differ slightly from Table 7.1.

Sources Customs and ExciLs Department

7.12 For Lmports, the consumption tax is levied on the c. i.f. import
value plus the import duty payable, whereas the price realized by the
manufacturer in the "open market" constitutes the base for domestically
produced goods. The tax rates, which are now all ad valorem, range from zero
to 100 percent, but most goods are taxed at the rates of 10 percent and 30
percent. Recent reforms have lowered some tax rates and exempted a number of
necessities.

7.13 The consumption tax, by its exemption from tax of materials used
in production, embodies the essential characteristic of value added taxes.
Nhere it differs from most value added taxes is in its method of tax
collection. Thin oyemption method in not widely used these days because of
the possibility that a proportion of tax-free inputs may be sold for profit
rather than usod in production. Most countries use the tax credit method,
under whJ'-h taxes paid on inputs can be set off against the tax due on output.
A major implication in the Guyana context would be that the consumption tax
would be payable on imported inputs at the time of importation, but registered
manufacturers would be able to deduct the tax paid from the tax payable on
their males. Apart from advancing some tax payments, the credit method makes
tax avoidance sore difficult and in, therefore, worth considering.

7.14 The credit method also permits a more satisfactory treatment of
machiLnry and exports. Value added taxen normally exempt from taxes all
purchases by firm, including machinery. In Guyana, whlle duty remisaons
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(full or partial exemptions from prescribed rates) have been widely used for
machinery, not all machinery utilized in the production of goods subject to
consumption taxes has been exempt from (consumption) taxes. The credit method
can deal with machinery quite satisfactorily, since credits in excess of gross
tax liabilities can be carried forward.1V Machinery should be exempted from
the consumption tax (that is, it should be treated in the same manner as
intermediate goods) when the revenue situation permits.

7.15 Several reviewers of Guyana's tax system have suggested the
extension of the consumption tax to services. The kind of services that are
frequently taxed are hotel rooms and meals, telephones, air transport, water
and electricity. A first step in this di-ection has been the introduction of
a 10% tax on hotel accommodations.

7.16 The range and number of consumption tax rates need to be limited.
The best indirect tax from the viewpoint of economic efficiency will be the
tax that leaves the allocation of resources undisturbed. Too wide a range of
highly divergent tax rates tend to induce distortions by taxing close
substitutes differently and tax avoidance by creating the temptation to
misclassify goods. Hence, it is -advisable to set only three to four rates
that are not widely dispersed.

Table 7.3s REMISSIONS OF IMPORT DUTY AIND CONSUMPTION TAX KlRCH-NOVEHDIER, 1992
(G$ thousands)

Import Duty Consumptior Tax Total

Fishing 2,164 2,641 4,805
Mining 216,021 312,725 528,746
Agriculture 2,733 4,678 7,411
Forestry 24,807 37,000 61,807
Migrants and Emigrants 73,038 178,440 251,478
Private Companies 512,711 441,892 954,603
Public Sector 99,724 94,220 193,944
Consultants, Specialists, etc. 411 483 894
Charitable Organizations 4,185 1,888 6,073
Mini-buses 10,805 76,541- 87,346
Petroleum Products 378,635 161,085.. 539,720
Other 173,095 -- 102,332 275,427

TOTAL 1,498,329 1,413,925 ; 2,912,254

Remissions/Revenue Collected 133% 42% 65%

Source: Customs and Excise Department

171 For exports, the normal practice is to make cash refunds when credit
exceeds gross tax liability.
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7.17 In the intereota of a flexible tax policy, it i8 deairable that
there should be one tax solely for revenue purposes. Pursuit of several
objectives through each tax tends to complicate revenue mobilization. The
most suitable tax for revenue purposes is the consumption tax, given that it
has a much wider base than any other tax and can be made neutral Ln
production. It is important, therefore, that all remissiono under the
consumption tax are eliminated, so that the tax is converted into a pure
revenue levy with no protective effects. Remissions are also pervasive under
the import duty. Given that remissions are equivalent to about 65% of
consumption tax revenue and import duty collected (Table 7.3), elimination of
remissions under the consumption tax and drastic reduction of remissions under
the import duty would be the most aignificant measures that could be taken to
improve the efficiency and revenue of the tax system.

7.18 Broadening of the base of consumption tax acquires added
significance in the context of the proposed reductions in CET. Loss of
revenue from the phased reductions in CET would have to be partly made up
through higher taxes on domeotic incomes and production. Since the personal
income tax plays a limited role, it follows that the revenue loss would have
to be offset primarily through the consumption tax. This, in turn, must mean
a shift in taxation from inputs to final outputs, since the consumption tax
does not tax inputs, and from imports to domestic production. Given that
inputs are significant in the import structure, and local goods contribute a
modest proportion of revenues from the consumption tax, the task of recouping
the revenue loos would be eased if the coverage of the consumption tax is
broadened to the maximum extent possible. This strengthens the case for
confining exemptions under the consumption tax to the basic necessities, and
for eliminating all remissions.

3. Excises

7.19 Excises are imposed on domestic production and imports of
alcoholic beverages and matches. The tax rates range from 5 percent on
wsweets" (local wine made from fruit) to 30 percent on some liqueurs. Most
revenue comes from beer and rum, which are taxed at 20 percent. Excise
revenue has stagnated -- its share in total tax revenue fell from 8 percent in
1981 to 0.8 percent in 1991 -- because the duties have been specific in
nature. With the adoption of ad valorem rates in 1992, the contribution of
excises to tax revenue should grow.

7.20 Current excises do not have protective effects because they apply
to only final goodB and cover both local production and imports of those
goods. It does not matter much, therefore, whether excises remain a separate
tax or are merged with the consumption tax. However, some time in the future,
it may be useful to utilize excises on domestic production to reduce
protection. In the context of CET, a Member State that wishes to provide
greater protection than available under CET can do so by exempting machinery
and materials used in production. No similar mechanism exists to lower
protection. An excise confined to domestic production would enable a Member
State to reduce protection below that provided by CET if it is so deBired.

4. Imoort Duties

7.21 The rates of CET adopted by Guyana in early 1991, vary from zero
to 45 percent. These rates are generally lower than those they replaced, but
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not markedly so. Except for a few goods (some alcoholic beverages, spices,
perfumery and matches), to which community rates of import duty apply, goods
originating from other members of CARICOM are not subject to tariffs. Import
duties in Guyana contribute much less to the revenue (about 10 percent) than
in other countries at a similar stage of development, primarily because of a
widespread use of remissions as part of fiscal incentives.

7.22 Both CET and national legislation provide for remissions. The
list of conditional duty exemptions in CET permit. Mmber States to provide
exemptions from duty for a wide variety of purposes. In the case of new
investment or substantial expansion of an enterprise, machinery, equipment and
materials for use in approved industry, agriculture and mining may be
exempted. Furthermore, Guyana's Customs Act, under Section 12, permits the
Government to make partial or full refunds of duties if it is "Just and
equitable" to do so.

7.23 As is the case for the consumption tax, the estimated cost of
import duty remissions is considerable. According to the import duty data for
1990, the latest year for which detailed data are available, out of the import
duty collectible of GS1 billion, only GS51O million was collected, suggesting
that remissions were as great as the collections. In addition, the use of
special exchange rates for valuation purposes during most of the year held
down remissions as well as collections.WY More recent data, albeit less
complete, confirm the high cost of remissions. For the period March-November
1992, remissions under import and consumption duties amounted to GS2.9
billion, accounting for 65 percent of the total revenue collected (Table 7.3).
Hence, as stated before, the most significant measure that can be taken to
improve the efficiency and revenue of the tax system is a drastic reduction in
remissions.

7.24 The reduction in remissions under import duties would need to be
accompanied by measures to ensure that imported inputs embodied in exports are
not taxed, The rationale for this is that any system of protective tariffs
would be biased against exports unless export production can, at the very
least, rely on tax-free inputs. If exports were not relieved from indirect
taxes, then this would mean that while import-substitution industries were
being protected, exports were being taxed. Manufacturers can be refunded
import duties paid on inputs utilized in export production through rebates
based on actual rates (that is, actual taxes paid) or at standardized rates
(frequently derived from surveys). The latter method is preferable because it
tends to be administratively simpler, and does not discourage the substitution
of domestic for imported inputs.

7.25 In October 1992, the CARICOM Member States decided to lower CET in
stages to the 0-20 percent range between July 1, 1993 and July 1, 1997. In
the first stage, the "More Developed Countries" in the region, including
Guyana are expected to reduce the tariff range to 0-30 percent. It is
envisaged that at the end of the five-year process, there would be only four
main tax rates in the More Developed Countries: 5 percent (non-competing
primary, intermediate and capital inputs); 10 percent (competing primary and

IN/ For a more detailed discussion of remissions, see F.J. Crittle, "A
Review of the Application and Administration of Consumption Taxes in
Guyana" (mimeo), Georgetowm, Guyana, 1991.
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capital inputs); 15 percent (competing intermediate inputs and non-competing
final good.); and 20 percent (general manufactures, garments and agro-
industry). With lower duties, the need for remisions will be less. In this
connection, it is recommended that Guyana adopt the revised CET on a fast-
track and tackle the adverse revenue implications of tariff reform through
elimination of remission. under import duties and consumption tax.

5. Levies

7.26 Export levies on sugar and rice are meant to capture part of the
gains arising from the preferential access to EC markets that Guyana enjoys as
a signatory to the Lom6 Convantion. The sugar levy makes a substantially
higher budgetary contribution. The sugar levy formula siphons off part of the
difference between the NC price and the world price. Rice exports are Bubject
to a tax, in conformity with the NC requirement, equal to 50 percent of the
difference-between the EC and world prieas. Proceeds from this tax are
returned to the millers. However, receipts from a supplementary tax of 15
(percent. of one-half; of the difference between the EC and world prices flow to
the budget.- While. exportt,levies cannot be relied upon as a growing source of
revenue, they should be retained for the time being as they provide welcome
budgetary. support... ..-

C. XNLAND REVENUE ADNINISTRA2IXO

1. Deoartmental Backoround

Ogxanization -

1.27 The Inland Revenue, which is part of the Ministry of Finance, is
not only responsLble for the income and company taxes but also for vehicle
licenses and the purchase tax on vehicles. The Department is headed by a
Commissioner, assisted by a Senior Deputy Commissioner and a Deputy
Commissioner. The main office in Georgetown is responsible for the
administration of company tax and vehicle licenses throughout the country as
well, as the assessment of individuals residing in Georgetown. The branch
offices in Linden, Amsterdam and Corriverton, which are responsible to the
deputy commissioners, undertake the aosessment of individuals in their areas.

Staffing and Remuneration

7.28 - In 1991,. the Inland Revenue had 453 staff positions, of which 367,
or about 80 percent,'were filled. Staff turnover was about 20 percent.
During-the year, 71 .*p6sitions were filled, while 68 staff left through
resignations-.or dismissals. Many staff leave after receiving training, with
the result that most staff are young (under 25 years) and inexperienced. Of
the 88 vacancies, 16 were for senior technical personnel.

7.29 Better salaries will be needed to reduce staff turnover and to
induce skilled staff to stay on longer. Annual salaries range from G$1.1
million (USS8,730) for the Commissioner to GS72,000 (US$571) for a clerk.
Salaries in the private-sector are estimated to be twice as high as these for
jobs.requiring similar skills.

7.30 One way of' increasing salaries without increasing jealousy among
other civil servants and without affecting the budget is to introduce a bonus
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system for the staff of the Inland Revenue. The bonus could take the form of
a percentage of the difference between the tax payabl, on declared income and
the tax collected on asseased Lncoe. To safeguard agalnst possLble abusem of
this syotem, asseosment under dlspute or appeal should not be taken lnto
account. InitLally, the appropriate percentage could be arrived at by forming
a judgment on the poaibilitLes of raiLing additlonal tax revenues through
greater vigilance and initiative. Subsequently, the actual results could
provide guidance. The total amount of the bonus could then be distributed
free of tax among all staff members of the Inland Reanuo Department each year
in addition to regular salary. To ensure regular payments, the amount
available to be paid as a bonus must be retaLned by the Inland Revenue and not
remitted to the Treasury.

oice AccommodatLon

7 31 Office accommodation at all locatLons is inadequate. Assesments
take place in long rooms with a large number of staff in each room (in
Georgetown, 25 persons in one room and 15 in anotherl in New Amsterdam, 25-30
persons; and in Corriverton and Linden, about 10 each), with the result that
interviews with taxpayers can be overheard. There are no proper filing
facilities; the tightly stacked files in wooden buildings create a high fire
risk. ThLs isuue needc to be addressed, as wven a minor fire would
neceositate a general tax amnesty (see below).

7.32 Office accommodation in Georgetown, Linden and New Amsterdam
should be improved; at the very least, it should be possible to interrogate
taxpayers in the absence of witnesses. More spaco should aloa be provided for
the storage of files. When circumstances permit, in the interest of the flow
of information, sections dealing with individual and company taxation should
be located in the same buildings.

7.33 The Inland Revenue's new office bullding in Corriverton, expected
to be completed in August 1993, will be too large for its present needs.
Conoideration should, therefore, be given to transferring the aesssment of
companies in New Amsterdam and Corriverton from Georgetown to Corriverton.
Thio should help improve the asseament of companies by facllitating
verification of information in the field.

Ecuipment

7.34 Most of the equipment at the disposal of the Inland Revenue is
below the levels needed for a satisfactory performance of its duties. The
computer facilities need to be strengthened, and more office equipment and
motor vehicles need to be acquired. Theme investments in equipment can be
expected to have a high payoff.

7.35 Computer facilities were installed in 1987. The facilities
comprise a mainframe IBM 36, type 5360, with 16 terminals, of which only a few
are connected. Besides these facilities, the Inland Revenue possesses four
personal computers with an internal memory of 384 U. It was only in 1991
that a generator, obtained through the UNDP Emergency Funding Program, was
installed. The only use that has been made of the computing facillities so far
has been to print notices of asuesoment and asseesment lists, based on the
recording of manually calculated assessments. In addition, one personal
computer serves to print the checks for refunds.
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7.36 IDA's PAP and IDB's tax administration project, expected to be
implemented in 1993, will help with the computerization of company taxation
and vehicle licenses. Under these projects, the suitability of the existing
mainframe computer and software are almo to be investigated. Availability of
personal computers at the Linden, New Amsterdam and CorrLverton branches, by
permitting exchange of information on fluppies, would increase the
effectiveness of the computer facilities. To ensure the success of the
projects, a electronic data processing specialist should be immediately
recruited to participate in the implementation of the project and to
subsequently aseume the responsibility for the needed modifications and
updating of software.

7.37 Only a few calculators are provided at the offices, though some
staff utilize their own battery-operated calculators. Most of the
calculations relating to tax returns and assessments are done manually. There
is no copy machine available even at the main office in Georgetown, which hao
to rely on the Post Office copy machine in the case of emergency. Only a few
typewriters are available; despite this, not even personal computers are used
as word processors for lack of software. Calculating machines should be made
more widely available, and there should be at least one copy machine in every
building. All personal computers should be provided with a word processing
program.

7.38 The Inland Revenue has only three cars, two in Georgetown and one
in New Amsterdam. In the absence of better transport resources, verification
of taxpayer information, particularly outaide Georgetown, will continue to be
hampered.

2. RevenueLFunctions

Income Taxes

7.39 Assessments. The income tax system emphasizes the deduction of
tax at source and the payment of tax in advance. Employees are subject to
"pay-as-you-earn" (PAYE), under which the employer deducts the tax from
salary. The self-employed must pay the tax in advance, based on the previous
year's earnings, by quarterly installments on April 1, July 1, October 1 and
December 31. Companies are required to pay the corporation tax by quarterly
installments on March 15, June 15, September 15 and December 15, based on the
taxable profits of the previous year, though the Commissioner has the powers
to require payments based on the actual income. The present system of
asessment could be strengthened through computerization of taxpayer data and
periodic verification of such data at locations where taxpayers reside or
work.

7.40 Card Index (File) of Taxcavers. There are large gaps in the
current information concerning potential taxpayers, particularly where the
self-employed are concerned. There is collaboration between the Inland
RLvenue and the Registrar of Companies, so that basic information about all
registered companies can be taken to be available. Most employees can be
expected to come under the PAYE system. The only means of gathering
information about the self-employed are sample surveys and population
censuses. In this context, the forthcoming population census would provide a
valuable opportunity to update the existing data. Computerization of income
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tax, which will ease the task of compiling, updating and exchanging
information, is strongly recommended.

7.41 verification in the Field. The absence of verification of
taxpayer data in the field, particularly for companies and the self-employed,
is q serious shortcoming of tax administration. It is only through periodic
visits to the taxpayer's place of busineso that it i. possible to make a
judgment on the plausibility of the details supplied. At present, since all
companies are assessed in Georgetown, the assessments depend solely on the
documents submitted. Although the self-employed are assessed at branch
offices as well as in Georgetown, the opportunity to verify data in the field
is not utilized. Verification of data in the field should be undertaken for
each taxpayer every three to four years. The department's transport
facilities should be improved to implement this policy.

7.42 Objections and Anceals Aaainst Assessments. The arrangements
regarding appeals against assessments seem to be working satisfactorily. A
taxpayer wishing to dispute an assessment must object, stating the grounds of
objection, to the Commissioner within 15 days from the date of service of the
notice of assessment. The Conmissioner may revise or confirm the assessment.
If the taxpayer is still not in agreement with the assessment, he may appeal
to the Board of Review or to the Judge in Chambers.

7.43 Within 15 days from the date of the refusal of the Commissioner to
amend the assessment, the taxpayer who remains aggrieved may file a notice of
appeal to the Board of Review. The taxpayer must pay two-thirds of the tax in
dispute before the appeal can be heard. The Board may confirm, reduce,
increase or annul the assessment. If the taxpayer is still dissatisfied, he
may appeal to a Judge in Chambers.

7.44 An appeal may be lodged with a Judge in Chambers within 30 days of
the decision of the Board of Review or of the decision of the Commissiorner of
Inland Revenuie. No appeal can be made to a Judge in Chambers unless the
taxpayer has paid the whole amount of the tax which is in dispute. The
decision of the Judge is final, except on questions of law. Appeals on
questions of law lie to the Court of Appeals.

7.45 These arrangements seem to be working satisfactorily. In 1991,
there were only 840 objections against the assessments and 23 appeals to the
Board of Review; there were no appeals to the Judge in Chambers. All appeals
were either withdrawn or settled in favor of the Internal Revenue.

7.46 Arrears. Arrears of tax are considered to be a serioua problem
but, ir. the absence of the computerization of tax data, their magnitude is not
known. Computerization of the card index of arrears is urgently needed.
Systematic prosecutions, which can bring about considerable improvemant in the
recovery of arrears, presuppose the existence of up-to-date data.
Computerization is also necessary for security reasons; at present, there are
no duplicate cata, so that even a minor fire can necessitate a general tax
amnesty.

7.47 Delincuent Accounts. The recovery of unpaid taxes may require a
court judgment. A simple procedure has been adopted in this connection. A
certificate of the amount due is sent to the taxpayer, together with a
statement of the intention to obtain a judgment for the sum due after the
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expiration of ten days. The certificate can be registered in the High Court.
When so registered, the certificate is treated as a judgment In favor of the
Government for the tax due, together with appropriate lnterest.

7.48 Concluoion. All in all, there can be little doubt that the
collections of personal and company taxes fall far short of their potential.
A fuller realization of their revenue potential will require greater attention
to the recruitment and retention of skilled staff, compilation and collation
of information, and to the improvement in the physical facilities. The recent
simplification of the tax structure places Inland Revenue in a good position
from which to combat tax evasion and avoidance.

Motor Vehicle Licenses

7.49 The License Revenue Division administers the collection of motor
vehicle and other licenses, and the purchase tax on cars. The road toll fees,
for which it also used to be responsible, were a minor source of revenue and
were abolished in 1992. In 1991, the purchase tax (a once-for-all tax on the
w.quiuition of a car) yielded GS95.7 million and motor vehicle licenses
(payable annually) G029 million.

7.50 The buyer of a vehicle must report the purchase of the car to the
License Revenue Division. The buyer is assigned the number of a number plate,
but he must himself procure the number plate. The evidence of payment of the
annual license fee must be kept in the vehicLe, but no sticker is attachsed to
the windscreen. Certain changes relating to the vehicle must be reported to
the licensing authority by the owner.

7.51 The card index of the License Revenue Division should be
computerized without delay, with a backup copy kept at another location. At
present, all information is kept in a card index without a duplicate copy.
Further, these is no regular thinning of cards, so that the number of vehicles
in the country cannot be estimated with certainty. Such problems can be
tackled through computerization. The entire file of taxpayers can be stored
on a personal computer with a hard disk capacity of 100 MB. The programs
should facilitate the recording and updating of basic data, the annual follow-
up of unpaid licenses, compilation of statistics, etc.

7.52 The receipts from vehicle licenses could most likely be doubled by
introducing an annual sticker to be attached to the windscreen of each
vehicle. There are probably 50,000-60,000 vehicles in Guyana, of which only
about 32,700 (1991) are licensed. To reduce possibilities of fraud, the
owner's name and the cbaracteristics of the vehicle (make of the vehicle,
chassis number, and engine size) should be indicated on the sticker, and a
sticker of different color should be issued each year- The purchase tax can
also be verified and collected at the time of the issue of the first sticker.
To ensure proper enforcement of the licensing requirements, the police could
be provided an incentive to check the vehicles (e.g., a bonus amounting to a
proportion of the tax for the detection of each vehicle without a valid
sticker). In addition, the Government should announce a terminal date for
voluntary licensing after which vehicles are subject to an additional fine.
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D. CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION

1. Departmental Backoround

Organization

7.53 Customs and Excise in Guyana are responsible for the collection of
consumption tax, import duties, export duties, excise duties and a range of
liquor license duties. The Department, headed by a Comptroller, is
responsible to the Minister of Finance. The Comptroller is assisted by two
Deputy Comptrollers, one of whom is responsible for Operations and the other
for Administration, Enforcement and the Excise. An Ansistant Comptroller,
responsible for Inspection and Audit, reports directly to the Comptroller, as
does a Legal Counsel.

Staffinc

7.54 The approved complement for the Department is for 384 staff.
Currently the staff of the Department is some 20 below this figure, but the
shortfall has been as high as 80 in past years. The shortfall is spread
evenly over the staffing structure.

7.55 The bulk of the staff is split in two streams: Customs and Excise
Officers Grades I to III (some 140 staff); and Patrol Officers Grades I to III
(some 120 staff). Basically the more technical work of assessing and
collecting duty is undertaken by the Customs and Excise officer grades, while
the Patrol Officers perform search, patrol and safeguarding duties, cften
assisting the technical grades in their work.

7.56 Most of the staff are allocated to the collection of duties on
imports and exports, and to the safeguarding of the revenue and the prevention
of smuggling. only some 24 staff are allocated to the collection and
assessment of the excise duties and the domestic consumption tax. This
position is exacerbated at times of staff shortages when the staffing required
to process import and export documentation has to take priority over other
commitments. But taken overall, the approved complement should provide
sufficient resources to match the main departmental requirements and
responsibilities.

Remuneration

7.57 The average monthly wage of a Customs Officer is between G$5,000
(USS40) and G$6,000 (US$48) but, in addition, some 100 staff have the
opportunity to earn overtime varying between G$5O000 (US$40) and GS10,000
(US$80) per month. Staff working on enforcement, who have a commitment to a
possible 24-hour working day, are not paid overtime, but can be paid a 10
percent Revenue Protection based on the amount of fines collected for revenue
offenses, etc.

7.58 9owever, the comparative cost of living in Guyana is high (e.g., a
one-bedroom nat can cost G$4,000 (US$32) per month, and the cost of transport
and utilities are also high), making it extremely difcult for staff to
manage on their monthly wages. This may well be a major factor behind the
widely publicized allegations of bribery and corruption within the Customs and
Excise Department.
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Traininc

7.59 The Department has a Training Academy and an annual training
program which is intended to provide comprehensive and Systematic training
arrangements for the various grades. However, over the past two years,
training has been constrained by financial limitations and, in 1992, only
three courses were run.

7.60 The Academy also lacks such basic equipment as an overhead
projector as well as its own duplicating and photocopying facilities. It has
a VCR but has none of the latest videos on nuch aspects as car and container
search currently available elsewhere.

7.61 Currently some 80 percent of the staff have less than eight years
of service; this represents a considerable training effort in the future and
will inevitably require additional financial and staff support. Staff working
on consumption tax audit would also benefit from a basic accountancy and audit
course which Is not catered for under the present training program.

7.62 All the main training courses have an examination at their
conclusion, the results of which are a major factor in determining candidates
for promotion. Senior staff are also required to attend the university to
obtain a Diploma in Management Studies.

Equipment

7.63 The Department currently faces significant shortages in a wide
range of the necessary equipment to enable it to perform its duties
effectively. There are at present seven vehicles in service but, of these,
two are in need of urgent replacement. A minimum of four extra vehicles and
two replacement vehicles are essential to ensure effective use of resources,
and particularly to combat the threat of smuggling.

7.64 The Department has a motor launch based at Georgetown, but it has
been out of commission since August 1992. It is capable of carrying at least
10 persons but, with a top speed of 10 knots, it is no match for the average
smuggler's boat, which can achieve at least 20 knots. There are also two
maller boats which can be equipped from a supply of outboard motors seized in
previous anti-smuggling operations.

7.65 There is no radio communication equipment to permit surveillance
and effective anti-smuggling operations. Staff also lack such basic items as
binoculars and other basic search equipment.

7.66 The Department lacks an adequate supply of calculating,
photocopying and duplicating machines. The cashier only has a single machine
for the essential recording of payments and the numbering of import and export
entries and shipping bills. This machine is now obsolete and needs to be
replaced urgently, preferably by two machines to spread the workload at peak
periods. Ideally there should also be a third backup machine. There are
frequent failures in the supply of electricity and a generator should also be
available to allow the essential cashier function to be maintained without
recourse to the much slower manual fallback system.
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7.67 Some of these deficiencies would be remedied by the IDB tax
administration project, which proposes not only additions to equipment (e.g.,
vehicles and a launch) but also the computerization of the consumption tax and
the entry processing system. IDA's PAP also has propoBed the introduction of
a module to assist with the administration of the consumption tax. To derive
maximum benefits from such initiatives, it is essential that the various
systems currently in operation are simplified before they are computerized,
and that both projects are properly coordinated to prevent any confusion or
overlap. it is of utmost importance that the Department is left with the
appropriate expertise for the continued operation of the systems, which must
also be capable of simple modification to meet possible tax changes in the
future.

Laws and Instructions

7.68 The law relating to the Department is in need of revision and
many of the staff do not have copies to refer to in the course of their
duties. There is also a lack of formal departmental instructions setting out
how the staff should perform their work. The revision of the present laws,
coupled with the preparation of departmental instructions, needs early
attention.

Manacrement

7.69 Senior staff are often heavily involved in the day-to-day work
of the Department, and this often precludes them from exerting an effective
management over their staff. There is a section responsible for inspection
but lack of resources and transport has limited this activity. It is an
essential prerequisite in a revenue department that the staff are closely
supervised and are subject to surprise checks as well as to regular
inspection.

7.70 There is also a section to investigate complaints against the
staff, including offenses of bribery and corruption. Over the past years, a
number of staff have been obliged to resign, but it appears that it is
difficult in cases of inefficiency or dilatoriness to obtain the dismissal of
staff who have successfully completed their period of probation.

2. Revenue Functions

The Administration of Consumption Tax

7.71 The tax is charged on goods at importation and on sales made by
domestic producers of taxable goods. All eligible manufacturers can be
registered and are permitted to import materials free of consumption tax by
quoting their registration number on the import documentation. Registered
manufacturers are also permitted to buy goods tax-free from other registered
manufacturers. This, in effect, provides a tax-free ring with the consumption
tax being raised when the goods are sold to an unregistered person. There iB
also no consumption tax charged on goods that are exported from Guyana.

7.72 Presently all manufacturers of chargeable goods are obliged to
apply for registration irrespective of their size -- the earlier minimum
registration limit of G$10,000 (US$79) per annum (G$5O,000 (US$397) for
manufacturers of furniture) no longer applies. Registered manufacturers are
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obliged to submit monthly returns but only 130 of the 430 registered
manufacturers regularly submit returne. While this figure is likely to
include the bigger taxpayers, there does not seem to be any formal eystem of
issuing reminders or effective follow-up action over failures to render
returns or to pay the full amount of tax due. In one recent case, a
reconciliation of returns and payment. revealed an underpayment of G$6.3
million. Reintroduction of a minimum registration limit (say, GS100,OOO
(US$794)) should facilitate the strengthening of administration.

7.73 Registered manufacturers are also obliged to give a bond for the
security of the likely tax but, with rapid inflation, this safeguard can
quickly lose its effectiveness. It is also a heavy burden on smaller
manufacturers who are often obliged by the bank to deposit the equivalent in
cash before they can be given the requisite bond.

7.74 The monthly Consumption Tax Return Form 3 requires details of
quantity and value of opening stock, and of goods manufactured, exported and
sold locally, together with the closing stock of finished products. A similar
return is required for manufactures of goods free of consumption tax. The
completion of these returns places a heavy burden on the manufacturers; at the
same time, the complexity of the returns does not allow for easy verification
or cross-checking by Customs staff.

7.75 There also seems to be no formal central record of the registered
manufacturers' activities, accounting system or of audit visits and checks,
and the results obtained (e.g., underpayments). The Department's Annual
Report shows that only 25 percent of the target for audit visits was achieved
over recent years. Effective control over the larger taxpayers would require
at least an annual audit and, preferably, further check visits during the
year. Audit checks are also often carried out in the Customs House, and this
prevents an effective correlation between the manufacturers' premises and
activities with the books presented. Lack of staff and transport is the main
reason given for this practice and also for the shortfall in ViSitB.

7.76 Enquiries are in hand with a number of unregistered manufacturers,
but lack of resources and transport has limited this activity; this could lead
to further losses in revenue. Regular audit activity and visits to
unregistered shops are also a means of providing evidence of unregistered
manufacturers, but these are not a regular part of the present system of
control.

7.77 Physical checks are also made on importations of textiles by
registered manufacturers and samples are taken of the imported cloth.
However, the results of these checks are not filed in a readily accessible
fashion and, in any case, are probably of limited value for control purposes.
A record is also kept for all registered manufacturers of the goods they have
imported as materials free of consumption tax. The record is cross-referenced
to the actual documentation, but retrieving it for audit purposes can be time-
consuming and could easily be overlooked.

7.78 Each registered manufacturer has a file for returns and one for
correspondence. This documentation is filed in cabinets in the office but the
files are often full and need to be weeded periodically to avoid congestion
and to allow lost documents to be more easily retrieved.
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7.79 The consumption tax does not seem to be managed and controlled as
well as it could be. An immediate review of the arrangement. for the
collection and audit of consumption tax returns and payments is needed. The
object should be, inter alia, to establish a proper system of records and
filing for registered manufacturers. Imputed (estimated) ausessments in the
absence of returns, and adequate penalties and charges for tardy returns and
tax payments also need to be provided for. Computerization can assist in the
performance of these tasks.

The Administration of Excise Duties

7.80 Excise duties are now levied on an ad valorem basis, but the
present system of control is based on that required for specific duties. It
should be possible to introduce relaxations in control and, if this can be
coupled with laying of the responsibility for the uecurity of warehoused goods
on the distiller, it should be possible to reduce the present staff
commitment.

Import Entry Procedures

7.81 Both import duties and consumption taxes on imported goods are
collected through the same documentation. All goods imported into Guyana are
reported on arrival. This is normally done by attaching a copy of the
manifest for the ship or aircraft to the official report which has to be
lodged with Customs on arrival.

7.82 Each importation is then declared to Customs on the appropriate
entry form, which has to rendered in quadruplicate. Details are given of the
goods, their value and quantity, together with the appropriate tariff
classification and duty rate (where applicable), and the amount of duty and
consumption tax where this is payable. Each entry has to be accompanied by
the appropriate documentation (e.g., commercial invoice, bill of landing,
etc.). Entries must be prepared by licensed brokers, who are approved by
Customs and required to give security.

7.83 The documentation is examined and dated on receipt and then
checked in detail by tha passing officer. His work is, in turn, examined by
the assessing officer before the entry is returned to the broker either for
correction or for payment of the duty and tax to the cashier. The cashier
records the duty and tax paid and the entry is formally numbered and dated by
machine.

7.84 The duty-paid entry is then taken to the manifest section, which
compares it with the manifest and records it. The entry is returned to the
broker who then takes it to the examining officer to have the goods examined.
If the examining officer is satisfied, an out of charge note authorizing the
delivery of the goods from the transit shed is issued. The original entry,
together with a receipt for the goods, is then returned for filing in the
manifest section.

7.85 A copy of the import entry is sent to the Statistical Office,
which is responsible for preparing details of importations. Entries are also
subject to a 100 percent check by an internal audit section and by the State
Auditor. Errors discovered by the internal audit section amount to an average
of some G$550,000 (US$4,356) per month.
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7.86 There are a variety of entry forms to cope with different kinds of
traffic (e.g., goods for warehousing or transhipment). Where the importer
declares that he does not have an invoice, the goods are entered on a
provisional entry and the customs officer examining the goods has to determine
an appropriate value. Under the present system, two officers are required to
examine such importations; smaller importers seem to prefer this system to the
normal entry system, which requires the production of the actual invoice.

7.87 Thn "barrel" traffic, normally private importations of used
clothing, foodstuffs and gifts sent by relatives abroad, is entered on
appraisement entries as the exact contents are generally unknown to the
recipient. Each consignment has to be examined internally by a customs
officer to assess both the tax liability and value. In general, officers
apply a rather arbitrary value of say G$2,000 or GS3,000 (US$16-24), which
attracts a charge for import duty and consumption tax of G$1,770 or G$2,655
(USS14-21), respectively. Such traffic tends to peak at the Christmas season
but, taken overall, it represents something like one-half of the import
entries. The resources involved in handling this traffic are, therefore, not
inconsiderable. Simplified assessment, combined with an exemption limit of,
say G55,000 (US$40), could save sizable staff resources.

7.88 Goods may also be entered under a permit for immediate delivery, a
system originally introduced for perishables (e.g., hatching eggs), where the
time for normal clearance could lead to the deterioration of the goods. This
system, which allows for delivery against a bond, had in the past been
extended to a wide range of goods and there was evidence of a failure by
importers to finalize their entry documentation properly and pay the duty due.
The system is, once again, limited to perishables only.

7.89 The Depar-tment faces difficulty in checking the valuation of
imported goods. Currently suspect values are examined by a committee of two
experienced officers who are able to access information from previous
importations and trade publications. However, this does not provide an
adequate data base, and neither does it meet the problem of determining the
correct value when there is an association between the importer and his
supplier. Neither is the verification of value at the importer's premises
part of the normal system of control.

7.90 There are, in addition to import duty and consumption tax, a
number of smaller charges. Where an import license is required, there is a
charge of GSl per G$l,000 of the import value. This raises something like
G$1.7 million (US$13,492). In addition, where goods are not entered within 30
days of arrival, Want of Entry charges are raised, which are based on the
cubic capacity of the goods and on the assumption that the goods will be
removed and stored in the State Warehouse. However, at the present time, the
goods are stored in transit sheds as the State warehouse can neither offer
secure storage nor protection from the elements. But, in any case, the threat
of seizure of unentered goods is probably as effective as any system of
charging. The amount raised annually from Want of Entry charges is about G$3
million (US$23,810).

7.91 The average daily throughput of import entries is about 250 per
day, but the figure can rise to almost 1,000 in peak periods. The Department
aims to clear import documentation through the Customs House in 24 hours for
private importations, and in 72 hours for commercial importations. Obviously,
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the other aspects, including examination, will extend thin period and this
must result in constant pressure on the Department from importers anxious to
obtain clearance of their goods. Thls is evidenced by the number of visitors
present in the Long Room at any one time.

7.92 Tight control is also exerted over goods exported from Guyana,
with all exports being declared and often examined. All imports by post are
examined and duty is raised where appropriate; all packages for export are
also examined internally.

7.93 In conclusion, the import entry system provides a secure method of
ensuring that the duty and tax are raised on all goods imported into Guyana.
However, it is expensive in terms of the resources deployed, and there is
little sign of any selectivity in checking and examination. For instance, an
entry can be checked as many as six times; moreover, every importation is
examined, on occasion by two officers. The delays and costs imposed on
industry by the operation of the system must also be significant.
Simplificaticn of the present system would release resources which could be
redeployed more effectively in anti-smuggling activities. Selective checking
and examination should be the cardinal features of the modified system.

Control and Smuqqlinq

7.94 Control Over Arrivinq Shins and Aircraft. Currently all ships and
aircraft are boarded on arrival in Guyana to secure the bonded stores and to
obtain declarations from the crew. Modern practice is for a selective
approach, leaving the onus on the master of the ship to secure his stores and
to ensure that any crew member liable to pay duty does so. As many vessels
and aircraft visit regularly, control can be concentrated on non-regular
traffic or suspect vessels.

7.95 Airport Traffic. All passengers arriving from abroad by air at
Timehri A-rport are obliged to complete a written customs declaration.
Customs practice a system of "confrontation,w which means that each arrival
can be questioned and, where necessary, be subject to examination of the
baggage. Where duty and tax are assessed, the appropriate amount must be paid
to the cashier before the person can leave the airport with the baggage.

7.96 Modern practice is to institute a red/green system whereby
passengers make their declaration by selecting the appropriate channel.
However, to be successful, the physical layout of the airport must be such as
to preclude the poBsibility of arrivals seeing into the green channel before
they make their choice.

7.97 The pattern of arrivals at the airport requires staff early in the
morning and in the evening. To meet this commitment, staffing has to be on a
24-hour basis, and staff are paid four hours' overtime on each 12-hour shift.
Inevitably, there are long periods when there is no productive work possible
and the Introduction of a red/green system would allow for a reduction in the
overall level of staff employed (presently some 26 staff are required to cover
the 24-hour period). It would be more economical if a mobile force could be
deployed on occasion from Georgetown on a random basis to reinforce the level
of control that would normally be exercised by the reduced staff necessary for
a red/green system.
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7.98 State Warehouse. The warehouse is intended for the storage of
seized goods and of unentered goods. The warehouse iu presently in a
dangerous condition, containing hazardous chemicals and with a leaking roof
allowing the floor timbers to rot. The warehouse lacks overall security and
the general level of activity hardly justifies the full-time employment of the
five staff based there.

7.99 gmugwing. Given the extensive land boundaries with Venezuela,
Brazil and Surinam, smuggling into Guyana ia always likely, and particularly
when there is little or no cooperation with the neighboring customs services.
The border with Surinam, based as it is on the high water mark on the Guyana
side of the Corentyne river, presents special difficulties, and there is
strong evidence here of commercial smuggling activity. However, recent
seizures at the New Amsterdam ferry and at the border demonstrate what can be
achieved by determined customs action.

7.100 Staff are being discouraged from challenging goods on retail sale
for eviderne of duty payment. While entering busy street markets to make
challenges could produce a strong public reaction, there is no reason why such
checks should not be made at established retail premises or at the homes of
known market traders. Such checks would also provide evidence to verify the
correct payment of consumption tax on home produced goods. It should also be
possible to institute random checks on road traffic using the main access
roads from the borders.

z. RECO-(UiDATIONS

7.101 The following measures are recommended:

Tax- Structure

* Drastic reduction of remissions under import duties, accompanied
by measures to ensure that imported inputs embodied in exports axe
not taxed.

* The abolition of all remissions under the consumption tax to
transform the tax into a pure revenue levy free of protective
effects.

* The curtailment of tax concessions under the income tax.

* f The discontinuation of the 10% development levy on commercial
companies and, subsequently, the unification of the top personal
income and company tax rates at 33-35t.

* The extension of the consumption tax to services other than hotel
accommodations.

* The adoption of the tax credit method of collection for the
consumption tax.

Administration of Income and Motor Vehicle Taxes

* The computerization of personal and company income taxes and
vehicle licenses.
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* Regular verification of taxpayer information in the field,
particularly in relation to companies and the self-employed.

* The introduction of a bonus system for the staff of the Inland
Revenue Department based on the difference between the tax due on
the declared income and the tax paid on the finally assessed
income.

* The introduction of an annual sticker to be fixed on the
windscreen of each motor vehicle as a means of strengthening the
administration of vehicle licenses.

Customs Administration

* The introduction of a more simplified and streamlined system for
the processing of import and export documents, including the
elimination of minor charges.

* Early computerization of the consumption tax system to provide for
the issue of returns and reminders, and the early identification
of non-payers.

* An immediate review of the arrangements for the collection and
audit of consumption tax returns and payments, with a view to
establishing, inter alia, a proper system of records and filing
for registered manufacturer.

- The introduction of a simplified entry, togethet with an exemption
limit (say, G$5,0OO), for the "barrel" traffic.

* The issue of a consumption tax assessment based on earlier
returns, backed up by distraint action in the event of non-
payment, where returns are not furnished by the due date.

* The adoption of a proper level of penalties for failure to furnish
consumption tax returns, and the institution of interest charge.
based on market rates on any outstanding tax.

* The institution of an enhanced training program, incorporating the
latest techniques, to reinforce the control over valuation, tax
liability and smuggling, together with an accountancy and audit
course to improve the control over the consumption tax.

* The provision of sufficient equipment and vehicles to equip an
anti-smuggling task force, possibly using resources freed from
rationalization of the assessment of import, excise and export
duties.
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CKnPTER VIXX. RESOURCE ALLOCATION: INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS

A. INTRODUCTION

8.1 Guyana has an extensive legal framework for its budget and
expenditure control processes, to allow for rational resource allocation by
Government and guarantee accountability to the public. In practice, however,
these procesases suffer from a number of deficiencies which undermine their
objectives and urgently need to be addressed. This chapter describes the
procedures underlying budget and expenditure control and contrasts them with
the existing practice to make recommendations for improvement.

D. THE BUDGET PROCESS

8.2 Budgeting in Guyana is done on an annual basis and covers the
period January 1 to December 31 of each financial year. The Financial
Administration and Audit Act of 1973, as amended, outlines the procedures for
the receipt, control, and disbursement of public monies and related matters.
It requires, inter alia, the keeping of two separate accounts in relation to
the Consolidated Fund, namely, a Consolidated Fund Current Account and a
Consolidated Fund Capital Account. Consistent with this requirement, the
budget consists of two parts - a recurrent budget and a capital budget which
are currently prepared by the Ministry of Finance and the State Planning
Secretariat, respectively. In the Ministry of Finance, responsibility for the
preparation, execution and management of the budget is vested in the Office of
the Budget, headed by a Director.

8.3 Budget preparation usually commences in September with the
issuance of a series of circulares addressed to all Ministries, Departments
and Regions that incur capital and recurrent expenditures; the Inland Revenue
and Customs and Excise Departments as well as other public agencies
responsible for the collection of current and capital revenues, all public
corporations and the public financial entities. In some cases, though not
routinely, the circulares may include general information on macroeconomic
projections, for example, exchange rate, interest rate, inflation rate and
wage increases (where these have already been negotiated in advance.) While,
in general, responsibility for budget preparation rests with the Office of the
Budget the latter may delegate a number of its functions to other agencies.
This has frequently been done in the past since the office lacks adequate
manpower and resources. Thus, capital expenditure 's undertaken by the SPS;
financial operations of the Public sector corporations by the Public
Corporations Secretariat (PCS); financial oRerations of the Public banking and
non-banking sector by COFA.

8.4 The Ministries/Departments/Regions are given about six weeks to
submit their estimates of current and capital revenues and expenditures.)
Submitted estimates are checked for conformity with the approved guidelines,

Jf The public corporations and financial institutions work within a
timetable set by their respective umbrella organizations.
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consistency and accuracy. Rejected estimates are returned with a list of the
defects identified for correction and re-submission. This exercise lasts
between two to three weeks on average, but has taken much longer at times.
Upon completion, the various agencies are invited to meet with the ad hoc
Budget Committee in order to: (i) review the activities and programs of the
spending agencies for the current year; (ii) diocuse the agency's plans and
programs for the next financial year; and (iii) proeent to the agencies a
preliminary picture of the economic outlook for the naxt year and how that may
influence their final budgets. However, budget formulatlon and submisgion at
the Agency level does not allow for effective correlation between programs and
activities and the budget. Line-item submissions are not presented in
relation to priorities and programs, and the process of effective "program
management" and evaluation through the use of the budget is non-existent.
Agencies are encouraged to prioritize their proposals in order for rational
decisions to be made. Internally this may occur, but often this advice is
ignored by spending agencies in the hope that all their line items will
eventually be funded. This often results in the Budget Office making across-
the-board cuts without reference to program priorities. Thus, budget
determination in relation to program activities is based more on intuition and
experience with the process rather than the application of known techniques
such as cost-benefit analysis and cost effectiveness.

8.5 During the Minister of Finance's review a series of meetings are
usually held with a wide range of interest groups, including busineas
organizations, the trade union congress, and the consumers' association. The
meetings are intended to inform the Minister about issues affecting the groups
and to elicit their suggestions and recommendations. They also provide a forum
for the Minister to: (i) interface with the wider society and achieve a
better understanding and appreciation of the problems that require the
Government's attantion; and (ii) involve the groups and conrequently, the
people they represent, in the fashioning of policies and measures and the
future direction of the economy.

8.6 The meetings with interest groups are followed by a meeting of the
ad hoc Wider Budget Committee. At this meeting, the Minister of Finance
presents the: (i) consolidated financial operations of the central governiment;
(ii) consolidated financial operations of the public corporations; (iii)
consolidated financial operations of the public sector; (iv) gross domestic
product at factor cost and current prices; (v) balance of payments; (vi)
monetary survey; and (vii) a summary of the issues and recommendations arising
from hiB meetings with various interest groups. Following the Wider Budget
Committee meeting, the Minister of Finance then presents his proposals and
recommendations to the Cabinet for consideration. The Cabinet's deliberations
are often elaborate and lengthy and it is rare for a Cabinet decision to be
made after one meeting.

8.7 Once the final decisions are made by the Cabinet and the policies
and measures are agreed, the Minister of Finance begins the drafting of his
speech, while the technical staff of the Ministry prepare the Estimates of
Revenues and Expenditures, as Presented to the National Assembly. On Budget
day, the Estimates are "laid" before Parliament, the speech is read, and
business is suspended for five days during which parliamentarians review the
Estimates and prepare their interventions for the debate. While the debates
may result in minor changes, Parliament does not, however, have the power to
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alter the Estimates, as preuented. If changes are agreed, they will
eventually be incorporated in the final document: Estimates of Revenues and
Expenditure, as Passed, by the Eatioaal Ausembly. Parliament will almo pas. a
Bill that authorizes spending up to the limits approved by the National
Assembly. Statutory payments (debt service, some typea of emoluments and
pensions) do not require much action., since they have automatic claim. on the
conuolidated Fund.

8.8 Upon approval of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure by the
National Assembly, the varlous concerned agencies are informed of the outcome
together with a request to each spanding agency to submit to the Office of the
Budget, a detailed monthly breakdown of expenditure as a basis for monthly
allocations to be made by the current Releases Committee and the Capital
Releases Committee.

8.9 This budget process is complex, and would seem to suggest a great
deal of formal intricacy in detail. However, given the absence of technical
capacity, the use of the line item budget, and the diffusion of
responsibilities, the process is neither timely nor transparent. Currently,
responsibility for the preparation of the budget is diffused among a number of
agencies (the office of the Budget, SPS, PCS, etc.). There are also a number
of ad hoc arrangements involved in the budget review process (e.g., the Budget
Committee) where membership, procedures and guidelines have either not been
properly defined or lack transparency. In order to streamline the budget
process and improve the overall efficiency of the system, both the Office of
the Budget and the budget functions in line agencies need to be significantly
strengthened both in terms of staffing and equipment to enable them to cope
with the additional workload entailed. This can be addressed through the
proposed redeployment of staff from SPS (which is slated to be abolished) and
the provision of technical assistance and additional equipment under the PAP.
The credibility and effectiveness of the budget process should also be
considerably enhanced if steps were taken to institutionalize the various
arrangements associated with the budget review process and more importantly,
if a set of transparent and properly defined guidelines were developed to
ensure that the review process is carried out on a systematic basis,
consistent with the Government's stated priorities.

Co *EXPflDITURE A AND COTROL TM REOULAORY FRAMEWORK

1. The Recrulatory Framework

8.10 Formally, the management and control of public expenditures are
regulated by various constitutional provisions, standing orders and specific
acts approved by the National Assembly. In fact, however, the amalgam of
formal rules governing expenditure management are inadequate for a modern
financial management system, and are often honored more in the breach.

8.11 For example, Articles 221 and 222 of the Constitution requires the
public debt and the salaries and allowances of certain office holders such as
the President, the Speaker of the National Assembly and the Auditor General to
be charged to the Consolidated Fund as "statutory expenditures", not subject
to parliamentary approval, while Article 223 provides for the appointment of
an Auditor General, accountable to the National A8sembly, to be responsible
for auditing and reporting on the public accounts. of significance also in
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Standing order No. 70(2) which establishes a Public Accounts Committee to
consider the appropriation accounts and other matters referred to it by the
National Assembly; however, this Committee is incapable of performing its
asaigned function given its extant technical weaknesses. Further weakening
legislative input into the process of expenditure control is the power of the
Executive to withdraw funds from the Consolidate Fund in the absence of
legiolative appropriations. The Act authorizes the Minister to withdraw monies
from the Consolidated Fund for up to three months from the beginning of the
fiscal year or the coming into operation of the Appropriation Act, whichever
is earlier. Furthermore, and to meet urgent and unforeseen contingencies for
which no other provision exists, the National Assembly established by
resolution in 1974 a ceiling on the Contingencies Fund, equivalent to 2
percent of estimated expenditure in the preceding financial year. In the
absence of timely passage of appropriations, the determination of the use of
funds occurs without appropriate legislative oversight. In addition, reports
of the Auditor General are constitutionally required and The Financial
Administration and Audit Act of 1973, which outlines procedures for the
receipt, control, and disbursement of public monies and related matters,
provides responsibilities for the Auditor General, the Ministry of Finance,
and the Secretary of the Treasury, some of which are inadequate or
inappropriate, and others which are not fulfilled.

8.12 The Act gives comprehensive powers, including powers of
inspection, to the Minister of Finance over such matters as authorizing
expenditure, collecting revenues, investing public monies, and borrowing by
means of advances from banks and through the issue of Treasury bills. In
addition, the Act authorizes the Minister to issue instructions and to make
regulations regarding such matters as the preparatioW of the Estimates, the
opening of bank accounts for public monies and requires the Minister to submit
annual atatements to Parliament on revenues and deposits, expenditures and
loans, public debt and government guaranteed loans as regulated under the*
Guarantee of Loans (Public Corporations and Companies) Act, 1971.

8.13 The Financial Administration and Audit Act also requires the
Secretary to the Treasury to designate accounting officers to be responsible
for accounting of public expenditure and revenue and empowers the Secretary to
the Treasury to levy a surcharge against any public officer who fails to
perform such duties efficiently. In fact, however, no such disincentive has
been utilized in any systematic way, and the control is not credible.
Similarly, the treasury function at the level of line ministries (accounting
officers) is technically weak as well.

8.14 While Article 223 of the Constitution establishes the Office of
Auditor General, Sections 26 to 35 of the Financial Administration and Audit
Act set out the functions, powers, and responsibilities of this office. The
Act gives comprehensive powers to the Auditor General to inspect, at any time,
all records on financial matters and to summon persons, whether public
officers or not, to give information regarding receipt or expenditure of
public monies. Section 7(2) of the Act requires the Accountant General,
accounting officers, and principal receivers of revenue to submit the various
statements and accounts to the Auditor General, within a period of four
months, after the close of each financial year. In practice, however, there
have been substantial delays in finalizing these accounts and statements.
special reports of the Auditor General to Parliament for the years 1982/85
show that large portions of expenditure by Ministries and Regional
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Administrations could not be accounted for by supporting documents. In
October 1991, a Special report of the Auditor General noted that he was not in
a position to issue the required official Annual Report for 19851 In general
the qual'ty and reliability of expenditure management and control is poor and
needs to be overhauled. In formulating measures to modernize the existing
system, uonsideration should also be given to computerize those aspects that
are currently handled on a manual basis.

2. Organizational Arrangements. Suvervision and Monitoring

8.15 In addition to weaknesses in the legal framework guiding the
budget and expenditure control process, there are organizational inadequacies
in the financial management system. of the four existing divisions of the
Office of the Budget, two -- the multilateral financial institutions division
and the budget division -- are directly involved in the budget process. The
multilateral institutions division essentially is responsible for keeping
track of relations and assistance from the multilateral institutions to Guyana
while the budget division is charged with controlling the disbursement of
funds. The latter division examines ministries' requests for funds in
relation to the recurrent budget on a month-by-month basis and authorizes
disbursements. The division is responsible for checking that actual
disbursements are in accordance with authorizations. For this purpose, each
accounting officer is required to certify by the seventh day of each month
that expenditures during the month under review have not exceeded those
authorized. The division also prepares quarterly reviews on the progress of
the recurrent budget. The division considers requests for "virement" in
relation to recurrent expenditure, that is, requests for authority to meet an
overrun on one subhead by transferring savings from another subhead under the
same head. The responsibility for capital expenditures lies with the
Capital Releases Committee, which includes representatives from SPS and
authorizes disbursements and monitors progress of capital projects.

8.16 The Accountant General's Department is organizationally separate
from the Ministry and it is included under a separate head in the Estimates.
The Accountant General's statutory functions are not set out in a single
consolidated piece of legislation, but references to his responsibilities are
made in a number of acts, the most important of which is the Financial
Administration and Audit Act, 1973. The Act requires the Accountant General
to operate the detailed accounting arrangements in relation to the
consolidated funds and to furnish statements on them to the Auditor General.
Accounting is mainly on a cash basis. In spite of the broad scope and
complexities of the statutory responsibilities as well as heavy workload, the
entire functions of the Accountant General's are carried out on a manual
basis, the Department is seriously understaffed and the prevailing levels of
zemuneration contribute little towards needed improvements in staff morale.
Moreover, most of the Departments enabling legislation, regulations,
procedures and guidelines are obsolete and in urgent need of revision. The
existing accounting requirements and reporting format could also benefit from
some improvement.

2/ Transfers between heads require parliamentary approval and virement is
not permitted between recurrent and capital items.
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8.17 Public Service Management and the State Planning Commission and
its Secretariat have powers and responsibilities relevant to the budgetary
process. Public Service Nanacement (PS3) forme part of the President's
portfolio and is responsible for personnel matters such am numbers, grades,
and general pay issues in the public service. PS is responsible for
reviewing, inter alia, the organization and staffing of ministries and
departments in order to ensure that existing staff resources are being used
efficiently and to verify the justification for any additional staff.
Rowever, decisions on staff increases and other matters likely to have a
significant budgetary impact are normally considered in the wider budgetary
context. The State Planning Commission was establiphed by legislation in 1977
and has wide-ranging powers and responsibilities in relation to the
preparation, implementation, and review of development plans. The Commission
is served by a full-time Secretariat which is not included within the public
service proper. The Secretariat is divided into four divisions, with
functions ranging from planning at the macroeconomic level to planning of
specific productive and infrastructure projects. In recent years, attention
has focused more on short-term planning through, for example, the annual
capital budget rather than on medium-term development planning for the economy
as a whole.

8.18 Under sections 46-51 of the Bank of Guyana Act of 1985, the Bank
of Guyana is required to act as banker to the Government and is also,
empowered to lend to the Government, subject to the conditions and limits
specified in the Act. The legislation provides that the amount of advance.
outstanding cannot exceed 15 percent of the average annual revenue for the
preceding three years. Advances cannot be outstanding for a total of more
than 350 days in a year. The amount of securities held by the Bank cannot
exceed 30 percent of average annual revenues during the preceding three
years. The rates of interest are settled by negotiation between the Bank and
the Ministry of Finance subject to a minimum specified in the Act. The Bank
provides regular reports to the Ministry of Finance, on financial matters.

8.19 The existing Dublic corporations are also integrated into the
budgetary process. A special subcommittee of the Budget Committee examinea
their operations and proposals in the context of the annual budget. The
public financial ine:itutions report to the Minister of Finance; the other
corporations report to individual ministers and, in addition, are coordinated
by PCS, which reports to the President. A number of public corporations also
operate under the control of supervisory councils established under the 1985
Budget Speech.

8.20 The Budaet Committee and a subcommittee coordinate the inputs of
the various ministries and agencies. The Budget Committee is chaired by the
Minister of Finance and is made up of representatives from each of the
ministries and agencies involved with major inputs or with responsibility for
major policy areas in the budget, including PSM, SPS, and PCS. The Committee
may alter its structure and procedure, as warranted. The oubcommittee of the
Budget Committee examines the proposals and performance of the public
corporations in the context of the preparation of the budget and reports to
the Budget Committee. It Is chaired by the Governor of the Bank of Guyana and
includes representativeo from the Ministry of Finance, SPS, and PCS.

8.21 While the Estimates are being considered in the National Assembly,
the Ministry of Finance usually requests each accounting officer to submit a
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return showing a phased monthly breakdown of the allocation in the estimates
for each recurrent and capital subhead. This information provides the basis
for the release of funds for each subhead and capital project throughout the
year. For a broad subhead that covers a range of expenditures, the Ministry
would normally require an itemized breakdown.

8.22 Each month the budget diviosion of the Ministry of Finance obtains
a return from each ministry, showing actual monthly expenditures against the
phased breakdown submitted earlier and the ministry's requirement for the
current month. The ministries provide the actual expenditure data for these
returns mainly from their manually operated records, usually the vote account
book. Because the data are obtained from manual records, aggregate amounts
rather than itemized statement are all that can be submitted within the time
period available for preparing returns. In addition to the manual statements
a computerized system is in operation to facilitate the preparation of central
government accounts in fuller detail from payments and receipts vouchers for
each individual transaction. This system is operated in the Ministry of
Finance for the use, initially, of the Accountant General. Detailed
accounting records could potentially be obtained from this system, but
inaccurate coding and classification of data by the accounting units outside
the Ministry of Finance have caused serious delays.

8.23 The manually prepared monthly returns, however, serve as important
controls on the disbursement of funds. As mentioned earlier, each accounting
ofEcer is required to certify by the seventh day of each month that the funds
provided for the previous month had been disbursed in accordance with
authorizati'rns. In addition to the current month requirement, the returns
project expenditure for the rest of the year to facilitate the identification
of areas where supplementary estimates or virement may be required. Capital
expenditure is administered by the Capital Releases Committee which monitors
expenditures and inflows of project funds and authorizes the release of funds
for the individual projects as the year progresses. The object of these tasks
is to avoid situations in which over-optimistic assumptions about project aid
inflows give rise to excessive demands on doaristic sources of funds.

8.24 At quarterly intervals, the budget division prepares a report on
the progress of the recurrent budget which is submitted to the higher levels
in the Ministry. Similar information about the capital budget is also made
available. These submissions include brief explanations of major deviations
from the planned path, but they are not comprehensive and do not take account
of the-impact of changes in the overall macro-economic environment.

D. DEFICIENCIES OF THE EXISTING BUDGET AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL PROCESS

8.25 A major deficiency of the existing budget process is the lack of
any syBtematic attempt to develop the budget within a well-defined annual or
medium-term economic framework. As currently conceived, the budget process
reflects the outcome of a series of negotiations rather than the product of
properly costed programs within an overall macroeconomic framework, including
an assured financing plan. The process seems to place greater emphasis on
compliance with formalities rather than on efficiency in the use of scarce
resource;. Xs-t of the draft estimates by line ministries or agencies are
prepared by poorly qualified and inexperienced staff. There is very little
attempt, if any, to base the proposed expenditures in the draft estimates on
any clearly defined objective or set of priorities of the respective
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ministries/agencies. Moreover, each line ministry or agency seems to approach
the budget exercise on the assumption that the process is meaningless rather
than as a serious exercise aimed at properly defining and tailoring their
plans to what is realistically required and achievable within the budget
period. officials of line ministries and agencies tend to rely on past budget
allocations with little regard for the prevailing macroeconomic environment.
In general, budget proposals from the ministries and agencies tend to be
infated in the expectation of across-the-board cuts. In reviewing the
various sectoral estimates, the Ministry of Finance, on the other hand, uses
an incremental approach, that is, adjusting the various proposals to the
previous year's levels, with appropriate increases for infation. The
practice whereby SPS had to rely on input from the Ministry of Finance for an
assessment of multilateral capital inflows and from the Department of
International Economic Co-operation for bilateral inflows in the formulation
of the capital budget also reflects the absence of a systematic approach.
This is, however, expected to be rectified with the merger of SPS and
Department of International Economic Cooperation staff with the Ministry of
Finance.

8-26 Equally important, current practice undermines the democratic
process by effectively constraining legislative functions in the budget
process. Articles 216 and 217 of the Constitution of the Cooperative Republic
of Guyana provide for the creation of a Consolidated Fund for the receipt of
all monies and for parliamentary control over disbursements. Article 218
requires the Prime Minister or other Minister designated by the President to
place revenue and expenditure estimates before the National Assembly no later
than 90 days after the commencement of the financial year in question. Upon
approval by the National Assembly, the authorized expenditures are set out
under an Appropriation Act. Similarly, approved expenditures under a
supplementary estimate are also contained in a supplementary Appropriation
Act. However, under Article 219, the Minister responsible for finance could
withdraw funds from the Consolidated Funds for up to four months until the
Appropriation Act, is passed while Article 220 enables the National Assembly
to estab'ish a Contingencies Fund from which funds may be withdrawn to meet
urgent and unforeseen expenditures for which no other provision exists and
which cannot be postponed "without prejudice to the public interest", until
adequate provision is made by the National Assembly.

8.27 Recent experience suggest that the 90-day deadline is the
exception rather than the norm. The routine delay in submitting each year's
budget to the National Assembly for approval well after the commencement of
the financial year undermines its effectiveness both as a planning tool and as
a medium for ensuring Parliamentary control of taxation and public
expenditures.

8.28 There appears to be broad consensus among most key Government
officials regarding the need for timely steps to be taken in order to ensure
greater order over public expenditure and more importantly, to improve the
system of monitoring so as to verify that the goods, services and works for
which expenditures were incurred had, in fact, been procured and utilized for
the purposes for which the expenditure were authorized.

Procedural consistency is lacking. There is a need to undertake
an early review and updating of the existing legislation relating
to budgeting, accounting and auditing, and to integrate these
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procedures in a readily accessible Manual for the guidance of
those charged with responsibility for administering the process.

operation. are impeded by the lack of computerization. The
efficiency in the performance of the key functions described above
for each of the named agencies could be considerably enhanced with
computerization. This is particularly urgent in the case of the
Accountant-General's Department where most of the existing
accounting forms and filing system are poorly designed, obsolete,
and in need of modernization.

* Expenditure management is open to abuse. Two areas that lend
themselves to potential abuse are expenditure made under Category
3 or 1 uother Charges" of the Approved Estimaten, specifically
those under Sub-Heads 309 and 314. The current widespread
practice whereby advance purchases of goods and services are made
on the basis of mutual trust in the hope that payment would be
made, at a later stage, is unsatisfactory and should be
discontinued.

8.29 These deficiencies in the budget process and in the control of
running expenditures are complemented by serious shortcomings in public sector
accounting and auditing practices which even prevent an ex-post control over
expenditures and are in stark contrast to the official procedures described
above.

* The accounting system broke down in 1981 and since then no
official financial statements for the public sector have been
produced. In fact, actual recording of accounts is not currently
taking place; and accounting practice has been largely in the form
of cash management. There are plans to re-establish the
accounting system, but in an overly centralized form, implying
that all bookkeeping will be done by the Accountant General
Department of the MiniBtry of Finance.

* The audit of accounts has been severely hampered and inordinately
delayed, and control is therefore ineffec tive. Special reports of
the Auditor General to Parliament for the years 1982/85 show that
large portions of expenditures of Ministries and Regional
Administrations could not be accounted for by the presentation of
supporting documentation. In October 1991, a Special Report of
the Auditor General noted that he was unable still to issue the
required official Annual Report for 19851

* While the authorization of disbursements occurs through the
Executive function of the Releases Committees, in the absence of
financial statements for audit examination, the public and
Parliament have had no means to monitor appropriated funds.
overdrafts exist in bank accounts of Ministries, Departments, and
Regional Administrators, suggesting weak Treasury response as
well. The legislative function, through the Public Accounts
Committee, has not functioned in years, and there has been no
external audit function as a result.
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A Modified Aporoach to the Budget Process

8.30 Since the budget affects and is affected by the overall state of
the economy, there iB a need to carry out a proper evaluation of the
prevailing economic environment before budgetary commitments are made. At
present, there is no regular forum for staff of the various ministries and
agencies to exchange information on critical economic indicators such as
current and projected revenues, expenditures, and aid inflows. Greater
dissemination of such information would sensitize staff about the constraints
imposed by the overall macro-economic environment and, in turn, elicit a more
professional and realistic approach on their part in the formulation of their
budget proposals. Donors could facilitate this process by (i) making their
commitments, particularly of ccmmodity aid on a multi-year, rather than on an
annual basis or, at least, by providing qualified indications of future aid
flows; and by (ii) assisting the Government in making more accurate estimates
of disbursements, prior to the finalization of the budget preparation process.

8.31 Another difficulty in the budget process is the lack of timely and
adequate local funding of approved projects under the PSIP. This results in
slow project aid disbursements, particularly in cases where external financing
does not cover total project cost, and in the suspension of some projects for
which adequate financing could not be provided under the budget. Some donors
have resorted to various measures in order to "insulater their projects from
the adverse consequences of the shortage of local counterpart funding. In the
typical case, donors have insisted on earmarking all or part of the local
currency proceeds generated under their financial assistance programs for the
financing of the local costs of projects supported under their respective
project assistance programs. Other donors have resorted to the creation of
revolving funds, with provision for their automatic replenishment in order to
protect their programs. While these devises can be useful in protecting
individual projects, they place a major constraint on the Government's ability
to allocate local resources within the budget and ultimately could make it
more difflicult for the Government to achieve its overall development
objectives.

8.32 The availability of realistic and regularly updated estimates of
available resources should also support the formulation of a core investment
proaram comprised of a set of priority projects that are of critical
importance to ackieve the Government's development objectives.

8.33 Recurrent expenditures and capital expenditures are integrally
linked. In particular, the capital budget has major repercussions on the
current budget in future years when maintenance and servicing costs will be
incurred. To accomplish the integration of the two sets of expenditures in
the budget requires thinking of the budget as a process and planning tool with
changing exigencies over time. The effectiveness of the budget as a planning
tool can be enhanced if efforts were made to develop each year's budget as an
integral part of a multi-year rolling procram within a properly defined
macroeconomic framework. The assessments would roll forward each year as a
new fiscal year commences, and adjustments could be made in order to
accommodate changes occurring in each current year.
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8.34 All of thin is to suggest the need to think of the budgat process
as more than simply a mechanism for control. It is the ultimate expression of
politizal intent, decision and consensus on the content of government strategy
and should reflect programmatic content, targetaf and the reqAired flexibility
to respond to changing macroeconomic conditions.

2. Overall Recommendations for Resource Allocations

8.35 In order to improve the quality and effectiveness of the budget as
a planning tool and also the management and control over public expenditures,
it is recommended that the authorities consider the introduction of a number
of reforms. These proposed reforms are discussed under two categories,
namely: (a) those that can be implemented in the short term; and (b) those
that may require further study and could therefore only be implemented over
the medium term.

Short-term Measures

* Start the planning and budget cycle early in the current year so
as to allow enough lead time for the budget process to be
completed for submission to the National Assembly by the beginning
of the new financial year.

* As part of the planning process and prior to the start of the
budget cycle, the Ministry of Finance should prepare and forward
to the various sectoral ministries and agencies, etc. projections
of anticipated resources and major expenditure obligations for the
next two to three years and also, preliminary indications of plans
for the allocation of available resources, based on the
Government's stated priorities, among the various sectors.

* The review and any resulting reductions in the various sectoral
ministries' and agencies' proposed estimates should similarly be
guided by the Government's stated priorities as well as by the
need to protect additional resources that are required to complete
on-going programs/projects that are critical to the Government's
overall development objectives.

* Develop within the PSIP a core program, based on the Government's
development objectives on the clear understanding that its funding
will be accorded priority consideration in the event of any
shortfall in the availability of resources.

* Discontinue the current informal domestic procurement practice
whereby local suppliers provide goods and services to ministries
and agencies against verbal assurances that they will receive
payment at a later stage and reintroduce the system "Local
Purchase Orders" with adequate built-in safeguards to ensure
greater expenditure management and control.

* Strengthen the inspection wing of the Treasury through the
provision of additional staff, equipment and vehicles to
facilitate closer and more effective monitoring of public
expenditures.
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* Under the proponed Public Administration Project, several short-
term goals are intended, including technical assistance to aid in
the actual generation of public accounts and the timely provision
of accurate accounting information to assure compliance with the
preparation of official annual accounts; the elimination of
current practice of coverage of overdrafts to budgeted
expenditures (monitored semi-annually); the reduction in non-
budgeted and unaccounted-for expenditures within the ministries
and Regional Administrations (monitored semi-annually); and the
reestablishment of an effective Public Accounts Committee within
one year of loan effectiveness. These measures should be done
immediately.

Medium-TerntMeasures

* Review and update the Financial Administration and Audit Act of
1973 with a view to ensuring tighter control over public
expenditures.

* Carry out an in-depth review of the Accountant General's
Department, the Office of the Budget and the Auditor-General's
Department with a view to recommending measures for streamlining
and computerizing their operations.

* Introduce a budget system upon program criteria, and integrate the
capital and recurrent estimates and develop budget in the context
of a three-year rolling program.

- Introduce mid-term review of budget on a regular basis to enable
adjustments to be made as necessary, to keep essential
programs/projects on track.

* Contract-out the auditing of all outstanding accounts so as to
clear back-log, and introduce measures to ensure that future
audits are carried out no later than twelve calendar months after
the completion of each financial year.
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PART III: BECTOR STRATEGIES AND EXPENDITURES

CHAPTER IX. AGRICULTIURE

A. INTRODUCTION

9.1 Agriculture is the single most important sector in the economy and
the main source of employment. Production is concentrated in the coastal
strip with most of the cultivated area serviced by a series of irrigation and
drainage canals and protected from saline water intrusion by sea defenses.
Sugar and rice are the most important crops cultivated in terms of area, value
of production and contribution to export earnings. Most sugar production is
currently under the parastatal GUYSUCO, which, since 1991, has been run under
a private sector management contract with Booker Tate. Rice production is
held wholly in the private sector where the majority of farms are small, below
25 acres, with a few large farmna of over, sometimes well over, a thousand
cultivated acres.y Production of both crops declined dramatically during
the 1980s due to poor economic policies.

9.2 Since the liberalization of the economy under the ERP initiated in
1988, there has been a rapid turnaround both in the performance of the sector
and in the prospects for continued growth. Helped by good weather, sugar
output increased by over eighty percent during 1992, and, at about 250,000
tons, reached a level which allows Guyana to supply more than its domestic and
external preferential markets. Rice production has responded quickly to the
removal of price controls in 1991 and the improved profitability of exports
consequent to the devaluation following the removal of exchange rate controls.
Preliminary, perhaps optimistic, estimates indicate a sown area approaching
160,000 acres for the first crop of 1993 compared to a harvested acreage of
127,000 for the first and second crop in 1990. Such growth will provide
much-needed foreign exchange through rice sales to the protected markets in
the Caribbean and Europe as well as a basis for growth in other crops,
services and manufacturing through domestic expenditure linkages. The new
Government elected in October 1992 has a clear coammitment to development of
the agriculture sector and this convergence of political and economic interest
provides a real opportunity for growth.

9.3 As in other sectors, the neglect of the productive infrastructure
during the 1980 has created the need for substantial rehabilitation
investment for which, however, resources are very limited; it is this
combination of extreme scarcity of investment resources and massive
rehabilitation needs which dictates the need for the most careful
prioritization of public expenditure. At present, the fragmented and ad hoc
approach to planning is a considerable barrier to sectoral prioritization. It
constrains the efficient allocation of public investment and the equally vital
issue of institutional reforms necessary to promote cost recovery and
complementary private investment.

1/ The last sample census of agriculture was for 1978 when nearly 90% of
the 24,635 farm households cultivated below 25 acres.
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9.4 In reviewing theme public expenditure issues, this chapter takes
careful account of other recent studies, issues dealt with elsewhere in this
report and the need to focus on the Ministry itself as a revenue generating
and expenditure unit. This has four implications. First, since the
agriculture sector has recentlyY been reviewed by the World Bank no attempt
is made to provide a comprehensive sector review. Chapter I of that review
discussed the performance of the agricultural sector during the 198O and the
reforms undertaken. In summarizing sectoral issues, this chapter draws
heavily on the earlier study taking account of developments in the 13 months
between the field missions. Secondly, sea defenses, although the
responsibility of the Hydraulico Department and therefore of the Ministry af
Agriculture, are such a critical issue for the overall economy and involve
such substantial invenstment sums that they are treated separately in the
following chapter. Thirdly, and for similar reasons, investment on rural
roads, which is crucial for agricultural growth prospects, is reviewed in
Chapter XII, Transportation. Fourthly, the sugar lndustry and the forestry
sub-sector are not reviewed; public investment in both is outside the remit of
the Agriculture Ministry and, in both cases, there are other studies and
private sector investment proposals which are currently belng reviewed. The
focus of this chapter in on rice production but it also covers, fisheries,
milk production and other crops which are the productive sub-sectors directly
under the Ministry.

9.5 Figure 9.1 is an organizational chart of the Ministry and, with
the exception of sea defenses, shows the main sub-sectors covered here. In
support of this analysis there is also discussion of other institutions
involved in: regulation and support of crop production and export;
agricultural credit; and, operations and maintenance of irrigation and
drainage systems.

S. SECTOR ovExvRIE

1. Rice

9.6 With the adoption of the ERP in 1988 the Government of Guyana
began to implement the measures needed to reverse the stagnation and decline
that characterized the agriculture sector during the preceding decade. Rice
prices were raised substantially Ln 1989 and all price controls were removed
in 1991 triggering a rapid response in planted area. Area harvested increased
by forty six percent from 1990 to 1991 and rice output increased by over sixty
percent to 151 thousand metric tons. In addition to price liberalization
several other measures have contributed to a mood of great optimism concerning
growth potential in rice. The freeing of the exchange rate was fundamental to
the re-installation of price incentives. IDB and World Bank estimates suggest
that the combined implicit taxation of rice production through price and
exchange rate control had been between 60 and 100 percent throughout the

4/ World Bank, Guyana Agricultural Sector Review, June 1, 1992.

ij As described above, Sea Defenses, technically within the Ministry of
Agriculture, are dealt with in Chapter X. Sugar and Forestry are not
the direct responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture and are not
included in this report.
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1980g. Accompanying thegse measureu were the male of much of the Rice Milling
and Marketing Authority's (GRMMA) milling capacity and a major reductlon ln
their direct intervention in paddy and rice marketing. Both the domestic and
export markets are now principally served by the private sector at all points
in the marketing chain. Agricultural inputs are also completely privatized
and the availability of farm machinery was greatly aided by an IDB
Agricultural Rehabilitation loan which made over US$14 million available for
private sector purchases related to rice production, the balance of which is
scheduled to be used in 1993 and 1994.

Fiqure 9.1: KINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION

|SENIOR MINISTE:R ||MINISTER IN THE MiINISTRY|

_ 1.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PERHANENT SERCRETARY

|DEPUT PE MMNEN SECRETARY|

CROPS & LANS & FISHERIES EYDRAULICS HDROMET-
LIVESTOCK SURVEYS EOROLOGY 

|PADMINISTEION A ROMINISTRAT F

Source: Government of Guyana and KPMG Management Consulting
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Table 9.1: ESTIMATED MAREUTALLE SURPLUS OF PADDY

Paddy Seed, feed Domestic Marketable
Year Production and wastage Consumptiona/ Surplus

(MT)

19B4 301 833 37 729 84 000 179 804
1985 256 167 32 021 84 150 139 996
1986 275 500 34 438 84 000 157 062
1987 243 399 30 425 83 990 128 984
1988 226 761 28 345 83 900 114 516
1989 237 183 29 648 83 700 123 835
1990 155 740 19 468 83 650 52 622
1991 251 322 31 415 83 600 136 307
1992al 260 oDo 32 500 83 500 144 000

a/ Estimated.

Source: Rice Sector Reviow, (Draft) December 1992, Planning Division
Ministry of Agriculture

9.7 As Table 9.1 indicates, although there has been an impressive
turnaround in rice production and marketable surplus over the last two years,
output is still well below the 1984 level which, in turn, is much below the
potential. A number of important constraints within the sector inhibit
farmers from realizing this potential. These are listed here and discussed
more fully in Section EY

* The drainage and irrigation infrastructure is in need of extensive
rehabilitation.

* The institutional basis for operations and maintenance of drainage
and irrigation systems is wholly inadequate. There is a very poor
collection rate on the existing very low water charges because
service provision is so poor.

* Yield and quality losses in rice production are likely to be
greater than 25 percent because of these drainage and irrigation
constraints which also effect the ability of farmers to make
efficient use of farm machinery and agro-chemical inputs.
Furthermore, there is a reduction in planted area directly
resulting from inadequate drainage and irrigation.

* Many farmers lease their land from the State on very short leases
which inhibits land development and restricts access to credit.

§J The World Bank Agriculture Sector Review (Report no.104101, dated June
1992, provides a fuller discussion of theme constraints.
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* Credit availability is limited and many farmers are dependent on
informal credit, often from rice mill owners.

* Research and extension services are both severely uwder-financed
and are faLling to provide an adequate service to farmers. There
is no prospect of cost-recovery mechanisms being introduced until
performance to farmers improves considerably.

* In certain region., it appears that there is a danger of virtual
monopsony control of paddy purchases by large rice mills.
Combined with miller.' roles in credit provision and, with the
inadequacy of control over grading standards, there is a danger
that price incentives to farmers will be watered down by the
rent-seeklng behavior of large millers.

2. Fishing, Milk Production and Other Crops

9.8 Despite the severe resource constraints faced by the Fisheries
Department and the disincentives to exports as a consequence of the overvalued
exchange rate the fisheries sub-sector has continued to develop during the
i98ao with substantial assistance from CIDA through the fisheries equipment
facility project and the artisanal fisheries development project providing
on-shore facilities for fishermen's cooperatives. Since liberalization the
growth rate in this sector has improved and continuing support from CIDA both
directly through the fisheries technical assistance project and through a
regional project (CARIOCH Fisheries Research and Management Project) is
expected to further promote growth. There was an increase in artisanal fish
landings from 27,685 tons in 1981 to 32,538 tons in 1991. This constituted
nearly 80 percent of total fish and shrimp production in 1991; industrial
(large scale) capture of fin fish contributed 5.9% and the remaining 13
percent, by weight, was from shrimp capture. The Fisheries Department
estimates that the total value of fish and shrimp exports in 1991 was over
US$22 million.!' The major contribution to these export earnings comes from
shrimp exports which totalled nearly US$17 million in 1991. costs of
production have been adversely effected by increases in the consumption tax on
fuel but have benefited from reductions in the export levy m@d in license
fees. However, more detailed information is required on costs of production
in order to make a reasonable assesBment of the possible contribution of
enhanced public revenues from the fisheries sector.

9.9 In the livestock sector the principle area of g9-.wth has been in
milk production through the National Dairy Development Program. The program
has focused on the development of improved pastures and the nlrovision of
artificial insemination services to smallholders. The program has been
successful with an increase in milk production from less than 13 million
liters in 1983 to over 36 million liters in 1991. This program has resulted
in substantial foreign exchange savings and considerable improvement in the
availability of milk and milk products to Guyanese consumers who were
adversely effected by import restrictions during part of the 1980. This
program has also indirectly helped beef production, and both milk and beef

7/ Other estimates of fisheries contribution to GDP suggest that export
earnings may have been lower but there is considerable uncertainty about
the basis for such estimates.
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production have benefited from the increase in prices following the freeing of
exchange rates. The pork and poultry product sectors do not appear to have
benefited however, since they are hardly developed and have not demonstrated a
capacity to compete with imports. The NDDP is currently evaluating
alternative models of dairy development and seeking fundlng for expansion of
its improved pasture and artificial insemination programs. It seems probable
that continued growth will be recorded in the production of milk and milk
products. And, since these products typically have reasonably high income
elasticities of demand, it is likely that price incentives will remain strong.
The future development of the rest of the livestock sector is much less clear;
although beef exports remain a promising opportunity there are serious
restrictions with regard to facilities for slaughter, marketing, transport and
quality control.

9.10 In Guyana, the "other crops" sector refers to all crops other than
sugar or rice. These crops have beau relatively insignificant in relation to
rice and sugar and this continues to be the case though some efforts are now
being made to develop both domestic and export markets. In 1991, exports of
other crops were valued at US$1 million and figures for the first three
quarters of 1992 indicate that a similar performance is likely. The principle
export has been pineapples although in 1992 heart of palm has grown to be a
significant contributor to export earnings. More than 2 dozen other products
are also axpurted but only In small quantities. There are serious constraints
on shlpment facilities which lead to major quality control problems. The
regional (Caribbean) market. also have trade restrictions which adversely
effect export opportunities. In the domestic market, growth of other crops,
particularly vegetables and fruits, has been reasonable and is expected to
improve further in response to the expenditure linkages generated through
growth in other sectors including rice and sugar production. Production of
other crops is severely constrained by the limited availability of publicly
provided crop production services including research, seed production,
extension and support for private sector development of marketing, processing
and packaging facilities. The new Guyana Marketing Corporation serves as an
export promotion agency but itself faces severe resource constraints.

9.11 In addition to the specific constraints identified above the
Ministry itself also faces three key limitations as a service organization
promoting private sector agricultural growth.

* Planning activities within the sector are undertaken by a range of
actors and this fragmentation causes inconsistencies and tensions
which are often exacerbated by poor information flows. Moreover,
the data base for proper planning is absent.

* Low salaries and inadequate facilities have resulted in the
Ministry operating well below establishment levels and with very
limited resources to design policies or to implement them. Some
departments are barely functioning. Inadequate accounting
practices and weak planning have led to limited benefits from
those financial resources that are available.

* The budget process of agreeing current and capital financial
estimates for the following year with the Ministry of Finance is
not related to sectoral priorities which are anyway poorly
defined.
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These limitations all osrve to reduce the absorptive capacity of the Ministry
of Agriculture which is a major factor determining the appropriate size and
composition of the public investment plan. In particular, the limited
absorptive capacity requlres a focus on a relatively umall number of core
constraints on growth. Success on these wlll help strengthen commitment and
morale. Whilst the core problem on morale is that salaries and facilities are
insufficient to attract or retain adequate levels or quality of staff in
almost all grades these changes will help boost morale withln the MLnistry by
energizing the planning process.Y More widespreoad strengthening of Ministry
of Agriculture servt.ce provision depends on the availabillity of aufficient
trained peroonnel with adequate facilities to plan and to budget for effective
allocation of public sector resources between the main sub-sectors.

C. INSTITUTIONJL AND REGULA50RZ FRAMEWORK

9.12 There are a large number of institutions with regulatory and other
responsibilities within the agricultural sector not all of which come directly
under the Minietry of Agriculture. The largest corporation in Guyana,
GUYSUCO, responsible for the sugar industry operates indepenxdently of the
Ministry of Agriculture. Similarly, in the forestry sub-sector, development
and regulation is the responsibility largely of the Guyana Forestry Commission
and the Guyana Natural Resources Agency. In the rice sector there are three
semi-autonomous public agencies involved in marketing, export regulation and
quality control which, for budgetary purposes, come under the Ministry of
Finance. The Guyana Rice Milling and Marketing Authorlty (GRMNA) had a
substantial role to play prior to liberalization but now its role is severely
restricted; there ate only two rice dills left under its authority and there
are proposals for divestiture or leasing of these. In future GRMMAs main
role, if any, will be the provision of market information and data on the
Bector relating to production, costs, etc. Control and promotion of exports
and certification for export purposes is undertaken by the Guyana Rice Export
Board (GREB). For this service they receive a three percent export levy for
which there is apparently little accountability and which is the subject of
criticism from rice millers and producers. The National Paddy and Rice
Grading Center (NPRGC) is responsible for setting grading standards and for
assisting in their implementation. It is under-resourced, under-staffed and
under-equipped and much grading is in fact done on an ad hoc basis at mill
level. Nevertheless, NPRGC has responsibility for an important function in
terms of fair pricing and improvement of quality. The future development of
the sector will require strengthened capability to perform this function.

9.13 For rice production, and for many other crops, the most important
regulatory agencies outside of the Ministry of Agriculture are those
responsible for irrigation and drainage. The first group of these are the
Water Conservancy Boards which are responsible for maintenance of the
conservancies and the release of water from the conservancies. The second
group are the Regional Democratic Councils which have taken over the functions
of the Drainage and Irrigation Board.. They are responsible for maintenance

8/ There ara government-wide plans being implemented to gradually try and
remedy this situation. They involve rationalization of the salary
structure, of the establishment level and of the salary levels.
Inevitably, because of the overall financial resource constraint it will
not be possible to move as far or as fast on this as might be desirable.
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and operation of the drainage and irrigation systems on which most of Guyanese
agriculture depends. In the Mahaica-Mahaicony-Abary land development scheme
the drainage and irrigation responsibilities are held by the MN authority
which has a separate board with all the relevant agencies represented on it.
The regions and the RMA-ADA are responsible for determining each year what
major maintenance work needs to be undertaken and preparing budgetary
estimates for the costs involved. The Ministry of Agriculture has to approve
these estimates and provide a 10 percent subsidy towards these works; the rest
of the costs are supposed to be met through charges to water users on a per
acre basis. Various statutory provisions effect the calculation of cost
shares and, with tight financial constraints, the amounts of money actually
avaLilable from the Ministry are much leos than the estimates submitted.
Indeed, most maintenance work has been provided through PL480 counterpart
funds in recent years. The Regional Democratic Councils do not themselves
collect the water users. share of costs, this is the responsibility of the
local authorities. Collection rates have been extremely low, sinking to below
6 percent in 1990. Since the initial amounts authorized for collection have
been very much lower than the actual costs of works, the amount of money
available for undertaking maintenance has been very much less than required.
As a consequence service delivery has deteriorated, to the point of
non-existence on some irrigation and drainage systems with the inevitable
consequence that farmers have been reluctant or complecely unwilling to pay
charges. The problem is compounded by the fact that the areas vested under
the old Drainage and Irrigation Boards, and now the responsibility of the
Regional Democratic Councils, are not necessarily self-contained drainage and
irriJgation systems but what has been handed over from land development
schemes. Very often, parts of such schemes are in fact the responsibility of
dlstrict councils, the local authority themselves or private individuals.
This makes coordinated management of the operational and maintenance functions
impossible.

9.14 A high priority for the Government is institutional reform of
operations and maintenance systems for drainage and irrigation without which
the prospects for sustained agricultural growth are very gloomy. Evidence
from the D&I systems which are managed privately indicate that farmers are
able and willing to pay for a service which is properly provided. Evidence
from other countries shows that, properly managed, operations and maintenance
functions can ba paid for through user fees but this depnnds on having an
appropriate institutional framework which makes service providers accountable
to water users.

9.15 The final group of agencies involved in rice and other crop
production which are not under the purview of the Ministry of Agriculture are
the banks responsible for agricultural credit. Some large individual farmers
and corporate farms obtain credit from commercial bank sources. However, the
main sources of institutional credit to the farm sector are Gaibank, the
Guyana Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank and the Institute of
Private Enterprise Development. These two agencies only manage to meet the
credit needs of a relatively small number of farmers and an even lower share
of the agricultural production costs. As of 20 November 1992, Gaibank only
had 913 agricultural loans to amall borrowers and at the end of 1991 IPED only
had 172 loans for rice cultivation; IPED also had a number of loans for dairy
farming, pig and poultry rearing and artisanal fishing. The major problem in
credit provision is absence of adequate collateral which inhibits lending to
small borrowers. Moreover, the absolute volume of funds available through
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these inatitutions is itself insufficient; there are proposals being
considered to utilize IDB counterpart funds in addition to those already
available, for example through PL 480, which would help relax the
institutional credit bottle-neck.

9.16 Within the Ministry of Agriculture itself activities are divided
between 5 departments; three providing Lndirect support services and two
providing direct production support. The Hydraulics Department is responsible
for drainage and irrigation system rehabilitation and sea defenses (see
Chapter X). The Hydrometeorology Department is responsible for monitoring the
atmospheric and water resources of Guyana in order to provide information to
aeronautical, water, agricultural, mining, fishing, maritime and other
agencies. This Department has been part of the Ministry of Agriculture for
less than 2 years. It is scarcely able to provide any service presently
because it is starved of resources. There are proposals prepared by the
Department for user fees, but these have not been acted upon. The problem
here, as with the user fees for D&I operations and maintenance, is the need to
invest in service rehabilitation in order to provide a level of service of
sufficient quality for user fees to be justified; in other words initial
investments will be necessary before proposals for user fees could be
negotiated successfully with user agencies.

9.17 The third department not directly responsible for production
activities is the Lands and Surveys Department. The Department is responsible
for mapping of land and water resources; issuing title deeds for farming and
other land uses; collecting rent for leases on state and government land; and,
information provision in relation to mapping etc. Though the Department has a
rent collection accounting responsibility it is not directly involved in the
major rent collection activities; these are undertaken by the regional
administrations. In fact, rents are set at such low levels that the costs of
collection frequently exceed the value of the rents and collection success
rate is extremely low. Although there has been some improvement the total
collected in 1991 was only G$7.4 million. A major regulatory function of the
Lands and Surveys Department is the issue of leaseholds to farmers. Much of
this work is actually organized through the Regional Democratic Councils who
have taken responsibility for the regionally-based Lands and Surveys staff
although final authority is still vested in the Commissioner of Lands and
Surveys. This function is crucial with respect to the development of the
agriculture sector, since, historically, many farmers have been issued with
very short-term leases. Promotion of land development, and improved access to
institutional credit, is very much dependent on farmers securing long-term
leasehold or freehold title to their lands. This has been identified as a
priority area although the funding for accelerated implementation of
registration has not yet been provide-.

9.18 The Fisheries Department is responsible for the management
regulation and promotion of sustainable exploitation and development of the
fishery resources. It has three units: The Legal Inspectorate Unit; The
Research and Development Unit; and the Extension Unit. The Legal Inspectorate
Unit has a key revenue generation function since it is responsible for the
issue of licenses to fishermen and the collection of rent from the processing
units management by fishermens' cooperatives.

9.19 The Crops and Livestock Department has a wide ranging set of
responsibilities with a number of institutions operating under it. It
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consists of 4 divisions: The Plant and Animal Health Services Division; The
Extension and Education Services Division; The Crops Services Division and the
Wildlife Division. It is involved in all aspects of the development of
Guyanese agriculture through service provision. From 1993, the extension
services have been transferred back from the regional administrations and now
operate under the direct control of the Department. Under its auspices a
number of agencies operate including the National Agricultural Research
Institute, The Guyana School of Agriculture, The National Dairy Development
Program and The New Guyana Marketing Corporation. Its main revenue collection
function is through the issuing of export permits by the Wildlife Division.

9.20 In addition to these five functional departments the ministry at
central level has Finance, Personnel, Administrative and Planning Divisions.
The Planning Division should have a crucial role to play since liberalization
in the provision of information and preparation of plans for the development
of the productive sectors. It is not able to fulfil this role because of the
gross inadequacy of resource provision. The data base for planning in
agriculture is extremely limited and there are almost no regularly collected
sources of reliable data.

9.21 The Ministry is responsible for a variety of revenue functions the
most important of which relate to fishing licenses and land rents. In 1991 it
collected nearly G$22 million. Funds from the Wildlife Division are deposited
in a special fund one use of which should be for investments in wildlife
conservation; in practice the fund has been used for a variety of purposes.
The other revenues are transferred to the consolidated fund under the Ministry
of Finance. The organization of revenue collection has recently been reviewed
by the Planning Division which has made a number of recommendations to improve
the efficiency and accountability of revenue collection. At present, revenue
collection is often very inadequate. Certainly, any proposals for revenue
generation through collection of user fees for services provided will not
succeed until improved methods of revenue collection have been implemented.
Critically, such improvements must include strengthened accountability of
those responsible for revenue collection and transmittance.

D. SECTOR FINANCES

1. Current Exrenditure

9.22 As in other Ministriea, current expenditure estimates are prepared
by the Ministry of Agriculture during the last quarter of each calendar
(financial) year. Each department prepares its own estimatu and these are
consolidated by the Assistant Principal Secretary Finance. Decisions on
allocations (i.e., the budget) are not usually finalized by the Ministry of
Finan'e until February; in other words the expenditu:e year ic already well
started before departments know how much money they will have. Whilst there
are standard arrangements for advances on a monthly basis until the budget is
agreed, the procedure is very problematic because actual expenditure plans
often depend crucially on knowledge of budgetary allocations. For example,
the National Agricultural Research Institute has to plan its seasonal crop
research activities for the first crop of the year in the preceding November;
where there are significant differences between budgets submitted and budgets
agreed, as is often the case, the delay in budget finalization can lead to
serious sub-optimality in the utilization of budgetary provisions.
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Table 9.2: MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE CURRENT EXPENDITURE
(G$ nwl.)

Head Actual Actual Revised Budget
Estimates Submissions

1990 1991 1992 1993

Adminitration pj Total 4.1 9.0 20.3 26.3
EmpLeyeent Related 2.5 3.1 6.1 9.7
Other Charges 1.6 5.9 14.2 16.7

Crops and LUvestock Total 39.8 140.6 355.8 334.0
Eaployment reLated 7.3 6.0 14.4 14.6
Other Charges 32.6 134.6 341.4 319.4

o-.. to intt. org. 6.9 87.9 242.1 151.1

Lend. and Surveys Total 5.4 8.1 12.5 17.6
Erploymnnt Related 3.7 4.6 8.5 12.4
other Charges 1.7 3.5 4.0 5.3

Fhhm'hs Total 1.1 1.3 2.3 5.8
EmpLoyment ReLated 0.8 0.8 1.7 3.0
Other Charges 0.3 0.5 0.5 2.7

Hydrometeormlogy y Totat MA MA 48.5 78.3
Emptoyment Related MA NA 3.5 7.9
Other Charges MA NA 45.1 70.4

Tctel CLr7ent Expendiurs 50.5 159.1 439.4 462.0

at Ircludes Finamce, Personnel and Planning.
ki Hydrometeorology became part of the Ministry of Agriculture in JuLy 1991.

Source: Ministry of Finance and Ninistry of Agriculture

9.23 The budget subminsions prepared by the departments in the Ministry
of Agriculture for 1993 are detailed in Table 9.2 together with the revised
estimates for 1992 and the actual expenditures in 1990 and 1991. rhe very
substantial increases over the period to 1992 of course reflect the high level
of inflation in Guyana. The revised estimates for 1992 are in fact
submissions made during the third quarter of the year; they reflect actual
expenditures in the first three quarters and projections for the last quarter.
To the extent that they reflect employment-related expenditures they are
likely to be realistic, but, on other charges, they may overstate the final
allocation agreed by the Ministry of Finance.

9.24 The "other charges" element covers all non-employment related
expenditure; the ability of the departments to do anything productive with
their staff obviously depends crucially on adequate provision here. In all
departments, as in other ministries, there was considerable dissatisfaction
with the level of provision for other charges in the recent past. It was
commonly reported that allowances for services such as telephones and
electricity and provision for fuel expenditure were used up within the first
5-8 months of the year.V The submissions for 1993 are well in excess - with
the exception of Crops and Livestock - of the 1993 target figure of 1992 plus
5 percent indicated by the Ministry of Finance. Clearly, there will have to

Even though the budget is released on a monthly basis it is possible,
through credit arrangements and virement, to spend ahead of actual cash
provision.
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be substantial reduction but the figures are useful in indicating - in
comparison with the likely actual provision of 1992 plus 5 percent - the
degree of shortfall in relation to current expenditure requirements. The
departments, as a matter of course, "pad" their budget in anticipation of cuts
which only undermines the ability of either the Ministry of Agriculture or the
Ministry of Finance to take rational decisions with respect to prioritization
of expenditure.

Table 9.3: MINSTRY OF AGRICULTURE: CROPS AND UVESTOCK DIVISION.
LOCAL INSWTUTIONS

Cuenwt Budgat Ethnatms (G$10003

Institution Budget Revised Actual
Subissions Estimates Expenditure

1993 1992 1991

National Agricuttural
Research Institute 101,269 54,275 23.908

Guyana School of
Agricutture 20,000 13,025 11,286

Guyana Marketing
Corporation 10,325 8,433 6,853

Mational Dairy
Development Program 11,231 7,489 5,255

Regional EducationaL
Progru for Animl
HeaLth Assistants 4,652 2,705 1,576

Tat-l 147.477 85.930 48.881

Note: These estimates are as prepared by the Institutions themselves. They correspond approximately to
the consoLidated submission of the Crops and Livestock Division for 1993 though the consotidated
figures for 1991 and 1992 are Lower than these estimates - probably due to differences on coverage.
The National Cane Farming Committee and the Guyana Society for Protection Against Cruelty to Animals
have very small budgets and are not included.

Source: Ministry of Agriculture

9.25 contributions paid to international organizations presently appear
in the relevant departments current expenditure estimates under the heading
wother chargez". These are often very substantial and distort the picture of
the actual availability of funds to the department, as in the case of the Crop
and Livestock Department (Table 9.2). How misleading the inclusion of these
contributions can be is well illustrated through these figures; for the 1993
budget submission there is an overall reduction in the size of the mother
chargerw budget but because the very substantial share of that budget going to
international contributions in 1992 has be2en sharply reduced in 1993, the
department has been able to subBtantially increase its allocations to other
heads covered under the wother charges" budget. In particular this has
allowed large increases in the budget submission for local organizations as
detailed in Table 9.3 above. A similar type of situation also exists with the
Hydrometeorology Department. Whilst it is clearly the Ministry of Agriculture
which should determine, beyond statutory requirements, which international
organizations they wish to associate with, it is misleading to have
contributions to such organizations incorporated in the budget of the Ministry
itself. For this and other reasons, as discussed iA Section G below, reform
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of the budgetary process is a priority requirement for improved planning
within the Ministry.

2. Canital Expenditure

9.26 The capital budget, presenting the investment program of the
Ministry, should reflect the planned pipeline of investment funds for priority
activities of the Ministry. In practice of course, given the very severe
financial constraints at a macroeconomic level, the investment program is
largely dependent upon the availability of external finance. Provision of
local funds is usually linked to external projects and commonly dependent upon
counterpart funds generated through balance of payments support activities in
the past. The investment pipeline that has been proposed for the Kinistry of
Agriculture/ is outlined in Table 9.4. It involves a total expenditure a
little over GO4 billion over the 4 years 1993-1996.

Table 9.4: SUMMARY OF IDENTIFIED AGRICULTURAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM
(in 0$ million)

Budgeted
Source of Funding 1993 1994 1995 1996 Total

Local 300.6 480.4 433.9 418.5 1633.4

External 1230.8 944.2 479.0 0.0 2654.0

Total 1531.4 1424.6 912.9 418.5 4287.4

Notes: Excludes Sugar and sea Defenses.

Source: Statistical Appendix

9.27 A detailed breakdown of capital expenditures is given in Tables
9.5 and 9.6 which neparate those projects which have current external finance
and those which are dependent on local finance only. In fact the numbers in
Table 9.5 give a much exaggerated impression of the actual commitment of
public investment funds. This is because the single largest item accounting
for 42 percent of the external investment provision in 1993 is a private
sector transfer. On the whole, private sector transfers come to 57 percent of
the 1993 external provision and 68 percent of the total external investment
provision in the pipeline for the Ministry of Agriculture. These private
sector transfers will generate counterpart funds but there is no guarantee on
what those counterpart funds will be used for so it is not really appropriate
to incorporate them in current public investment provision. As Table 9.4
indicates there is no external finance in the pipeline for the Ministry of
Agriculture beyond 1995. Given the crucial importance of the agricultural

10J Based on the Guyana Public Sector Investment Review by the State
Planning Secretariat.
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mector in the economic recovery program and the substantial rehabilitation and
investment needs this is of major significance.

Table 9.5: MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE.- CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAMS WITH EXTERNAL FUNDING a,
1993-94

(GO mnlon)

Budgeted
- .1993- 1994-
Total Externat Locat TotaL External Local -Notes ---------

1. Mational Agricultural W 130.4 100.4 30.0 115.0 0.0 115.0 Grant UNDP. FAO executed.
Research Institute -
capability strengthening

2. AgricuLtural Rehabilit- 645.5 627.5 18.0 833.3 810.5 22.8 Loan 1DB. PEU latest
ation - Rice and sugar estimate. Private
Farm Machirne-y sector tranfer.

3. Agriculture Sector 81.8 62.8 19.0 1U7.0 133.7 13.3 Loan IDB.
Hybrid - Technical
Cooperation Component

4. Fisheries Equipment 211.6 205.3 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 Grant CIDA. Delayed.
FaciLitybf Private sectortransfer.

5. East Bant Essequibo 1521.9 1155.4 366.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 Grant IFAD.
Dev. Project

6. East Bank Berbice 494.0 462.2 31.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 Loan
irrigation works

Tatel 3095.2 2513.6 471.7 1095.3 944.2 151.1

5/ Hydrautics Division (Sea Defenses) is excluded (see Chapter X). Mo exterrnlly-funded investment in
Drainage and Irrigation Rehabilitation is currently agreed.

bf CARICON Regional Projects exctuded.

Source: Nission Estimates

9.28 Table 9.6 gives the projections of agricultural sector investment
from local funding the period 1993-96. Even these rather modest amounts are
by no means guaranteed since in some cases, for example the National
Agricultural Research Institute, they involve substantial increases on current
local funding; the presumption has been made that external funding will become
available. All of the investment funds in part A of the Table relate to area
development and drainage and irrigation investment and are largely linked to
externally funded investment which has been completed; these expenditures
represent completion of commitmer.ts. The exception to this is the first
project on rehabilitation of drainage and irrigation in the regions. Whilst
there has been some provision for maintenance, largely through PL 480 funds,
there was no funding in 1992 for drainage and irrigation rehabilitation in the
local capital budget. The projections here for 1993 through 1996 were
expected to be linked to reallocat t on of IDB funds already committed; however,
it appears likely that this commitment will now be cancelled so the future for
this investment is very unclear. Leaving aside the expenditures in Part A of
the Table and taking out the first item in Part B for the National
Agricultural Research Institute, the remaining funds are very limited indeed.
The only item greater than G$10 million is for the agricultural extension
services. These have suffered substantially because of systematic neglect
over the last decade. Until this year, they have been incorporated in the
regional budgets and this led to their virtual immobilization. Expenditures
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projected here are an initial attempt to rehabilitate the service through
provision of transportation and other facilities. At least some of the
proposed expenditure on extension will be generated as a consequence of the
World Bank support provided through the public sector reform program.

Tablae 9.6: AGRICULTURE SECTOR INVESTMENT PROGRAM: LOCAL FUNDING PLANNED W
lin G$ mkmas)

Budgeted
1993 1994 1995 1996

A. Area Deveopment. D & I lnvestment

1. Drainage and Irrigation (Regions) 24.5 70.0 80.0 90.0
2. Mahaica-Mahmicony-Abary Project 39.0 55.0 65.0 70.0
3. Black Bush PouLder RehabiLitation 40.0 80M0 30.0 35.0
4. Rehabilitation of Drainage and Irrigation Areas 36.0 20.0 0.0 0.0

Teal: Ara Deveklpment, D & I Rebatnaton 139.5 225.0 175.0 195.0

B. Agricultur - Other

5. NationaL AgricuLture Research Institute . . 115.0 125.0 125.0
6. Agricultural Extension Services 0.0 45.0 65.0 70.0
7. ArtificiaL Insemination Program 3.0 4.0 4.2 4.4
8. Geodetic Surveys 0.5 1.a 1.9 2.1
9. HydrometeorologicaL Services 5.0 15.0 15.0 15.0
10. Land Registration 1.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
11. Plant and Animal Quarantine 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.5
12. Forestry Studies 20.0 32.0 30.0 0.0

Total: AgrISulure - other 31.5 219.3 247.4 223.5

GRAND TOTAL 171.0 444.3 422.4 418.5

Notes: _/ Capital expenditure estimates from Ninistry of Agriculture divisions deviate both above and
belos these figures.

W 1993 is externalLy financed; local contributions to this and the other externally
funded projects are specified in Table 9.5.

Source: Mission Estimates

9.29 The actual allocations in Table 9.6 can be compared with those in
Table 9.7 listing the investment proposals emanating from the Ministry and
from other planning initiatives. The total of Table 9.7 is over GS750 million
compared to the actual allocation of local funding in 1993 of GS171 million.
Excluding the area development and D&I investment in Table 9.6 provides a
better comparison with Table 9.7 estimates since D&I investments have not been
included there; on this basis, the proposals from the Ministry are twenty
times greater than the actual allocation in 1993. It is evident that a great
number of potential investments have been suggested - even if in a rather
uncoordinated manner - which on present availability of funds have little or
no prospect of leading to funded investment activity.
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Tabe 9S.7: INVESTMENT PROPOSED BY THE MINSTRY OF AGRICULTURE - CURRETY UNFUNDED
FOR 1993 ONWARDS

(in GS mAon)

AMOUNT NOTES

A. Mhinty Proposl.

Hydro.eteoroLogicaL Service Strengthening 54.8 Scaled down version of part of
W10 recummenidations. Full
version budgeted at G*176.9 million.

National Dairy Development Program 6.0 Equipment avpprt to Forage
Improvement Program.

Geodetic Surveys 5.9 International boundaries
verification, feasibiLity
studies and rehabiLitation in
Lands and Surveys Department

Ministry of Agriculture, Central Office 3.0 Equipment

B. Other Proposals

[Prepared for the Atlanta Conference on 87.5 Agro-IndLustry for Women
International Development (Dec. '92)l 19.0 Dairy Technotogy Transfer

12.5 Forage Plot Establishment
250.0 Support to the AgricuLtural

Census
39.1 Extension Service Rehabilitation
38.2 Expansion of NationaL Dairy

Development Program
186.9 Seed Production Support
48.4 Land Registration Cadaster

TOTAL (A + Bl S1.3

Rote: All proposats in Part A have been included in tine Ninistry of Agriculture's 1993 originaL capital
estImates but do not appear in the PSIP at all or onLy in a mrginal way; those In Part B
are not in the PSIP.

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and State Planning Secretariat

3. Revenue Generation

9.30 Table 9.8 describes the collection of revenue showing a total of

just under G022 X for 1991. The major contributions to this revenue are

fishing licenses and rent from agricultural lands. The Fisheries Department

reports reanonable satisfaction (90 percent plus collection rates) for

licensing of industrial trawlers and fish processing plants. The Department

reports an almost 100 percent record on export licensing but a collection rate

of below 50 percent for the artisanal and fishermen's licensing. There is a
felt need for a review of licensing and a belief that there is opportunity to

increase revenue. This should also be accompanied by improvements in the
accounting system. Revenue collection from lease of state and government

lands is in a very much poorer condition. Lease rates are extremely low -
with rates for land development schemes, for example, ranging from G$2 to G$15

per acre. The costs of collection often easily exceed the value of rentals
and, with little risk of attempted payment enforcement, leaseholders are not

inclined to pay. Most land revenues are not collected directly by the Lands

and surveys Department but through the region; which makes it extremely

difcult to promote better collection procedures. Accounting is symbolic or

non-existent and there is considerable Bcope for improvement in almost all
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aspects of land revenue collection, beginning with adjustments of rates to
reflect inflation.

Table 9.88 KINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE CURRENT REVENUE FOR THE YEAR 1991
(Cash basis; 0$)

Duty on Tranaportation and Mortgages 29,567
Fees and Fines etc. 1,313,236
Licenses 14,738,968
Other Loan Fees 4,799
Land Fees 7,250
Permission 25,099
Miscellaneous 726,463
Rent State Land 3,099,729
Rent Government Land 662,649
Others 36
Black Bush Polder 145,598
Garden of Eden 9,325
Soesdyke Linden Highway 80,198
Sundries 1,156,164
Sale of Rmpty Drums 495

Total 21,999,576

Source: Ministry of Agriculture

9.31 The main opportunity for generation of revenue in addition to the
two sources identified above is through user fees for drainage and irrigation
operations and maintenance services. As detailed in the 1992 agriculture
sector review, current collection rates are extremely low. Because drainage
and irrigation services are themselves extremely poor, due to lack of
investment maintenance, many farmers are unwilling to pay the very low rates
which are currently charged. Here also the collection is largely indirect
with local authorities collecting sums due on behalf of the regional
accountant. The prospects for improvement depend critically upon improvements
in service delivery requiring changes in the institutional framework for
operations and maintenance provision for accountable responsibility and
responsibility for collection of user fees. This is the most critical area to
be addressed in the whole of the agriculture sector (see next section) as it
represents both an opportunity to make a substantial contribution to
agriculture production as well as to meet the costs of a significant budgetary
expenditure.

9.32 Several other opportunities are often mentioned as possibilities
for cost recovery. The hydrometeorological service has developed such a
proposal involving three sets of charges: one percent of the cost of
water-related development projects reflecting the Department's role in
providing data on water quantity and quality; twenty five percent of the
landing charges at Timehri Airport reflecting charge. for supply of
meteorological information; and user charges for other provision of
hydrological and meteorological information per "data piecew at a published
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rate. But, as discussed above, this in unlikely to succeed until
rehabilitation investment is provided to ensure a more adequate level of
service delivery. Similarly, the National Agricultural Research Institute and
the agricultural extenmLon services are considered to be producer related
services for which user fees could be obtained. In practice, for the medium
term at least, it is extremely unlikely that this would be the case. For the
reaearch service, much of their output is in the nature of a public good for
which it would be difficult to collect rent. For example, seed once released
can be produced and oold by private grower. and farmers can re-use aeed; this
is certainly the caue for rice and likely to be the case as well for much of
the output from the tissue culture program. Eventually, when modern genetic
engineering techniques are applled in agricultural research this situation
could change through the development of varieties with non-heritable
characteristics; this is a long way off In Guyana. In the case of the
extension services the problem is more fundamentally one of the quality and
relevance of the service provision. It is only in the most well developed
agricultural systems that extension services are able to command satisfactory
user fees and this is because they can achieve a level of professional
competence that makes utilization of their services a satisfactory investment
for farmers.

9.33 Instead of directly paying user fees, the contribution by farmers
so far has been in the form of an export levy, which more or less excluaively
benefits the Guyana Rice Export Board. However, an export levy is a very
questionable device for cost recovery, as it gives rise to distortions and
bears little relation to actual services delivered. In fact, the export levy
is already considered by many to be excessive for the level of service
provision. The Government also operates a gra±uated claw-back of the private
sector rents obtained through the differential between the BC price for rice
and the world market price. The National Agriculture Research Institute
rightly argues that they have a strong claim to a share in such revenue and
that given such a share they would be able to make a much more substantial
contribution to the development of the rice sector than is currently possible
with the limited resources that budgetary constraints currently allow them.
In this case, and in the case of the proposals from the Hydrometeorological
Department whose service users are largely in the public sector at present,
implementation of the proposals would amount to a transfer of revenue within
the public sector. Moreover, schemes such as supporting NARI from export
taxes would not easily allow the accountability to users of services provided.
Thus, whilst such proposals may represent a "fairer' distribution of revenues
in some senses they would not in themselves provide a mechanism that promoted
efficiency of revenue utilization.

9.34 The main conclusions from this review of sector finances are as
follows:

* Current expenditure budgets are wholly inadequate even for the day
to day functioning of the departments.

* Delay and uncertainty in approving estimates results in
inefficiency.

* The pipeline for external funding of capital investment is short
and narrow.
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* Most existing proposals for external finance are in fact private
sector transfers not public sector investment.

e Provision for local funding of capital investment is very small
and offers little to most departments.

* Where local funding provisions are more than minimal in the
estimates there io conaiderable doubt as to whether funding will
ultimately be available.

* There are many existing proposals for capltal investment emerginig
from the departments and elsewhere which have little prospect :of
funding without further external support. There iu inadequate
prioritization of investment proposals.

* The revenue generation function of the Ministry of Agriculture is
extremely limited and, with a couple of exceptions, falls far
short of potential.

* opportunities for cost recovery through user fees are likely to
remain limited for both research and extension in the medium term.
For water users, better collection depends on better service and
an improved institutional framework.

* The separation of collection responsibility from accounting
responsibility leads to poor performance on revenue generation.

E. SAIN SECTORAL ISSUES

9.35 The Agricultural Sector Review undertaken by the World Bank in
1992 identified a number of priority issues for the agricultural sector
Including needs for action in relation-to water resources, land tenure; rice
production promotion and research and extension.W The prioritization in
the Agricultural Sector Review, clearly, and correctly, places major emphasis
on the development of rice production. The continuing responsiveness of
farmers to the price incentives since liberalization during the 13 months
between that review mission and the current mission provide further evidence
of the growth potential in rice production. There is no data, at least for
the last decade and a half, on the number of rice farmers or of their average
holding sizes or cultivated areas, but, as the Rice Sector Review from the
Ministry of Agriculture Planning Division states, there ia much anecdotal
evidence of farmers returning to once abandoned rice land and of strong
producer response from both small and large farmers. The priorities
identified seek to strengthen that response by providing a rice production
environment conducive to continuing growth in output. The core constraint on
continued growth is the poor condition of the drainage and irrigation
infrastructure and the poor procedures in its operations and maintenance.
Many of the irrigation and drainage canals have deteriorated to the extent
that routine maintenance and activities will be insufficient to restore them
to proper operating conditions. Farmers report. yield reductions of 25% as
being not uncommon on areas planted because of yield and quality losses. In

i/ The review also identified priority needs in relation to the sugar and
forestry sub-sectors which are not covered in this chapter.
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addition there are the losses due to areas not planted and the higher
production coats aosociated with inability to use farm machinery and
agro-chemical inputs to proper efficiency. Substantial investment in
machinery and in engineering design to plan rehabilitation will be necessary.
At present the very limited investments identified in Table 9.6A are all that
is available for much work, and, as discussed, it is not clear that even these
funds will in fact actually materialize. In many areas, completion of much
rehabilLtation work will be necessary before any syntem of user fees can be
effectlvely implemented since reliable operation will not be possible.

9.36 The identification of rehabilitation of D&I systems as a first
priority has more or less universal agreement. However, rehabilitation will
not produce sustainable benefits without a solution to the two fundamental and
inter-dependent problems with respect to drainage and irrigation systems
operations and maintenance. First, is the difficult, in getting farmers to
pay water user fees when the quality of oervice provision is poor - as
measured by the adequacy of D&I operations and maIntenance arrangements; The
second problem is the difficulty of improving service without increased
resource provision, e.g., from user fees. There is no doubt that a major
strategy for the Government of Guyana must be to develop an improved system of
cost recovery for D&I operations and maintenance; both from a revenue
generation perspective and a resource use efficiency perspective such cost
recovery is vital. This issue has been discussed at some length in the recent
Agricultural Sector Review and elsewhere; without repeating that discussion,
it is worth sur.arart4Ing the main priorities for improved system performance.

* A fundamental problem is the under-resourcing of the authorities
responsible for D&I operations and maintenance.

Even though detailed proposals on necessary (rehabilitation and)
maintenance work are submitted from the regions the responsible
authority, the Minister of Agriculture, is not able - because of
financial constraints - to approve the required works. The
problem is that the Ministry has to bear a share of the costs for
these works. Moreover, the areas which need the most work are the
areas which provide the poorest service which further inhibits fee
collection, hence, execution of work. Whilst the initial system
in the Drainage and Irrigation Act for levying costs was a simple
peKr acre basis, various ad hoc amendments have produced a rather
complex system of determining user share in costs.

The effect is that the charges levied are wholly Inadequate for
the costs of adequate operations and maintenance services. The
degree of undercharging varies considerably.

As a consequence of these condItions the actual collection of user
fees is extremely poor. In most cases, outside of the MMA, it is
local. authorities who actually collect dues and turn them over to
the Regional Democratic Councils. This inhibits both efficiency
of collection and accountability for use of funds.

Outside of the MMA Agricultural Development Authority it is the
Regional Democratic Councils who are responsible for drainage and
irrigation systems. They have inherited the powers vested in the
Drainage and Irrigation Boards under the Drainage and Irrigation
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Act. There are approximately 39 such boards. The RDCo have
proven incapable of effectively managing the D&I systems under
their jurisdiction. Each regional engineering officer has a wide
range of responsibilities encompassing all civil worku within the
region and his office and workshop are under-resourced and
over-extended.

* Not all D&I systems are "vested", that is under the jurisdiction
of Drainage and Irrigation Boards. There remain district drainage
canals, local authority canals and irrigation and drainage
provided by private interests or controlled by GUYSUCO.
Sometimes, these exist within inter-connected D&I systems which
frustrates attempts at efficient overall management. It also
effects investment plans, through donor supported projects for
example, which can result in highly inefficient investment
decisions when the proper operation of the whole inter-connecting
system is assessed.

* There are five water conservancies in three geographical areas all
covered by different legislation dating back as far as 1886. Two
conservancies are almost entirely operated by GUYSUCO.
Conservancy management has to be implemented with a view to the
efficient operation of the relevant agrarian system served by it
as well as by other demands on water use (drinking water and
transport), and with regard for environmental considerations;
resources to allow such management are not being provided.

9.37 Underlying all of these problems is the inadequate institutional
framework for D&I operations and maintenance. The transfer of the Drainage
and Irrigation Boards to the Regional Democratic Councils was a disaster and
even the most basic records on system design have been lost in the process.
There is an urgent need for an alternative authority for D&I water management.
Inevitably, this must be linked to a broader strategy on national water use
planning in Guyana. Box 9.1 concerns lessons on water management from Taiwan;
it suggests that the methods by which efficient water delivery and collection
of user fees is achieved may not depend solely on the hierarchical impoBition
of an authoritarian management regime. It is evident from this example that a
very pragmatic approach has to be used in practice in order to achieve the
objectives of efficient water use and cost recovery. Also, whilst it is
clear, eg from the IFAD-supported East Bank Essequibo project and from the
conditions on the IDB hybrid loan, that donors have recognized the crucial
importance of radical reform of the D&I system, it is necessary for the
Government to embrace this concern with more urgency and more resources. With
appropriate political support it should nevertheless be possible to move
fairly rapidly to rectify this situation because:

* Detailed review of proposals for the amendment of water resources
legislation has been undertaken.12'

121 An FAO report provides a detailed discussion of such legislation and
suggested alternatives; in Report No. TGP,rGUY/4401(A) 1985, "Water
Resources Legislation for Guyana".
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* Detailed proposals have been made on institutional strengthening
and operating procedures for most of the D&I Sy.tem.1y

9.38 A priority for the Government must be a review of these and other
studies already prepared. Based on this, legislatio.. should be drawn up to
respond to the identified needs for an alternative institutional framework for
the exercise of water management authority. Financing will then be required
for equipment and facilities for the new institutional framework.

9.39 Improving credit provision and elimination of short-term
leaseholds are crucial complementary activities in support of D&I
rehabilitation and institutional reform to improve D&I operations and
maintenance.- On farm credit, at present there is very limited access to
institutional borrowing. Gaibank is a development bank supported both by
donors and the Government which is charged with responsibility for
agricultural lending. However, in 1991, the total lending to the farm sector
was estimated to be less than 5% of the total production costa for rice.jy
The commercial banks provide very limited support for rice cultivators and the
only other source of inetitutional credit available is the Institute for
Private Enterprise Development (IPED). IPED has had support from the donors,
notably through PL480 funds. They have a wide ranging loan portfolio but
according to their Annual Report they have only provided 261 loans for rice
cultivation in the first 6 years of their arfivities up to 1991. A part of
the explanation for low institutional borr_.ing by farmers lies in the
production risk associated with the poor condition of the infrastructure. 1 y
However, poor performance of financial institutions is the underlying problem.

9.40 Neither the commercial banks nor IPED have the institutional
infrastructure to be substantial farm lenders and Gaibank is the only
institution likely to be able to provide substantial institutional credit for
the rice production sector. Plans for the reinvigoration of Gaibank are being
developed but for it to achieve a markedly improved level of service provision
to farmers two issues must be addressed. First, it is technically bankrupt at
the moment since it has carried the foreign exchange risk associated with
donor support and, because of devaluation, has suffered foreign exchange
losses of over G$800 million. Losses also occurred because the initial
Gaibank policy was to charge below the market rate of interest; it now charges
more or less at the prime rate for borrowing but still slightly below the
commercial rate. A sound recapitalization plan and a commercial structure for
interest rates is fundamental to any future role of Gaibank in farm credit
provision. Secondly, Gaibank faced relatively few problems of loan
delinquency (below 5 percent) with respect to their rice production loans but

f3/ For example, see report, "Institutional Strengthening of Blackbush,
Amendment 3, D&I Systems in Regions 3, 4 and 6, Manual for Operation,
Maintenance and Supervision of Drainage and Irrigation Systems" March
1989. Prepared by NEDCO for the Hydraulics Department, Ministry of
Agriculture.

14/ Planning Department Rice Sector Review (Draft), Section 6, 1992.

1fi For example where the infrastructure is better such as in region 2
demand is higher than in other regions (such as region 5) where the
infrastructure is poor.
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Box 9. I' WATER KAN&CMUIT FRACTICKS IN TAIW

Taivanese Irrigation management Is often cited as a good o ampl of efficlency In service
delivery paid for through satlfled water users - largely small rice farmer. There is an
elaborate organizational structure and a very detailed system of planning for the timing,
volun, distribution and use of irrigation water which are often though; to explain this
good performance. This note, by a social scientist with extensive experience In Irrlgation
management, offer. an alternative ant of reasons for the relative efficiency of irrigation
managemuet in Taiwan. An important factor Identified is the existence of a vall-accounted
and timely collection of fees which allows user non-payment to act as a viable indicator of
localized poor service delivery.

* The localism of staff recruLitment practices, which makes staff very familiar,
especially after long periods of service. with ths physical and hbman
environment in ditch they work.

* The de facto duvolution of very considerable authority to the lover levels of
the officinl system - to Irrigation Laborers. Irrigation Supervlsors. Working
Station Chiefs - permitting them to make on a day-to-day basis the kinds of
compromisea with local physical and social factors which are essential if the
system is to work at all smoothly.

* The amallness, at least at the Working Station level, of the boundaries
between different job categories, permitting considerable flexibility in use
of staff.

* The existence of a relatively elaborate set of working procedures and an
elaborate water distribution plan which can if necessary be used as tools to
check on and discipline errant field level staff, and which can provide a
framevork for a general tightening up of discipline. work performance and
water distribution practices on those occasions when water is scarce.

* The existence of multiple channels - none perhaps individually very
Impressive or effective - through which farmer demands and dissatisfaction
can be voiced: elected irrlgation Croup Chelfs with formal roles in the
management system; delays in the payment of irrigation fees when rapid timely
collection Is an important indicator of Working Station efficiency; the
elected Representative Assembly of each Irrigation Association; and the close
political and social involvements of IA staff at all levels with the
population they serve.

One would not want to be too eulogistic about the excellence of all Taianesoe practices. In
particular, the involvement of IAs in local politics has undesirable a well as desirable
effects. The broader point however is that the fact that the elaborate formaiead
procedures established for irrigation management - the water delivery plans, water
measurement schedules, crop and water flow records, allocation of responsIbility to hlgh
levels in the authority structure, democratic instltutions - are widely ianored, b7-passed
or short-cut under normal circumstances does not nean chat they are not useful or necessary.
They probably play a very important role in establishing performauce goals which can be
arrived at if not met, in 'educating' staff and farmers Into their raeponsibillties, and in
providing a framevork of procedures and practices which can be brought into play when vater
does become very scarce.

Source: Dr. Michael Moore, Unpublish3d Wota, August 1983

this was achieved through insistence on adequate collateral provision which in
turn meant farmers with leaseholdings were ineligible.W An important step
is to change lease arrangements (see next paragraph) but, even with
improvements on collateral arrangements, Gaibank will continue to face
problems of high transaction costs in lending to large numbers of small

161 In some cases homestead lands and other assets were accepted as
collateral.
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farmers. The underlying issue is access to information that allows loan
officers to adequately evaluate risks which have cc variance and avoid
problems of adverse selection and moral hazard. One strategy to help address
this issue that may prove attractive is for them to develop as a second tier
institution providing funds to intermediary organizations that deal directly
with farmers. This is a model that has worked elsewhere and, by reducing
transactions costs, increasing loan size and improving repayment rates, would
help secure their commercial viability.

9.41 The absence of freehold or secure long lease title to land has
received considerable attention as a constraint on farm investment and access
to farm credit. Many of the front lands (generally those lands in the first 2
miles from the sea coast) are held privately but lands developed through the
land development schemes are commonly held as leasehold.1 J7 The Lands and
Surveys Department estimate that, on all publicly owned land, 30,000 farm
households will benefit from land reform. In moving to freehold or long
leasehold the valuation of land will be determined according to criteria of
location, land capability and services provided, i.e., the quality of D&I and
infrastructure. This valuation will then provide the basis for determining an
appropriate value for market sale of the land to current operators or to grant
them a long term lease which will allow them to use their land as collateral
for credit. A critical and sensitive issue in this process is an adjustment
to the market value of the land to reflect the land development efforts
undertaken by the leaseholder. A further complication is that present leasing
arrangements are sometimes complex with many cases of sub-leasing or second
leases granted where land has been abandoned. This also raises the question
of what constitutes an economic size of holding, particularly given the high
dependence on bulky farm machinery which is often too large for smallholders
to operate cost-effectively except through leasing of pooling arrangements.
Despite these problems the previous government developed a tentative program
for the transfer of leasehold land into freehold starting with the
smallholders. The implementation of this has not occurred and it is not clear
yet what steps are to be taken with respect to granting improved tenurial
status. Plans are being drawn up currently but the Land. and Surveys
Department does not have the resources to rapidly implement any scheme at
prasent. Experience from other countries demonstrates that land reforms, such
as are being proposed in Guyana, are politically and administratively very
difficult. In particular, valuation, deed registration and compensation
arrangements are susceptible to widespread abuse. If Guyana is to avoid such
pitfalls it will need strong and clear political commitment, a transparent
publicly accountable set of procedures and a high level of integrity from the
public servants responsible for implementation. A priority need is to make
available the financial resources necessary for the Lands and Surveys
Department to act upon plans when they are finalized.

9.42 Support for a number of other activities has already been
identified as a pre-requisite for sustained growth of rice production in
Guyana. Most important of these are the strengthening of rice research,
(including seed production), and agricultural extension services. Although
farmers do not face an absolute Bhortage of seed since they self provision, it

17/ The MMA is an imaportant example where there are some 8-9,000 farmers.
Initially, they were only granted annual leases and now there is a move
to increase these leases to 25 years.
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im clear that access to the most recent improved used (Guyana 91) is at
present still limited. This io a blast resistant variety developed by NARI
from international germ plasm and, though not without problems particularly
relating to fertilizer dosage, promises to make an important contribution to
yield enhancement in Guyana. With FAO support, seed production is currently
being enhanced but more resources are needed to continue this program after
1993 and to further expand it. Also, beyond the regional programs (CARICOM)
which relate to non-rice activities, there is no external funding in the
pipeline for NARI beyond 1993. As discussed above, there seems to be a
legitimate case for support for NARI; particularly if Guyana 91 is adopted
widely, it will have made an important contribution to growth in production
and export earnings. Moreover, continuing variety improvement and maintenance
research will be necessary to sustain improved levels of rice production.

9.43 Extension services are receiving limited support through local
.funding in the capital investment program. Further strengthening of extension
services is a necessary corollary of support for NARI. With the return of the
extension serviceas to the Crops and Livestock Department the links between
research and extension will become better, and, as NARI provide. relevant
output, the need for strong extension service will become greater. This is
particularly true as the new varieties, illustrated by the case of Guyana 91,
are usually more sensitive to exact agronomic practice and there is need for
farmer education in husbandry techniques.

9.44 Fisheries, livestock and other crops will have an increasingly
important contribution to make to the development of Guyanese agriculture.
With support from CIDA the fisheries sub-sector made considerable progress
during the 1980s and growth prospects have been improved through the
liberalization program. CIDA are developing an assistance strategy for
strategic sectoral support focusing on local institutional strengthening and
manpower development; this is likely to enhance the ability of the Fisheries
Department to address their priority needs of strengthening policy formulation
and management capability for the Guyanese fisheries. However, there are
conflicting views on the size of the fisheries resource and further growth in
this sector will very much depend on establishing the real potential for
increases in the sustainable catch. on shrimp production, there is also a
question mark concerning export potential as international competition and
domestic pond aquaculture restrict the opportunities for Guyanese shrimp
exports. In the livestock sector the principal success to date has been the
National Dairy Development Program and modest capital investments are included
in the financing plan for the agriculture sector to further capitalise on this
success. The priority is to achieve self-sufficiency in milk and milk
products through improved breeds, improved forage and gradual adoption of
improved systems of stock management. The focus is on smallholders rather
than on large enterprise development as this strategy complements rice
farmers' and part-time farmers' livelihoods strategies. Other developments
within the livestock sector, particularly growth in beef, pork and poultry
products, are likely to take longer in the face of foreign competition for
both domestic and regional markets and the difficulties being faced in
promotion of regional exports of beef. Nevertheless, private sector
initiatives are being encouraged with the long-term goal of developing the
cattle ranching potential of the Savannahs.

9.45 Relative to the fisheries and milk production sub-sectors which
make substantial contributions to foreign exchange earnings (or savings) the
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other crops sub-sector currently makes a modest contribution of just over US$1
million. However, it is vital to recognize that the medium and long term
development of Guyanese agriculture is crucially dependent upon
diversification of the export base and the other crops subsector is
fundamental to this. So far, only pineapple exports have provided significant
export earnings and demonstrated growth potential. W Much depends on the
tissue culture program at NARI being able to produce agronomically suitable
varieties that are available in sufficient quantities for widescal commercial
adoption. The new Guyana Marketing Corporation, although severely
under-resourced, is identifying the key constrainta to sector development and
prioritizing investment to release these constraints. Crucial amongst these
are the transport limitations facing exporters who wish to supply the
lucrative North American and European markets. As these are released through
investment in the transport infrastructure and through development at the
airport, allowing adequate storage provision and trans-shipment by large
planes, the potential growth rate is high. Ultimately this may prove to be an
important hedge against the uncertainties associated with the long-term
availability of large rice and sugar export markets which currently enjoy
protected status.

P. PROPOSED SRATEGY

9.46 In developing an expenditure strategy, the Ministry of
Agriculture, like other line ministries, must acknowledge its dependence on
external sources of funding. Whilst there is a clear commitment from the
Government for the prioritization of agriculture it is very difficult to
translate such a commitment into substantial incremental funding because of
the overall financial constraints. There are very limited opportunities for
further divestiture in the agriculture sector, and, as discussed above, whilst
there are opportunities for cost recovery these are unlikely to be significant
in the short term. Nonetheless, cost recovery for delivery of Irrigation and
drainage services remains an important intermediate objective for the
sustainable development of the agriculture sector. In the short term,
recognizing the dependence on external funding, there are three important
considerations that must inform development of an expenditure strategy.

9.47 First, it is important to recognize that donor confidence is very
heavily influenced by overall macroeconomic performance; specifically, if
donors are persuaded that there is a disciplined commitment to meeting balance
of payments objectives and overall public sector borrowing objectives they are
more likely to be conv;inced that investments in the real economy will achieve
a reasonable rate of return. The commitment of the Government of Guyana to
observing targets with respect to these two key indicators, and with respect
to monetary discipline and the promotion of pricLte sector initiative, are
crucial to the maintenance of confidence in any specific sectoral public
investment strategy.

9.48 Second, the agriculture aector historically has received very
substantial sums from donors, particularly through land development schemes.
These investments have been extremely poorly managed and there is a great deal
of donor fatigue with large investment programs for agricultural development.

181 Though heart of palm exports during the last 2 years have suggested the
ability of new crops to be added to this list.
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Central to the problems has beern the poor management of the D&I systems.
Prospects for substantial donor support depend very much on conviction that
the Government will implement the radical institutional reforms necessary to
make sustainable and efficient uoe of D&I resources and promote cost recovery
mechanisms.

9.49 Third, the Ministry of Agr±culture must recognize as well that
donors have specific preferences. These emerge either as a consequence of
their history of involvement in the agricultural development of Guyana or
through their assessment of what they have done best elsewhere or because of
specific domestic industrial or human resource endowments they wish to
capitalise on. Canadian support for the fisheries sector in Guyana is a case
in point. For this reason, it would be necessary to accommodate some degree
of mis-match between aggregate sectoral priorities and the specific set of
activities that gets supported through external funding. This is not likely
to be a seriously contentious issue but points to the need for sensitivity in
negotiating external support.

9.50 Credibility with the donors also depends crucially on having a
strategic approach to sector development with clearly identified roles for the
public and private sectors, strategies for dealing with problems of absorptive
capacity and commitment to cost recovery where feasible. There must be a
clearly identified set of priorities and a vision of where the sector is
going. Within the agricultural sector, the overwhelming importance of
relaxing current production constraints to sectoral growth dictates a
hierarchy of priorities as follows:

Priority 1: Sustainable Rehabilitation of D&I Systems

Priority 2: Support for short-torm productive capacity;

Priority 3: Enhancemant and diversification of the production bass.

9.51 Sustainable rehabilitation of the D&I systems must have precedence
over everything else. Such an effort involves principally, rehabilitation of
the D&I infrastructure. However, currently, no donor support exists for such
rehabilitationWV and it is unlikely that donor support will be forthcoming
in the absence of improved operations and maintenance of the DII systems.
crucially, this requires radical institutional reform to improve the complex
and muddled system of joint responsibilities within single systems that now
prevails. Rehabilitation of the physical infrastructure and improvement of
operations and maintenance of the D&I systems must be considered as
complementary efforts. There is little prospect of the favorable growth
performance of the last couple of years being maintained for very much longer
unless both investment resources for rehabilitation are forthcoming and
institutional reform of operations and maintenance io realized. However, once
D&I systems are rehabilitated, cost recovery is imperative to ensure their
sustainability.

19/ A number of externally-supported D&I rehabilitation investment projects
have recently finished, or because of delayed disbursement, are about to
finish so far as donor funding is concerned,including IFAD and IDB
projects in East Essequibo and Black Bush.
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9.52 A crucial element in supporting the second priority, strengthening
short term productive capacity, is the strengthening of planning capabilities
within the Ministry of Agriculture. At present, departments draw up their own
plans with their own view of priorities and there is little opportunity for
central coordination according to strategic goals. The Planning Department
itself is often not involved in these activities; also, ad hoc planning
activities occur through donor activity and through adviser. to the Minister.
Enhancement of resources for the Planning Division and a atronger role for the
Division in drawing up current and capital expenditure plann is a necessary
element in the coherent development of the sector. A complementary need is
the reform of the budget process to allow Ministry of Agriculture priorities
to be properly reflected in budgetary allocations. At present this does not
happen; and the action proposed (see below) involves three specific changes in
the budget and finance arrangement of the Ministry of Agriculture which will
facilitate a more coherent planning process.

9.53 Considerable resources are needed as well to strengthen the data
base on which such planning can take place. At present, there is little
information available concerning important dimensions of the agriculture
sector, such as the number of rice farmers, average farm sizes, costs of
production and rates of return on different types of farm investment.
Substantial survey work needs to be undertaken urgently. Such studies should
be prioritized in relation to the hierarchy of priorities described above.
Therefore, a first concern would be an inventory of rehabilitation investment
needs for the drainage and irrigation infrastructure. The second priority
would be a series of rice production studies. These would seek to identify
the costs and returns for different socio-economic groups of farmers and
different agro-ecological production conditions taking account of the
different technologies employed by farmers in rice production. This is not as
onerous as that description may sound since there is a relatively high degree
of homogeneity in rice production conditions in Guyana. In support of this
latter study and in order to interpret the results it is crucial that support
be found also for the conduct of an agricultural census even if only on a
sa9pla census basis in the first instance. The last sample census was 1978
and there have been significant changes in the agricultural sector since then.

9.54 Closely related to these planning considerations is the need to
rehabilitate the Hydrometeorological Department; data collection needs for
agricultural planning and investment are easily ignored when expenditure
constraints are tight. This has happened in Guyana and the Hydrometeorology
Department is virtually incapacitated at present. In addition to agricultural
benefits, air and sea transport services would be major beneficiaries from
strengthening of the Department. Whilst there are rehabilitation requirements
in all departments it is clear that Hydrometeorology has suffered worse than
most. Very substantial investment requirements were identified during the
recent WMO mission; the proposed expenditure here is a modest first step in
addressing the prioritization of constraints identified in that mission.

9.55 Finally, strengthening short-term capacity also includes reforms
related to the rice sector, in particular:

* land reform - addressing the need for either freehold or long term
leasehold of rice lands.
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ioproving credit services - to rice farmers especially small
farmers.

9.56 The third Priority, enhancement and diversification of the
production base, has several elements which can contribute to considerably
improved productivity in agriculture once the first two priorities have been
adequately addressed. On enhancement, research and extension are obviously
important components. These two activities depend very much on progress with
the first two priorities in order for them to realize producer benefits and,
ultimately, to allow at lest some element of cost recovery. AloO important is
the need to review the current institutional arrangements (GREB, GRMMA and
NPRGC) for rice marketing, grading and export. It is likely that, with the
revitalization of the Rice Producers Aesociation (RPA) a realignment of
responsibilities is appropriate and this should be studied. Looking to the
medium term, another element in the strategy must be to address the eventual
need for diversification of the production base. Both rice and sugar
production depend on protective markets which may not always be there; also,
as domestic incomes grow and as the transport infrastructure improves allowing
easier access to export markets, there will be enhanced demand for other crops
and for non-crop agricultural output. Although this element is a lower
priority than the needs identified for enhanced rice production it is an area
of great potential for private sector development; it can be promoted by
relatively modest public investment in research, seed sales and support for
processing services and market intelligence.

0. ACTION PLAN

9.57 To implement the strategy outlined above, and to improve
opportunities for cost recovery, the following action plan is proposed (Box
9.2). The first tvpe of action involves active pursuit of funding for
investments. These funds should first be directed towards rehabilitation of
D&I infrastructure. However, for this to result in sustainable improvement in
crop output or better cost recovery it must be accompanied by improved service
delivery.

9.58 The proposed investment plan also involves additional resources
for (i) credit, (ii) land reform, (iii) agricultural planning, and (iv)
hydrometeorology. These are critical complementary investments addressing the
second priority, support for short-term productive capacity. Within the
limitations of absorptive capacity and financing constraints, investment in
these areas represents the major opportunity to strengthen growth prospects
and facilitate cost recovery. Investment relating to the third priority,
enhancement and diversification of the production base, should be focused on
agricultural research and extension. However, their contribution is largely
contingent upon progress in the rehabilitation of D&I systems. For this
reason, no further support on extension and on research has been specified in
this plan beyond the resources already proposed to be made available by
Government. The other major item addressed in the third tier of priorities is
crop diversification. This is a medium-term goal which both extension and
research will eventually need to focus on; however, no investment is being
proposed in this area as it will be aided by support on export promotion from
the new Guyana Marketing Corporation.
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9.59 The Becond type of actions pertains to institutional reforms, in
particular :

* Establishment of a ministerial task force to make specific and
detailed proposals on institutional reforms of D&I operations and
maintenance.

* Strengthening the Agricultural Planning and Budget Process.

9.60 D&I Operations and Maintenance Task Force. Enabling legislation
will be necessary in order to implement the radical institutional reforms
likely to be needed; this could easily become a slow process. The ministerial
Task Force will provide the authorlty necessary in order to expedite the
collection of information and views necessary for development of acceptable
and workable inatitutional reforms. The Task Force drawing upon the
successful experience of other countries, could also be instrumental to donors
confidence that D&Z rehabilitation inve'6ments would lead to sustainable
improvements in ri-e production and thaw user fees would pay for D&I
operations and maintenance service delivery.

9.61 Strengthening Planning and Budget Process. Whilst priority areas
other than rehabilitation and efficient operations and maintenance of the D&I
system have been identified above, the spncific actions to be taken in pursuit
of these priorities depends upon develol.ment of adequate plans. Strengthening
of the Planning Division, as discussed above, is a core element in development
of such plans and this need is reflected in the new expenditure priorities
listed in the next section. However, the planning process will also be
greatly enhanced by changes in the way in which the budget is prepared.W1
More specifically, the recommendation is to:

* revise the budget presentation forms so that the Ministry of
Agriculture shows a functional prioritized budget. Very often the
relevant departments do have priorities but these are not clearly
reflected in the forms employed nor in the processes by which
adjustments to financial constraints are made. By so doing it
will be possible for the Ministry of Agriculture to make
transparent what they can achieve with any specified level of
funding.

* strengthen the internal accounting system within the Ministry.
Currently, revenue and project funds are frequently used for
current expenditure needs. The formal presentation of current
budget estimates bears only a distant relationship to the actual
expenditures undertaken. The Auditor General is already
investigating ways of strengthening accounting within the Ministry
with the support of the Finance Division and it is vital for
effective budgeting that reforms recommended by this review are
acted upon.

20/ This is true for other line ministries also. Of course, the changes
discussed also require action on the part of the Ministry of Finance,
responsible for issuing the forms currently being used in the budget
planning exercisge.
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Box 9.2: ACTION PLAN: AGRICUITURE SECTOR PUBLIC INVESTMENT PRIORITIES

1 Sustaiznable Rehabilitation of D&I Systema

* Drainage and Irrigation Rehabilitation
* Institutional Peform to improve Operation and

Maintenance of Drainage and Irrigation Systems
eeMinisterial Task Force
*-Enabling Legislation
*'Equipment and Facilities Investment

* Cost Recovery for Sustainability

2. Support for Short-tern Productive Capacity

* Strengthen Agricultural Planning

* Land Reform granting long Leasehold or Freehold on farm
land under public ownership

* Improving institutional credit services to farmers through
recapitalization and reform of Gaibank

* Rehabilitation of the Hydrometeorological Servi-e

3 Enhancement and Diversification of the Production Base

* Strengthening Agricultural Extension Services

* Support for the National Agricultural Research Institute

* Crop Diversification: Research, Seed Sales and Support
for processing services and market intelligence

* Review Institutional arrangements for Rice Marketing,
Grading and Export

a handle contributions to international organizations through a
separate budgetary heading under the auspices of the Ministry of
Finance (see paragraph 9.24).

9.62 Adopting these changes will provide some salience to the budgetary
process which is often now regarded as a futile planning exercise. Whilst the
changes cannot of themaelves help to address the resource constraints they can
certainly demonstrate the impact of specific budgetary cuts and help the
Ministry to specify what the priorities are using those limited resources that
are available.

9.63 A third tvie of actions relates to the implementation of studies.
The Government has already drawn-up terms of reference for three studies in
response to loan conditionality associated with the IDB Agriculture Sector
Hybrid Loan relating to:
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* improvement of water control management;
* the restructuring of Gaibank; and
* rice price policy, sector performance and competitiveness.

9.64 These are important initiatives which can lay the foundations for
an effective response to some of the priorities identified. However, the
study on water sinagement does not adequately reflect the urgency of the need
for improvement in water management and the complexity of achieving this
objective.AA Hence, the terms of reference should be redesigned and the
study should be used to facilitate the work of the Task Force proposal above.
The other two studies are adequate. Farm credit investment, involving
recapitalization of Gaibank and reform of its operating procedures, will be
facilitated by the Restructuring study. The rice study wlll provide evidence
on the distribution of benefits from price and exchange rate liberalization.
It will allow informed assessment of what anti-monopoly actions, if any, are
required in rice processing and marketing. It should mean that desired
changes in institutional arrangements can be identified; since such changes
will be low cost they may be implemented relatively quickly if firm evidence
of desirable changes is produced. Nonetheless, this need has been
deliberately placed third. There is good reason to believe that competitive
private sector investment may obviate any need for specific anti-monopoly
action, particularly if GRMMA, and now also the RPA, continue to monitor and
report rice price movements.

B. PROPOSED INVESTMENT PROGRAM

9.65 Based on the existing investment planned and the priority needs
identified in this chapter the proposed expenditure plan is o-utlined in Table
9.9. The funded investment program for agriculture has very limited
expenditures proposed for the first priority, D&I rehabilitation.
Realistically, given the dependence on external support and the need to
develop a specific program approach to addressing this priority, substantial
investment cannot be anticipated before 1995. The program therefore involves
modest funding for technical assistance for constitutional strengthen tng in
1994 leading to investment in physical works over the following years. The
technical assistance should support the activities of the ministerial Task
Force proposed above for determining appropriate institutional reform of the
D&I operations and maintenance.

9.66 There are three other new expenditures indicated. Financing needs
identified on planning and hydrometeorology reflect the requirements for
studies, for establishment of a broader, more reliable long-term data base
relating to agriculture and for an overall strengthening of planning capacity
within the Ministry of Agriculture. The investments proposed specifically
accommodate estimates of rehabilitation needs for the Planning and
Hydrometeorology Departments. The other new investment proposed is for land
reform. Land reform cannot be successfully pursued without substantial
strengthenlng of the Lands and Surveys Department. This involves
rehabilitation of their office infrastructure and funds for contracting

fl/ As presently designed, the study is to be conducted by engineers whereas
there is a crucial need for institutional development specialists,
including people with extensive experience of cost recovery in other
countries, to be centrally involved in all the regional studies.
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private sector survey and valuation work ae well am the substantial costs
directly associated with the complex task of awarding freehold or long
leasehold title to farmers currently operating on short leases. Finally,
credit investments are left undetermined in view of the questionable
performance of flaibank whilst forming part of the proposed sector strategy.

9.67 The investment plan addressee the all the types of action
specified in the Action Plan as necessary to implement the first and second
priorities. Initial investmento are very modest in financial terms but lay the
foundations for larger investmento to fellow. Actions falling under the third
priority, enhancement and diversification of the production base, are already
addressed to some extent through current commitments. No further investment
on these needs is warranted until the financing needs of the Ministry of
Agriculture priorities have been met.

Table 9.9: PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL PURUC INVESTMENT PROGRAM
1USs 10001

Budgeted
Project 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

Ongoing Proiects 11550.5 10180.1 7274.0 3334.7
Agricultural RehabiLitation 5143.4 6639.8 3908.4 0.0 Ing
Fishery Equipment Facility 1686.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 CIDA
MatL. Agri. Res. Inst. (MARI) 1039.0 916.3 996.0 996.0 UNDP
East Banr Essequibo Dev. Prj. 1521.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 IFAD
East Bank Derbice Irr. Works 494.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Other
Artificial Insem. Prog. 39.8 31.9 33.5 35.1 Lccal/PAP
Extension Svcs., Agri. 159.4 358.6 517.9 557.8 Local/PAP
Agriculture Equipment 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local/PAP
Land Registration 49.4 39.8 42.2 43.8 Local/PAP
Geodetic Survey 26.3 14.3 15.1 16.7 Locat/PAP
Drainage and Irrig. (Regions) 195.2 557.8 637.5 717.1 Local
Black Bush Polder Rehab. 315.7 637.5 239.0 278.9 Local
Nahaica-Mahalcony-Abary Proj. 310.8 438.2 517.9 557.8 Local
Forestry Studies 159.4 255.0 239.0 0.0 Local
Rehab. of Drain. £ Irr. Areas 286.9 159.4 0.0 0.0 Local
Hydroimeteorolagical Svcs. 39.8 119.5 119.5 119.5 Local
Plant & Animal Quarantine 15.9 12.0 8.0 12.0 Local
Agriculture Develomnent CRegions) 19.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local
Land e Agriculture Development 31.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local

New Projects (Identified) 651.8 1171.3 0.0 0.0
Agri. Hybrid Loan (TCC 877) 651.8 1171.3 0.0 0.0 IDB

Total (Identified) 12202.3 11351.4 7274.0 3334.7

New Projects (Unidentified) 0.0 0.0 3513.9 5625.5
lydromet. Services 0.0 0.0 215.1 111.6
Drainage and Irrigation 0.0 0.0 2199.2 U14.3
Land Reform - Long Lease/Freehold 0.0 0.0 1099.6 1099.6

TOTAL 12202.3 11351.4 10787.9 8960.2

Memorandum Item:g/ 0.0 500.0 500.0 500.0
0DU Inst. Stren. (T.A.) 0.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Stren. Agr. Plan. (T.A.) 0.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

GRAND TOTAL 12202.3 11851.4 11287.9 9460.2

ni PSIP does not include Technical Assistance.

Sourc: Mission Estimtes
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CHPMR X. MEM AND RIVER KkMNES

A. INTRODUCTION

10.1 The vast majority of Guyana's economic activities (except mining
and forestry) take place in a narrow coastal strip where over 90% of the
population lives. Since most of this land lies between the high and low tidal
levels, it is subject to fooding. Therefore the residential and cultivated
areas are protected by a sea wall, which dates back to the eighteenth century.
Sea defense is necessarily given a hlgh priority by both the Government of
Guyana and its donor agencies. For the next 3 to 5 years, some US$50 million
has been allocated to the rehabilitation of the most critical sections in the
old sea walls.

B. SECTOR OVERVIXW

1. The Coastline

10.2 The total length of the coast line is about 530 km. In the
western region Barima-Iaini (Region 1), there is a natural transition between
land and sea via mangrove beaches. In the other, more densely populated
coastal regions (2 to 6), a sea defense was built because the natural
protection did not smuics to prevent flooding. For over 200 km earth dams
have been constructed. At the other sections (ln total about 100 km), the
beach is eroded to levels below low water tide and the mangrove have
disappeared. Prior to this time, the earthen dikes in these sections had been
protected against erosion from wave attack but are now open to such
deterloration. Table 10.1 shows the preliminary results from an inventory of
the sea defenses, carried out in 1992 with EDF funding.

10.3 Although the hydraulic and geotechnical conditions are similar
along the entire coast of Guyana, the sea defenses vary considerably in design
character (type of protection, copings, toe construction) and dimensions
(crest width, levels, slope inclinations). most striking is the fluctuation
of the dike crest elevations within short distances. The variety of sea walls
dates back to the early days of land reclamation, when each landowner war
responsible for their own sea defense. Two decades of low-budget maintenance
and patchwork amid ongoing foresbore erosion, have added sheet-piles,
boulders, sand-cement bags, gabions and mass concrete fill to the diversity of
protection works.

2. Breaches and Overtovoino

10.4 Breaches in the sea defenses usually occur during high spring
tide, in particular when high tide coincides with wind-set-up, long waves
(swell), and the strong ialand winds 9 i.e., mainly in the period from October
to March. When weak spots in the defense fail, an area is flooded and salt
water enters the drainage canals. In many areas the coastal road limits the
area that is flooded, and the flood water can be drained off during low tide
because the land lies above the low water level.
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10.5 overtopping is the spill of waves over the crest of the sea walls.
It occurs both in gushes and spray. In the past, overtopping has been a
normal phenomena along the sea defenses in Guyana. For example, the
Hydraulics Division reports regular overtopping in Region 2, of 11 of the 45
km (25%) of the sea wall.

Table 10.1s SEA DEFENSES INVENTORY

Natural Earth dam Concrete Boulders Other Total
km hm km km km km

Region 1 183.4 - - - - 183.4
Region 2 9.4 17.6 15.7 4.8 6.6 54.1
Region 3 - 10.8 18.7 - 0.1 29.6
Region 4 - 29.9 31.2 - - 61.0
Region 5 - 37.7 - - 0.7 38.4
Region 6 24.5 56.0 1.1 - 1.7 83.3
Leguan - 31.5 4.9 - - 36.4
Wakenaam - 41.2 3.2 - - 44.4

Total 217.3 224.7 74.8 4.8 9.1 530.5
Excluding RI 33.9 224.7 74.8 4.8 9.1 347.2

Legend:
Natural The natural sea defense conslsts of mangrove beach
Sarth dam Earth fill dikes, usually with a grass and clay cover
Concrete Dikes with a protection of reinforced, not reinforced, or grouted

boulders
Boulders Boulder slopes include only engineered (designed) sea walls

Emergency works are listed under "Other"
Other Temporary works like emergency rock fill (without tilter cloth),

gabions, mass concrete fill and sheet piles

Note: Lengths are measured along a baseline. Lengths over the sea defense
center lines will in general be slightly more.

Source: Hydraulics Division

10.6 Breaches as well as overtopping of the sea defenses cause
asubstantial damage to the coastal areas. The immediate consequences of
breaches are:

* the loss of incidental field crops due to saline incursion;
* the loss of subsequent crop yields due to infertile (saline) soil

(usually for about one year);
* damage to the infrastructure and houses;
* the loss of livestock and kitchen-garden crops;
* damage to pit-latrines; and
* damage to the sea wall itself.
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Loss of life due to breaches in the sea defense is rare in Guyana.
Consequences of overtopping of the sea defenses are:

* extended lose of fertility of the areas immediately behind the sea
walls; and

* ongoing erosion of the crest and land side slopes of the sea wall.

An indirect effect of flooding and overtopping is a lack of interest from
farmers and industry in investment in the affected areas which they consider
to be unsafe.

3. Rehabilitation and Maintenance Works

10.7 Budgetary constraints and the lack of qualified staff resulted in
a rising number of sea breaches until 1990 when 49 occurred. Since that time,
the Hydraulics Division (ED) has received more aid from donor agencies (EDP
and USAID). This increased support to Guyana's Infrastructure Rehabilitation
Program (IRP) enabled the Hydraulics Division to reduce the number of breaches
to about 4 per year during 1991-92. However, under the IRP only patchwork
repair has been carried out and the overall condition of the sea wall is still
deteriorating. A more sustainable approach would require a major
rehabilitation program. This fact has been recognized by a number of donors
who have committed themselves to substantial funding in this sector.

10.8 Capital works on the sea defenses are necessary for the following
reasons:

* Many of the sea walls have served more than their design lifetime.
Some structures are on the verge of co-,.apse because the materials
have degraded and erosion has undermined concrete slabs and
copings (parapets). The backlog in rehabilitation works is about
20 years.

Ongoing foreshore erosion continues to extend the length of the
coastline that requires protection against flooding.

10.9 The backlog in rehabilitation works will require a few decades to
be recouped. In the meantime, the more recently constructed sea walls will
continue to age and wear. For medium term planning, the rehabilitation of the
sea defenses will therefore have to be considered a continuous activity. At
the same time, the maintenance requirements will remain high for the coming
decades, because there is a severe backlog in the maintenance of all the sea
defenses and deteriorated (not yet rehabilitated) sea defenses require more
intensive maintenance. The rise of the sea level causes a number of
additional problems namely:

* the increase in tidal levels necessitates the raising of dike
crests;

* higher waves reach the dikes, demandint, a further increase in dike
crest elevations as well as a strengthening of the dike
protection; and

* the likely change in coastal morphology will result in more
foreshore erosion with the effects noted above.
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4. River Defenses

10.10 In addition to sea defenses, there are over 400 km of river
defenses. Although a systematic record does not exist, it is believed that
breaches of protected banks are rare and that any damage is usually limited.
Therefore the strengthening of river defenses is considered of secondary
importance for short term plannlng. In the long-term, some river banks will
probably require more permanent protection at outer bends. For planning
purposes an inventory of the river defenses will be required.

5. Sluices

10.11 The land behind the sea defenses is drained via drainage
structures or sluices in the sea wall. Over 300 such sluices exist, most of
which are very old and are constructed of concrete and/or wood which has
degraded. Only about half of the sluices are still operational and some of
these leak, allowing salt water to enter the drainage channels.

10.12 Although the purpose of the sluices relates to drainage, their
function as water retaining structures cannot be disregarded. Up to the
present, only a few breaches in the sea defense have been caused by failure of
a sluice, but the old structures represent weak spots in the sea defense.
Rehabilitation a,-d sealing of many of the structures will have to be
considered in medium and long-term planning. Obviously such a program
requires coordination with the drainage requirements of the hinterland.

C. INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

1. Current Responsibilities of the Hydraulics Division

10.13 After independence, the maintenance of the sea defenses was the
responsibility of regional authorities, while capital works resided under the
Hydraulics Division. With the revision of the Sea Defense Act in 1988, the
maintenance of the sea defenses is again centralized in the Hydraulics
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture. The Hydraulics Division has its main
office in Georgetown and a number of regional offices with work shops and
stores. The division is headed by the Chief Hydraulics Officer (CEO). Apart
from sea defense, the Hydraulics Division is also responsible for capital
works for drainage and irrigation (D&I) and sluices.

10.14 The sea defense tasks of the Hydraulics Division consist of:

* Maintenance, including monitoring, design, emergency response,
contracting to local contractors and supervision.

* Fulfilling the role of Contracting Authority (CA) for the
contractors that will be attracted through International Contract
Bidding (ICB), including:
*- selection and supervision of consultants in all stages of

the project;
*e review and approval of contract documents presented by

consultants;
*- award of tenders, approval of payments, variation orders

etc;
participation in site meetings;
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-0 @ liaison in relation to responsibilities on the side of the
Government of Guyana related to custom arrangements, borrow
areas, quarries, administration, etc.

*e protection of the interests of the Government of Guyana and
liaison with donor agencies in contractual disputes and
financial claims.

0 Management and administration, including:
identification of priorities and strategies in the sea
defense areas;

:0 accounting;
coordination between donor agencies;

@6 development and conservation of expertise and information
related to the sea defenses; and

'U logistical, financial and administrative functions.

10.15 The tasks identified above require engineering, legal and
management expertise. However, like other public institutions, the Hydraulics
Division org,anization has suffered severely from the departure of capable
engineers, administrators and managers. In light of the donor funded
rehabilitation programs that are about to start, it must be concluded that the
Hydraulics- Division is not equipped to meet its task. -

10.16 one of the immediate negative effects of the lack of qualified
staff within the Hydraulics Division has been the growing delay in donor
funded rehabilitation projects. It is not expected that these projects will
show much visible impact in 1993, and unless the institutional framework in
the sector is strengthened the delays in project implementation may stretch
well into 1994. This need has been recognized by the donors who have made
institutional strengthening a pre-condition for the rehabilitation programs.
The recommended approach for this strengthening is the establishment of a
Project Execution Unit (PEU), which will become responsible for the
maintenance as well as the rehabilitation of the sea and river defenses.

2. Suacested Responsibilities of the PEU

10.17 In response to the critical situation in the sea defense sector,
the ministries involved (Finance, Agriculture) decided to prepare a proposal
for cabinet approval to establish a PEU with considerable autonomy. At the
same time, donors tentatively agreed on the institution of only one such unit
to suit the requirements (conditions) of all donors.W The Government of
Guyana will still have to reach an agreement with the donors on the exact
design of the PEU and the role it will play for the donor funded
rehabilitation projects. A tentative proposal for the establishment of the
PEU and the related legal and organizational reforms has already been drafted.
(Technical Note No.2). Its main features-are:

* The PEU will have three sectionst (i) sea defense maintenance;
(ii) contracting of (donor funded) rehabilitation works and
special projects; and (iii) accounting.

J2o Based on a meeting in Guyana on December 17, 1992; a further meetin g is
scheduled for March, 1993.
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* The PEU employees will be recruited at market rates for capable
staff. Compensations will include good malaries (higher than the
current public service ualaries), mobilization fees (if recruited
from abroad), and career plans (based on a human resources
development plans).

* The number of employees will be kept small, to minimize the salary
cost of the PEU

* The staff will be recruited as much as possible on a long term or
permanent basis and the following preference ranking iL adopted
for the origin of qualified staffs

(1) Guyana;
(2) CARICOM countries; and
(3) Other.

* The establishment of the PfU will be contracted to a consultant to
give lt the required impetus. -

* The Hydraulics Division's role in carrying out sea defense repair
and maintenance works will be taken over gradually by the private
construction sector in Guyana.

* The PEU will have considerable autonomy in the allocation of
budget, in contracting of works to the private sector, and in
developing staff policies.

3 There will be a phased transition from the current to the now
organization.

10.18 The EC has shown a willingness to contribute to the financing of
such a PEU. In order to ensure the coamitment of other donors it is
recommended that at least one of the other donors involved In the sector (IDB,
IDA and CDB) co-finance or co-staff the PEu. Also, the donors that will not
contribute directly to the PEU, would have to confirm thats

* They will concentrate their expert and administrative services in
this PEU.

* This PEU is accepted as a sufficient institution in accordance
with their loan conditions, and that it can act as the Contracting
Authority for their rehabilitation program.

10.19 The inotitution of such a PEU will require the Government to
initiate a number of legal reforms, to legalize its authority in sea defense
policies, staffing and budgeting.

3. Suacested Resconsibilities of the Hydraulics Division

10.20 The establishment of a PEU for river and sea defense, implies that
the responsibilities of the Hydraulics Division will be considerably reduced.
Existing functions of the Hydraulics Division that will continue for some time

are:
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management of the Hydraulics Division'u equipment, workshops and
stores until these have been phased out as part of a privatization
program; and

* drainage, irrigation and sluices.3

10.21 The responsibilities of the Hydraulics Division, the Ministry of
Agriculture and other governmental organizations with respect to the operation
and maintenance of drainage works, irrigation works and sluices will be
reviewed in line with recommendations in Chapter IX (Agriculture).
Substantial reorganizations are foreseen, and therefore it is expected that
the Hydraulics Division in its current form, will be either replaced, or fully
restructured within the coming 5 years. The function of the CHO as a
coordinator, policy maker and advisor to the ministries would be maintained
until the new authorities (for sea defense, dh-ainage, irrigation and sluices)
have proven themselves. The CHO will also be in charge of designing a
national sea defense policy.

4. Accountability. Authority and Autonomy

10.22 The Hydraulics Division's accounts have a reputation for lack of
transparency. Although theoretical budgets exist, the distribution of costs
over projects, staff, materials or regions is not at all clear. Furthermore,
there is no systematic record of the results of various activities. Hence,
donor agencies, unable to identify the outcome of their inputs, discontinue
funding. Therefore, the establishment of a transparent and rational
accounting system will be a high priority for the new PEU.

D. SECTOR FINANCES

1. General Considerations

10.23 Guyana's budgetary constraints dominate the decision making for
the sea defense rehabilitation and maintenance. An economic feasibility study
executed under EDF funding by DHV from the Netherlandso', concluded that the
full rehabilitation of the sea defenses and the implementation of adequate
maintenance systems is economically justified. However, the shortage of funds
will not allow this to be accomplished in the near future.

10.24 Presently a substantial part of donor funds is already allocated
to sea defense rehabilitation. Nevertheless, with given allocations, the
rehabilitation of all existing sea defenses will take a few decades to
complete. At the same time, drainage and irrigation and other sectors also
require substantial funding. Although there is no comprehensive general
policy addressing priorities, it is safe to assume that a substantial increase
in expenditures for sea defenses is not viable.

23/ Rehabilitation schemes for sluices should be coordinated with the PEU,
to ensure their function as part of the sea defense.

24/ DHV Environment and Infrastructure, funded by EC/EDF under Lomb III/IV
Convention.
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2. Maintenance

10.25 A study by DlV has identified minimum maintenance requirements for
the sea defenses. The associated costs are on the order of GS600 million per
annum. Again these requirements exceed the available budget and it must be
expected that the necessary maintenance will not be carried out in the coming
2 to 5 years. As a consequence of the financial situation and the backlog in
rehabilitation works, overtopping and breaches will continue to occur, and
further deterioration of the sea defenses will not be prevented.

3. Recent Donor Fundina

10.26 Since 1988 donors have funded a number of projects related to the
sea defense (Table 10.2). Without this funding, the Hydraulics Division would
not have been operational.

Tab1. 10.23 SUMMARY OF DONOR PROGRAS UNTIL 1992

Funding Identifi- Allocated Funds Remarks
cation US$ million

EDF Loma III (IRP) 5.0 Provision of Materials, Equipment
and Technical Assistance

USAID Title 3 5.0 1991 and 1992 budgets
IDB Hybrid 0.1 Preparation of Design Tender Docu-

ments
IDA 0.1 Technical Assistance
UNDP Volunteers 0.1 3 Engineers
VS0 Volunteers 0.1 1 Engineer

Source: Donors and Hydraulics Division

* ED? has supported the IRP with three main activities related to
the sea defense sector: provision of materials to the Hydraulics
Division, provision of materials to the quarry sector and
technical assistance to the Hydraulics Division. Furthermore, the
EC has contracted with a consultancy company for the preparation
of tender documents for the rehabilitation of 11 km of sea defense
(see Section 4).

* IDB has completed the tender documents for the rehabilitation of 6
km of sea defense. It is expected that soon a consultant will be
selected for the preparation of tender procedures (see Section 4).

* USAID has supported the sea defense sector since 1989.
Disbursements have been on the order of: US$ 0.7, 0.75, 2.5 and
2.5 million in 1989, 1990, 1991 and 1992 respectively. Actually a
substantial part of the running budget of the Hydraulic. Division
has been carried by these funds. The results of these inputs have
not been monitored. Nevertheless, it is safe to conclude that the
outcome was disappointing in terms of rehabilitated sea defense.
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* UNV (United Nations Volunteers of UNDP) has assigned three
engineers to the Hydraulics Division. These engineers work within
the structure of the division and are involved in the sea defense
maintenance, planning and administrative works.

* VSO (Voluntary Service Oversees of ODA/UK) has assigned one
engineer to the Hydraulics Division until January 1993. This
engineer has coordinated the design works within the Hydraulics
Divioion and advised the CHO on technical matters.

* IDA has recently assigned a technical advisor to the CHO, to help
get the rehabilitation programo started.

4. Future Donor Programs

10.27 Donors have comlitted themoelves to substantial funding of thia
sector for the coming years. Table 10.3 provides a list of the identified
financing arrangements. More details follow in the text.

Table 10.3: SUMMARY OF IDENTIFIED DONOR PROGRAMS

Finding [dentificat;on Altocated Funds Remerks
USS million

Cmnitat Works
EDF Lon6 IV 17.0 11 km in Regions 2, 3
IDB Nybrid 14.5 16 kI fn Regions 2, 6 and islands
CDB 8SFR-GU 4.7 5 km in Region 5
IDA IRP 4.0 7 km in Region 3 or 4

Sub-total 40.2 39 km in Regions 2 to 6

Institutional Strmngtheninq
EDF Lome III 0.9 Counterpart Furds
EOF Lale 1N! 0.6 TechnicaL Assistance Cextension)
EDF Lame IV 1.2 PEU
IDB Hybrid 9.0 PEU. Studies ard Supervision
USAID Title 3 n.a. BoP support (under review)
IDA IRP 0.1 TechniaLt Assistance Cextension)

sub-totaL 11.8

Technical Assistance
UDP Volunteers 0.1 3 Engineers (estimate)
VSO Volunteers 0.0 1 Engineer Cestimate)

Sub-total 0.1

Swecisl Studies
IDA IRP 1.8 Study (under review)

Sub-total 1.

Total Sector Support 53.9

Mote: The donors listed have indicated their comitment, but the amunts andlor the exact inputs (or length
of the sea defense that will be rehabiLitated) my be revised when finaL project designs and cost
estimtes have been prepared.

Source: Donor Agencies and HydrauLics Division

10.28 ED? is committed to the rehabilitation of 7 km of sea defense
between La Resource and Golden Fleece in West Coast EBsequibo (Region 2) and 5
km of sea defense between Le Destin and Windsor Forest in West Demarara
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(Region 3). The project also includes support to the strengthening of the
Hydraulics Division, i.e., the establishment of a PSU. ED? envisages that the
rehab$iltation of sea defenses in the first approach will cost between ECU1O-
12 million (US$13-16 million). An appraisal study has been requested for that
rehabilitation program which covers not only the technical aspects (design,
cost estimates and tender documents) but also the related institutional and
organizational requirements (PEU organization, set-up and costs estimates).
Draft reports from the study have been presented. The length of sea defense
that can be rehabilitated within the available budget, also allowing for
support to the PEU, is under review by the EC and the Government of Guyana.

10.29 The project funds have been allocated under Lom6 IV convention.
Presently consultants have been requested to adjust the proposed design to
comply with the requirements of the Hydraulics Division. Tender Documents for
International Contract Bidding (ICB) are expected mid 1993. The physical
works are expected to start early 1994.

10.30 The most important conditions associated with the grant agreement
are:

- institutional strengthening of the Hydraulics Division, i.e. the
institution of a Project Execution Unit (PEU) for the maintenance
of the sea defenses and as a Contracting Authority (CA) for all
donor programs (see also Technical Note No.2);

* establiahment of a committee for the coordination of all
activities related to the rehabilitation and maintenance of the
sea defenses in Guyana;

* commencement of maintenance of the sea defenses; and

* action by the Government of Guyana to achieve genuine prices for
quarry products.

10.31 IDB is committed to the rehabilitation of some 3.2 km of sea
defense between Bounty Hall and Reliance in West Demarara (Region 3) and some
2.8 km of sea defense between Harriet and New Calcutta in East Coast Essequibo
(Region 6). The first tranche of the project funds (US$10 million) has been
allocated under the Hybrid loan. The rehabilitation of another 10 km of sea
defense is planned for a second stage. Presently the designs and Tender Docu-
ments for International Contract Bidding (ICB) are with the Hydraulics
Division, who are reviewing the design. The capital works are expected to
start in late 1993 or early 1994.

10.32 The most important conditions associated with the loan agreement
that pertain to sea defenses areW:

M institutional strengthening of the Hydraulics Division, i.e. the
institution of a PEU; and

* maintenance works to be carried out after completion

25a There are a large number of other conditions which are not addreused
here as they are mainly related to other sectors.
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10.33 nA is committed to the rehabilitation of some 7 km of sea defense
betweer Turkeyn and Greenfield in Region 4, and Nitmes to La Retraite at the
west bank of the Demarara River. Presently the World Bank has assigned one
Assistant to the CHO. The amount allocated to sea defense rehabilitation 4US$
5 million) is too little for the scheduled rehabilitation of 7 km of sea
defense. Depending on the design works and the preparation of tender
documents for ICB, the capital works may be expected to start mid-1994.

10.34 The most important conditions associated with the loan agreement
are:

* institutional strengthening of the Hydraulics Division, i.e., the
institution of a PEU; and

* maintenance works shall be carried out after completion.

10.35 CDB is committed to the rehabilitation of some 4.6 km of sea
defense between Abary and Berbice rivers in West Coast Berbice (Region 5).
The project also addresses deficiencies in the rice industry. The project
funde have been allocated. Consultants have been short-listed for the
preparation of designs and Tender Documents for ICB. The capital works are
expected to start in early 1994.

10.36 The most important conditions associated with the loan agreement
are:

institutional strengthening of the Hydraulics Division, i.e.,
appointment of a Project Manager/Coordinator; and
maintenance works shall be carried out after completion.

10.37 USAID has not yet decided on committing itself to further support

to the Hydraulic. Division for the repair and maintenance of the sea defense,
even though allocations of up to USS2 million are possible. UNV continuation
of this Technical Assistance component has been confirmed. VSO follow-up of
this Technical Assistance component is expected.

u. KAIN SECTORAL ISSUES

1. Ouarry Sector

10.38 The Hydraulics Division's new standard design for rehabilitation
of the sea defenses involves a protective layer of boulders (rip-rap). The
costs of this construction are therefore very sensitive to the cost of quarry
products. In Guyana there is a huge reserve of good quality rock. The main
problems in mining the rock are production capacity and Lransport to the
coastal zone. The most strategic volrmes (over 10 million tons) are located
in the Bartica area upstream of the Lesequibo river. This reserve is
sufficient for the undertakirg of the road and sea defense rehabilitation
works that are envisaged for the near future, as well as for export to the
Caribbean region. At the moment the market of quarry products in Guyana is
cominated by a monopoly. At the same time no significant investments are made
to increase the production capacity and quality.

10.39 The Government of Guyana will have to take action to get the
quarry sector ready for the upcoming (donor funded) sea defense and road
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pi.ojects. Production capacity must be increased and the price of rock has to
come down at the same time. Some option. are:

Allow other companies than the established Toolsie-Peruaud and
Baracara to produce rock in Guyana. One possibility would be to
divest the existing Tepura (GNS) quarry, which has sufficient
potential to provide the local market and allow for export as
well.

Give tenderers for the new projects free access to the smaller
quarries in the Essequibo river area.

Make the Tepura quarry an open access quarry for future tenderers.

Support the use of rock from inland gold mines (a by-product of
gold mining) for sea defense works.

The cost of the residual rock from gold-mines is probably more than from the
Tepura quarry, because of the substantial transport costs involved in the use
of such rock for the coastal zone. A benefit of this material is that it has
a rather high density which allow. for saving on the volumes required for sea
defenses.

2. Cost Recovery

10.40 The Government of Guyana need. to introduce a cost recovery
program to help maintain sea defenses. The cost of maintaining the sea
defenses is estimated at about USS5.0 million in 1993, gradually decreasing to
US$2.5 million per annum after two decades. However, for this year, the
Government of Guyana has allocated the equivalent of about US$2 million for
the Hydraulics Division for 1993, far less than the requirements. This
situation cannot be allowed to continue for long, which makes cost recovery an
urgent matter. one option is the introduction of a general sea defense tax.
Since over 90% of the population benefits from the sea defenses, a general tax
is essentially equivalent to a user tax. Moreover, a long term neglect of the
sea defenses would necessitate an ongoing retreat to the hinterlands and would
soon create substantial problems in all sectors. The sea defense may
therefore be considered a national/state responsibility more than a sector
issue.

10.41 An increase of the land-levies may provide for a complementary
portion of the sea defense costs. This option is hardly viable on the short-
term as current incomes in the agricultural sector will not allow for
substantial duties. On the medium to long term the application of limited sea
defense levies to be incorporated with Drainage and Irrigation (D&I) charges
can be reconsidered. It is expected that the implementation of sea defense
levies will require a considerable transition period, and moreover, would be
more easily accepted by users, when the rehabilitation projects have shown
some appreciable results. In light of this, the Government of Guyana is
advised to prepare a realistic cost recovery program for sea defense
maintenance as soon as possible. Such program should identify the method, the
time of announcement and the time of implementation. This program should also
be presented to their donor agencies in view of the loan conditionalities. In
addition, the cost recovery mechanisms also need to be decided in a timely
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fashion to allow for the development of adequate policies for future short-
lease, long-lease or freehold titles on land.

3. Private Sector

10.42 Implementation of sea defense maintenance and small scale repair
works by local contractors has been tried in Regions 3, 4, 5 and 6. In
general the results are satisfactory. A gradual transition to full
privatization of responsibilities for the maintenance and rehabilitation of
the sea defense seems feasible. However, strong contractual and accounting
skills within the PEU will be essential to the success of the privatization
scheme because the local contracting industry has a great deal of expertise in
these matters.

4. Policy. Coordination and Donor Conditions

10.43 At present, the Government of Guyana has no coherent strategy for
the sea defense sector. Policy decisions are dominated by the conditions that
are negotiated with donors. In general, these conditions reflect the
priorities for the sector very well and the thrust of the conditions is very
similar.

10.44 Nonetheless, the identification of a central policy for the sector
would benefit clarity and consistency. It would also help the Government in
future negotiations. This policy should address both implementation methods,
planning, organization and financing. Donor support could then be designed to
meet this central policy, providing an integral effort and preventing
duplication. In this respect, the contacts and coordination between the
donors has to be improved and the organization of a quarterly sea defense
meeting has been recommended by the World Bank.MY

F. PROPOSED 5TRATEGY

10.45 The proposed strategy for the sea defense sector has three foci:

(1) Facilitating the early start of the donor funded rehabilitation
projects. This includes meeting the donor conditions regarding
PEU, quarry products, decision on design, cost-recovery etc.

(2) Improving the maintenance performance of the Hydraulics Division
(or future PEU), by ensuring not only sufficient staff, but also
sufficient budgets.

(3) Designing an integral and effective sea defense policy by
identifying priorities, selecting appropriate design methods and
encouraging the coordination between the Government of Guyana and
donora.

The main steps necessary to implement this strategy are described in the
action plan below.

26/ As mentioned earlier, a first meeting will be held in March 1993.
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G. ACTION PLAN

1. Short Term

10.46 The short-term action plan for the sea defense sector should be as
follows.

To start the donor funded projects as soon as possible, the following actions
shall be taken:

* Establish a PEU. This requires:

*- agreement between the donors on the establishment of a PEU,
it. form and the central role it will play in the various
donor projects;

*- legal reforms to establish it and provide it with the
necessary authority;

so a time schedule for the change over of responsibilities from
the Hydraulics Division to the PEU;

as an organizational plan (covering career plans and the
involvement of foreign experts); and

00 a realistic budget plan for the first 3 to 4 years, covering
also donor involvement.

e Ensure competition and investments in the quarry industry to get
both lower prices and better quality.

- identify and announce an explicit sea defense cost recovery method
and program.

* Institute a transparent accounting system for the PEU.

Tc improve the maintenance of the existing sea defenses:

* Continue the ongoing emergency repairs to minimize and to repalr
breaches.

* Identify financial resources for sea lefense maintenance and
upgrading of the working nethods for maintenance and repairs.

* Identify funds for the PEU and the ongoing sea defenses
maintenance over the coming years.

* Start a program which aims at a maximum involvement of local
contractors in sea defer.-.. works and decide on a time schedule for
phasing out the Hydraulico Divisions' equipment, workshops and
stores.

To design an integral sea defense policy:

* Follow up on the coordination between the Government of Guyana and
donors, as was started with the meting of 17 December 1992, to
get all donors agree with the main items of this strategy.
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* Decide on the type of design that will be applied for repair,
maintenance and rehabilitation works.

* Identify priorities for sea defense repairs, maintenance and
rehabilitation.

* Identify priorities for additional studies and apply to donors for
funding.

2. Medium Term

10.47 For the medium term, the plan of action should focus on
continuation of the maintenance and rehabilitation works. The necessary
actions are to:

* Institute a Coastal Zone Management Authority (CZM) to develoD
Thng term strategies for coastal defense and ensure optimum
coordination between the Government of Guyana and the donors.

Develop medium and long term strategies for sea defense
rehabilitation and sustainable maintenance, i.e., CZM.

e Implement cost recovery mechanisms for sea defense.

* Finance the rehabllitation of the sea defense works that are no
yet covered by the current donor programs.

* Carry out an inventory of and prioritize the rehabilitation (or
demolition) of the drainage structatres in the sea defense.

* Carry out an lnventory of, and prioritize the protection of the
river defenses.

* Develop a coastal zone management program.

* Prepare a study of the (current and potential) economic value of
various agricultural, residential and industrial areas, tc allow
for a more accurate assessment of the priority areas for an
integral sea and river defense policy.

3. Long Term

10.48 Long-term planning shall mainly focus on self sufficiency of
Guyana in protecting the land and the population against attacks from the sea.
The main foci are to:

* Implement maintenance and rehabilitation programs, aiming at long
term safety.

* Make Guyana independent of foreigr. -pertise with regard to sea
defense management, engineerlng and implementation.

* Make Guyana self-suffi-cient in the financing of sea defense
maintenance and rehabilitation works.
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H. PROPOSED INVESTMGNT PROGRAM

10.49 Table 10.4 shows the tentative diabursement schedule for both
donor funded and locally funded undertakings. It should be noted that there
is a large increase in capital expenditures from US$3.0 million in 1993 to
US$22.3 million in 1994. While donors are committed to this increase, it must
be recognized that it represent, a very ambitious proposal heavily dependent
on the implementation of the action plan outlined above.

10.50 In particular, delays in disbursement may originate from:

* delays with the Government on Guyana or the donors, in approval
and tendering procedures during various stages of the different
projects;

* difficulties for the Government of Guyana in meeting donor
conditioner and

* delays in the establishment of the PEU, or it having insufficient
capable staff, legalized authority or budget.

Experience has shown that delays car. be long (years) and involve large amounts
(milliona of dollars). Hence, if the Government wants to realize the
suggested disbursement schedule, it should move forcefully on the actions
proposed.

Table 10.4: TENTATIVE DISBURSEMENT SCHEDULE DONOR AGENCIES
1US$ 10001

Project 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

Ongoing Projects 200.0 2000.0 3000.0 4800.0
Sea Defenses - IRP 200.0 2000.0 3000.0 4800.0 EEC/EDF

New Projects (Identified) 2687.7 6074.9 5310.4 11340.2
IRP-Sea Defenses (cap. works) 422.3 2000.0 4000.0 7000.0 IDB
IRP-Sea Defenses (cap. works) 0.0 1000.0 1700.0 2000.0 CMB
IRP-Sea Defenses (cap. works) 285.3 1140.2 1?10.0 1425.5 IDA
iRP-Sea Defenses

(counterpart funds) 1980.1 1934.7 900.4 914.7 LocaL

TOTAL (Identified) 2887.7 8074.9 11310.4 16140.2

Nemorandum Item:WMl
T.A.. Studies and VoLunteers 3100.0 3600.0 3700.0 900.0
IDB 1700.0 2700.0 2700.0 700.0
EDF 700.0 200.0 0.0 0.0
IDA 500.0 500.0 800.0 0.0
USAID (tunder review) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
VSO 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
UNV 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Maintenance Works CincL. PEW) 3700.0 4700.0 4800.0 5100.0
PEU (donor funding) 1600.0 1900.0 1300.0 900.0
PEU (Locsi funding) 100.0 300.0 500.0 700.0
Nainte.lnce of Sea
Defenses (Local funding) 2000.0 2500.0 3000.0 3500.0

GRAND TOTAL 9687.7 16374.9 1981 0.4 22140.2

M/ PSIP does not include Technicat Assistance or Naintenance Works.

Source: Misnion Estimates
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10.51 Should budgetary constraints be alleviated, a challenging
maintenance program that would iniLmlzc future damage to agrLcultural lands
and more specifically, prevent further deterioration of sea defenses, is shown
ln Table 10.4a below. This La based on aFresumants by DHV (September 1992).
Even with the action planm in place, budget constraints are likely to force
the Government of Guyana to upend le on maLntenance and risk more damage to
the agrlcultural sector than desirable.

TIbb IO.I: EXPANDED MAITENAIICE BUDGET

ProJect 1993 1994 1995 1996

Maintenance Works (incl. PEM) 67 7100.0 6500.0 6100.0
PEU (donor funding) 1600.0 1900.0 1300.0 900.0
PEU (locat fwuding) 100.0 300.0 500.0 700.0
Maintenance of Sao
Defenses (tocaL fundinrw 5000.0 4900.0 4700.0 4500.0

Source: Missfon EBtiicas
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APTER !IX. !RANBPORATION

A. INTRODUCTION

11.1 The severe deterioration of transportation infrastructure and
services over the past decade is a major constraint to economic recovery and
sustainable development of Guyana's rich natural resources and agricultural
base. By improving transport, costs can be lowered, new markets developad and
exports increased. Therefore, the Public Sector Investment Plan emphasizes
the rehabilitation of roads, river transportation and other infrastructure.
However, given Guyana's limited absorptive capacity and the systemic
deterioration in the country, the limited resources available for
transportation must be rationally allocated to optimize the economic impact of
selective improvements in the system.

11.2 The transport system of Guyana is concentrated in and along the
sugar and rice- growing areas of the- coastal- plain, -with verry little ttaffic to
the interior. The main Highway system follows the coast line from the
Corentyne River on the Surinam border as far west as the Pomoroon River
(Charity) with a major spur south at Georgetown into Timehri International

Airport and beyond to the bauxite area at Linden. Perry services and private
boat fleets provide transport across the Berbice, Demerara and Essequibo
rivers, connecting the highway system. There is an important retractable (for
vessel thoroughfare) pontoon bridge also crossing the Demerara near
Georgetown. In addition to Timehri International Airport, there is a small
general aviation airport at Ogle near Georgetown and a network of over one
hundred saall, many private, interior airstrips, although air access to the
interior is limited. Secondary and farm access roads on the coastal plain
allow transport of products along the main highway system and by river barges
and coastal ships to the Georgetown area where limited port facilities are
located. Most of the ton-kilometers for the internal transport of bulk
materials (sugar, rice, timber, bauxite, and aggregates) are handled by the
marine sector.

11.3 The interior savannas and rain forest are largely inaccessible
except for a few logging roads, the aforementioned airstrips and river access
to about 200 km upstream. A 345 km road from Lethem, at the Brazil border, to
Georgetown is incomplete but currently passable in good weather by trucks.

11.4 In all cases, transportation infrastructure has deteriorated due
to poor management and lack of maintenance. Management of transport
facilities has been adversely affected by misguided policies and lack of
resources. Existing main roads have not been maintained since they were
constructed to their current design specification in the seventies, and are in
need of full rehabilitation. Similarly airport and port facilities need
immediate attention in some areas and will need to be upgraded before a
serious effort at export development, particularly of non-traditional
commodities, can be successful. No new facilities are warranted in the near
future.
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S. SECTOR OVERVIEW

1. Road Transportation

11.5 The main road network of Guyana, approximately 2576 km (1610
mile.) long (excluding urban streets and minor trails), is divided
functionally into: (i) a Primarv network of 493 kms (19%) comprised mostly of
paved roads along the coastal area and river banks serving primarily the
agricultural sector, and the road to Linden which serves the mining and
forestry sectors; (ii) a coastal area minor road system (feeder roads) of
nearlyy 514 km (20%) which connects the agricultural areas along the coast to
the primary road network; and (iii) a system of interior roads and tralls 1570
km (61%) serving the interior of Guyana. Approximately 88% of the primary
road. and 13% of the coastal area roads are paved. Of the total network, only
434 km (17%) is estimated to be in good condition. Table 11.1 presents a
summary of the road network statistics.

Table 11.1: GUYANA'S ROAD NETWORK (kms)
(By road classification, surface type and condition)

------ PAVED ------- -- UNPAVED-TOTAL --

good fair poor sum good fair poor sum km %

Primary 152 185 98 435 - - 58 58 493 19
Network

Coastal Area - 42 24 66 - 24 424 448 514 20
Minor Roads

Interior - 21 - 21 282 438 829 1549 1570 61
Roads/Trails

TOTAL 152 248 122 522 282 462 1310 2054 2576 100

% 6 9 5 20 11 18 51 80 100

Source: World Bank IRP Staff Appraisal Report and Mission Estimates

11.6 The road infrastructure is in a deteriorated state. Little or no
maintenance has been done on the primary road network for nearly 15 years
leading to its rapid deterioration particularly of those links carrying high
traffic volumes: the road between Georgetown and Timehri International
Airport (38 km, with about 13,000 vehicles per day (vpd) near Georgetown),
the Georgetown to Mahaica road t29 kms, about 5,000 to 8,000 vpd) and the
Essequibo Coast Road (3861 km, about 1,200 vpd with significant pent up demand
withheld due to the very bad condition of that road). The other paved roads,
which carry relatively low traffic volumes and are much more recently built,
are still in reasonably good condition but will need resealing, resurfacing or
overlaying soon. Rehabilitation of the above mentioned roads, as well as the
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replacement of the bridges on the Linden highway will be done under IDA and
IDB loans.

11.7 Most feeder roads leading to the farming areas off the primary
roads and the interior roads and trails are poorly constructed, poorly
maintained and nearly impassable during the rainy season. The poor condition
of these roado has become a real bottleneck to the transportation of
agricultural products. An example is the Black Bush Polder Road, which war
never designed for truck traffic and which has now collapsed in several areas
due to foundation failure. A feeder roads and trails rehabilitation and
maintenance program is urgently needad. The IDB, as parts of its Agricultural
Sector Loan, is rehabilitating about 1000 kms of interior farm access trails.
However, no funding is currently secured for upgrading feeder roads.

11.8 In 1989 a bilateral agreement was signed between Guyana and Brazil
for the construction of a road from the Guyana coast to Brazil. The purpose
of the road is to facilitate the traffic of goods and people from the state of
Roraima, in Brazil, to Georgetown. The road wculd also enable farmers in the
savannas of the Rupununi district of Guyana to take their cattle and other
produce directly to market in Georgetown. Paranapanema (a Brazilian
construction firm) signed a contract with the Ministry of Communications and
Works for the design and construction of approximately 346 kms of new road and
road structures between Lethem (on the Guyana-Brazil border) and Mabura Hill.
This road would then link up with the existing roads through Linden to
Georgetown. As of December 1992, Phase I of the construction from Lethem to
the Essequibo River is complete, 210 km (US$16 million) and Phase II (US$14
million) to Linden, is a priority for the Government of Guyana, although terms
of the loan are presently being renegotiated. This road (total construction
cost US$30 million) is controversial in that it is not economically
justifiable at this time, or in the near future, in terms of costs and
benefits to road uBers. In addition, the potential harmful impacts of the
road on the environment and indigenous population have not been adequately
studied. The IDA IRP will conduct an environmental study of this project.

11.9 The Demerara River Floating Bridge provides an extremely important
river crossing connecting Georgetown and the half of the country west of the
Demerara River. The 1.9 km steel pontoon bridge with an Accrow Panel deck was
constructed as a temporary structure some seventeen years ago. The bridge
includes a retractable portion to allow river vessels to pass. This crossing
is the most efficient crossing of the Demerara, although a ferry service and
private speed boats also provide access. Due to lack of sufficient
maintenance, inadequate design of the anchoring system and old age, sections
of the bridge have been collapsing or sinkinig, more frequently recently. The
steel pontoons are subject to rusting in the salt water and there are
inadequate maintenance funds to apply marine paint regularly. Pumping the
water out of the leaking pontoons is a continuous procedure. Although the
bridge is operated as a toll facility, the tolls charged do not cover the cost
of administering the tolls and the receipts are not earmarked for operation
and maintenance. When the bridge is out of service, or when the retracting
portion is inoperable, the economic costs to the country in terms of river
navigation and road access to the capital are crippling. The EC is planning a
major overhaul of the bridge, but the country will need a longer term solutlon
in the future.
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11.10 The streets of Georgetown are in generally poor condition. Most
of the town is flooded after-heavy rains. There is evidence that some work
has been done on the arterial roads. However, the local streets serving
residential areas have been left unattended over the last several wears. A
program for city streets improvement should be conaidered as part of an urban
project for Georgetown.

11.11 The road transport industry in Guyana is quite efficient. Public
passenger transport is provided mostly by a reasonably new stock of privately
owned vehicles made up of about 2400 minibuses and 7000 hire cars with enough
capacity to satisfy current demand. '(Figures are for 1989 and were provided by
Central Transport Planning Unit of the ministry of Public Works,
Communications and Regional Development (MOPWCRD)9. These vehicles came into
service to replace the now-defunct, government-run Guyana Transport Services
Limited. Beginning in 1985, individuals were permitted to import minibuses
and in 1986 the Import policy was expanded to give duty free concessions for
their importation.W Minibus and hire car operations are licensed by the
MOPWCRD to operate on specified routes. Fares are regulated; but this is not
uncommon for public passenger tranaport and does not appear to be hurting the
efficiency of the industry. In addition, there are approximately 20,500
private vehicles licensed by MOPWCRD.

11.12 Roads carry about one third of freight tonnage within the country.
Road freight traffic.is carried by an aging fleet of about 1,800 single unit
trucks and some 140 tractor-trailers. About 6,000 tractors also yield various
types of transport services on dry-weather rural roads which are generally in
poor condition. Import restrictions had previously hindered the acquisition
of new trucks. Spare parts are readily available but at a high price. The
recent liberalization of foreign exchange is already helping to improve truck
and spare parts imports. Freight transport rates are not regulated with
customers and truckers nAegotiating-prior to the provision of the service.
Existing regulations govern only axle loads, vehicle dimensions and vehicle
safety inspection, but these are unfortunately not strictly enforced resulting
in high accident rates and excessive road wear due to overloading.

2. Air Transportation

11.13 Air transport plays an important role in Guyana due to the
country's location, topography and physical layout; and the dispersed
population of the interior.

Timehri International Airport

11.14 Timehri is the only international airport serving the country and
is by far the main port of entry for all international passenger arrivals and
departures. Very few international passengers arrive by boat or overland.
Business people, international representatives, CARICOM officials, as well as
the large number of expatriate Guyanese living in North America and their

27/ only new vehicles were originally permitted for import, although
recently this was extended to vehicles up to five years old. This
policy suppresses demand to some extent because of the higher cost of
new-vehicles, but has environmental benefits because newer vehiclea are
designed for lower vehicle emissions.
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families rely on Timebri International Airport for access to the capital.
This airport is a critical asset in economy of Guyana as well as its link to
the rest of the world. It must be considered a prLority in the PSIP.

11.15 Timehri is located 38 lk (approximately 50 minutes by road) from
Georgetown. It has two runways; one 2,290 m long and 45 m wide with an
asphalt surface, and the other 1,525 m long and 45 m wide with a concrete
surface. The pavements are in good condition. This runway configuration is
capable of handling a Boeing 702 size or smllor aircraft and with some
restrictions, up to the Boeing 707 size aircraft. Tiaehries other services
include refuelling and cargo handling. There has been some discussion about
extending the runway to 3,050 a to accomrodate the Boeing 747 size aircraft,
but traffic projections do not justify expansion at this time. The passenger
terminal building requires expansion and renovatior. and the Government of
Guyana is currently undertaking this work. However, operational and safety
deficiencies at the airport are much more critical and must be addressed
immediately; not only to avoid a possible incident, but to optimize the
efficiency and utility of existing facilities.

11.16 A stark example of the result of inferior services at Timehri is
the fact the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has consistently denied
US airline applications to serve Georgetown due to unsafe conditions. Another
way to look at it is, if US operations were already at Timehri, conditions are
much that the FAA would shut it down. (The FAA only has jurisdiction at
airports nerving US air carriers.)

11.17 The most critical deficiencies follow:

- Crash Fire Rescue Servic%1!. The Government has recently completed
the construction of a fireball at the airport, and a previous
donor project provided communIcation radios and basic training of
fire officers. With Guyana Airways flying 707's into Timehri, the
CPR Category requirement established by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) is Category 7. With the previously
provided firetruck out of service (due to a rollr), the
airport is now only a Category 4 (Dash 8 size or smaller). This
means that if there were an on-airport fire on a 707, even if it
landed right in front of the firehall, the fire service would not
be able to rescue the passengers. The airport is therefore
currently operating below minimum acceptable international
standards in CFR. The IDA IRP program proposes to provide a new
firetruck, which should be a first-year priority in the project.

* Security. Airport security fencing is needed as facilities are
often vandalized affecting aircraft operation. This is a priority
of the CAD and should be funded as a priority.

* 'Telecommunications and Havicatignal Aids Maintenance.
Navigational aids, communication equipment, safety aids, security
equipment and other equipment have not been properly maintainod.
A Maintenance Management System and a Planned MaLntenance System
are critically needed in addition to long term technical
assistance. The TLN workshop is completely inadequate and ill-
equipped to maintain the complex equipment at the airport.
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Transport vehicles are alao needed to enable technicians to visit
critical sites on a timely basis for maintenance.

* The Air Traffic Control Tower. The ATC communication console ia
on the verge of collapse; it is over 25 years old and is obsolete.
It should be replaced immediately. A new air/ground antenna
system is required for the ATC radios. Air Trafc Controllers
need refresher training.

* Instrument Landina System (ILS/DME). The ILS Glide Slope and
Localizer are old (20 years) but are still operating
satisfactorily. Some repairs are needed. Both will have to be
replaced within five years. The DEE is in good condition but
needs specialized repairs of the Power Amplifier. The main
problem is the ILS antenna support structure, which is likely to
collapse at any moment. This structure must be replaced
immediately.

11.18 Other serious deficienci-e include;

- ,Airport Hanacement. The o-verall management of airport operations
and facilities (buildings, airfields, ground services) must be
systematized. Institutional strengthening of airport general
management, financial management, revenue generation and
forecasting, planned maintenance systems, procurement of equipment
and spares, and training is needed.

Hich Frequency (HP) Comnunications. The facility was hit by
lightening recently and only part of the equipment is
functioning. The console needs extensive repairs. The overhead
control cable was damaged and part of it was also later
vandalized. A new location is needed for the remote site,
including a new building, fencing and standby generator.

Navigation Beacon IVOR/DME) The VOR is in good condition but the
building has been vandalized on several occasions shutting down
the system. Electronic security monitoring and fencing should be
installed. A new Test Unit for the DME is required.

ILS Outer Locator. This equipment is old (over 25 years) and
obsolete and needs to be replaced. A solar array should be used
to supply power as the site is over water and cannot be supplied
by main power lines and it is difficult to ship fuel to the
dieseln by boat. The site buildings need extensive refurbishing
and the site needs fencing.

* Non-Directional Beacon (NDBm. This equipment is also over 25
years old and should be repiaced. If possible, the site should be
moved because it is in an isolated area and has been vandalized
several times. A new building, secure fencing and a standby
generator are required.

* Meteoroloaical Services (MET). MET services are virtually non-
existent. Pilots must take unreasonable risks in estimating
weather conditions, especially in the interior.
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* T&N Power System. The power cable servicing the T&N systems runs
under the runway and is 40 years old or older. It has recently
failed, requiring the use of the backup generator 24 hours per
day. The generator now fails several times a day. A temporary
cable has been run above ground, but power in Guyana in general is
most unreliable; the power has been out about 25 times in a period
of only several weeks. Each time the power is out and the
generator fails, the VOR, DNE and ILS are off the air posing a
very serious threat to air safety.

* Cargo facilities. Cargo facilities are practically non-existent.
The present covered storage space at the airport is insufficient
and results in cargo having to remain in the open, exposed to the
elements until it is put on an aircraft. There are also no
refrigeration facilities at the airport, and thus no incentive for
air export of produce or tropical flowers.

1l.i9 The Government has been seeking foreign joint-venture operators to
run the international airport but negotiations have failed to date. This is
partly due to the poor condition of airport infrastructure and partly due to
unrealistic expectations of profit potential by the foreign operators. The
airport has commercial viability in terms of maximizing revenues to cover
operational costs. However, base costs for minimum airport services are
fixed; revenue potential increases with the volumes of traffic, but with only
250,000 passengers per year being served at Timehrl, there is not the scope
required bur profit generation.

Ogle Airport

11.20 Ogle Airfield is located close to the coast about 8 km east of
Georgetown, about 15 minutes by car. It's runway is approximately 600 m (425
m paved, 580 m usable, and 760 m cleared) by 10 m wide and has a concrete
surface. It can accommodate aircraft of up to 12,500 pounds and is designed
for short take off and landing (STOT,) aircraft such as the Twin Otter. It is
used primarily for domestic passenger service, although international fights
are accommodated on a pre-arranged ad-hoc basis. There is a small terminal
building, and several privately owned hangars. Traffic at Ogle now exceeds
that at TimehrL in terms of aircraft movements.

11.21 The airfield is owned by GUYSUCO, the national sugar company.
Management is contracted out to Booker Tate of the UK. The airport land is
therefore not vested to the Civil Aviation Directorate and there is no
effective aviation development management. No zoning regulation have been
applied, as is evident by the fact that most of the small hangars are located
too close to the runway.

11.22 The ATC facilities at Ogle are primitive. The tower structure is
inadequate as are the communications and nzvigational aids facilities. There
has been one serious incident of a 707 mistaking Ogle for Timehri when the
Timehri aids were out because of a power failure, and the 707 attempted to
land at Ogle.

11.23 Very little credit is given to the role of Private Sector
Commercial Aviation in Guyana. At Ogle, there is an active community of about
40 aircraft, a fying school, a flying club and a Private Aircraft Owners
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Association. The Aircraft Owners Aso0ciation is eager to develop Ogle for
business, but have been blocked by government inaction.

Interior Airstrips

11.24 There are some 80 government owned and 60 private aerodromes
serving the inv.erior. Most are very simple, comprised of grass or gravel
strips with few additional facilities. The most important one is Lethem
airstrip with a 2,000 m, 22 m wide bitumen runway. Most airstrips are in poor
condition. The Government is currently surveying the major strips at
Barazita, Bemechi, Matthews Ridge, Port Kaituma, Maburuma, Kaikan, Paruima,
Kamarang, Phillipai, Kurupung, Kopinang, Mahdia, Kurukubaru, Kato,
Paramakatoi, Monkey Mountain, Lumid Pau, Aishalton, Wichabai, Annai Yopukari,
Apoteri, Karaoabai and Kaieteur for possible future upgrading.

11.25 There is only one NDB operating in the interior and that is at
Kamarang. All other beacons are out of service and have been for some time.
These beacons are all 25 years old or older and cannot be repaired. The VOR
at Timehri can be used out to about 100 nautical miles. The Timehri NDB
should work out to at least 100 miles, but the range in only about 50 miles.
New equipment is needed to improve the range. Communications, except HF
radio, are nonexistent.

11.26 Additional communications and navigational aids should be
installed in the interior to improve Right safety and to facilitate search
and rescue. Pending any dramatic traffic increases, this should concentrate
on at least providing full NDB coverage. Thio can probably be accomplished by
replacing the Ramarang NDB with a new NDB and installing two or three others.
A locator should be installed at Kaieteur Falls, where tourist traffic is
growing dramatically. All NDB's should be solar powered as it is very
difficult and expensive to fly fuel in to the interior.

Air Services

11.27 Timehri International Airport is served by a number of airlines
including Guyana Airways Corporation GAC (once a week from Miami, 3 times a
week from NY), BWIA (16 flights a week from Trinidad), LIAT (10 times a week),
ALM (once a week from Trinidad), SLM (3 times a week from Surinam), Cruseiro
Dosul (from Brazil), and Aeropostal (twice a week from Venezuela), as
presented in Table 11.2. United Airlines has applied to begin service in June
of 1993, but recent discussions with CAD indicate that the FAA has denied its
application (due to safety deficiencies at the airport). Timehri handles
approximately 250,000 passengers per year, which is a low level of activity
compared to other regional airports (i.e., Piarco International in Trinidad
handles over 1.4 million passengers per year), but iB significant in terms of
population served.

11.28 Nearly 60% of passenger. to the interior areas are transported by
air. Guyana Airways Corporation has only one scheduled route and one Twin
Otter aircraft. Other air services are provided on a charter basis by private
operators such as Air Services Ltd., Trans-Guyana, and layman Sankar. All
private operators have mainline businesses (mining, sugar, timber) to which
air service is a sideline and thus subsidized by the main business activities.
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11.29 In addition, the Civil Aviation Directorate (CAD) has been
operating a Skyvan aircraft. This aircraft is intended for civil aviation
duties and defence, however, it has also been operated on a commercial basis;
in direct competition with private operators. This has caused some distrust
of the CAD, in that the Directorate was in effect, regulating itself regarding
these commercial fights. The Government is now considering moving the
commercial operation of these aircraft to the Defence Department.

Table 11.2i SCHEDmU AIR SRVICE AT TINERIX

Airline From Equipment Frequency
(trips per week)

Guyana Airways Miami 707 !13S neats) 1
NY 707 3

SWIA Trinidad HD80 (150 seats) 16
LIAT Caribbean Avro 748 (50 seats) 10
ALM Curacao }11180 (150 seats) 2
SLM Surinam DCS (180 seats) 2

Twin Otter (20 seats) 1
Cruseiro Brazil n.a. n-a.
Aeropostal Venezuela MD80 (150 seats) 2

TOTAL 36

Source: Official Airline Guide 1992

11.30 Guyana Airways Corworation is currently operating at a small
profit on its international routes, but this is unlikely to be sustainable for
several reasons: the 707 aircraft it operates is old and very noisy; new noise
laws in North America are likely to restrict this type of aircraft from
operating at North American airports in the near future. Also, the
increasingly competitive nature of the international airline industry requires
strong management direction, and GAC is poorly managed. Finally, the
introduction of NY service by United Airways will cut into C-AC's NY market
share.

11.31 GAC's domesotc service is seriously inadequate; only one of
previoualy 12 scheduled route service is being maintained with only one Twin
Otter aircraft.

11.32 The Government is considering the divestment of GAC. The Ogle
Aircraft Owners' Association has made a proposal to government to take over
domestic air services, including medical, education and mail services to the
interior, as well as expanded services in aerial seeding, eco-tourism and
commuter service to mining, timber and agricultural sites. This proposal
should be seriously considered by the Government. International operations
should be divested to private interests (most likely foreign) but still under
government regulation. Another option to be considered is the elimination of
GAC entirely, opening Guyana to unregulated "open skiesr.
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3. Coaotal and River Transportation

DeeD Sea Activity

11.33 Ports in Guyana handling deep sea vessels in order of importance
are: Georgetown, Linden and New Amsterdam. Bulk commodity handling for
exported bauxite and sugar and imported petroleum products and flour account
for the largest volumes of cargo and totals one to two million tons per year.
Bulk exports of bauxite (about 1.1 million tons in 1992) and sugar (about
230,000 tons in 1992) represent about two thirds of the total value of
exports. Breakbulk handling of exported timber and rice (about 77,000 tons in
1992) and imported fertilizer also takeo place in small quantities. While
general cargo handling is mostly containerized, containerization is not part
of Guyanale internal transport system. All containers are stuffed and
destuffed adjacert at the berth face. Principal general cargo imports are:
cars, frozen chicken, consumer goods while principal general cargo exports are
frozen fish, rum, and frozen shrimp. Volumes data are not available because
national marine activity statistics are not collected.

11.34 Draught constraints and, for some commodi-ies, shipment size
limitations have encouraged the use of very small vessels; the largest veasels
are approximately 25,000 deadweight tons (dwt) capacity. There are no
Guyanese registry vessels significantly involved in overseas trade. A few
small coasting general cargo vessels of Guyanese registry trade regionally to
the Caribbean and neighboring countries. There are five vessels ranging from
522 dwt to 1350 dwt; two are owned by John Fernandes & Sons Ltd. and three are
owned by Sherman Stoll.

11.35 Most of Guyana's exports and imports are handled by foreign
shipping companies. Because bulk exports are carried by competitive charters
and imports are carried by lincrs, Guyana's capture of ship cost savings
through improved port facilities is likely to be highest for facilities
investments directed to Guyana's bulk exports.

11.36 Shipping lines calling at Georgetown include: TechMarine (the
most active in Guyana), Mitsui, Harrison, Seafreight, and Bernuth. Nedlloyd
has suspended service to Guyana and Blue Carib Line has recently ceased
calling. Although Guyana has some direct container service to Europe and the
Western Pacific, most containers are handled by way of intermediate container
ports at Port of Spain, Kingston and Miami- Trade with North America appears
to showing the greatest growth. Expatriate populations in Canada and the U.S.
have recently become a noticeable presence in the logistics of liner trade
between Miami and Georgetown. General cargo trade to and from Guyana is
characterized by numerous small scale private commercial importers and
exporters. Guyana trades in a region that has had moderate growth in
container activity. The Caribbean and Central/South America region's
container fleet grew by 10.4% in the period from 1990 to mid-1992 compared
with world wide growth of 24.8% in the same period.
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Table 11.3: GUYANA'S MNIN TRADING PARTNERS
(I of total by value)

Exports to: 1986 1991 Imports from: 1986 1991

UK 24.2 26.9 USA 16.4 31.3
USA 22.6 36.0 Trinidad and Tobago 32.1 12.8
Germany (Wnst) 9.1 3.0 UK 9.7 15.8
Japan 8.7 6.2 Germany 4.2 2.2
Canada 5.6 9.3 Japan 3.7 6.7
Trinidad and Tobago 6.8 2.0 Canada 1.6 4.8

Source: IMF, Directory of Trade Statistics

Internal Maritime Transport

11.37 Coastal general caroo veL'sels operating between Georgetown and the
regions and ferries for river crossings carry people, consumer goods and,
bagged rice and bulk sugar for export. Because of intersecting rivers and the
1;ck of roads, most agricultural inputs (eg. fertilizers), people, vehicles
and consumer goods travelling within Guyana must use marine transport for part
of the journey. Government owned ferries and one government owned coastal
cargo vessel operate and compete with private water taxis and coastal cargo
vessels. However, only publicly owned ferries are capable of carrying
vehicles. The Government's aged, slow and unreliable ferries and coastal
vessels are being rehabilitated through an EC funded program. Because an aids
tender is no longer available, the government's vessels are diverted to aids
maintenance from time to time. An aid tender is a vessel specialized to the
purpose of lifting heavy buoys (eg. 5 tone) out of the water for re-
furbishing. For reasons of safety and of cost recovery of government
services, private operations require more regulation. Water taxis have no
Afety equipment and appear to often overload their vessels.

11.38 Signific2nt quantities of bulk commodities travel by water within
Guyana. On the Berbice River, bauxite bulk barges link loading facilities for
ocean-going vessels at the river mouth terminal to mining operations 195 km
upstream. 98% of the 230,000 tons per year of sugar are delivered by barge
from the various production areas for export from Georgetown. Sugar barges
are in three size classes depending on delivery route; 180 to 190 tons, 68 to
70 tons and 27 to 30 tons. Similarly, most of the internal transport of rice
is by water. Aggregates are delivered to Georgetown by barge.

11.39 Pontoon barges and riverine small craft use th.e Demerara, Berbice,
Corentyne, and Waini Rivers. Rivers are the primary means for timber to be
brought to sawmills in the Georgetown area and are important for the re-supply
of interior communities. Several sawmills8 are located on the Demerara and
EBsequibo Rivers to receive raw logB for proceBsing. Some 1,000 km of river
waterways are reported to be commercially significant for niavigation.
Drainage canals are also used for the collection of sugar cane by barge on
plantations and for personal travel in small craft.
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11.40 Internationally reqistered Guyanese vessela include: 10 gener&l
cargo coasting vessels; 5 ferrieo ranging from 160 to 612 gross registered
tons (qrt)l 2 tugs of 100 grt each; 1 tanker of 125 grt; 1 roll-on roll-off
(RORO) vessel of 848 grt; 1 hopper dredge of 1500 grt; 35 deep water fishing
vessels in the 101 to 1OS grt size range.

GeetonHror

11.41 Approach. Entry of all vessela to the port of Georgetown on the
Demerara River is governed by the depth of water on the bar; once past the bar
there is ample depth in the 70 m wide main channel into the main port area for
any vessel which can cross the bar itself. Depth on the bar at high water
varies from 4.91 m to 6.23 m on spring tides. On the tide, ships with
draughts up tc 6.7 m =an cross. The River is navigable as far as Linden, 96
km from the ertrance. Pilotage by Transport and Harbors Department pilots is
ccmpulsory and all ships regardless of their destination in Guyana must come
to the pilot station off Georgetown's harbor entrance to pick up their pilot
before proceeding to their destinations. No tug assistance is available. The
main part of the harbor was last surveyed by the Canadian Hydrographic Service
in 1974. Anchorage locations are available in th.e harbor but the lack of
mooring buoys forces risky reliance on the soft mud bottom against the strong
tide assisted currents.

11.42 Vessel Accommodation. There are six principal wharves ranging
from 59 m to 228 m in length with depths of 4.38 m to 6.10 m at low water.
There are also sawmills with loading facilities and shrimp freezing depots.
Vessels discharge with their own gear because the narrow timber wharves with
their low bearing capacities are not suitable for heavy equipment. The La
Penitence improvement project has been completed for the Guyana National
Shipping Corporation. The wharf is 231 m long providing accommodation for two
vessels of limited lengths. Bauxite vessels use Georgetown as a topping up
port having first loaded a part cargo upstream at Linden. Bauxite bulk
carriers moor in 6.9 m depths against a permanently vessel that acts as a
transhipment station to receive their final cargo allotments. Barges are also
used to bring bauxitr* against anchored vessels awaiting topping up. Lloyds'
vessel database reports that in 1990, 689 international vessels of 4,873,252
dwt visited the port. (The average dwt for these vessels was 7,072.) The
Transport and Harbors DeparStment reports that in 1991, 1545 vessels (both
Guyanese and international) subject to harbor dues entered Georgetown. Exempt
from paying harbor dues are tugs, barge., fishing trawlers and small craft.

11.43 Cargo Handling. General cargo handling is slow and constrained at
an eatimated handling rate of about 80 tons per shift. There are six cranes
of 2 t to 30 t and two 20 ft container movers. Containers are not normally
moved away from the berth face tacause city roadways are inadequate. John
Fernandes & Sons Ltd. handles about 3,600 Twenty-foot Equivalent Units (teurm)
per year and GNSC handles about 2,400 teu's annually (the teu is the standard
measuring unit for container traffic). Smaller but unknown amounts are
handled at other terminals. Cargo storage space is limited; only 9858 m2 of
covered storage and 8,370 m' of open storare space is available. Oil storage
terminals owned by Shell, Texaco, Esso and Guyana Oil Co. Ltd. are situated on
the east bank of the Demerara River.

11.44 Reported bulk handling rates are: bauxite 500 tons per hour at
topping up stations; flour 60 tons per hour (each of two vacuum discharge
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hoses); sugar 500 tons per hour; bagged fertilizer 65 tons per hour; bulk
fertilizer 30 tons per hour; bulk alcohol 100,000 liters per hour

inden HEarbor

11.45 APproach. All vessels must enter by travelling 96 km up the
Demerara River after passing Goorgetown. The main navigational limitations
are Georgetown's entrance bar, the unreliable opening of the Demerara River
floating bridge, and depth limitations at various locations of the river.
Notable shallow spots include the area near the foating bridge and several
locations on the journey to Linden. The controlling depth is at the bridge
while the rest of the river offers deeoer water at 5.2 m to 6.4 m in most of
the channel. Generally two tides are required to make the passage. While
waiting for tides, designated anchorages are available in the River. Pilotage
from the upstream harbor limit at Georgetown to Linden is handled by a
separate group of river pilots employed by the Guyana National Engineering
Corporation.

11.46 Vessel Accomnodation. The berth face at Linden is 274.3 m long
and will accommodate two ships of 152.3 m alongside. Vessels use the 175 m
diameter turning basin but siltation has reduced the basin's effective size.
While the principal commodity handled is bauxite in deep sea bulk carriers,
there is also a container service by TechMarine Lines and visitations by a
small oil/bulk vessel. The oilfbulk vessel delivers oil to Linden and
backhauls bauxite on its outward journey.

11.47 Cargo Handling. The bauxite shiploader at Linden and the
materials handling system supporting it can deliver at a peak rate of 500 tons
per l.our, compared to 900 tons per hour in Suriname or 1,400 tons per hour in
Trinidad.

New Amsterdam Harbor

11.48 A=proach. Vessels cross the New Amsterdam Bar drawing 0.38 m more
than the predicted tide for the Georgetown Bar and can proceed 192 km up the
Berbice River depending on size and tonnage. New Amsterdam itself is located
8 km upstream on the Berbice River. Compulsory pilotage requires vessels to
divert to Georgetown to pick up a pilot before approaching at New Amsterdam.
(In many countries the pilot moves to meet tha ship rather than moving the
ship to meet the pilot. Pilot time charges are usually much less than vessel
time charges.)

11.49 Vessel Accommodation. For New Amsterdam, vessels discharge to
lighters at anchorage in the river in 3 m to 5.8 m of water. At Everton,
situated further upstream ocean-going vessels are handled at bauxite loading
facilities of Guyana Mining Enterprises Ltd. Their wharf is 98.4 m long with
a minimum depth alongside of 5.8 m. Small oil tankers are handled at
Heatherton for the Guyana Oil Co. and at Providence for Shell Oil Co. Both
facilities have depths of 4.88 m to 5.49 m. Lloyds' vessel database reports
that in 1990, 20 international vessels of 157,537 dwt entered the harbor.
(The average dwt for these vessels was 7,877.)
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Dry Docks and Shin ReDairs

11.50 Three companies (all fully or partly government owned) provide dry
docking and ship repair facilities for smaller local commercial vessele at
Georgetown, the Marzaruni River and New Amsterdam (at Everton). Larger
international trade vessels at Georgetown can have hull and engine repair.
carried out while at anchor.

Table 11.4* DRY DOCK AND VJESSEL REPAIR FACILITIES

Location Type of Length Breadth Capacity Cranage Owner
Facility (m) (m) (tons)

Georgetown dry dock 62.55 14.00 - 1 e lOt GNEC a/
Georgetown dry dock 79.60 11.50 900 - GNEC
Georgetown slipway 45.00 - 700 - GNEC
Georgetown slipway 26.00 - 500 - GNEC
Mvraruni River dry dock 48.76 10.67 - - Government
New Amsterdam floating 42.67 15.24 600 - GMEL bJ

dock

a/ Guyana National Engineering Corporation.
I? Guyana Mining Enterprise Ltd.

Source: Lloyds Dry Docks

4. Rail Transprortation

11.51 There is no national rail system in Guyana. A government owned
standard gauge railway 133 km long operates to serve bauxite mining operations
between Linden and Ituni and Coomacka. Local business interests are promoting
the reestablishment of rail service along the abandoned right-of-way along the
coast, but all such attempts should be discouraged. It is not economically
feasible to reestablish rail aervice which would, in effect duplicate road and
coastal boat services, and double maintenance requirements.

C. INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

11.52 The Ministry of Public Works. Cor-nunications and Regional
Develonuent hau overall responsibility for the planning, construction,
improvement, operation and regulation of the transport sector. The Ministry
of Agriculture participates in the development of the farm and feeder road
system. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for reviewing and allocating
budgetary funds for the sector's agencies while the State Planning Secretariat
(SPS), soon to be subsumed by the Ministry of Finance, has been responsible
for putting together the public sector investment program. Urban roads are
technically the responsibility of the Municipality.

11.53 The purpose of the Central Transport Plannina Unit (CTPU) of the
NOPWCRD is to control the development of the transport sector by integrating
the investment proposals of the modal agencies. CTPU is also mandated to
establish priorities among projects, propose transport policy changes, and
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review tariffs and charges. However because the CTPU is seriously
understaffed, it does not have full control of its transport coordination
function. Only one of six approved position. are currently staffed. The
modal agencies tend to submit budget requests directly to the Ministry of
Finance completely bypassing CTPU. Tariffs and charges are set and collected
by the Ministry of Finance, often without the benefit of technical analysis.
Development of the CTPU will be essential in the effective implementation of
needed transport policy changes and institutional r-form.

11.54 MOPWCRD Roads Division (RD) falls under the Public Works Branch
and is responsible for the planning, construction and operation of pubic
roads, as well as vehicle licensing. Currently responsibility for road
maintenance is decentralized to the regions. This has been less than
succesaful in the past due to lack of resources, equipment and technical
capability in the regions. It is proposed that legislation be passed to
recentralize responsibility for maintenance cf the main roads system to RD.
Roads Division currently has four professional staff, but there has been
virtually no road development over the past decade.

11.55 The Demerara Harbor Bridge Proiect also falls under the
Communications Branch and is responsible for the repair and maintenance of the
bridge. The project structure works well given the on-going rehabilitation
projects funded by the EC.

11.56 The Civil Aviation Denartment (CAD) of NOPWCRD, Communications
Branch, has responsibility for development, maint"nance and operation of all
airports and airstrips, for the regulation of air transport, for the licensing
of aircraft and pilots and for setting rates and tariffs. It is proposed that
the operation and regulatory functions of CAD be separated by preparing and
passing legislation creating an Airports Authority and a Civil Aviation
Authority. in addition, the CAD currently contracts the UK Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) for airworthiness inspection and pilot testing, but CAA has
recently ceased service due to non-payment. This regulatory function may beat
be undertaken at the regional level, and it is proposed that CARICOM
investigate the feasibility of a Regional Airworthiness Authority. Policy
development, regulatory compliance and airport licensing should remain the
responsibility of CAD, but it is understaffed for complete coverage.

11.57 Guyana is a member of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), which establishes minimum standards for airport
operations, airspace management and aviation related facilities and is bound
by ICAO agreement to these international standards.

11.58 The Guyana Airways Corooration is administered under the Ministry
of Trade and Tourism, but is regulated by CAD. If GAC is divested, air
transportation regulation would remain with CAD. Negotiation of bilateral
route rights is the responsibility the Transport Advisory Board of CAD.
Guyana Airways Corporation is a participant in a multilateral interline
agreement with the International Air Transport Association (IATA) which
establishes agreements among international air carrier, to carry passengers
and cargo between sovereign states.

11.59 The TranlgortandBarborB Department (TBD) of NDPWCRD under the
Communications Branch, is reeponsible for ports, shipping and river transport.
It. mandate includes provision of marine navigation services (pilots, marine
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navigation aids and dredgLng) and operation of ferries and coastal
passenger/cargo services. TID Lu also the primary regulator in the marine
sector encompassing: ship mafety, vessel murveys, navigation services, channel
maintenance, and policy, There is no port authority to coordinate and control
port activities however, the Department ham all the general powers and duties
of a port and harbor authority, much as port land use and development, but it
does not appear to be actlvely exercliing thLs mandate. The Harbor Master's
office and the Chief Pilot report to the Department General Manager. There
are four main terminalm at the port, two government owned and two privately
owned.

11.60 As an institution, NOPWCRD suffers from the same problems systemic
in the public service: low government salaries, resultant deficit in qualified
personnel, lack of system information, and inappropriate accounting practices.

D. SECTOR FINANCES

1. overview

11.61 Table 11.5 presents Guyana's transport sector expenditures from
1985 to 1992. Current expenditures have decreased in recent years, reflecting
the lack of funds for maintenance. Maintenance expenditureo are not recorded
separately from MOPWCRD's other recurrent expenditures. Increases in the
capital expenditures in 1991 and 1992 largely reflect investment in the
Guyana/Brazil road and repairs to the Demerara Harbor Bridge. The percentage
of total Government expenditures on transportation has steadily increased
since 1986 indicating the Government's relative priority on transportation,
but the current percentage of 6.2% is still low, and is distorted by the
relatively large investment in the Guyana/Brazil road. A spending level of
about 10-15% would be more realistic for Guyana.

Table 11.5S GUOMMl'S TRANSPORT SECTOR EXPENDITURES 1985-92
(Current 'US$ millions)

Est. Budget
1985 1986 1987 1988 1969 1990 1991 1992

Current Expenditures 3.95 5.67 3.39 4.68 2.21 N/A N/A 1.34
capital Expenditures 3.98 3.40 2.25 4.61 6.93 N/A 11.06a/ 10.26]r/

Total 7.93 9.07 5.64 9.29 9.14 N/A N/A 11.60

Share in Budget 2.16% 1.52% 1.85% 2.54% 4.30% N/A N/A 6.24%

Meworandum Item:
User Charges 5.0 3.5 5.9 N/A 8.0c/

a/ Increase due to expenditure on Guyana/Brazil Road.
JI Includes all transport related line items.
g/ conservative estimato of vehicle registration, licenses, tolls and fuel

tax (Table 11.7).

Source: Central Transport Planning Unit of MOPWCRD and 1992 Budget
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2. Current Excenditures

11.62 Current account expenditures fall far short of required level. and
have been decreasing since 1988 (Table 11.5). This trend reflects the crisis
in transportation infrastructure maintenance. .'able 11.6 present a breakdown
of budgeted current account expendltures for 1992.

Table t1.& BUDGETED OPERATXONS AND MAINTENaNCE, 1992j/
(Current US$ millions)

Road Bridgeo Other- Total

MOPWCRD RD 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.30
MOPWCRD CAD 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.11
Regions 0.67 0.18 0.08 0.93

TOTAL 0.78 0.38 0.18 1.34

a/ Excludes category wOther Maintenance" and Transport and Harboro Department
which is nominally self financing.

Source: Guyana Public Accounts 1992

11.63 It is expected that less than 50% of allocations to the regions
are actually spent on road maintenance, the rest being diverted to other
sectors.

11.64 It is evident is there are inadequate funds in the current account
for routine maintenance for roads. On average, for the 2500 km road network,
the Roads Department spends less than US$120 per km on road maintenance. Even
assuming funds are only spend on the main road network of 500 km, average
expenditure is only US$600 per km. An average of USS2,500 per km for
maintenance of paved roads is considered a minimum for South American and
Caribbean standards (US$1,800 for other roads).

11.65 In aggregate, a recent World Bank Staff Appraisal Report estimates
a need for US$5.77 million per year for maintenance of the road system
(including the Demerara Harbor Bridge). Maintenance of a completed Guyana/
Brazil road would add another US$1 million per year. It is unlikely that the
Government will be able to exceed the current USS0.3 million presently
allocated (Table 11.6) in the near future.

11.66 However, most roads are so deteriorated now that full
rehabilitation is needed, and funding is secured through 1DB and IDA for
rehabilitation of the most of the main road network. IDA, through the
Agricultural Hybrid Loan, has also provided funding for the rehabilitation of
1000 miles of farm access roads. These projects include provisions for-
maintenance for non-project roads for the next four to five years, giving the-
Government a breathing period after which it is-expected that the Government
will be better able to commit to ongoing maintenance requirements.
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11.67 Rehabilitation of feeder road. however, is not covered in either
IDA or IDB'a funding program (although both originally were planned to cover
some sections) nor are maintenance funds available. This is a serioua funding
gap that the Covernment of Guyana wlll have to assume, unless other donors can
be identified.

11.68 The current account expenditures also reflect the crisis in public
sector salaries (which are one third that of private sector) and the
difficulty in recruiting and retaining qualified technical staff. Average
salaries are US$4,800 per year, or about US$80 per month. Due credit should
be given to the many remaining staff who are professional and competent and
who have made a commitment to assisting in Guyana's economic recovery. Most
have other sources of income which enables them to remain in the Ministry.
The issue of salaries and recruitment in the public sector is a systemic
problem which must be addressed at the macro level.

11.69 Current expenditures by the Transport and Harbors Department and
by marine related government enterprises such as the GNSC do not appear in the
public accounts because of the self-financing nature of these entities. For
THD total current expenditures in 1991 were US$2 million, but because
Department revenues exceeded these expenditures, this amount was not
represented in government accounts. The composition of the Department's
current expenditures for its commercial services was: salaries and wages 16%;
vessel maintenance 45%; building maintenance 7%; fuel and lubrication oil 22%;
other expenses 9%.

3. User Charges

11.70 Highways expenditures in Guyana are recovered through road-user
charges in the form of taxes and duties on motor fuels, lubricating oil, spare
parts and tires, and imported vehicles, tolls and vehicle registration and
licensing fees. Information is incomplete, but average total annual receipts
estimates range from US$6 million to US$16.9 million for recent years. Table
12.7 presents a conservative estimate of road user charges. It is clear that
user charges far exceed present maintenance levels, and indeed exceed even
levels required for proper operation and maintenance (approximately US$5.7
million). However, these revenues contribute to general revenues for the
Government, and it is unlikely the Government will be able to divert them
entirely to road operation and maintenance. Nevertheless, better accounting,
budgeting and stronger representation by CTPU should improve the allocations
by emphasizing the magnitude of user charges, as well as the potential
societal benefits of road maintenance (i.e., lower fuel consumption and
vehicle wear).

11.71 Recently the tolls on all roads, except the Demerara River bridge,
have been abolished by the Government, but the impact of that decision will be
insignificant on receipts and in the long run beneficial to the country since
the receipt did not cover the administration and accounting costs for the
stations.

11.72 The current fuel consumption tax is 50% CIF (cost/insurance/
freight) for mogas, diesel and avfuel. The avfuel tax has been reduced from
140% pre 1991 to 75% in 1991 to 50% in 1992, but is still considered crippling
by local operators. Oil company markups are typically 38% which some consider
excessive.
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11.73 Air tranaport user charges are collected through avlation fuel
taxes and surcharges, ticket taxea, a recently introduced US$8 departure tax,
as well as aircraft landing and parking fees and air navigation charges.
These fees are currently paid into general revenues and are not available for
aviation operation and maintenance. The CAD has for years been promoting the
establishment of a financially autonomous Airport Authority responaLble for
self-financing operation and maintenance costs through user fees. The
Government has recently approved the preliminary planning for such an
Authority. The Authority could be self financing for operation and
nmintenance, but not for capital expansion, which would still be the
responsibility of MOPWCRD. Self financing differs from commercially viable,
in that there are no profits made.

Table 11.7: ROAD USER CHARGES
(In USS millions)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Vehicle registration
licenses and taxes 2.9 2.2 1.5 1.2 1.5

Tolls 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Fuel Taxes 1.9 1.2 4.3 N/A 6.5 a/

TOTAL 5.0 3.5 5.9 N/A 8.0

af Assuming half of all gasoline and diesel fuel consumption tax collected
applie, to road vehicles.

source: IDB GY-D005, and Ministry of Finance

11.74 In 1991 revenues of the Transport and Harbors Department (US$2.10
million comprised of passenger fares 16%; cargo freight charges 15%; vehicle
and other fares 18%; barge revenues 5%; harbor dues: Pilotage 14%, light dues
10%, tonnage dues 22%) exceeded expenses to achieve a positive gross margin of
about 24. The Department's operations combine money-losing ferry and ateamer
operations with highly profitable harbor operations. Although surpluses are
being reported, it appears that the Department's accounting does not take in
account the cost of administrative overhead, dredging, vessel refits and the
backlog of maintenance needed for marine navigation systems. Accounted
expenses appear to include only wages, fuel, regular maintenance and supplies;
depreciation is not recognized.

11.75 When considered as a separate entity, the Department's ferries and
coastal vessels have a gross margin of negative 40%. All but one of the seven
major routes lost money; only the Berbice River ferry crossing generated a
surplus (US$0.22 million in 1991). The worst financial performance was for
the Berbice River Bervice where revenues were only 24% of the USS 117,000 in
expenses. Higher priced but faster private services (taxi boats) have
succeeded in capturing 25% to 50% of the passenger market from government
ferries and are accelerating the Department's ferry operations losses. The
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taxi boat fare is more.than double,that.of the ferry, indicating a willingness
of users to pay for.better mervice.

11.76 Harbor operations-revenues are composed of Pilotage (30%), Light
Dues.(21%) and Tonnage.Dues (48%) ,and amounted to US$0.95 million in 1991.
From harbor operations,.surpluses'of US$0.58 million were generated in 1991.
Harbor dues revenues exceeded the costs of pilotage and aids maintenance by a
factor of about 2.5 to 1. The TMD does not collect significant revenues or
harbor due. from the use of wharves and terminals becauoe they are owned and
operated by other private and vg)vernment enterprise.

4. Capital Expenditures

11.77 Capital expenditures have siwn a significant increase in 1988/69
due to expenditures on the Black Bush PiAder Road and on the Demerara Harbor
Bridge, and in 1991/92 because of expenditures on the Demerara Harbor Bridge
and the Guyana/Brazil Road.

11.78 The aviation sub-sector is seriously underfunded for capital
upgrading. For example the CAD requested US$2.5 million for 1993 and were
approved only for US$0.8 million. No plan for replacement of obsolete
telecommunication and navigational equipment is even contemplated. Most
equipment in the interior is already out of service, and equipment at Timehri
is ovter 25'years old and must be replaced within three years.

Table 11.8: GUYANAS PSIP TRANSPORT SECTOR EXPENDITURES 1992 aI
(Cuwmnt US$ mlonsl

Tinehri Airport 0.49
Stellings & Wharves 0.04
Demerara Harbor Bridge 1.31
Equipnent Civil Aviation 0.09
Guyana/Surirna Ferry 0.00
HinterLand Airstrips 0.04
Land & Water Transport 0.25
Reconditioninu of Ships 0.10
Roads CRegions) 0.25
Navigational Aids 0.02
Ferry Services 0.00
Recorditioning of Ferries 0.20
Bridges 0.19
Guyana/Brazil Road 5.27
Cargo Vessels - Spares 0.C5
Land & Water (Regions) 0.11
Misc Roads 0.45
Bartica/Issano/Mohdim Rd 0.11
Timehri Fire Hall 0.13
Land Transp Cmin of Labor) 0.01
Urban Roads & Drainage 0.32
LandfWater (Regions) 0.10
Guyana Airways Corn 0.20
Guyana NationaL Shipping Corp 0.10
Guyana NationaL Engineering Corp Cshipping) 0.42

TOTAL 10.26

Roads 8.14
Air 0.95
Marine 1 2.17

pJ severaL transportation items are not Listed under *Trmnsportation and Communications" category.

Source: Guyan PubLic Sector Investment Review, 1992
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11.79 Capital expenditures by Government in the marine sector have
included monLis for reconditioning ferries and ships, providLng vessel spare.
and for replacing navigatlon alds. XdentLfied capital expendltures of this
kind as lLsted in the Guyana Public Accounts were U8$0.32 mllion ln 1991 and
US$0.97 milllon in 1992. Although nominally self-financing entities, both the
Transport and Narbors Department and Guyana National ShLpping Corporation
(GNSC) have recelved such funds in 1991 and 1992.

11.80 It is interesting to compare the 1992 capltal expenditures (Tabla
11.8) with the prlorities of the new Government as presented in the document
for the Meeting on Global Development Cooperatlon at the Carter Center in
Atlanta on December 4-5, 1992 (Tablm 11.9). Such a comparison reveals that
1992 expenditures did not cover many of the new Government's priorities. A
recommended future PSIP for transport is presented in Section H of thie
chapter.

Table 11.9: GOVERNMENT PRUORIIES IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR

Prolect G e Comt on Fundino

1. Emergency Maintenrae Assistance 3.094 IDA 1.5 roadmintenance
lpdating the Guyana Transport Pln IDB 1.0 rod mintemnce
Preparation 'n Investment Projects Gap: Transport Ptan

2. Reorganization of Transport 0.397 103 0.52 institutional
Functions strengthening

3. Urban Transport master Plan 0.554 so financing
Georgetown

4. Demerara Floating Bridge Rehab 9.000 EC 9.0

5. Rehab GtT-Soesdyke Road 10.700 IDS 5.2

6. Rehab Timebri Airport 9.000 IDA 2.0 firetrurk
Financing Cap

7. Demerara River Navigation 3.000 No financing

S. Soesdyke-Linden Road resealing 5.500 IDA 5.0
and bridges

9. Rehab Essequibo Road 21.50W IDA 10.5 (Lower
design standard)

10. Container Freight Station 6.000 IDA 0.2 study only
and Inner Port Area Financing Gap

11. Renovation of Hinterland Airports 10.000 no financing

12. Ferries Action Plan 0.600 EC 0.27

13. Tech Assistance for Shipyard 0.100 no 0nancing
Rehab and Concession

14. Tech Assistance for Central 1.100 IDA 0.3 technical
PLaming Unit asistance

15. Developm ent of InLand Uatermays 1.500 lo financing
(Feasibility)

Source: Based c . "From Crisis to Sustainable Development and Democracy in Guyanw.
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S. MAxM SECTORAL ISSUES

1. General

11.81 Problems in MOPWCRD mirror those of the entire public sector: low
salaries, lack of qualified staff, insufficient recruitment, a need for
training, lack of a budgeting process, lack of system information, lack of
clear lines of responsibility and accountability, no national-level planning,
and poor donor coordination. Many of these systemic problems must be
addressed at the macro level. The proposed IDA Public Administration Project
is expected to target salaries and training, and the IDA and IDB sectoral
projects are designed to address specific institutional and technical issues.

11.82 The lack of national planning in transport is a critical
bottleneck to the efficient allocation of resources. Total transport
solutions are needed which optimize modal roles and provide strategic policy
and tariff bases. In all modal sub-sectors managers point out the need for
training and the reestablishment of a technical training institute for
mechanics, supervisors, pilots, marketing, distribution training, as well as
management training.

2. Road Transportation

11-83 The planned rehabilitation of the main road sections by IDB, IDA,
and CDB over the next five years will effectively return Guyana's main road
network system to acceptable standards. The issues during reconstruction are
absorptive capacity of MOPWCRD and local contractors, and coordination and
optimization of human and material resources. The issues after -econstruction
are traffic management and, of course, provision for ongoing maintenance to
prevent a return to current conditions.

Rehabilitation

11.84 Five large international contracts will be tendered within the
next year for road rehabilitation; in addition, at least three contracts for
sea wall reconstruction will also be tendered. The Government will want to
coordinate this sizeable civil works program. For example, on the West
Essequibo Coast, the road should not be rehabilitated until the sea wall is
reconstructed, or the new road would be in danger of being washed out in the
next breach of the sea wall. Similarly, there may be economies of scale with
respect to purchase and shipping of materials needed for both sea wall and
road construction, eg. stone aggregate, heavy equipment etc.

11.85 Prices for both road and sea wall reconstruction are affected by
cost of quarried stone aggregate. This is an issue in Guyana because of thc
current monopoly status of the one operating quarry resulting in prices of
about US$25 per ton; equal to the cost of imported aggregate. Aggregate is
relatively so expensive, that the IDA road project on the Essequibo Coast
involves a modified pavement design minimizing the use of aggregate and
increasing the use of sand (which is more readily available). Production
capacity must be increased and the price of rock has to come down at the same
time. Some options are:

e Allow other companies than the established Toolsie-Persaud and
Baracara to produce rock in Guyana. One possibility would be to
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divest the existing Tepura (GNS) quarry, which has sufficient
potential to provide the local market and allow for export aS
well.

* Give tenderers for the new projects free access to the smaller
quarries in the Essequibo river area.

* Make the Tepura quarry an open access quarry for future tenderers.

* Support the use of rock from inland gold mines.

11.86 The local contractor industry in Guyana is effectively dormant
presently because of the paucity of work in the past decade. There are
interested business people willing to rebuild their assets, or get into the
induatry if some minimum level of activity were assured for the future.
Guyana will be highly dependent on private sector contractors in the future
for maintenance, as MOPWCRD has neither staff or equipment to take on this
function. Every effort should be made during the rehabilitation phase to
involve local contractors.

Maintenance

11.87 Responsibility for highway administration has since 1985 been
divided between the Roads Division (RD) of the MOPWCRD and the regional
authorities. RD's role was restricted to the overall development of the main
network and to advisory and technical support to the regions, while the
regions were made responsible for the improvement, rehabilitation and
maintenance of the roads in their region. The regional authorities have
neither the technical capacity nor resources to perform their functions. On
the other hand, RD which still bar some capacity (4 professional-level staff)
has practically nothing to do since there has been virtually no road
development over the past decade. The maintenance funds allocated to the
regional authorities are not only insufficient, but are also not necessarily
spent on maintenance. Moreover those regions which try to execute maintenance
are hampered by lack of technical capacity and equipment. In order to achieve
any degree of successful maintenance of the soon to be rehabilitated main road
system, the Government needs to recentralize the development, administration
and maintenance of the main roads under the Roads Division, and allocate
sufficient funds for operation and maintenance in the annual current account.
Maintenance of feeder roads and trails should remain under regional
responsibility, and again sufficient funds must be allocated for maintenance,
and accountability for that maintenance should be monitored by RD.

Traffic Management

11.88 Improvement of the travelling surface of the main road network
will significantly reduce vehicle user costs; however, it will also encourage
higher travel speeds. This is an issue in Guyana because of the multi-purpose
nature of roads. The coastal roads are in effect "main street Guyana" and are
used as footpaths, for water hauling (on low wheeled platforms pulled by very
young children), for animals, and at times the surface is completely covered
by sun-drying rice paddy (hiding any potholes). The road runs through built
up residential and market areas its entire length. The accident rate is
currently unacceptable, and the livestock loss through accidents is
significant.
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11.89 IDB Report CY-0005 (Guyana Main Road Rehabilitation Project)
reports that in recent years, the average number of fatalities wau 191 per
year. An axtremeCy high proportion of these fatalities, over two-thirds, were
accounted for by pedestrians, bicyclists and users of other non-standard
transport (i.e. push carts). C er 201 of all fatalitioe were chidron. This
translates into approximately 25 times the average fatality rate per 1,000
motor vehicles per year in a developed country.

11.90 The pattern of deaths and injuries on roads in Guyana is explained
in part by the lack of shoulders on the trunk roads. This problem will be
largely addressed in the design of the IDB and IDA road rehabilitation
projects, However, some form of public education and traffic management
program is needed. In addition, compliance of vehicle safety and axle loading
regulations must be improved to prevent premature destruction of road surfaces
and to increase safety.

Feeder Roads

11.91 Unless a donor is found for rehabilitation of feeder roads, the
Government will have to budget for feeder road maintenance. The Black Bush
Polder Road is a priority feeder road in need of repairs or reconstruction.
The use of local traditional technologies should be examined for possible cost
economies, for example, the use of "burnt earth' aggregates.Z&

Urban Roads

11.92 Urban roads are presently serviced in an ad-hoc, patch up process.
Rehabilitation should be part of an overall urban davelopment master plan.
The proposed IDB Urban Rehabilitation Program is investigating the best
approach.

Guyana/Brazil Road

11.93 The most significant issue with respect to financing is the
proposed Government expenditure to complete the Guyana/Brazil Road (also
referred to as the Mabura-Lethem Road). The cost of this road is US$30
million, financed through loans with the Government of Brazil, plus ongoing
maintenance costs estimated at over US$1.0 million per year. A total of US$16
million has already been spent in Phase I (210 km). Loan terms are being
negotiated now for Phase II US$14 million for 136 km).

11.94 The Government's objective in building this road is to open up the
vast resources of the hinterland to development, increase trade with Brazil,
enable farmers in the savannas of the Rupununi district to market their cattle
and other produce in Georgetown, and to provide better medical and educational
services to the Amerindians and other residents of the interior.

28/ Burnt earth is created by laying wood in an earth pit, adding a layer of
local clay, then another layer of wood and setting tha entire pit on
fire for about three days until the clay is dried and clumped. This
technology requires considerable skill and is practiced only by a few
older road workers.
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11.95 However, the high the cost of the road, both in capltal and
recurring maintenance coutu, requires rigorous examination of the investment
to date and the proposed benefits of completion.

11.96 The loan agrament will require a significant portion of Guyana's
available external financing and will indebt the country into the 21st
century. Also of concern is the likelihood that the Government will not be
able to afford to properly maintain the ccApleted road, which would result in
its rapid deterioration and ultimately a decay of the investment.

11.97 The road deeign is already of questionable standard. The existing
portion is not built for heavy loading and the quality of construction has
been challenged. The Phase II section allgnment has also been questioned in
that it does not take advantage of a natural ridge line and sand base.

11.98 The premise of the road investment is that the cost of transport
to the interior, currently only possible by air, will be greatly reduced by
land transport, thus stimulating greatly increased traffic demand. Also to be
considered, however, is that air service (and the associated Infrastructure
costs) will still be required for air access to areas not along the road, and
for time dependent transport. The per trip cost from the Rupinuni to
Georgetown will be greatly reduced by the availability of a road compared to
current air service. However, the full economic cost of facility, including
the capital cost, must be included in an analysis. It is likely that a
detailed analysis will show that improved air service, through greater
frequency of service and a decrease the present unit cost per passenger or ton
of cargo (through economies of scale or subsidies) would also achieve an
induced demand, and at lesser total economic cost. The population to be
served by this road is presently less than 50,000 people; thus the effective
cost of the road is over US$1000 per person.

11.99 There is no evidence of a recent economic feasibility study done
for this road. However a general analysis for the 2975 Guyana National
Transport Plan, was conducted using a range of forecasted traffic demands. It
reports:

"A general conclusion of the preliminary economic analysis is that for
the existing and forecasted low traffic of the hinterland roads, it is
not economically justified to build roads, even for the lowest
standards, in order to transfer traffic from other modes of transport.
On the other hand, the investment needed to improve the road leads to
even greater loses. A road must therefore be justified by special
development projects (eg. the Kamarang Hydropower Station). Otherwise,
the construction of a road in the hinterland can be justified only by
non-economic objectives, e.g., national, political, defense."

11.100 The Government is not prepared for the impact of a completed road
with respect to regulation of natural resource development (mining and
timber), or impact on Georgetown's urban road and port facilities. Other
concerns include the possible damage to the rainforest, increased theft of
livestock, smuggling, exploitation of "open-door" Amerindian communities, and
transmission of disease for both humans and livestock.

11.101 The creation of a spine road may well be justified for political,
unity and national defence objectives if resources were available. However,
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for a country with the senere financtal situation of Guyana, where every
dollar spent has a huge opportunity coat for competing urgent requirements,
thie investment cannot be justified at this time or in the near future.
Hance, this investment should be deferred until a study of options for
hinterlari development can be quantitatively studied. Strengthening of the
interior aviation system will meet the transportation requirements of the
country at a lower cost, with greater flexibility and greater area covered.

3. Air Transportation

Airport Develonment

11.102 The role of aviation in the economic well being of the country
should not be underestimated. Aviation plays a critical modal role in two
areas: international passenger transport, and access to the interior.

11.103 Immediate intervention is required to improve airport safety and
security; specifically in Crash Fire Rescue services, and emergency
Telecommunication and Navigation repairs.

11.104 Rational, well managed airport development is constrained by the
current institutional and budgeting arrangement in MOPWCRD. Airport lands are
not vested with the Civil Aviation Directorate, and thus cannot be protected
for appropriate zoning and future development. Ogle Airport is owned by
GUYSUCO and is managed as part of the sugar industry. Revenues from aviation
activities currently go directly to central government accounts and are not
available for maintenance or improvement of services. Current airport
management is largely oriented to caretaking and crisis control. Very little
initiative in shown due to lack of training, lack of motivation, lack of
funds, and lack of authority.

11.105 Because of the distance of Timehri International Airport from
Georgetown, Ogle Airport has taken on increasing importance for domestic
service and is best positioned for future regional service eg. to the
Caribbean. Ogle, however does not have the space for eventual expansion to
receive larger long range aircraft. For these reasons both airports will have
to be retained for the foreseeable future.

11.106 The Government has taken an important positive step in approving
study into the establishment of an Airport Authority. An Authority, to be
responsible for both airports each with separate management, would be directed
by a Board of Directors independent from CAD but responsible to MOPWCRD. The
Authority would be self financing for operation and maintenance. CAD would
remain responsible for operational safety regulation and aircraft
airworthiness. This strategy should be pursued vigilantly and could be
achieved within six months with some outside technical assistance in the
arrangement of required legislation and the establishment of the Authority
mandate. The Governments of Jamaica and Barbados have implemented the Airport
Authority model, and should be consulted for assistance and valuable Caribbean
related experience in this matter.

11.107 The preparation of a Master Plan for Timehri should be the first
priority of the Airport Authority. Review of user fees and development
possible commercial sources of revenue (eg. duty free sales, restaurants,
lease of unused airport lands etc.) should be investigated. Provision of
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cargo sheds, refrigerated facilities and improved customs handling will aluo
improve service and promote export opportunities.

11.108 Development of Ogle airport should be left to the private sector.
Development to date has been constrained by government blockage. Ownership of
airport lands should be transferred from GUYSUCO to CAD and leased liberally
to private operators. The Government must create a transparent and jupportive
environment to encourage private sector investment in the airport.

11.109 The CAD now uses the United Kingdom's Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) for airworthiness inspections, a practice becomlng increasingly
expensive th-oughout the Caribbean. Current arrears have led the CAA to
threatenl discontinuation of service, as is has done throughout the Caribbean.
These critical issues of safety and security in the aviatlon sub-sector must
be addressed. Funds must be made available for these services, or
alternatively, CARICOM must be encouraged to investigate the feasibility of
the ':reation of a Regional Airworthiness Authority to replace the need for the
CAA.

Air Telecommunication and Navigational Aids

11.110 Navigational aids in the country are largely non-existent or near
expected service life. A replacement program must be planned and financed.
Urgent requirements should be integrated into existing infrastructure
rehabilitation programs.

Guyana Airways Corooration

11.111 The profitability of GAC's international operations is most
uncertain given the aging aircraft and competing international service. If
the Government does not want to continue subaidizing GAC (through
protectionist policies and discriminatory practices) it should move quickly to
divest GAC or bring in foreign joint owners in order to benefit from current
negotiations among the other regional airlines LIAT and BWIA regarding
privatization or creation of joint ventures with foreign operators. If GAC
negotiates independently of LIAT and BWIA,. it may also have an advantage
because of its single entity owner; whereas LIAT and BWIA are owned jointly by
many states with competing objectives. Guyana can not afford to subsidize an
inefficient operation that can and should be run on a commercial basis. As a
private operator, CAD would still regulate safety and service of the airline
and would still represent the airline in route right negotiations.

11.112 The removal of the protectionist policy toward GAC will result in
benefits and consequences that typically follow direct exposure to
international competition. The Government would indeed save money, and air
service frequency and choices will improve. If the airport is upgraded, US
air carriers have shown interest in providing service in addition to the
regional carriers. The Government, however, will have less control over
service and prices.

11.113 In addition to divesting GAC, the Government is considering an
"open skies" policy, whereby Guyana would open rights to operate out of
Timehri to any qualified carrier that applies. Again, this would improve
frequency of service, but may affect the viability of GAC. GAC's viability,
however, is dependent on Government, or its private owners, making significant
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investment ir. sircraft and personnel in the next several years, which may be
unrealistic in any event.

11.114 Domestic services of GAC are also of concern. It is generally
agreed that the one scheduled flight offered per week is inadequate. Other
users must charter aircraft at much higher cost. The Government could support
GAC domestic service through the purchase of an additional aircraft and
creation of additional scheduled flights, or it could turn over domestic
operations to private operators. This is a case where the private sector,
which already has adequate aircraft, could provide the service more
efficiently and at lower overall economic cost. The improvement of hinterland
airstrips, navigation and communication is also essential for improved acceGs
to the interior. The delay of the construction of the Guyana/Brazil road
would free up funds for hinterland airports.

4. Coastal and River Traneportation

Navigation Aids

11.115 Guyana's marine navigation services are inadequate and unsafe by
international standards. A high proportion of navigation aids and radio
beacons are out of service due to lack of maintenance and vandalism. Improved
navigational aids would save money for the industry in two ways: first by
reducing demurrage charges, and second by doubling the effective use of
Guyana's harbors and waterways by permitting nighttime operations.

11.116 Because harbor dues generate surpluses (US$0.58 million in 1991)
above the costs of pilotage and other navigation services, substantial funds
for sustained maintenance of navigation services are potentially available.
However, these surplus harbor dues funds are now used to pay the operating
losses of ferries and coastal cargo ships of the TED. Privatization or re-
organization for self-financing operations of ferries and coastal cargo ships
wosld reduce losses to the Government and funds would become available for
improved navigation services. Improved navigation services, in turn, would
reduce demurrage penalties and reduce freight rates thereby increasing the net
price that Guyana can get for its exports.

11.117 For the size of vessels now being used in Guyana, each day of
ship's time saved has a value of about US$0.40 for every ton handled. For
example, the publicly cwned bauxite marketing and shipping company, BIDCO,
paid an annual demurrage penalty of about US$0.5 million this year to foreign
ship owners for delays attributable to navigational delays. These delays
occur when pilots are not available, when ships must wait for daylight because
navigation lights are out, and when ships can't pass the Demerara Bridge
because it won't open. In addition to demurrage, there are hidden freight
rate surcharges reflecting the relative inefficiency of marine operations.
Metallurgical grade bauxite, Guyana's largest volume export, currently nets
about US$23 per tca to Guyana after shipping charges (ranging from US$12 to
US$35 per ton) are paid. Because deep-sea shipping is highly competitive,
improvements to navigation that reduce ship delayn would translate to an
increase in the net price that Guyana can get for its metallurgical grade
bauxite. Consequently, it is recommended that navigation services be improved
with the expectation of immediate returns to Guyana for its exports of bauxite
and other bulk products such as sugar and rice.
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11.118 Guyana's two deep sea harbors at Georgetown and New Amsterdam are
shallow and loaded vessels depend on tidal assistance for entry and departure.
Because Guyana's tides are semidiurnal, there is usually at least one high
tide in daylight hours available for entry or exit. Providing night
navigation would reduce the interval between useful high tides from 24 hours
to 12 hours. Since the 96 knt river journey to Linden's bauxite terminal
requires two high tides in each direction, the capacity for night navigation
would significantly reduce vessel cycle time and would cause a reduction in
freight charges. Furthermore, shipping charges for Guyana

Waterways Develonment

11.119 Lack of water depth in Guyana's harbors results in the use of
smaller high cost ships, which may reduce earnings potentials from the sale of
bauxite, sugar and other exports and may increase the cost of imports.

11.120 Although the mandate to carry out dredging is assigned to THD,
BIDCO is currently bearing the burden of paying nearly US$2 million per year
to maintain existing water depths at Georgetown's harbor entrance through
dredging. Dredging must be repeated at seven month intervals to maintain
depths against sedimentation from silt transported by northerly currents along
Guyana's shallow coast. The TED dredge does not have the capacity for the
required work and consequently a Dutch dredging company has been retained.
Each dredging program costs about US$1 million. In the period from May 1992
to December 1992, sedimentation at Georgetown's harbor entrance caused the
limiting depth to go from 6.9 m to 6.25 m below datum. On a 12,000 tons
deadweight capacity vessel, the 0.65 m change amounts to a significant loss of
about 1,400 tons of carrying capacity. Indicative of the savings that could
be achieved if dredging were to allow the use of larger ships is the
difference in freight rates charged for Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana for
sugar: for otherwise comparable sugar shipments, but with smaller vessels
being used for Guyanese shipments, Trinidad and Tobago is charged USS15 per
ton, while Guyana is charged US$23 per ton for transport to the UK.

11.121 Although the main entrance channel has been deepened, water depths
at wharves and in the Demerara River have decreased and are restrictive.
Reported depths at Georgetown wharves range from 4.9 to 6.1 m. Shallow water
forces the use of smaller higher cost vessels to carry exported products with
the result that net returns to Guyana are reduced. Small increases in water
of depth at some terminals would significantly reduce marine freight rates.
However, because of the risk of undermining their shallow timber pile wharves,
the four main general cargo/container terminals have only a limited potential
for deepening. Significant deepening awaits the development of a new common
user general cargo/container terminal.

11.122 The net benefit of deepening the main entrance channel beyond the
existing design depth of 6.9 m requires study to determine whether increasing
the already high cost of maintenance dredging lo justified. For example, some
of Guyana's bauxite buyers require smaller parcel sizes where the capacity for
larger shipments may not translate into higher revenues for Guyana. With
production increases, the benefits of navigational improvements and dredging
will be much greater. Investigation and economic analysis is required to
determine if Guyana could attain possible shipping advantage through increased
dredging.
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Port/Industrial Planning

11.123 This function appears to be completely absent. For example,
private and public sector terminal operators are all under severe space
constraints at Georgetown'e river front and are beginning the process of
acquiring additional cargo storage areas. Nevertheless, no suitable expansion
areas have been designated. For off-port container and general cargo
facilities to work effectively, there is a need for: the provision of mite
services, customs services and in the integration of road access and coastal
vessel access. Roadways linking wharves to off-port storage areas need to be
widened and strengthened to allow containers to move in and out. These
services should be provided for the common good of port usors, rather that
each terminal developing its own facilities at much higher cost, and possible
detrimental impact to other users.

11.124 Another example of the effect of poor planning is that wharves and
other structures appear to have been constructed on the Demerara River without
regard to detrimental hydraulic effects causing sedimentation in front of
wharves. For example, the construction of the floating bridge and a fisting
wharf appear to have caused such downstream sedimentation. Dredge spoils have
been deposited in areas upstream of marine facilities and have caused
reductions in water depths. There is no authority for the systematic
development of marine resources. This is a result of inadequate capacity by
THD to manage port facilities and points to the need for some form of Harbor
Authority.

Port and Harbor Management

11. 125 The 1975 National Transportation Plan recommended the
establishment of a National Ports and River Authority for the long term
planning of port development and regulation of river transport including ferry
services. This concept is still valid. An IDA study, under the IRP, will
look into the feasibility of creating a Guyana Port Authority (GPA) having
an autonomous Board of Directors, which would make all essential operating and
business decisions, and retain all revenues generated by the GPA for the
operation and further development of its ports and other facilities. The
study will determine whether pilotage services, hydrographic surveying,
dredging of ports and waterways, supply and maintenance of navigation aids,
and operation of an off-dock container storage facility should fall within the
proposed GPA, or be operated as separate entities. It would also be
determined whether the GPA should continue to operate government owned cargo
terminals, and whether GPA should be responsible for the allocation of berths,
including the allocation of berths from and to privately operated terminals.

11.126 Another option in the range of possible configurations of a port
authority would involve the creation of port company to own and operate its
commercial port facilities. While the shareholdings of these companies are
primarily owned by local authorities, the liberalization of company
shareholdings creates the opportunity for wider port ownership, in particular
by industry interests. Negotiations for initial setup of the port company
could include assignment of shares in return for transfer of currently
privately-owned facilities. The port company would be required to operate
commercially, and focus on business performance and efficiency, rather than
the mix of commercial and social objectives that are the norm under an elected
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harbor board system. Port companies do not have regulatory powers, but are
able to respond to market demands and expectations.

11.127 The "prinate" sector (including publicly owned BIDCO and GUYSUCO)
have already taken on the responsibility and the caote of dredging, provision
of some navigation aids, repairs to the Demerara Bridge opening mechanism, the
development of terminals, and the acquisition and development of of-port
storage areas. Because the private sector has shown the willingness and
capability to act, there are encouraging indications for the success of
private sector participation in a port company.

11.128 Under this option, the independent port company would: own
buildings, lands, wharves, warehouses and handling equipment; undertake its
own port planning; maintain navigation aids and vessel traffic systems within
harbor limits; conduct its own dredging within harbor limits; collect tonnage
dues, light dues, wharfage and handling fees; and finance itself
independently. Government would: set up an independent pilotage authority;
establish the necessary legislation and regulatory framework; regulate on the
basis of ship safety; and facilitate customs and bonded areas to support new
development. Whatever the specific arrangement, an independent authority is
needed to improve port operations and ensure optimal development in the
future.

Privatization of Government Marine Enterprises

11.129 The government owned Guyana National Shipping Corporation (GNSC)
operates a small coastal cargo vessel, vessel repair services, operate a
shipping agency, a trailer transport service and a general cargo/container
terminal. In addition, the Guyana National Engineering Corporation {GNEC)
operates dry docks, ship building yards and runs a river pilotage service.
Both enterprises rely on requests for capital funds from the Government to
fund equipment purchases. However, at the same time, private terminals and
privately operated coastal cargo vessels profitably compete and perform the
same services as the Government's commercial marine sector operations without
government subsidy. It is therefore recommended that GNSC and GNEC should be
privatized, thereby forcing the enterprises to operate competitively, and
relieving the Government of subsidy payments. Because of the competitive
nature of the marine sector it is unlikely that the cost, or level of service
will be affected.

F. PROPOSED STRATEY

11.130 The following strategy is comprised of seven elements: it suggests
that the Government should focus on the establishment of national level
planning, institutional reform, making some immediate interventions,
establishir.g a role for the private sector, increasing transportation user
charges, hinterland development, and longer term initiatives. The important
aspect about the proposed strategy, is that it is not delineated strictly by
mode; it emphasizes the inter-modal nature of transportation, the
interdependencies and complementarities required for an efficient use of
resources.
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1. National Planning

11.131 Need for a National TranscortatLon Plan. In an economy of extreme
financial constraint, resource management is critical to optimize the impact
of each investment. Investments should be complementary and synergatic.
Improvements to the transportation system in Guyana must be strategically
designed to contribute to the collective national recovery. The Trannport
Plan for Guyana 1975, prepared with the assistance of the Israel Institute of
Transportation, war a comprehensive and useful plan for the time.
Unfortunately, little of the plan was implemented and many of the issues and
priorities still apply. This document should be updated for the 1990's and
for the new Administration's vision for Guyana. A National Transport Plan
will ensure that the increasing investments in transport (22 % of PSIP) are
optimally allocated from a inter-modal perspective. The Plan will also
provide an effective means of determining the relative priority of projects
for investment. Flnally a plan will encourage international and foreign
investment and will be useful for the coordination of international and
foreign funding agency projects. This should be the first task on the
strengthened Central Transport Planning Unit and foreign technical assistance
should be solicited.

11.132 Negd t&o Strengthen the Central Transport Planning Unit. The CTPU
currently has only one professional staff member. MOPRCRD needs to hire at
least two more over the next year if the Unit is to have any impact on the
sector's functioning. Moreover, several key issues coming up over the next
two or three years will require strong contribution from the CTPU. Among
these are: preparation of the National Transportation Plan, highway financing
and the issue of increasing user charges, the separation of MOPNCRD's
regulatory and operator's roles in river transport, the establiabment of an
Airport Authority and Civil Aviation Authority, the need and feasibility of
establishing a national ports authority, the creation of a commercial-based
off-port container terminal, and the next phase of the development of the main
road arteries. In addition, the CTPU should be coordinating the budget
process for all transport departments and agencies. The IDA road project
proposes a component for the strengthening of the CTPU through the provision
of technical assistance. The Government should hire the required staff and
participate fully in the rebuilding of the CTPU.

2. Institutional Reform

11.133 Roads Division - Recentralization of Oneration and Maintenance.
The existing decentralized responsibility for roads to the regions is
ineffective since the regions have neither the resources, staff nor technical
capacity to carry out their responsibility. The recentralization of
responsibilities, at least for the main road network should be undertaken
immediately. The proposed IDA and IDB road projects include technical
assistance for this transition, but the Government must prepare and pass
onabling legislation. The Roads Division should also take over responsibility
for vehicle safety, traffic management and axle loading regulations and
enforcement, as well as public education regarding safety and overloading.

11.134 IntgLration of Sea Wall and Road Construction. There may be merit
to the possibility of moving the division of the Hydraulics Division
responsible for sea wall reconstruction, currently in the Ministry of
Agriculture, to MOPWCRD in order to optimize overlapping skills and duties
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required in both road and sea wall construction and maintenance. Such
functions would lnclude design, contractor registration, contract preparation
and adminintration, technical services, and construction supervision.

11.135 Creation of an Airport Authority and Civil Aviation Authority.
The new Government hao recently indicated interest in moving towards the
establishment of an autonomous Airport Authority (for overall management of
Timehri and Ogle airports) and a Civil Aviation Authority (which will retain
regulatory functions). This initiative should proceed immediately. As
autonomous authorities, the agencies will become self financing for operation
and maintenance expenses, although capital improvements will remain the
responsibility of central government. The Airport Authority would be run by a
Board of Directors comprised of government and stakeholder members (airlines,
concession owners, consumers etc.). This will promote more efficient
management, increased revenues, improved services (including cargo facilities)
and longer term planning due to more control over budgeting. A self-financed
Authority will also require improved budget accountability.

11.136 In addition, Cabinet approval should be obtained to vest airport
lands, both at Timehri and Ogle, in the CAD, in order to enforce airport
zoning and to protect future land requirements. A Master Plan for both
airports should also be prepared.

11.137 Investigation of Creation of a Regional Airworthiness Authorit.
CARICOM should be encouraged to investigate the feasibility of establishing a
Regional Airworthiness Authority to replace the costly UK Civil Aviation
Authority contract for inspection of aircraft in the Caribbean.

11.138 Expansion of Options for Harbor Authority. An autonomous and
self-financing body that has the responsibility, will, technical and financial
capability to maintain port waterways and to plan and create future facilities
at the Port of Georgetown is required. The range of options for a wPort
Authority of Guyana" to be studied under the IDA IRP program should be
expanded to include the possible creation of a port company with shareholdings
available to the private sector. The Government should participate actively
in this study and support the concept of user driven port expansion.

11.139 A comprehensive port development plan for Georgetown and the
Demerara River estuary needs to be developed and adopted. Based on a plan
having the support of the major Btakeholders, development guidelines
concerning dredging, placement of dredge spoils, new bridge or wharf
construction, anchorages, traffic management, need to be developed and
enforced through the Harbor Master's office. Concurrent with port development
plan, a marine sector information center and library should be established
with the aim of facilitating technological transfer.

11.140 Improve Technical Training. In all modes, transport operators
agree that there is a need to Improve technical training in Guyana with -

respect to mechanical maintenance, management, operation, marketing and
distribution skills. A Government Technical Institute has been proposed as
one option. A more encompassing option is the establishment of a CARICOM
Regional Aviation and Maritime Training Institute. Scope for services expands
when regional.
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3. Immediate Interventions

11.141 Main Road Rehabilitation. The main road rehabilitation projects
proposed by the IDA, IDB and CDB will restore Guyana's main road network to
economic standards while assisting in the reorganization of Roads Department.
This initiative is adequately financed in the PSIP.

11.142 Imorove Aviation Facilities. Civil aviation facilities cannot be
allowed to deteriorate beyond minimum international standards. Because of the
nature of international aviation, tolerances are not permitted for developing
countries beyond minimum requirements. Crash Fire Rescue services should be
improved immediately. Emergency repairs to aviation telecommunication and
navigation systems should be undertaken by the Government in 1993. Funding
should be sought for a longer-term T&N replacement and expansion program. An
Airport Maintenance and Management System must be developed and adopted to
ensure the sustainability of Timehri International Airport.

11.143 Improve Hinterland Airstrips. An immediate program to
rehabilitate selected hinterland airstrips is needed. No funding is currently
secured in the PSIP for this initiative.

11.144 Inmrove Port and River Navigation. A buoy tender, several fast
patrol boats, and tamper proof replacement navigation aids should be acquired
to restore night navigation for deep sea vessels. With the re-introduction of
night navigation, some form of low level vessel traffic management system and
the publication of a Sailing Directions document may justified. An
independent self-financing pilotage authority should be created and supplied
with refurbished or new pilot launches. The feasibility of introducing
electronic navigation systems should be investigated.

11.145 Off-Dock Container Freight Station. There a current need for a
new consolldated container/general cargo handling area away from the
Georgetown's crowded river front. The IDA IRP project will study this
proposal, but terminal operators are currently making their own plans; an
immediate plan for coordination is needed.

4. Role of Private Sector

11.146 If the Government presents a stable and supportive environment for
public sector enterprise, many of the gaps in transportation services will be
filled by the private sector.

11.147 Creation of a Contractors' Association. The future PSIP civil
works activities give the Government an ideal opportunity to promote the re-
establishment of the contractors industry. Classification of contractors and
tenders should be carried out in order to create equal competition and to
avoid contract failures. The establishment of an Association of Contractors
is urgently required. The Government should promote local contractor
participation in the upcoming work in road and sea wall rehabilitation, such
that the industry will be ready to assume maintenance contracts subsequent to
the rehabilitation. Finally, the Government should consider the divestment of
the government owned General Construction Company Ltd. in order to promote
competition in the industry.
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11.148 Private Sector in Ouarrying. The increase in civil works proposed
in the PSIP higblights the need to open the market for quarried stone required
for both road and sea wall rehabilitation. There now exists a monopoly on
quarry stone which results in prices that are near that of international
imports. The Government should consider the privatization of Guyana National
Services, but with corresponding regulation which will not permit a new cartel
on prices. Also to be considered is the opening on new, smaller quarries, or
free access to government owned deposits for government contracts. (See also
Chapter IX on Sea Defenses.)

11.149 Private Sector in Aviation. Domestic air service provided by GAC
is Lnadequate and unlikely to improve without the acquisition of additional
aircraft (one twin otter) and reinstatement of several scheduled routes to the
interior. However, the current fleet of general aviation aircraft more than
meets expected domestic demand. Arrangements could be established with the
Aircraft Owners Association to provide scheduled service in addition to
essential health, mail and exploration services to the interior if Ogle
Airport is developed as Municipal Airport under the aforementioned Airports
Authority. The private aviation sector has shown interest and capability to do
so. Rates would be monitored through competition with the existing GAC
service, or through regulation by the new Civil Aviation Authority.

11.150 GAC's international operation should be divested. The Government
cannot afford to continue subsidizing SAC (through protectionist policies and
discriminatory practices). It should move quickly to divest SAC or bring in
foreign joint owners in order to benefit from current negotiations among the
other regional airlines LIAT and BWIA regarding privatization or creation of
joint ventures with foreign operators. If GAC negotiates independently of
LIAT and BWIA, it may also have an advantage because of its single entity
owner; whereas LIAT and BWIA are owned jointly by many states with competing
objectives. Guyana can not afford to subsidize an inefficient operation that
can and should be run on a commercial basis. As a private operator,
regulation of safety and service of the airline would still be the
responsibility of CAD, and CAD would still represent the airline in route
right negotiations. Ultimately, the Government should move to an wopen skies"
policy, opening up Guyana to service from outside airlines.

11.151 Private Sector in the Develooment of Ocule as a Community
Aerodrome. The development of Ogle can be entirely devolved to the private
sector. The Aircraft Owners Association of Guyana have the capacity,
capability and resources to do so. Commercial arrangements will have to
negotiated by the Government to fully facilitate private development while
maintaining regulatory and safety control. The establishment of an Airport
Authority will greatly facilitate this process.

11.152 Private Sector in River TransBort. The ferry service need not be
expanded if private taxi boats and pontoon barges can be encouraged. The
proposed purchase of two new ferries by EC should be revisited by the
Government as funding may be better allocated to the strengthening of the
regulatory function of THD.

11.153 Private Sector in Shinning. The Government is maintaining a loss
on two shipping companies which should be entirely divested.
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5. Increase Transportation User Charcies

11.154 Infrastructure improvements needed will have to be supported by
increased user charges. How to implement them without adversely penalizing
the people and industries the system is meant to serve is an important
undertaking.

11.155 Road User Costs. The total road-user charge receipt per year
fully recovers the cost not only currently spent on roads but would also cover
adequately the requirements needed annually for the next five years to restore
the network and prevent lts further deterioration. The problem is one of
allocating a sufficient portion of the user-charge receipts for operation and
maintenance... This is unlikely to happen soon with existing revenues, since
the ministry of Finance relies on these charges for general revenue. The
highway authorities must compete for scarce general revenue funds with other
sectors ..of .the economy. ._This. means that they must be able to present a
convincing case for their budget request and its timely release. They must
also be able to show what has been done with former budget allocations.

11.156 In addition to allocation from Ministry of Finance, a surcharge on
fuel has been proposed, which would be earmarked for operation and
maintenance. This could take the form of an increase in consumption tax on
fuels, the elimination of exemptions currently allowed to selected businesses
on the consumption tax for fuels, or the introduction of a pump tax.

11.157 Other areas for possible increases in revenues are improved
compliance in payment of vehicle licensing dues, or the introduction of more
efficiently administered road tolls. The Demerara Harbor Bridge tolls should
definitely be increased, and applied directly to operation and maintenance.
Private sector involvement in the maintenance of roads directly serving
mining, timber or agricultural sites might also be explored. The Government
must prepare a strategy for funding operation and maintenance of the road
network or deterioration will continue.

11.158 In the air sub-sector, the establishment of an Airport Authority
will permit user charges (landing fees, passenger taxes, concession rents,
fuel throughput charges etc.) to be directly applied to services. Charges can
be reviewed and increased as appropriate. This is an less an issue of
increasing charges, as it is to applying them directly to airport operations.

11.159 Similarly, in the marine sub-sector, a national port authority
would be self financing; fees could be adjusted to cover the cost of services
provided. If the Government privatizes the two shipping companies losses will
be eliminated thus eliminating the need subsidies. For the THD ferry
services, the EC is studying THD's finances, as part of its ferry
rehabilitation assistance and with the Government will insist on proper cost
recovery as a condition for further assistance.

6. Hinterland Development

11.160 Perhaps the most difficult tradeoff in transportation master
planning is determining modal access to underdevelopeu regions. The
Government has promoted the construction of a main road from Georgetown to the
Brazil border at Lethem which is intended to increase exports from the
Rupinuni, promote trade with Brazil, increase health and education servicen in
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the hinterland, and improve national
defence. The road has become a Box l1j1: ALASKfL SIoWAY
symbol of the development of Guyana.

Thu main road to the Canadian
11.161 In addition to the total North is the famous Alaska Highway,
US$30 million construction coat built by the Americana in response
(US$16 m spent, USS14 estimated for to the Japanese bombing of Pearl
Phase II), maintenance of the road Harbor and the perceived threat of
would burden the Government with an an attack on Alaska during the
additional US$1.0 million per year. Second World War. This road was
The design standards adopted for the never used for defence but served a
road appear inadequate for the type useful public relations role in
of heavy truck traffic that would presenting an apparent defence
use the road. All economic analysis against a desperate enemy. Fifty
to date show that the road is not years later, the Alaska highway has
justified economically at this time certainly made a difficult life
or in the near future, for the easier for those living along it,
traffic projected. The Government but it has also introduced many
would have to issue a port transit diseases to indigenous peoples and
tax and/or toll taxen to cover the disrupted a valued way of life.
loan payment and maintenance of the The Alaska Highway now costs the
road. Nor is the Government Government of Canada over US$20
prepared for the impact of a million per year to maintain and is
completed road with respect to only marginally cost effective,
regulation of resource development, partially due to tourism related to
or impact on urban road and port the history of the road.
facilities. In addition, the road
may pose serious environmental
hazard, will serve only the areas
adjacent to the road, may be a conduit for disease and smuggling.

11.162 The alternative to a road is improved hinterland air access, in
terms of improved air service and airstrips. For example, the Government of
Canada has chosen air access to service much of its vast Canadian northlands
as the most cost effective solution to hinterland development (Box 11.1).

11.163 Phase II of the construction of the Guyana/Brazil road should be
deferred until further study. Because of the strong national appeal for the
road, a detailed economic and socio-environmental study must be prepared to
enable the Government to make a defensible decision. Equally important is the
need to be able to explain and quantify the costs and benefits of various
options to the populace.

7. Long Term Outlook

-11.164 The long term strategy for the transport sector in Guyana includes
the completion of the Guyana/Brazil road. In addition, new port facilities
should be developed with road access bypassing the city of Georgetown. As
traffic increases, Timehri International Airport should be expanded and the
runway lengthened to handle wide-body aircraft. Ogle Airport should
eventually be developed as a full regional airport (short range) for business,
tourism and commuter services.
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BOX 1 .2: SUMMARY OF PROPOSEM STRAT EGY FOR TRANSPORTATION SECTOR

1 Nationat PLanning:
Prepare a Mational Transportation Plan
Strengthen the Central Transport PLanning Unit of MOPUCRD

2. Institutional Reform:
RecentraLize Responsibility for Maintenane of Main Roads
Investlgate Integration of Sea Wall and Road Construction
Create an Airport Authority
Investigate Feasibility of CARICON Airworthiness Authority
Study Feasibility of Establishing a Port Authority
Improve Tecnnical Training

3. Immediate Interventions:
Rehabilitate Main Roads
improve Aviation Facilities
Improve Hinterland Airstrips
improve Port and River Navigation

4. Role for Private Sector:
Encourage private Sector in River Transport for Passengers
Privatize Governuent Shipping Companies
Determine Role of Guysna Airways Corporation
Encourage Private Sector DeveLopment of Ogle Aerodrome
Improve Competition in Quarry Development
Create a Contractors' Association

5. Increase Transport User Charges:
Prepare a plan for Increased Road User Fees

6. Hinterland Developnent:
Defer further expense on Guyana/Brazil Road
Investigate Options for Hinterland access

7. Longer Tem Initiatives:
Guyana/Brazil Road
New Port Facilities
Extension of Terminal Building and Rurway at Timehri
Introduction of New Marine Technologies

11.165 In the longer term future, a modern river front general/cargo
container terminal that consolidates Georgetown's four obsolete terminals may
be needed. A broad mix of riverine, coastal, coasting and deep sea vessels
would have to be handled at such a facility. Linkages with trucking, river
vessels and commercial wheeled and amphibious aircraft would be required to
facilitate multi-modal transfers.

11.166 Improved marine cargo handling, inter-modal and vessel
technologies should be introduced on a pilot basis to select the most
appropriate approach. The internal transport of bulk materials such as
aggregates, sugar, and rice could be made lees expensive. Greater use of
technologies such as: RORo (roll on, roll off) coastal and river vessels,
floating wharves, floating ramps, bulk materials handling coupled with
improved navigation services have the potential to reduce costs and increase
vessel and vehicle productivity. Better navigation services and specialized
private commercial river vessels can reduce the cost of re-supplying interior
communities and of bringing out exportable products. As in other countries
with wilderneas hinterlands, complementary marine and air services offer the
means to access Guyana's interior at lower cost to government than by costly
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efforts to maintain secondary roads. Zlectronic and satellite navigation
systems may be worthwhile subjects for study as the mean. to overcome chronic
difficulties in maintaining uhort range navigation alds (eg. buoys, beacons
and range lights) and to encourage nlght navigation.

0. ACTION PLAN

1. Review of Presnt Budot

11.167 current allocation. for new ferries and for completion of the
Guyana/Brazil road should be reconsidered. The IDA IRP program should be
expanded to provide emergency T&N as well as CFR assistance to make Timehri
International Alrport safe. In addition, the proposed IDA study of the
creation of a Port Authority should expand its scope to investigate the option
of creating a private sector consortium enterprise.

2. Seek Supoort for Unfinanced Priorities

11.168 Government should seek funding for the following strategic
projects in the Transport Sector:

Technical Assistance for Introduction of Airport Authority
Timehri Airport Maintenance Management
Telecommunications and Navigational Aids (air)
Improvement of Hinterland Airstrips
Buoy Tender and River Navigation
Dredging and Navigation Study
reeder Roads Rehabilitation

Georgetown Urban Road Rehabilitation

3. Ontimizino the Imnact of Funded Priorities

11.169 The proposed PSIP includes many significant investments which
already have secured funding. The Government can optimize the impact of these
investments by taking parallel action in the following areas:

* The Government should submit to parliament enabling legislation
for the recentralization of the Operation and Maintenance for the
road network.

* The Government should encourage the strengthening of the CTPU as
effective transport planning agency and an intrinsic part of the
budgeting process.

* The Government should prepare an updated National Transportation
Plan.

* The Government should submit to parliament enabling legislation
for the establishment of an Airports Authority and Civil Aviation
Authority.

* The CARICOM should investigate the feasibility of establishing a
Regional Airworthiness Authority.
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* The CARICON should investigate the feasibility of establishing a
Regional Aviation and Maritime Training Institute.

* The Government ohould support study into the establishment of a
Port and River Traffic Authority.

* A preliminary port/development strategy plan (not detailed) in
needed as soon as possible to ensure that the acquisition of cargo
and container storage lands by Georgetown terminals does not
compromise more comprehensive port development in the future.
Such a study ahould not unduly delay the acquisition of off port
lands needed by terminal operators.

* The Government should encourage private sector participation in
government owned shipping, construction, and quarrying companies,
as well as in the operation of ferries and Guyana Airways
Corporation.

* The Government should promote reconstruction of the contractors'
industry.

* The Government should improve donor coordination in general, and
specifically regarding various related infrastructure projects;
this would include the review of scheduling of sea wall and road
reconstruction so as to avoid pocaible flooding of newly
reconstructed roads.

a t2he Government should develop a plan for increasing user charges
for the transportation system and for increasing current account
allotments for operation and maintenance.

* . PROPOSED 3NVZSTMENT PROGRAM

11.170 The proposed 1993-96 investment program for the transport sector
is presented in Table 11.10. Of the proposed total expenditures of US$123
million for 1993-96, US$90 million have already been financed. Part of the
remaining US$33 million could be financed by deferring the planned expenditure
on the Guyana/Brazil road.

11.171 In terms of sustainability and strategic impact, the most
important initiative for the Government of Guyana is to rebuild institutional
capacity through the Central Transport Planning Unit, and to prepare a new
National Transport Plan to guide development and attract donor confidence.
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Table 11.10: PROPOSED PUBLIC SECTOR DIVESTMENT PROGRAM - TRANSPORT 1993-98
(Curant US$ 10001.1

Budgeted
Project 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

Onqoino Proiects 4767.3 6499.9 7941.0 7693.2
Ferries (reconditioning) 1091.6 1649.8 66a.7 0.0 EC
Demer.ra Harbor Bridge 1115.5 1651.8 3850.2 4838.2 EC
Navigational Aids 27.9 598.4 598.4 110.8 EC
Nabura/Lethem Road k/ 23.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 Brazil
Urban Roads 203.2 219.9 229.5 243.0 other
Equipmnt Civil Aviation 219.1 239.0 280.5 282.9 Lacal/PAP
Land and Water Transport 278.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local/PAP
Timehri Airport (incm. Firehall) 565.7 796.5 796.8 796.8 Local
Roads CRegions) 478.1 521.9 599.2 637.5 Local
Reconditioning of Ships 199.2 159.4 200.0 19.9 Local
stellings & Sharves 95.6 214.3 230.3 246.2 Local
Ferry Services 8.0 17.5 18.3 19.9 Local
Bridges 143.4 100.4 105.2 110.8 Local
Bridges CRegion) 110.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local
Guyana/Surinane Ferry 8t0 79.7 105.2 110.8 Local
Hinterland Airstrips 199.2 251.0 263.7 276.5 Local

New Proiects (identified) y 2711.2 9600.1 14239.5 18811.4
Rehab W. Berbice Rd 358.6 1200.0 2400.0 4200.8 IDB
Rehab G/T Soesdyke Rd 358.8 1200.0 2400.0 4200.8 tIo
Roads - Agri Hybrid Load 330.0 770.0 1320.0 2750.0 IDO
Rehab G/T Nahaica Rd 0.0 2390.0 3120.0 2390.0 IDB
Road Design and Maintenance 553.8 0.0 0.0 132D.0 IDS
Reseat Soesdyke-Linden Rd 260.6 1099.9 1559.6 1300.4 IDA
Rehab E.Essequibo Coast Rd 429.5 1720.3 2580.1 2149.8 IDA
toad Maintenance 3BO.1 719.5 360.2 0.0 IDA
Fire equip CAD 0.0 500.4 499.6 499.6 IDA _/
Transport Study 39.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 LocaL

TOTAL (Identified) 7478.4 16100.0 22180.5 26238.6

New Projects (Unidentified) 0.0 0.0 5275.0 8649.4
Urban Roads Project 0.0 0.0 275.0 549.8
Demerara River Navigation 0.0 0.0 1000.0 1000.0

(Buoy Tender and equip)
Hinterland Airstrips 0.0 0.0 1000.0 2000.0
Air Navigational Aids 0.0 0.0 1000.0 1099.6
Timehri Airport Rehab 0.0 0.0 1000.0 2000.0
Feeder Roads Rehab 0.0 0.0 1000.0 2000.0

TOTAL 7478.4 16100.0 27455.5 35154.0

Neuorandtn Item:s/
Port Authority (T.A.) 0.0 0.0 100.0 200.0 IDA
Roads Department (T.A.) 300.0 300.0 200.0 200.0 IDA
Central Planning CTPU CT-A.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 IDA
Harbors THD (T.A.) 0.0 100.0 170.0 0.0 EC
Airport Authority (T.A.) 0.0 800.0 200.0 0.0 Uniden.

GRAND TOTAL 7878-4 17400.0 28225.5 35554.0

i Excludes SAC, Guyana Shipping and Guyana Engineering (shipping) Companies.
k Recomnended that the copLetion of this project be deferred.
y Includes construction supervision, physical and price contingencies.
yV Fire equipment is urgently needed; should be provided ..arliest 1993.
pj PSIP does not include Technical Assistance.

Source: Mission Estimates
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CHAPTERIII x. WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

A . INRODUCTION

12.1 While the access to potable water through house connections and

public standpipes is quite high, the water and sanitation sector suffers from

grave deficiencies with practically the entire network in incipient or actual

failure. Back siphonage of polluted water due to low pressure, faulty joints

etc. , poses a significant health risk. Preventative maintenance is non

existent and there is chronic shortage of spare parts and supplies. Cost

recovery is extremely weak, sector institutions have limited capabilities due

to human resource constraints and are financially bankrupt. Budgetary
practices are inappropriate. This chapter reviews the situation in the water

and sanitation sector and identifies some of the main sector issues. The

expenditure program being proposed is modest, but entirely adequate given the

sectors limited absorptive capacity to meet sector needs. It is proposed

that major capital investments in the sector over the next three years be
linked to two donor-financed projects: the Georgetown water Supply and
Sawerage project in the city of Georgetown being financed by the Inter-
American Development Bank and the water Supply Technical Assistance and
Rehabilitation project for the Regions, including New Amsterdam being financed
by the World Bank.

B . SECTOR OVERVIEW

1. Water Resources and Uses

12.2 Guyana's water resources are abundant due to high and well
distributed seasonal rainfall, many rivers and a comparatively low demand.
The total catchment of rivers flowing through Guyana to the coast is over
170,000 sq. km. A small amount of the copious supplies of surface water which

run off this area is trapped by long low earth embankment to form large
shallow dams known locnlly as conservancies. Groundwater sources along the

coastal strip is saline and in some areas suffer from contamination; however,

there exists a system of three aquifers recharged primarily from the rolling

white sand region inland. The "Upperw sand is the shallowest of the three

aquifers and occurs at depths varying from 100 to 200 feet, with thickness
ranging from 50-4D0 feet. It is not used as a source for water because of its
high iron content (>Smg/l1) and salinity (up to 1200 mg/i). Most potable water
is obtained from the two deep aquifers. The "A" sand is typically encountered

between 200 and 300 meters below the surface with thickness ranging from 50 to

200 feet. Water from the "A" aquifer requires treatment for the removal of

iron. The "B' sand are found at about 300 to 400 meters with thickness of

between 1,200 to 2,600 feet. Water from this aquifer has a high temperature

(105F) and a trace of hydrogen sulphate which can be treated with aeration.

The water contains very little iron.

12.3 Water is demanded for irrigation purposes, domestic consumption,

commercial and industrial uses. Irrigation has the highest demand for water.
The seasonal variability of rainfall makes irrigation an important

prerequisite for large scale agricultural production. Rice and sugarcane are

extensively cultivated under surface irrigation which is supplied by gravity

from the conservancies. Practically all the potable water to the rural
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population and about 50 t of the Georgetown supply are from the aquifers of
the "A" and "B" sands. Nationwide, water supply facilities include about 178
groundwater wells and 8 surface water sources. There are three major water
treatment facilities: the Shelter Belt treatment plant in Georgetown; the New
Amsterdam treatment plant; and the GUYMINE treatment plant in the
Linden/Wismar area. The remaining water supply and sanitation facilities are
concentrated in the peri-urban strip along the north-eastern coast covering an
area estimated at about 20 km wide and 400 km long.

2. Water Supolv and Sanitation System

12.4 It is estimated that nearly 95% of the urban population
(representing about 32% of the total population) and 93% of the rural
population ( 68% of the total) have access to potable water through house
connections and standpipes. The Georgetown area sewage collection systems
serves a limited area of about 7,500 connections containing 50,000
population. Waste water sanitation facilities, mostly septic tanks, pit
privies etc., are available to about 90% of the urban population and 80% of
the rural population. However, while there is high coverage, the quality of
these services (water pressure, quality and hours of service, etc.) is very
poor.

12.5 The water supply and sanitation systems have suffered from
inadequate planning, design and construction. In addition, erratic commercial
electric power supply, lack of effective standby capacity,water storage, spare
parts, and equipment, transportation, communication,and security have all
contributed to the deterioration of service. Inadequate operating budgets
have resulted in a lack of sufficient diesel fuel purchase and insufficient
purchase of water treatment chemicals and chlorine. It is estimated that
leakage of water from the distribution systems in the regions may exceed 50%.
This high rate due to improper design and installation, vandalism and shortage
of packing and pipes for repair of broken pipes. Vandalism occurs as people
breach water mains to obtain water during service interruptions. As a result
, when water pressure is restored, excessive leakage occurs and flows do not
reach outlying customers. The inability to attract and retain an adequate
number of competent staff at all levels due to poor remuneration, the lack of
sufficient budgetary resources, effective organization, tariffs, cost recovery
policies have also contributed to the continuing decline of the publicly owned
water facilities in Guyana.

12.6 As a result, the water and sanitation sector suffers from grave
deficiencies in all critical areas. It is characterized by the general

inability of the public water potable water systems to provide service meeting
minimal international standards of quality and quantity. With the exception
of Linden/Wismar, the potable water systems in Guyana are in a state of
incipient or actual failure. Presently, parts of Linden/Wismar area and the
portions of the New Amsterdam system capable of being served by the recently
completed water treatment plant are the only locations in the ten regions
where there is effective disinfection through the use of chlorine. In
Georgetown and other urban areas, the contamination of potable water supplies
by raw sewage and a poorly maintained physical infrastructure (back-siphonage
of polluted water due to low pressure, cross connections to non-potable
supplies, faulty joints etc.) poses a significant health risk. There has been
a nationwide sharp increase in the incidence of waterborne diseases such as
typhoid, gastro-enteritis, hepatitis, and malaria. It is estimated that
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waterborne diseases increased from 140 cases per 100,000 in 1980 to 670 per
100,000 in 1988, with the largest increases in amoebiasis and typhoid.

C. INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULTnORY FRAMEWORK

1. Overview

12.7 The current legislative framework, establishing the institutions
in the water sector in Guyana has evolved in an ad hoc fashion over the years.
As a result many institutions were established some with overlapping or
potentially conflicting roles and responsibilities. The Georgetown Sewerage
and Water Commissioners (GS&WC) operates the potable water system in the city
of Georgetown. The Guyana Water Authority (GUYWA) assists the Region with the
operation and maintenance of their potable water systems. In addition, GUTWA
engages in well drilling, equipment repairs and rentals. The Town Council of
New Amsterdam operates the systems in New Amsterdam. The Regional Democratic
Councils (RDCs) operate the potable water systems in their respective Regions.
The Sugar Industry Labor Welfare Committee (SILWFC) operates the systems in
the Sugar Estates. The Guyana Bauxite Mining Company (GUYMINE) operates the
water systems in the Bauxite producing areas.

12.8 In addition to GS&WC, GUYWA, New Amsterdam Town Council, the 10
regions, SILWFC, and GUYMINE, the other Government institutions that are
involved in the Water sector are: (i) the hydro-meteorological service in the
Ministry of Agriculture, which has the responsibility for the monitoring and
assessment of the quantity of Guyana's surface water and ground water
resources and for providing basic information for a variety of meteorological
applications: (ii) the Hydraulics Division, also in the Ministry of
Agriculture, which advises the governing bodies of the regions (the Regional
Democratic Councils) on sea defence, drainage, and irrigation; (iii) the
Hydropower Unit in the Guyana Water Resources Agency which is responsible for
invest igr'.ag hydropower sites throughout Guyana. Furthermore, three
organizations appear to have responsibility for water quality in Guyana--the
Government Analysts laboratory, the recently established Guyana Agency for
Health, Science, Environment and Food Policy and the Institute of Applied
Science and Technology of the University of Guyana. None of the agencies is
fully capable of carrying out its mandate of assessing the quality because of
lack of equipment or personnel.

2. Water Sunvly

12.9 GS&WC. The Water Supply system in Georgetown is operated by the
Georgetown Sewerage and Water Commissioners (GS&WC). About 50% of
Georgetown's Water Supply is drawn from 10 wells. Three of the wells are
located in the Shelter Belt Treatment plant area while the other 7 wells are
located in various sites around the city. The remaining 50% of the city's
Water Supply is provided by surface water obtained from the East Demarara

Conservancy via the 12 km long Lamaha Canal. About one half of the length of
the canal is through highly populated areas, so that the surface water is
highly contaminated when it reaches the treatment plant. Total water
production of the Georgetown systems is estimated at 17 million Imperial
gallons per day (MIGD) in 1987 compared with an estimated demand of 25 MIGD.
The Shelter Belt Treatment Plan has a nominaL capacity of 10 MIGD and is
presently incapable of producing water of acceptable health standard. It is
currently being operated at 13 HIGD, i.e., 3 MIGD beyond its rated capacity.
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12.10 As of August 1992 GS&WC had 351 employees including 16
Administrative staff, 278 technical and professional staff and 57 unskilled
and informal workers. The main executive officer is the chief engineer who is
responsible for the day-to-day operations. There are 11 departments. Many of
them are supposed to be filled by a superintendents or Department heads.
However, because of the low levels of salaries, many positions go unfilled or
are occupied by acting staff who lack the knowledge or the experience to
perform the required duties.

12.11 GUYWA. In 1972, the Government established the Guyana Water
Authority (GUTWA) under the Ministry of Public Works, Communications and
Regional Development, to provide water and sewerage services in the country.
At its establishment it was expected that GUYWA would take over all the water
supply assets of the institutions operating in the sector. Indeed, the Sugar
Industry Labor Welfare Committee (SILWFC) transferred 13 wells in the East
Demarara to GUYWA; however, because of lack of adequate funding and foreign
exchange, the quality of service in the areas that had been taken ovar by
GUYWA declined considerably. As a result of pressure from SILWFC, it was
decided that the remaining assets of SILWFC and those of the other
institutions operating in the sector such as GUYMINE, the city of New
Amsterdam would not be transferred to GUYWA. GUYWA thus assumed
responsibility for the water and sewerage services in all ten regions, except
for Georgetown, New Amsterdam, Linden/Wismar, and most of the sugar estates.
However, the authority of GUrWA to operate the water supply systems in the
Regions was rescinded in 1984 when the Government decided to adopt a policy of
administrative decentralization. After the decentralization CUYWA found a
niche for itself performing maintenance services, equipment repair and rental,
and specialized services such as well drilling for sector agencies and the
private sector.

12.12 GUYWA had total of 87 employees in 1991 including 7 administrative
staff, 10 senior technical staff, 39 technical and craftsmen, 21 clerical and
office staff and 14 unskilled and semi-skilled. The administrative staff
include the General Kanager, the chief Accountant, 3 engineers and the Chief
Administrative Officer. Many departments have vacancies and the turnover rate
is very high because of the low salaries and relatively isolated location of
GUYWA head office which entails relatively high commuting costs for GUYWA
working level staff.

12.13 The New Amsterdam Town Council is responsible for providing
potable water services to the city. Water supply facilities consist of 2
wells and relatively modern treatment plant which waB completed in 1992 with
EC financing. The population of New Amsterdam is estimated at around 30,000
in about 4,000 households all of which have individual house connections.
Data on the staffing situation of the water department in New Amsterdam is
presently not available. It is being collected as part of the World Bank-

financed project.

12.14 RDCs. The provision of water and sewerage services in the regions
was first delegated to the Regional Democratic Councils (RDCs) in 1984. This
mandate was strengthened by the delegation of Functions Order of 1991 which
was intended to establish more clearly, the respective roles of GUYWA, the
regions and other agencies responsible for the provision of water and sewerage
services in Guyana. It delegated to the regions, the responsibility for
operation and maintenance of water and sewerage systems within their
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jurisdiction, except where such functions are currently being provided by
other agencies. GUYWA is supposed to control and monitor the activities of
the regions, while the regions in turn were to collect water tariffs and be
accountable to GUYWA for carrying out an agreed operations and maintenance
plan. Thus, with the 1991 order, the regions collectively took responsibility
for operation and maintenance of about 165 wells and 7 surface water supply
systems within their respective jurisdictions. Unfortunately, the order was
unclear about the legal ownership of the assets that were transferred. The
resulting uncertainty has resulted in the accounting anomaly whereby, GUYWA
continues to carry the depreciation charges of the transferred assets but the
benefits derived for operating the assets accrue to the regions. Also, the
regions have been known to refer customers to GUYWA during system breakdowns;
GUYWA, in turn, re-direct the customers to the regions, thereby causing ill-
will and frustrations to all the parties involved.

12.15 The regional water systems are varied with each tailored to meet
local conditions. For instance, the system at Bartica has two pumps to lift
water from the Essequibo River. The water is treated at a plant that was
installed in 1982 and which although in apparent good condition, is not being
used because of lack of chemicals. At Matthew's Ridge, the small system
developed by a mining company now serves a farming community of about 2,000.
Hand pumps are installed in 61 communities and windmills in 32 communities,
primarily in the livestock regions of the southern Savannah.

12.16 SILWFC. The water supply systems in the sugar estates comprising
22 wells with 12,611 connections and serving about 70,000 people is operated
by SILWFC. Most borehole pumps are provided with two alternative drive units,
either electric or diesel. Most of the wells have dual angle drives so that
drive units are always in place, and standby can be brought into operation
immediately when the electricity fails. However SILWFC facilities are very
old, some are over 30 years of age; and the many years of poor maintenance due
to shortage of spare parts during periods of stringent exchange control have
taken their toll. There are daily breakdowns.

12.17 GUYMINE. The water systems in Linden/Wismar in Region 10 are
operated by the National Bauxite Company (GUYMINE). It comprises four river
intakes and treatment plants in Linden, with a borehole and treatment plant at
Amelia's ward, and an in-take, treatment plant and tank at Ituni. Even though
GUYMINE's facilities were modernized with external assistance in the 1980's,
they are beginning to show signs of deterioration due to lack of adequate
maintenance. This has become more apparent with the decline in the price of
bauxite.

3. Sewerace

12.18 Georgetown is the only area with a substantial and functioning
sewer services. The main sewerage system covers about 1,160 acres (about 470
ha.) in central Georgetown and serves about one-third of the city's
population. The sewerage system has not been extended since it was originally
constructed over 60 years ago. There are 24 pumping stations on the ring
main, which have recently been refurbished with EC funds; however, they cannot
function properly because of frequent power outages. Few of the pumps feeding
the ring main are in good working order. The remainder of the city is served
by septic tanks without leaching beds and pit latrines which discharge to
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adjacent ditches and storm drainage channels. Collected sewage is discharged,
untreated into Demarara lower estuary.

12.19 There are three other emall sewerage systems in Guyana, in
addition to the Georgetown system. There is one at the University of Guyana,
but the treatment plant was stripped soon after its installation some 20 years
ago. Another small system, without any treatment plant serves several
thousand people in the Tucville area. A third system serves the Timehri
airport and its environs. Again, the system is in disrepair, having blocked
sewers and overflowing manholes.

4. The Role of the Private Sector

12.20 Private sector participation in the operation of water facilities
has so far been limited (except for the facilities being run by SILWFC and
GUYNINE which are parastatals although their status might soon change). The
private sector is sometimes engaged by the regions to undertake minor repairs
to pumps and engines, and private truck operators are used to deliver fuel to
pumping stations. Public transport (and farm tractors) is sometimes used to
transport repair crews. An interesting exception is the operations of the
Eccles well and treatment facility by the Georgetown Seafood Company. It is
interesting because it presents a successful model that could be adopted for
meeting the needs of industrial and commercial customers with heavy water
demands. The ECC1es facility was one of seven water production facilities
installed with USAID financing in the early 1970B, but it is the only one of
the seven that has remained fully functional.

D. SECTOR FINANCES

1. Overview

12.21 Presently the tariff levels in the country are too varied and too
low to provide adequate cost recovery in the sector. This situation is
further exacerbated by the failure to adjust tariff levels in line with
inflation and changes in the exchange rate, as the value of the Guyana dollar
depreciated over the last several years. There are at least seven tariff
regimes (ranging from flat rate charges to size service connection to metered
charges) operating in the country, based on different charging principles.
Collection practices are poor and the billing system is only partially
operational, with bills not being prepared and delivered to customers. The
financial situation of GUYWA and GS&WC, the two main sector institutions, is
very poor. Arrears are high and the financial statements of both institutions
have not been audited since the mid-1980's. The situation in regions is
worse, since no separate records exist of the expenditures of the regional
water divisions. Water is provided to SILWFC customers free of charge.
GUYMINE customers are charged a nominal tariff without expectations that the
revenue collected will fully cover the cost of providing the services.

2. Tariff Levels and Cost of Sunnly

12.22 GS&WC. Water and sewerage changes in the city of Georgetown are
based on property values. Each year the city council estimates the amount it
will take to operate and maintain the water supply and sewerage system,
including sinking fund payments on loans for capital investments. This amount
is then expressed as a proportion of the total assessed ratable values (RV) of
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all connected properties. The water rate was set at 18.5% of RV in 1989
reaulting in an average water charge of G$1,073. Properties having both water
supply and sewerage connections pay slightly higher, at 26.6% of the RV, the
annual charge was G$3,186. There were about 16,920 properties liable to pay
water rates and 7,500 liable to pay both. In addition, there were 279 metered
properties charged at a rate of G$12/1000 gallons. Connections are made at
cost. Charges are collected by the City Council which usually retainls about
15% of the amounts collected to help meet the cost of collection.

12.23 GUYWA. Since decentralization of the provision of water services
to the regions in 1984, GUYWA's main sources of revenues have been derived
from: (i) maintenance work and equipment repair performed on water facilitiLs
in the regions and for the private sector; (ii) well drilling, rehabilitation
and maintenance; (iii) equipment rental (mostly of well drilling equipment to
entities with appropriate personnel willing to undertake the work by
themselves); and (iv) consultancy services such as well testing, supervision
and certification of well drilling activities, etc.

12.24 New Amsterdam. Water charges in New Amsterdam is based on the
size of service connection. Domestic consumers with service pipe of % -
diameter are charged $200/year. The rate rise8 by C$240 for each additional
' or less. (Thus a one-inch pipe will result in a charge of G$440). The

cost for shops and offices for a 63 connection is G$260 with G$240 connection.
The tariff schedule identifies 25 different categories. Tariff for gasoline
stations, sawmills, factories start at G$1,900/year for Mw connection and
G$400 per Eg" increoent. Documentation by the number of customer category is
unavailable. As indicated earlier, the number of household connection is
estimated at 4,000.

12.25 The Regions. The tariff charged in the regions was inherited from
GUYWA during the decentralization of 1984 and is based on a flat rate charge
which varies according to the customer category (Table 12.1). connection
charge for water supply is GSSO and reconnection charge is also GS50. Data on
the number of connections in the regions is being prepared as part of the
World Bank-financed project under preparation.

Table 22k1: REGIONAL TARIFFS a/

Customer Category G$/year US$ Equivalent

Domestic 75 $0.60
Commercial 300 $2.40
Industrial 450 $3.60

a/ Rates in effect since 1972.

source: Government of Guyana

12.26 The Sucar Estates. SILWFC provides water to workers and their
families in the sugar estates free of charge. The SILWFC funded systems also
supply water to non-sugar estate workers whose properties lie adjacent to the
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astates. They are charged a nominal sum of G$6.60/year. SILNFC serve 17,000
houneholds and per capita consumption in estimated at 35 gallons/day.

12.27 GUYMINE. Until 1988 water was supplied to Linden residents free
of charge. As of September 1988, GUYNINE instituted a Eat rate fee
G$192/year to GUYMINE employees and pensioners, G$240 for non-employees, and
G$400/year for commercial entities. Collection in the first three months of
the tariff was only 10% of billing indicating stiff resistance to paying for a
hitherto free service.

12.28 Cost of Suooly. In a consultant report financed by the IDB on the
water sector, it was estimated that actual cost of water supply to households
in 1988 differ widely (Table 12.2). Even though the estimates are very
preliminary, they nonetheless confirm that fact that current tariffs are
extremely low relative to both the cost of operating and maintaining the
systems and to consumer incomes.

Table 12.2: COST OF WATER SUPPLY TO HOUSEHOLDS, 1988

Cost per
System Tariff/year 1000 gallon

-~ ----- ____

Regions 75 178-860
SILWFC 0-6.6 147
GUYMINE 192 985
New Amsterdam 200 575
Georgetown 1,100 881

source: Baptie Shaw and Morton, Consulting Engineers

12.29 The extent to which current tariff levels are insufficient to
cover operating and maintenance is also illustrated by a preliminary revenue
and expenditure analysis of the Bartica system in Region 7, undertaken by an
IDA-financed consultant, which indicated that tariff revenues cover only about
1.4% of operating and maintenance costs (Table 12.3). Comparable analysis
undertaken for Regions 5 and 6 indicate that potential tariff revenues are
sufficient to cover 3% and 5.8% respectively. Assuming that the existing
ratio is maintained between domestic and commercial tariffs, annual domestic
tariffs would need to be increased to G$1,295 in Region 5, G$5,170 in Region
6, and G$21,660 in Bartica to fully cover operations and maintenance costs.

12.30 These estimates are preliminary. A tariff study would be prepared
as part of the world Bank-financed Water Supply Technical Assistance and
Rehabilitation project. The study will establish a uniform tariff policy to
be applied in all regions as well as an appropriate tariff structure or.
structures and specific tariff levels over a five year period. The Terms of
Reference of the study has been approved by World Bank and the Government is
in the process of reviewing proposals. The study will require about 3
staffmonths and will be undertaken by May 1993. In preparation for the study,
the regions commenced the updating of their customer ledgers in November 1992.
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In addition, GUYWA has begun to update the assets inventory in the regions.
The Inter-American Bank will finance a parallel tariff review for the city of
Georgetown, under its Georgetown Water and Sewerage project. The World Bank
and IDB will coordinate the two studies to minimize conflicting and
contradictory recommendations.

Table 12.3: POTENTIAL REVENUES AND ESTIMATED OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENSE-BARTICA WATER SYSTEM 1992

(G$1000)

Total Potential Tariff Revenue 73

Total Exoenditure: 5,280
Labor 1,117
Fuel 1,500
Electricity 170
Chemicals 1,150
Other Operating and Maintenance 1,343

Net Balance -5,207

Cost Recovery 1.4%

Source: Stanley Associates Engineering Limited

12.31 The World Bank-financed tariff study would systematically
investigate the relative merits of the various charging principles that are
presently being employed: fiat rate charges; volumetric (or metered) charges;
charges based on ratable values; and size of service connections. A revised
uniform tariff structure will be proposed. The objectives of the tariff
structure to be recommended would be that it: (i) is consistent with the
principles of (eventual) full cost recovery; (ii) encourages water
conservation and favors customers using small quantities of water; (iii)
enables low income residential customers to obtain an adequate supply of water
at an affordable price; and (iv) can be implemented by the water entities at
an acceptable cost and is easily understood by consumers.

3. Billings and Collections

12.32 GS&WC. Metered customers are charged monthly for water but on
different basis and payments are recorded on a Property Record Card (sometimes
known as customer ledgers). Combined bills for local taxation and water
charges are prepared annually and billings take up to three months to be
prepared. Bills are collected by the City Council which assesses a retention
fee of about 15% to cover the cost of collection. Property owners have the
option of paying in four equal installments. Payment can be made at the town
hall or at one permanent outstation. Payments at the Town Hall at peak
periods take considerable time partly because of the practice to recalculate
each bill presented before payment is accepted. Payment is recorded on the
Property Record Cards, although they have not been reconciled to arrears
reported in the financial statements. Payments are transferred to GS&WC with
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delay. Delinquent customers are referred to the supreme court, which usually
results in payment being made. Failure to make payment after court action can
result in the premises being sold to settle the debt; however, this drastic
action is seldom taken. Metered customers are disconnected for non payment.
Arrears for metered and non-metered customers amount to about six months
billing.

12.33 GUYCA. CUYWA usually submits it. bills promptly after service is
provided and its income statements provides details of its accounts
receivable, including the number of reminders that have been sent to the
customer in question. Despite GUYWA's efforts, its financial statements
covering the period 1988 to 1992 indicate a collection performance that is
extremely poor. Total receivables increased from G$4.6 million in 1988 to
over G$21.2 million equivalent to between 900-1,000 days. As of the end of
1991, the regions and G$&WC accounted for 23% of the receivables each, and the
remainder 54% is distributed among various Government ministries and
parastatals.

12.34 GUYWA's poor collections performance is due more to the
government's policies than to poor financial management by GUYWA. The
regional water divisions and GS&WC cannot operate on a full cost recovery
basis and must therefore, depend on Government grants for operations
maintenance and capital works. Since the Government allocations are not
sufficient to cover the cost of the service that GUYWA provides to the regions
and GS&WC, and since GUYWA is prohibited by the Government from requiring cash
payment in advance of services rendered, GUYWA has no choice but accumulate
high arrears for these services. Since GUYWA's receivables are owed mostly by
public sector agencies, improvement in GUYWA's collection performance is tied
to a general overhaul of the sector finances.

12.35 New Amsterdam. The billing and collection system is based on a
manual card system. Customers are billed annually and payments can be made in
four equal installments. Disconnections are made for non-payments, but the
extent is not known.

12.36 The Regions. The billing system is based on a manual card system.
The Property Record Card is the basic record. Ordinarily, bills are prepared
and delivered by hand to the consumer. Payment can be made at the regional
GUYWA office or at various locations visited occasionally by collection staff.
Consumers are informed by a town crier a day or two before collections take
place. Due to transportation problems scheduled collections are cancelled
without warning or substantially delayed. Sometimes problems occur because
collectors are not supplied with a change float and thus cannot accept payment
because they are unable to change monies offered in settlement of the
accounts. Receipts are given to customers when cash is collected and a record
is made in the Property Record Card. Copies of the receipts are provided to
the regional council financed department at a 2 weekly intervals.

12.37 A recent review of the billing system of the Regions indicated
that it is only partially operational. Bills are not being delivered to
customers and collections are made only from those customers who voluntarily
make payments at the regional GUYWA office. Those customers who voluntarily
make payment are also expected to produce past receipts to prove that their
accounts are current. Since the Property Record Card is not reconciled with
cash collections, there is no basis for determining individual arrears and
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thus, not surprisingly delinquent customers are hardly ever disconnected as
required. Arrears are estimated to be over 50% reglon wide. Preliminary
estimates for arrears in Reglon 6 was 45% between January-July 1992 and ranged
from 76% to 58% in Region 5 between 1989-92.

12.38 The poor collection performance is due to a number of factors:
(i) the Property Records Cards are not reconciled with cash payments recorded.
Often they are poorly organized, incomplete, out of date and probably
inaccurate. Consequently, they cannot form the basis of any rigorous billing
and collection system even if the regions wanted to have one and besides they
are presently not capable of maintaining one; (ii) there is very little
incentive to properly undertake billings and maximize collections since the
Regions are required to remit all tariff revenues to the Government's
consolidated account; there is widely held perception that Government
services, including water should be provided free of charge; (iii) tariff
levels have eroded over the year. to such a point that even if all tariffs
revenue were collected, they would generate funds that are minuscule compared
to the true cost of operating and maintaining the systems; and (iv) staff in
the water divisions in the regions, like most staff employed in the public
sector in Guyana are poorly paid, trained and motivated.

12.39 SILWFC and GUYMINE. Billings and collection data for SILWFC and
GUYMINE are not available. Since water is provided to workers in the sugar
estates free-of-charge while other SILWFC customers pay only a nominal charge,
such data for SILWFC are not expected to be significant. However, in the case
of GUYHINE, it is understood that there exists resistance to pay the tariff
charges that were instituted in 1988, but the extent of the resistance in
recent years is unknown. It is expected that such data would be collected
under the World Bank-financed project under preparation.

4. Affordability

12.40 Given the-extremely low levels of current tariffs, it would appear
that significant increases in tariffs will be needed in order to move the
sector toward financial self-sustainabilLty. However, even if very
conservative ability-to-pay criteria are employed, relatively large increases
in the annual charges should be affordable. Given the rule of thumb that 3%-
6% of gross household income zould reasonably be expected to be expended on
water and sewerage services, an affordable tariff should start at about GS875
per annum. This amount is equivalent to about 3% of the income of a household
with one worker earning the minimum wage in Guyana of G$117 per day or about
G$29,250 per annum. A water charge at that level is already almost 12 times
the current water charge for domestic customers in the regions. Whether or
not increases in this magnitude in the tariff structure can be implemented
remains to be seen. However, the obstacle to tariff increases is more likely
to be due to a lack of willingness to pay rather than due to affordability
constraints. As the resistance to the GUYMINE tariff increases clearly
attests, there is a widely held perception in Guyana that government services,
including water should be provided free of charge. Also, willingness to pay
has been adversely affected by the generally low level of service provided in
the sector. This aspect will also be investigated in the IDA-financed tariff
study being carried out under the World Bank-financed project.
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5. Financial Manaaement of Sector Institutionu

12.41 fifaW. GS&WC is financlally administered by the City Council of
Georgetown which sets the financial polliLes relating to tariffs, collection
policies and approves all major expendltures. GS&WC has been operating at
loss over the last several years because of the low tariffu and roor
collection efficiency. The company is operated on a cash accounting basis.
The accounting department is understaffed and has been unable to produce a
balance sheet mince 1985 and GS&WC accounts have not been audited ever since.
Because of the low salaries and limited resources, GS&WC lacks the qualified
personnel and facilLties necessary for proper accounting, planning and control
its finances.

12.42 GUYWA. GUYWA'o financial statements are produced on an accrual
basis each month and submltted to the GUYWA Board for Approval. The
statements consist of an income statement, a detaLled statement of
receivable., statement of work ln progress and a cash flow statement. GUYWA's
accounting department is understaffed with staff turnover estimated at around
50%. GUYWA's financial performance has steadily deteriorated over the 1988-91
period. GUYWA generated an operating profit of G$0.646 million in 1989 and
incurred a loss (before subsidy) of G$0.858 million in 1990. The operating
loss before subsidy was G$4.6 million in 1991. Following a Government subsidy
of G51.1 million, the loss was reduced to G$3.5 million. The increase was due
to the civil service pay increases of 25% and 20% which were approved by the
Government in the mid and late 1991, but applied reactively to January 1,
1991. Xt is important to note that GUYWA's financial performance is being
adversely affected by the very high level of arrears which amount to between
900-1,000 days of revenues. GUYWA'o financial statements have not been
audited since 1986. Arrangements are underway to audit the 1990 and 1991
accounts. The audit will be financed under a Project Preparation Facility
(PPF) Advance provided by the World Bank. In addition, the PPF Advance would
finance an Accounting and Financial Management Study which will assist GUYWA
and the Regional water Division to develop, with the help of consultants, a
practical and implementable accounting, management information and billing and
collection syatems.

12.43 New Amsterdam. Information on the financial situ-'-ion of the
water system operated by the New Amsterdam Town Council is not presently
available. It would be prepared under the World Bank-financed project.

12.44 The Region. The financial management and reportinv systems
employed in the regions is practically non-existent. Each Regional Democratic
Council (RDC) prepares a monthly cons;olidated record of cash e.xpenditures for
all regional services. There is no separate record of expendicures for the
Regional Water Division. The RDCs do not prepare regular reports of water
tariff revenues billed and collected. This information can only be derived by
examining detailed billing records. No accounts receLvable data is
maintained. Heasures are currently underway to strengthen the financial
management of the Regions. GUYIA and consultants financed under the PPF are
assisting the Regions to prepare financial statements and to develop a
management information on water operations, tariffs, arrears and staffing.
The data being developed would serve as inputs to the accounting and Financial
Management Study that will help establish an accounting and management
information system for GUYWA and the Regional Water Divisions.
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12.45 SILWFC and GUYMINE. The SILWFC and GUYMfNE systems are operated
primarily as a benefit to employees and thus separate financial records beyond
the direct cost of providing the service are not being kept.

6. Sector Financial Flows

12.46 Annual capital expenditures for the rehabilitation of water
facilities in Georgetownz, New Amsterdam and the Regions both from the
Government own resotmrces and from foreign sources Le contained in the capital
budget of the Government and channelled through GUYWA. Capital expenditures
were G$67.j million in 1989, G$82.6 million in 1990, G$267.3 million in 1991
and estimated at G$159 million in 1992. Overall, these levels are deplorably
low with respect to the investment and rehabilitation needs of the sector.
Usually capital improvements for water facilities in the Regions, including
Nr- Amsterdam are typically grouped in a general category of Rural Water
Supply. Capital expenditures for GS&WC are shown separately. Expenditures
relating to GUYWA's equipment is shown under Force Account and Institutional
Development related expenditures are shown under Water Improvement.

Table 12.4: CURRENT WATER AND SANITATION EXPENDITURE
(G$ million)

1989 1990 1991 1992

Recurrent Expenditure (all Regions) 32.6 36.0 56.2 108.7

Total Capital Expenditures: 67.5 82.6 267.3 159.0
Water Supply (Force Ace.) 0.0 0.5 0.0 5.0
Georgetown Sew. & Water PHII 8.2 1.5 30.0 43.0
Rural Water Supply 41.5 74.0 185.5 80.0
Water Improvement 14.8 3.7 48.4 25.2
Regional Water Divisions 3.0 2.9 3.4 5.8

Source: Government of Guyana

12.47 The Government does not provide funding to the regions
specifically for the coverage of operating and maintenance costs incurred for
water-related services. Instead, the Government provides a block grant to the
Regional Democratic Councils for the provision of all municipal services,
including water. Regional recurrent expenditure. for Water Services in all
ten Regions were estimated at G$32.6 million in 1989, G$36 million in 1990,
G$56.2 million in 1991 and G$108.7 million in 1992. Furthermore, recurrent.
expenditures for water and sewerage services are not shown separately in the
recurrent budget. Since tariff revenues are transferred to the Government,
the link between internally generated revenues and expenditures is broken.
This practice is inimical to financial self sustainability in the sector and
inconsistent with cost recovery principles.

12.48 Recent major involvement of external agencies include construction
of the 2.0 MIGD New Amsterdam treatment plant, estimated to cost about US$3.6
million financed by the EC under LomO III. Earlier EC provided USS400,000 for
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the rehabilitation of Georgetown sewerage pumps. IDB is preparing a Remedial
Maintenance Program for Georgetown under the Georgetown Water and Sewerage
project to repair service connections and distribution mains and provlsion of
borehole pumps for which USS2.8 million will be provided. The IDB financed an
institutional study of the sector by Baptie Shaw and Morton in 1988-89. The
report was finalized in 1991. IDB is also financing the preparation of a
maoter plan for the wator and sewerage in Georgetown. In September 1992, IDA
approved a Project Preparation Advance of US$958,000 to help prepare a Water
Supply Technical Assistance and Rehabilitation project which aims at
strengthening the sector, rehabilitating or replacing dilapidated water
facilities and putting in place an improved oper ations and maintenance program
for water facilities outside of Georgetown. CIDA has just financed a
rehabilitation study for 8 water treatment plants, five along the East Bank of
the Demarara River, and 3 along the East Coast. It nas been estimated that it
would require about US$2.8 million to return the 8 plants to full operational
capabilities. Minor works have boen implemented by UNICEF and under the
Social Impact Amelioration Program.

Fiqure 12.1: SECTOR FINANCING FLOWS
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E. MAIN SECTORAL ISSUES

12.49 Future Structure of the Water Sector. At present GUYWA'u key
responsibility is to provide utrategic planning and monitoring of the water
sector. Operational functions and uervLcu delivery have devolved to the
reglonal level under the administration of the Regional Democratic Councils
(RDCU). ThLi decentralization arrangement has not, however, been effective
due to the competing priorities and responsibilities of the RDCa fcr other
sectors, lack of qualified professionals to manage the facilitiea and a
serious lack of budgetary allocations to meet capital and recurrent
expenditures. This aLtuation has been further compounded by an inadequate
tariff structure and dismal revenue collection performance. Currently, the
sector is fragmented and suffers from confused lines of accountability and
responsibility between GUTMA and the Regions. The World Bank is in the
process of financing legal and institutional studLes whose principal
objectives are to: (a) review the existing laws and regulation of the water
sector; (b) review the root causes for the lack of performance of eector
agencies; and (c) recommend remedial measures for its restructuring. The
studies are estimated at 3 man months to be undertaken between January-April
1993. It proposed that the Government delay taking any action affecting the
stricture of the sector until after the studies have been -ompleted.
Furthermore, it is expected that the studies will address the complete range
of water-related activities from monitoring and assessment to development and
management of water resources to ensure an environmentally sound and
sustainable development of the country's water resources. To this end, the
studies will explore the merits and demerits of a National Water Commission to
coordinate potable, agricultural, energy-related and recreational water.

12.50 Groundwater Resources. Groundwater is the main source of domestic
and industrial water supply on the cGastland and is obtained from 3 major
aquLfer systems: the "upper" sand, the "AN sand and the "Bw sand. So far
only the lower "AN and "B" sands are being exploited because the "upper" sand
has been found to be brackish. As noted in a recent UNDP studyy, there has
been a steady decline in piezometric levels (i.e., artisan pressure) in both
aquifer systems, pointing to a future possible increases in pumping costs
possible long-term unreliability of supply, and increased risk of sea water
intrusion and land subsidence. It is important that the government support a
possible UNDP project to prepare a detailed study for a phased investigation
and assessment of ground water resources of the coastal basin. Since the
"Upper" sand aquifer is known to be recharged, its exploitation holds huge
potential cost savings in d.rilling and pumping costs, if the boundary of the
brackish water could be properly delineated.

12.51 Human Resource Constraints. As with other sectors in Guyana, the
development of the water supply/sanitation sector has been considerably
affected due to the lack of human resources. In the past decade, the low
wages associated with the economic crisis in Guyana caused a massive migration
of qualified professionals to other countries. The level of salaries still
remains very low and it is extremely difficult to attract the necessary
qualified workers to fill the existing vacancies in the sector. The total

/ A Programme for Enhancing Climate, Weather and Water Resources
Monitoring Capability for Sustainable Economic Development in Guyana".
WMO August 1992 by Mr. J.L. Bassier.
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staff turnover has been estimated at 20% in the last three to four years. The
situation continues to decline as can be seen most clearly in the weakened
managerial and technical abilities of GS&WC and GUYWA at present. A recent
consultant study (by David Borsefield, November 1991) financed by IDB
summarized the human resource needs as follows: (i) low levels of staffing
and skills; (il) lack of adequate tools, supplies and equipment to accomplish
tasks; (iii) lack of an organized program to upgrade skills; and (iv)
extremely poor working conditions leading to low morale.

12.52 Onerations and Maintenance. Due to the dilapidated nature of
water and sanitation systems, it is very important that an effective
preventive maintenance program is put in place as systems are rehabilitated
and/or replaced. This will ensure that equipment and facilities are utilized
for their full useful life. A good o&M program will also limit the level of
unaccounted-for water and thus help reduce the amount of capital investments
needed for each level of service. In addition, it will ensure a consistent
level of service thereby helping check vandalism as pipeS are breached to
obtain water during frequent service interruptions. This issue is being
addressed under the World Bank-financed project, one of whose objectives is to
set up an operations and maintenance program for facilities in the Regions to
be rehabilitated under the project. However, successful implementation of an
operations and maintenance program assumes that concurrent efforts would be
made to address the other sectorial problems, especially those related to cost
recovery without which rehabilitation facilities will merely slip again into a
state of disrepair.

12.53 Metering. It is essential that bulk meters for water sources and
treatment works are installed as soon as practicable. This will provide
useful information on water production and estimated losses. As in the case
of Georgetown, industrial and commercial metering should be extended to other
towns (such as New Amsterdam) and regions as soon as possible. While metering
would be the best charging mechanism for domestic consumption, the special
circumstances of Guyana would warrant a careful consideration of its
application, including the heavy capital cost involved, need for training of
technicians, need for meter testing facilities and the need for periodic
replacement of meters, etc. Furthermore, the current low pressures of the
system would not enable the effective use of meters at the present time. It
is proposed that, after system has been improved and the constancy of good
quality water supply is ensured, a pilot project on the use of domestic
consumption meters should be initiated in selected areas (parts of Georgetown,
New Amsterdam, Region IV, etc.) to assess the economic benefits of the
metering scheme. Until the introduction of system-wide domestic metering in
the long run, the Government should consider other feasible options to service
as the uniform basis of charge across the country. The proposed tariff study
will evaluate the most feasible options for consideration by the Government.

12.54 Budqetarv Levels and Allocation Practices. The current budgetary
allocations for capital and recurrent expenditures are grossly inadequate to
provide adequate potable and sanitation service levels to the population.
(capital expenditures for the entire sector in 1992 were budgeted at GS153.2
million or less than US$1.5 million). The recurrent budget for water is
provided to the Region as part of block grants to the Regional Democratic
Councils (RDC's) for the provision of all municipal services (including
water). All tariff revenues collected by the Regions are turned over to the
Government. This practice breaks the link between internally generated

:t;
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revenues and expenditure and is therefore incompatible with cost recovery and
financial self-sustainability principles. Besides the RDC's, like the central
Government, face competing priorities and reBponslbilities under very severe
resource constraints. The end result is that the actual expenditures for
water service do not reflect their priority. Furthermore, the recurrent
expenditures for water are not shown as a separate line items on the
Government's recurrent Budget, whereas expenditures on items such as postage,
telexes, janitorial and cleaning services etc., are shown as separate items.
Given the priority of water in the country's development program, stepa should
be taken to improve the Government's budgetary practices in the sector.

12.55 Tariff. Presently at GS75 per year for rural domestic customers
in the Regions and about G$200 for Linden and New Amsterdam customers, and
GSl,100 for Georgetown customers (on the average basis), the tariff levels are
too varied and too low to provide adequate cost recovery. This situation was
aggravated by the failure to adjust the tariff levels in line with inflation
and as the value of the Guyanese dollar depreciated over the last several
years. There are at least seven tariff regimes (ranging from flat range
charges to the size of the service connection to rateable values of property
to volumetric charges etc.) operating in the country based on different
charging principles. The Project Preparation Facility (PPF) Advance provided
by the world Bank for the preparation of the Water Supply Technical Assistance
and Rehabilitation project will finance a water supply Tariff study to help
establish a uniform tariff policy to be applied in all Regions, including New
Ameterd-ac as well as appropriate tariff structure (or structures). The study
will contain specific proposals for tariff levels covering a five year period.
The World Bank-financed tariff study should be closely coordinated with the
IDB-financed tariff study to be undertaken as part of the IDB-supported
project in Georgetown. The implementation of the findings of the two studies
should also be closely coordinated.

12.56 Cost Recovery. The tariff levels are very low and are grossly
inadequate to ensure financial sustainability of the sector. It is estimated
by a Bank-financed consultant that if all customers receiving water actually
paid their annual water charge, total tariff revenues would be sufficient to
cover only about 3% of operation and maintenance costs in Region 5 and about
6% in Region 6. A similar review of the system in Bartica showed a recovery
rate of only 1.4%. A realistic target for achieving full cost recovery will
be addressed in the tariff study alluded to above. In this regard, the
Minister of Finance indicated his strong support for the commercialization of
the provision of water supply services, within a framework of appropriate cost
recovery policies, in order to assure the eventual financial sustainability
and viability of sector institutions. He stressed the fact that the adequate
pricing of water should initially be kept separate from affordability
considerations which should be handled by the appropriate agencies in a
systematic and transparent manner. Financial sustainability _s necessary to
assure that sector facilities will be properly maintained and the qualified
personnel will be attracted to sector institutions.

12.57 Billings and Collections. The billing system is only partially
operational, with bills not being prepared and delivered to customers. The
situation is particularly bad in the regions where collections are made only
from those customers who voluntarily make payments at the Regional Water
Department collection offices or local authority office during designated
collection periods. Spot-checks have indicated that no records of overdue
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accounts exist in the Regions. Information on overdue payments can be
obtained only by reviewing the customer ledgers which are poorly organized,
out-of-date and incomplete. Proposals for improving billing and collections
will be made in an Accounting and Financial Management Study to be financed
under the PPF. The study will establish a simple accounting and management
information system which can be applied to the Regions. The billing and
collection system to be developed will be consistent to the recommendation of
the tariff study.

12.58 Leoal Status of GUYWA's Assets. Presently GUYWA'o assets have
been assigned to the regions for operation and maintenance, with the legal
transfer of their ownership to the RDCs. This issue would need to be
addressed in the Institutional/Legal studies as this affects GUYWA's financial
statements and its other legal obligations. Often customers needing their
facilities to be repaired are given the run around by both the regional water
departments and GUYWA, with neither entity wishing to assume the
responsibility for the repairs.

12.59 Financial Statements. The financial statements for most sector
institutions are non-existent. The financial statements of GUYWA are
incomplete. Only income statements have been prepared since 1986. These show
a very high level of accounts receivable in the order of G$19-20 million
equivalent to 900 to 1,000 days in 1990 and 1991. GUYWA has agreed to bring
its financial statements up-to-date. The reconstituted statements for 1990
and 1991 will be audited by external independent auditors acceptable to IDA.
GUYWA and the misnion agreed to a short-list of domestic firms that will be
invited to submit proposals for the audits. GUYWA's statements for 1993 and
beyond will be prepared in accordance with the recommendations of the
Accounting and Financial Management Study. Presently, the regions, including
New Amsterdam do not prepare any financial statements covering their water-
related activities. GUYWA, with the assistance of consultants is helping the
regions prepare their financial statements covering 1989-92. These statements
would be used as input by the consultants for the accounting and Financial
Management Study being financed under the PPF. GS&WC would be assisted in
improving its finance reporting under the IDB-financed project.

12.60 Role of the Private Sector. The highly successful operation of
the Eccles Plant facilities seem to point to the potentially crucial role that
the private sector could play in the provision of water supply and sewerage
services in Guyana. The assessment of private sector interest and
capabilities in the water sector in Guyana are among the activities to be
supported under the PPF. If sufficient interest and capabilities are
identified, pilot operations would be devised to help identify problems and
fully evaluate the potential of private sector participation in sector
activities. Private sector involvement would be explored for areas such as
billing and collections, longer-term operations and maintenance of facilities,
leasing and facilities management.

F. PROPOSED STRATEGY

12.61 The proposed strategy for the development of water and sanitation
sector in Guyana would call for: (a) rehabilitating and/or replacing the
existing facilities to bring service levels in the sector over the medium- and
long-term to minimum internationally acceptable standards; (b) restructuring
of the regulatory framework of the sector and strengthening of the sector
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institutions so that they are able to operate and maintain sector facilities
to meet adequately the potable water and sanitation needs of the population;
and (c) improving the sector finances and financial management practices to
enable the sector eventually to attain self -sufficiency. In the short-term
(1993-1995) the strategy should focus on: (i) rehabilitating dilapidated
infrastructure to begin the process of progressively improving service levels;
(ii) strengthening sector institutions; and (iii) improving budgetary
practices and implementing an efficient cost recovery system. For the longer-
term, the focus of the strategy for the water/sewerage sector should be on
improving and maintaining adequate service levels, achieving financial self-
sufficiency, and on increasing the level of private sector participation in
the sector in order to enhance its efficiency.

0. ACTION PLAN

12.62 The Government should plan to attain its short-term objectives
within the context of the proposed IDB-financed Water and Sewerage projects
(which will address sectoral issues and would begin to address the water
supply and sanitation issues and rehabilitation within Georgetown) and the
proposed World Bank-financed Water Supply Technical Assistance and
Rehabilitation project (which will address several key sectoral insues
relating to institutional strengthening, human resource development,
facilities rehabilitation and operation and maintenance improvement in the
regions and in New Amsterdam). The key actions proposed are as follows:

a implement the rehabilitation, replacement and maintenance of
facilities based on a prioritization of the facilities to be
rehabilitated in line with absorptive capacity constraints and
availability of financial resources;

* assist the Government with the reorganization of the water sector
(with emphasis on legal, financial and managerial autonomy of the
water agencies), and strengthen sector planning, management and
monitoring;

* improve operation and maintenance activities in the sector in
accordance with a preventive maintenance program and link to
monitorable targets for the reduction of unaccounted-for water and
improvement of water quality (to meet WHO standards);

* initiate an intensive program of recruiting and training qualified
personnel for sector institutions to operate and maintain the
system facilities;

* introduce more efficient cost-recovery policies to reduce the
level of subsidies with a view toward their eventual elimination,
in conjunction with improved collection procedures and financial
and budgetary practices;

* improve sector service levels with less interruptions and
avoidance of contamination of water supplies;

* introduce and foster the participation of the private sector in
the operation and maintenance of water/sewerage facilities;
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* coordinate the activities of the international donors to minimize
duplication of effort and facilitate a coordinated approach to the
resolution of sector problems.

H. PROPOSED INVESTMENT PROGRAM

12.63 Currently, there are five ongoing projects in the water sector:
(i) the IDB financed Georgetown Water Improvement (Master Plan) project and
four local projects for Georgetown and the regions. Given the limited
financial resources of the Government and the limited absorptive capacity of
sector institutione, only two sets of new projects are being proposed for the
period 1993-96: three IDB financed projects which focus on Georgetown, and the
Water Supply Technical Assistance and Rehabilitation project financed by the
World Bank which focuses on the regions (Table 12.5).

Table 12.5: PROPOSED INVESTMENT PROGRAM, 1993-96
IUS$ 1000)

Budgeted
Project 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

onqoins Projects 1628.7 718.8 918.8 5308.4
Mater Improvement CWaster Plan) 360.2 360.2 360.2 4800.0 103
Rural Water Supply 539.4 358.6 558.6 508.4 LocaL
Georgetoin Vater & Sewerage Project 398.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 LocaL
Mater supply (Regions) 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 LocaL
New A'dam Water Project 318.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 LocaL

Mew Projects (Identified) 1271.7 3049.4 5630.3 3796.8
TA & Mater SupplylSewerage 557.8 1849.4 2629.5 3155.4 IDA
G/T Mater SuppLy Emergency 533.9 1200.0 3000.8 641.4 IDB
Technical Cooperation 68.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 [DO
Mater Improvement Project 111.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 IDS

TOTAL 2900.4 3768.2 65"4.1 9105.2

Source: Mission Estimates
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CRAFTER Xil . TME SOCIAL SECTORS

A. INTRODUCTION

13.1 Since independence, the Guyanese Government has repeatedly
stressed its commitment to ensuring broad access by the population to social
services. In the 1960s, Guyana's achievements in the education and health
sectors were considerable; the illiteracy rate was among the lowest in the
Caribbean and Latin American region and favorable health indicators reflected
a well-designed health care system emphasizing preventive and primary health
care. In the late 1960s, the Government, seeking to ensure equal access by
all the population to education and health, undertook to fully subsidize
education and health care. Private facilities in both sectors were absorbed
into the public system and all services were provided free of charge. Fees
and other forms of cost-recovery were prohibited in all educational
institutions, primary through university, as well as in all health care
facilities.

13.2 The country's economic difficulties and the declining budget
shares allocated to the sectors in the 1980s, however, meant that the
Government was unable to maintain quality levels while fully subsidizing use
of these services. The reluctance to institute cost-recovery, even as
resource constraints became increasingly severe in the late 1980s, has thus
led to sharp declines in the quality of services provided. Infrastructure has
deteriorated to the point where it is severely dilapidated and books and
equipment are either not available, broken, or obsolete. These poor working
conditions, coupled with low salaries, have encouraged skilled and qualified
personnel to move out of the sectors or seek work abroad. By 1990, Guyana's
education and health indicators were among the lowest in the Caribbean.

13.3 Improvements in the education and health sectors are urgently
needed. While it is clear that some of the needed improvements can be
financed through savings achieved by the more efficient use of existing
resources, additional resources must be found to support more substantial
improvements. As the Treasury cannot support these increases, the
introduction of fees and other cost-recovery measures will have to be
considered. A re-evaluation of the potential role the private sector might
play in service delivery -- an issue the Government has already paid some
attention to -- should also be pursued.

13.4 This chapter reviews the efficiency and effectiveness of service
delivery in Guyana's education and health sectors and outlines an action plan
for upgrading quality in each sector. Particular concern is paid to resource
issues and the chapter focuses on the two fundamental sector expenditure
issues: (i) the size of the budget envelope in each sector and how it may be
increased; and (ii) the need to reallocate spending within each sector so as
to achieve maximum efficiency in the use of resources.

13.5 Any social sector review should include a discussion of poverty
which considers its nature and extent and which also discusses poverty
reduction efforts in the country. In Guyana, however, the lack of data
prevents a review of this type. Census data is available only from 1980 and,
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given the significant economic and demographic changes that have occurred over
the past decade, this data cannot provide a useful measure of the extent of
poverty. Household surveys have not been collected for over two decades. For
these reasons, only a brief discussion of poverty is included in this Chapter.
A better assessment will be possible once the results of a Household Survey
and Living Standards Measurement Survey (LSMS) become available later in 1993.

B. TRENDS IN SOCIAL SECTOR SPENING

1. Plannlna and Budgeting under the Decentralized System

13.6 In 1985 the Government decentralized the health and education
systems, passing responsibility for all service delivery, except that in the
central Georgetown area, to the ten Regional Administrations. The ministries
have continued to be responsible for service delivery in the Georgetown area.
Under the terms of the decentralization policies, however, the ministries'
principal functions are to establish broad sector policy frameworks to guide
policy and implementation at the regional level and to act as monitoring and
quality control units to ensure that service quality does not differ unduly
between regions. In addition to these functions, the ministries have
retained responsibilities for a few key activities, the Ministry of Education
and Culture (MEC) for funding, procuring and distributing textbooks to all
schools and the Ministry of Health (MOR) for funding, procuring and
distributing drugs and medical supplies and for providing dental care.

13.7 The decentralized system grants the Regional Administrations
considerable autonomy from the central Ministry. There is no mechanism or
requirement that the regions consult with the ministries in preparing their
budgets and their full budget is funded by unconditional block grants from the
Treasury. No monies are transferred in the form of conditional grants between
the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Regional Administrations. The
system does not allow for any transfer of funds between the ministries and the
Regional Administrations. The regions also determine their staffing
requirements and pay staff salaries from their own budgets.

13.8 Coordination between the two Government levels is intended to be
achieved through one person, the Regional Education/Health Officer, who is a
Ministry employee but works dire. _y in the Regional Administrations. This
individual is meant to inform the regions about central policy, relay
information about the region's performance relative to others, and provide
guidance on day-to-day management issues. staff appointed by the Regional
Administrations, principally the District Health/Education Officers, are
responsible for supervising and monitoring the operation of facilities in the
region. In practice, coordination between the two levels of Government is
very limited for two reasons: first, the ministries have not been able to
fill the Regional Education/Health officer positions in several regions1'
and, second, communications (mail and telephone) and travel between the
regions and Georgetown are extremely unreliable and often not available.

2/ In 1992, for instance, the Regional Health Officer positions were vacant
in Regions 1, 3, 5 and 9.
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13.9 A lack of accountability mechanisms in the decentralized system
have also had an impact on service delivery and quality. Accountability is
limited in several respects

* The Regional Administrations levy no taxes and are fully funded by
the Central Treasury. They thus have little incentive to heed or
respond to local concerns. Local responsiveness is further
weakened by the fact that key positions in the Regional
Administrations are filled by political appointees rather than
locally elected officials.

* There is no incentive for Regional Administrations to feel
accountable to the ministries in following national policy
objectives; the ministries have no capacity to make conditional
grants to the regions or to provide fiscal incentives to encourage
regions to implement central policies. It is not surprising,
then, that several regions fail to provide the ministries with
basic information (school enrollment and attendance rates and
hospital occupancy rates, for example) necessary for setting
policy and evaluating service efficiency.

- The only mechanism making Regional Administrations accountable to
the Central Government, central auditing, has largely broken down
and is currently more than five years behind schedule. Indeed,
there is evidence that some regions treat monies in their budget
as fungible across sectors, moving funds from one sector
(education, for example) to cover expenses in another sector
(agriculture, for example). The extent to which thin does, or
does not, occur seems to be determined by the negotiating strength
of the Regional Education/Health officer. Where these positions
are unfilled, the likelihood that funds may be transferred appears
to be greater.

13.10 The lnstitutional weakness of the social sector ministries and the
Regional Administrationu means that planning and budgeting processes are
limited and almost completely divorced from each other. Planning is
particularly weak; neither Ministry has developed a formal medium- or long-
term strategy plan outlining and prioritizing key objectives. There is no
means, therefore, by which budgets can be structured to reflect sector
objectives. Line ministries and Regional Administrations are also unprepared
to invest resources in developing new budget proposals because they believe
they have little capacity to influence the amount of funds allocated to their
sector. Annual budget submissions by the health and education sectors thus
tend to mirror the previous year's budget with an increment to cover
inflation. Little attention is therefore paid to the future implications of
budget decisions made in the current year.

2. Sector Finances

Trends in Recurrent Snendina on the Social Sectors

13.11 As economic conditions have worsened, public nector spending on
the social sectors has declined sharply. The proportion of resources
allocated to education, for instance, has halved since 1986, declining from
15.1 percent of total government recurrent spending to just over 7 percent in
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1991. Allocations to the health sector show similar declines, falling from 11
percent of total recurrent spending in 1986 to less than 7 percent in 1991.
The limited allocations made under the labor/human services category (which
funds old age homes, job counseling and placement services, etc.) were also
halved and accounted for 1 percent of recurrent funding in 1991.

13.12 The extent of the reduction in public spending on the social
sectors is made very clear by the drop in public spending on health and
education as a proportion of CDP (Table 13.1).

TABLE 13.1: RECURRENT PUBLIC EXPENDITURES rN THE SOCIAL SECTORS, 1986-1992a/
(Percent of GDP)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992b/

Education 5.2 4.8 5.8 4.3 2.0 2.3 2.0
Health 3.9 4.1 4.7 3.6 2.8 2.1 2.9
Labor/Human Services 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.4

TOTAL 9.8 9.7 11-0 8.5 5.3 4.7 5.3

_q/ These figures reflect total (central and regional) public spending.
b/ 1992 figures are budgeted, not actual.

Source: Ministry of Finance

13.13 The impact of reduced public spending in the sectors is especially
severe given that it accounts for the bulk of spending in the sectors; no
additional resources enter the systems by way of user fees or cost-recovery
measures and private sector participation is very limited having been
prohibited until recent years. Some additional contributions to the health
sector come from two public enterprises, GUYSUCO and GUYMINE, which support
health facilities for employees and from six private hospitals and several
small private clinics. In the education sector only one private facility (a
pre-school) has been established. Public spending thus essentially accounts
for all spending in the education sector.

Trends in Canital Expenditures

13-14 Investments in health and education infrastructure were extremely
limited until 1990. This was especially true in the health sector, which
accounted for 0.4 percent of total capital expenditures in 1986 and 1.0
percent of total capital expenditures in 1988 (Table 13.2).! Just over 2
percent of total capital expenditures were made in the education sector. The
sharp increases in capital expenditures in both sectors in the 1990s reflect
investments made under one large project in each sector, the Health Care II
project in the health sector and the Primary Education Project in the

q/ These estimates do not include expenditures by the Regional
Administrations, which are negligible.
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education sector, both funded by IDB loans. While these additional
inveatments are sorely needed, investment ln infrastructure rehabilitation and
construction under the Health Care II project is to occur ln the Georgetown
area where facilities are already considerably better than elsewhere.
Improving facilLties in the Georgetown area without undertaking concurrent
improvements in other areas may serve to further break down the referral
mystem (see Section E).

13.15 Some additional capital expenditures on the social sectors are
also being funded under the SIMAP project. The Public Sector Investment Plan
(PSIP) estimates that these will amount to about 4 percent of Central
Government capital spending between 1993 and 1996.

TABLE 13.2: CAPITAL EXPENDITURES IN HEALTH AND EDUCATION 1986-1992eI

1986 1988 1990 1991 1992

EDUCATIOII SECTOR
Real Capital Expenditures (1986 GS1000) 13,620 13,365 5,749 11,393 33,751
Share of External Financed MX) n.a. n.a. 51.2 51.2 77.9
Share in Totat Capital Expenditures CX) Z.0 2.5 1.1 1.6 7.2

HEALTH SECTOR
Real Capital Expenditures (1986 GS1000) 2,713 5,006 9,901 34,342 42,481
Share of External Financed (X) n.a. n.a. 71.8 62.1 86.5
Share in Total Capital Expenditures CX) 0.4 1.0 2.0 4.7 9.1

_W Capital expwditures by Regional Aldninistrations are not included.

Source: Ministry of Finance and State Planning Secretariat

A Cross-Country Comparison

13.16 Recurrent public spending on education in Guyana is low relative
to other Caribbean countries (Table 13.3). In 1990, 7 percent of public
recurrent expenditures were allocated to education, well below the 17 percent
and 18 percent allocated in Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago, respectively.
Recurrent spending as a share of GDP was 2 percent in 1990, less than half the
5 percent in Barbados and 6 percent in Trinidad and Tobago.

TABLE 13.3: RECURRENT EXPENDITURES IN THE SOCIAL SECTORS IN THE CARIBBEANg

Education Health Education Health

--- X of Gov. Rec. Exp. --- -- a- of GDP -------
Caribbean Countries
Barbados 19.3 14.9 5.4 4.2
The Bahoms 24.1 15.7 47.4 3.1
Doninican RepubLic 9.5 11.3 1.5 0.6
Jamaica 16.7 8.5 4.1 2.1
Trinidad e Tobago 18.3 8.0 5.6 3.1

GWYANAW 6.8 9.7 2.0 2.8

r Data are for mnost recent year available, generally 1988 or 190.
h Data for GL..inu ore for 1990. For Guyana, total recurrent expenditures allocated to heaLth and

education are estimated excluding public debt.

Source: wortd Sank ard Pan American Health Organization
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13.17 Recurrent spending in the health sector in Guyana is not
substantially below that in other Caribbean and middle-income Latin American
countries. Approximately 10 percent of government recurrent expenditures were
allocated to the sector, slightly more than in Jamalca and Trinidad and
Tobago, but below allocations in The Bahmas. Au a percentage of CDP,
spending in the health sector compared favorably wLth levels in the other
countrias.

13.18 Guyana has committed a substantially smaller proportion of total
capital spending to the social sectors than have other Caribbean countries
(Table 13.4). In 1988 and 1989, approximately 2 percent of total capital
expenditure. were allocated to the health sector as compared to an average 13
percent in Barbados and 8 percent in Trinidad and Tobago. A comparlon of
capital expenditures in the education sector shows similar findings;
allocations of just over 1 percent in Guyana in 1989 compared with allocations
of 9 percent in Trinidad and Tobago and alnmost 19 percent in Barbados.

TABLE 13.4: CAPITAL EXPEiDITURES IN THE SOCIAL SECTORS
GUYANA. BARBADOS AND TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

I% OF TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES)

1989 1990 1991

Guyana
Health 2.5 2.0 4.7
Education 1.0 1.1 1.6

Heal th 12.8 13.6 12.6
Education 10.5 18.9 20.9

Trinidad and Tobago
Health 8.0 7.5 7.1
Education 12.8 9.3 8.9

Source: Ministry of Finance and State Plaming Secretariat

C. POVERTY REDUCTXOk' EFFORTS

13.19 The information necessary to obtain a clear picture of the nature
and extent of poverty is not available in Guyana. The moat recent surveys
available that could be used to examine poverty include the 1980 National
Census and a survey conducted by the Guyana Agency for Health Sciences
Education, Environment and Food Policy (GQAEF) in 1986. The very significant
demographic and economic changes that have taken place in the country over the
past 7 years clearly precludes the use of these data in any useful analysis.
More reliable information should, however, become available in mid-1993 as
data become available from the 1990 National Census as well as from an Incomes
and Expenditure and Living Standards Measurement Survey.

13.20 Until more accurate data are available, some idea of the extent of
poverty can only be obtained through the analysis of indirect indicators.
Malnutrition, for example, is commonly associated with poverty. The available
data on the incidence of malnutrition among children aged 0-5 years does
indicate that malnutrition has increased significantly since 1986, with 23
percent of all children surveyed in 1992 being classified as mild/moderately
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malnourished (see Section E). The incidence of severe malnutrition appears to
be highest in regions 8 and 5.

13.21 Human capital endowments, and particularly educational attainment,
are strongly associated with an individual's employment prospects and earnings
ability. In Guyana, no measure of workers' or household head.' educational
attainment is available. However, an examination of schooling achievement by
region indicates that there are very marked regional differenices in average
educational attainment (Para. 13.48). The education indicators are
considerably lower in regions 9, 8 and 5 than in other regiono.

13.22 The data available also suggest that there may be substantial
differences in poverty levels between ethnic groups. W.ere data are
available, it shows that Amerindians have poorer access to key medical
services and higher mortality rates from diseases that are, In general, easily
averted by preventive health care.

13.23 Although accurate data is not available on the extent of poverty,
the Government sought to reduce the impact of the on-going structural
adjustment loan on the most vulnerable groups. It. efforts have focused on
the Social Impact Amelioration Program, a donor supported project of more than
US$15 million, which finances small-scale sub-projects initiated and
implemented at the community level. Financing is provided to the communities
for a variety of project activities, including the rehabilitation and
equipping of primary health care facilities, food distribution and nutritional
surveillance acti- tiea targeted at children and pregnant and lactating
mothera in primary health care facilities, the construction and rehabilitation
and equipping of day-care centers, and the installation and rehabilitation of
basic water supply facilities and sanitation systems. Community and non-
government agencies (NGOs) may submit proposals for funding within these
categories. Project selection criteria, however, also place considerable
importance on the ability of the project to assist vulnerable groups, defined
as the unemployed, persons with low fixed incomen (retirees, pensioners,
etc.), children of school age and under, female heads of households lacking in
skillE or living in conditions which limit their ability to work for wages,
and residents of remote and depressed rural/hinterland communities.

13.24 A better assessment of poverty and a determination of how to
better target resources to the disadvantaged will be possible when better data
becomes available. For the time being, the existing efforts to alleviate
poverty under the SIMAP and Basic Needs projects continue to be the best
mechanisms to ease the burdens of poverty (Table 13.5).
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TABLE 13.: POVERTY ALLEVIATION - SUGGESTED PtSUC SECTOR INVTMENT PROGRAM
(115 10001

Budgeted
PROJECT 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

Ongoina Prolects 33. 2900.4 24.0 1101.2
SIMAP 3635.1 2900.4 2400.0 1101.2 IDA

New Prolects 3027.1 4916.3 M356 3656.6
S1NAP 2421.5 4000. 4000.0 7 lOO
Basic Needs 605.6 916.3 1354.6 2Z20.9 CDB

TOTAL 602. 7816.7 7754.6 4757.8

Source: Mission Estimates

D . TME EDUCAZDIOE SECTOR

1. Sector Overview

13.25 In the 1960s, Guyana's educational system war considered one of
the best in the Caribbean. Today, it is very probably the weakest. Learning
in the schools, as measured by national and Caribbean-wide examinations, is
extremely low, a large proportion of the teaching force is unqualified and
untrained, and textbooks and other teaching aids are seldom available.
Guyana's success in achieving universal access to primary school in the early
1970s appears to be eroding and is accompanied by rising repetition and
dropout rates. The sector's problems are further exacerbated by educational
subsidies which tend to be regressive, favoring wealthy rather than poor
children and tertiary rather than primary education.

13.26 The decline of the educational system reflects, te a large extent,
the decreasing resources available in the secto-r. The proportion of CDP
allocated to education has declined sharply over the past decade and is now
well below that in other Caribbean countries. However, while additional
resources will be essential if significant improvements are to be made, this
alone will not remedy the situation. There is also a need to improve
efficiencies in resource use and develop institutional capacity to identify
priority areas of concern, develop medium- and longer-range plans, improve
budgeting procedures, and develop more effective monitoring and evaluation
systems.

13.27 The challenges facing the nectar are significant. Reforming the
way resources are currently allocated and used will be central in meeting
these challenges effectively.

2. Institutional and Recsulatorv Framework

Sector organization

13.28 Under Guyana'u decentralized system, the ten Regional
Administration Councils hold much of the responsibility for educational
provision. They construct and maintain schools in their jurisdictions,
allocate resources to different school sites and levels, recruit and pay
teachers, and ensure that schools operate in accordance with regional and
national objectives. The Ministry of Education and Culture's principal
functions are to monitor educational indicators across the regions and ensure
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that large differences in educational quality do not ariae between regions, to
procure and deliver textbooks to all schools, to coordinate and administer key
primary and secondary school examination., and to contirol the operation of
schools in the central Georgetown area. Most of the institutions of higher
education also fall under the Ministry, including the pout-school technical
and agricultural institutes and the Teacher Training Institute. Although the
Ministry provides some financial support to the University, it receives a
substantial portion of its funding from the Ministry of Finance and operates
autanomously.

13.29 Guyana's education system closely resembles those of other
Caribbean countries and includes preschool, six years of primary school, four
to six years of secondary school, and between three and four years of higher
academic or practical education. Schooling is mandatory up to fourteen and a
half years, meaning that all children should complete primary school and at
least two years of secondary school. Secondary education is divided into two
tracks, a general academic track and a vocational track, entrance to one or
the other being determined by a student's score on the Secondary School
Entrance Examination (SSEE) taken in the final year of primary school.
Entrance to higher education is determined by two factors, the particular
secondary track the student has attended and their score on national or
Caribbean-wide examinations. With adequate e amination scores, graduates of
vocational track school. may gain entrance to one of several technical
training institutes or pursue a teacher training program in agricultural or
vocational subjects. General academic graduates may enter the Cyril Pottet
Teacher Training College or the University. A very limited number of short-
term adult education courses are provided through a University extension
program.

13.30 In 1976, a decision was made to transfer all retponsibility for
education provision to the public sector. Existing private schools were
absorbed into the public system which undertook to fully subsidize education
at all levels, primary through university. The introduction of student fees
or other cost-recovery measures was prohibited at all institutional levels.
As resource constraints became increasingly severe in the 1980s, and the
public sector found it increasingly difficult to fully subsidize education,
the Government began to re-evaluate the role of private providers in the
sector. In 1992, restrictions on the private sector were lifted. To date,
however, only one private school, a pre-school, has applied for licensing.
All formal education thus continues to be funded by the Central Treasury. The
actual provision of educational services under the decentralized system,
however, is the responsibility of the Regional Administrations in the ten
regions and of the Ministry in the Georgetown area.

Planning and Budgeting

13.31 Planning and budgeting functions in the sector are extremely weak.
There are three reasons why this is so. First, the institutional capacity of
the Ministry, the institution responsible for setting national policy, is very
limited. Over the past decade low salaries and poor working conditions have
meant that a large proportion of higher level staff have left the sector. The
remaining staff have generally had little training in the policy, management
and evaluation skills necessary to develop longer-term policy. The Ministry
has not developed a medium- or longer-term policy framework for some time and
budgeting and educational provision in the regions occurs without reference to
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broader national education objectives. Second, the poor communications and
fow of information between the Regional Administrations and the Mini.try
means that the latter has only limited information with which to develop a
national policy framework (see Section A). And, third, the Ministry'.
inability to provide incentives to the regiono to follow national policy
directives raLues questions within the Miniotry itself about the value gained
from developing a national policy framework.

13.32 Clearly, strengthening of the planning and budgeting functions
will be fundamental to any efforts to address educational efficiency and
equity lssues.

3. Sector Finances

Sources of Revenue

13.33 Education in Guyana is funded exclusively from Central Treasury
funds. Pollcy directives introduced in 1976 prohibited the introduction of
student fees or other cost-recovery measures at any educational level, primary
thtrough university. All education is thus de lure free. The public sector
also undertook to fully subsidize textbooks, exercise books and writing
materials.

13.34 Although the Government has been unwilling to consider the
introduction of fees and cost-recovery, even when confronted with extremely
limited rosources for the sector, there is clearly a willingneos to pay for
education among parents. The poor education offered in schools has meant that
parents have been increasingly willing to pay for after-school tuition. A
very high proportion of students now receive private coaching. Parents have
also become accustomed to purchasing their children's exercise books and
writing materials which have not been provided by the public sector because of
funding constraints.

1?.35 If significant improvements in the provision of education are to
be achieved, additional resources must be found. It is clear that the Central
Treasury is unable to provide these resources. Carefully structured fee
schedules plus some additional cost-recovery is the most feasible way of
generating the needed resources. If the system is well-conceived, and the
bulk of funds retained by the Regional Administrations, this could also halp
to ensure that the Regional Administrations and schools become more responsive
to the concerns of parents and the local community. The introduction of any
fee or cost-recovery schedule must, however, be taken concurrently with
efforts to improve the quality of education offered. Without such a step the
public's willingness to pay will be lost.

Trends in Recurrent Education Spending

13.36 Although the Government has widely acknowledged and stressed the
important role of education in Guyana's economic development, resource
allocations to the sector have declined sharply over the past decade.
Spending on education accounted for only about 7.4 percent of total recurrent
expenditures in 1991, whereas in 1984 they had accounted for 17.6 percent of
total recurrent spending.
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FIGURE 13.1: TRENDS IN RECURRENT EDUCERION SPENDING
MINISTRY OF EDUCAXION
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13.37 The structure of spending within the sector has altered
significantly over the past decade. The magnitude of these changes is shown
in Figures 13.1 and 13.2 wh-ch show spending on nursery, primary and secondary
education levels by the Ministry and the Regional Administrations.

13.38 The most notable change has been the sharm decline in spending on
teachers' salaries both by the Ministry and the Regional Administrations
between 1986 and 1991 (Figures 13.1 and 13.2). Over this period, spending on
salaries by the Ninistry dropped from 62 percent of total recurrent spending
to 25 percent. The Regional Administrations reduced spending on salaries from
86 percent to 66 percent of their budgets over the same time period.
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FIGurEU 13*2: TRENDS IN RECURRENT EDUCA. ION SPENDING
REGIONAL UINISTIONS
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13.39 While a high level of spending on teachers' salaries does not
necesoarily ensure the provision of high quality education, it is almost
always true that when very limited resources are allocated for teachers'
salaries -- as is the case in Guyana -- the quality of education provided is
low. Teachers are, after all, the key element in the learning process. Two
factors explain the reduction in the proportion of total resources allocated
to teacher salaries: (i) teacher vacancy rates have increased as qualified
teachers have left the sector for higher paying employment in the private
sector and abroad and, (ii) the total wage bill has been reduced because of
the schoolo' increased reliance on lower paid unqualified teachers.

13.40 The sector has been unable to stem the outflow of qualified and
trained teachers because teacher salary scales are determined centrally by the
Public Sector Commission, not by the sector itself. The size of the decline
in real salaries between 1985 and 1990 was substantial (Table 13.6). A
graduate teacher's maximum salary in 1985, for example, was more than two and
a half times the real value of the maximum salary in 1990. Although salaries
were substantially increased in 1992, their real value remains below 1985
salary levels.
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TABLE 13.6s TRENDS IN TEACHER SALARIES, 1985-1992
(in 1985 GS)

- -- -1985 -1990 ----- -1992-
Categories Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum maximum

Headmaster/Listress
Graduate 1756 1979 653 733 1581 1708
Non Graduate 1488 1709 575 658 1258 1360
Teacher
Graduate 1225 1447 480 561 1262 1354
Non Graduate 1002 1225 398 480 1046 1138
Other Categories
Acting Teacher 382 382 170 170 477 477

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture

13.41 Both the Ministry and the Regional Administrations have sought to
increase teachers' emoluments by providing supplementary benefits in the form
of meal expenses and local travel costs. This is reflected in the large
spending increases recorded under the notheru category in Figures 13.1 and
13.2. Expenditures under this category increased from 7 percent to 18 percert
of the Ministrlr's budget between 1986 and 1991, and from 1 percent to 5
percenit of Regional Administration spending over the same period. These
supplementary benefits have, however, been insufficient to check the outflow
of better qualified teachero and, because they are provided to all teachers
regardless of qualification and training, have effectively reduced incentives
for teachers to pursue additional qualifications.

13.42 Spending on educational aids for the classroom has been
consistently low. In 1991, the Ministry allocated 6 percent of recurrent
spending for these supplies. Much of this money has been used to purchase
student exercise books; simple, but effective, learning materials such as
classroom posters, cardboard and pencils and crayons are seldom supplied and
rarely seen in schools. The Ministry is responBible for financing, procuring
and distributing textbooks. Funding shortages, however, have meant that it
has been unable to meet these obligations and the resources allocated for
these expenditures have been extremely low. This has meant that the Regional
Administrations and, in the case of Georgetown, the ministry, have tried to
purchase textbooks by using discretionary funds. These costs are typically
subsumed under the "office Administration/Supplies" category. The decline in
spending under this category serves to emphasize the severe shortage of
textbooks; visits to primary schools revealed that students frequently had no
access to textbooks.

13.43 Interestingly, as economic conditions have worsened and poverty
become more severe, the schools have extended their mandate and sought to
provide some form of assistance to poor and disadvantaged students. In 1991,
the Regional Administrations spent 2 percent of their total recurrent budget
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on such assistance (shown under the -Grants/Subventions' category). These
funds reportedly provide students with uniforms and, occasionally, spectacles
or medical treatment. It is freely acknowledged, however, that, in the
absence of means-testing, these funds subsidize students from families in a
broad range of income levels.

13.44 Note should also be made of the increasing proportion of resourceu
being spent on school security. Schools, which generally lack fences and
seldom have secure windows or shutters, have become targets of theft and
water faucets, furniture and other equipment are routinely stolen. This theft
is causing scarce resources to be diverted from educational spending for
security services. In 1992, for instance, the Ministry budgeted over 9
percent of recurrent spending for security.

Educational Expenditures and Ecuity Issues

13.45 The present allocation of subsidies in the education system
appears to be regressive, favoring students from wealthier families and
students attending higher education levels. This is shown most clearly by
comparing unit cost eBtimateB across education levels. Subsidies to secondary
and tertiary level students are substantially higher than those to primary
students (Table 13.7). On average, nursery and primary schooling costs US$24
per student, secondary US$37 and tertiary US$146. Calculating the unit cost
ratios of secondary and tertiary (university) education relative to primary
schooling shows that secondary is more than twice, and tertiary more than 33
times, as costly as primary education. Stating the position more starkly, the
annual subsidy provided to one university student could provide 33 children
with one year of primary schooling. The equity effects of this are severe,
given the very small percentage of students that attend tertiary level
education; the total subsidy received by individuals who only complete primary
school is very low relative to the total subsidy received by a student who has
completed higher education.

TABLE 13.7: UNIT COST ESTIMATES AND UNIT COST RATIOS BY EDUCATION LEVEL

EDUCATION LEVEL UNIT COSTa/ UNIT COST UNIT COST RATIO
G$ USS equivalent (per student year)

Nursery 985.8 24.9
Primary 961.9 24.3 1.0
Secondary 1474.6 37.3 2.1
Tertiary 5771.4 146.0 33.0

a/ These are gross estimates only, derived by dividing total education
spending at each education level by total student enrollments in 1991.

Source: Ministry of Education

13.46 It is important to note, however, that while education is fully
subsidized by the public sector, public expenditures actually do not reflect
the full investment in a child's education. This is because a burgeoning
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private tuition industry has developed as formal education quality has
declined. Although information has not been collected on the extent of thls
sector, it Is clearly well-developed and a high proportion of students at all
levels receive after-school tuition. Costs for this tuition appear to range
from as much as US$200 per month for individual classes to US$5 per month for
large group coaching. At the cheapest rate, this tuition would amount to
approximately 13 percent of a lower-level Grade 5 civil servant's monthly
salary. Students from poor families who are unable to afford private tuition
are, therefore, severely disadvantaged because investments in their education
are considerably lower than for other groups.

13.47 Although, as Table 13.8 shows, there has been some effort to
reallocate public education resources to lower levels of education, these
efforts have focused on nursery/pre-school education (where attendance is not
compulsory) and not on primary educatlon. Indeed, allocations to primary
education have continued to fall as spending on post-school technical training
institutes and teachers' Resource Centers has increased.= Allocations to
Teacher Training Institutes, however, have declined.

TABLE 13.8: RECURRENT EXPENDITURES BY EDUCASION LEVEL, 1986 and 1991
MINISTRY Or EDUCATION AMD CULTURE

(in percent)

bDUCATION LEVEL 1986 1991 CHANGE

Nursery 1.0 8.5 +7.5
Primary 32.3 24.8 -7.5
Secondary/Multilateral 43.3 30.4 -12.9
Technical/Pre-Vocational 11.8 19.2 +7.4
Teacher Training 7.4 2.6 -4.8
Resource Centers 4.2 14.6 +10.4

Source: Ministry of Finance.

13.48 Inequities in public education subsidies are further illustrated
by the existence of President's college, a residential secondary school which
accepts students scoring in the top 2 percent on the Secondary School Entrance
Examination. This school has considerably better facilities and more highly
trained teaching staff than other schools. Attendance at the school is fully
subsidized, including lodging and food. Considerably higher student pass
rates on the CXC examination (Table 13.9) attest to the higher quality of
education offered by this institution.

41 Resource Centers provide teachers with a room in which to meet to
discuss teaching methods and prepare teaching materials. The Centers
provide them with access to equipment not available in the schools.
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TABLE 13.92 CXC EXAMINAfTION PASS RATES BY REGION, 1992UJ
(in percent)

Region English Mathematics Social Science

1 8.1 4.1 1.2
2 1.7 0.0 0.0
3 1.4 13.0 2.0
4 4.3 12.5 3.9
Georgetown 16.3 24.5 5.4
5 3.2 13.7 6.6
6 8.8 13.3 20.5
10 9.6 10.1 0.0
President's College 65.5 79.3 68.4

a/ No candidatea sat for the examinations in regions 7, 8 and 9.

Source: National Examinations Board, Guyana

13.49 It is not possible to estimate unit costs by education level at
the regional level because of a lack of data. The significant regional
differences in student pass rates on the Caribbean Examination Council (CXC)
examinations taken at secondary school (Table 13.9) and substantial regional
differences in the proportion of the teaching force which is qualified and
trained (Table 13.11), however, suggest that educational quality differs
markedly across regions. Student pass rates in core subjects such as English
and Mathematics, for example, are almost twice as high in Georgetown as in any
of the regions. Pass rates in these core subjects in regions 1 and 2 are
especially low. Indeed, in region 2, not one of the students writing the
examinations in Mathematics or Social Science passed. These regional
disparities strongly suggest the need for a more equitable distribution of
educational resources across regions as well as the need to target special
resources to regions where student achievement is lowest.

13.SO Students attending general secondary schools receive an additional
form of subsidy if they write the CXC or British-based GcE "0' or "A" level
examination. In both cases, the examination councils charge a fee to students
writing the examination. This fee is largely subsidized by the Ministry,
although the actual siza of the subsidy is determined by a means test.
However, the fact that (i) only students attending general academic schools
(33 percent of all secondary enrollments) have the opportunity to write the
examination and, (ii) that only a small proportion of these secondary students
get approval from their teachers to write the examinations, means that this
subsidy benefits very few students. These subsidies accounted for over 2
percent of the Ministry's total educational spending in 1992.

4. Main Sectoral Issues

13.51 Educational efficiency in Guyana is low and the range of problems
to be addressed are vast. Learning is low, teacher quality poor and resource
constraints severe. Guyana also faces special difficulties in ensuring that
educational subsidies are made more equitable. There are currently large
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regional differences in the educational oystem, both in terms of the
availbility and condition of physical infrastructure and in terms of the
quality of educational inputs.

Efficiency of the Education System

13.52 By the 1970u, Guyana had achieved one of the highest primary
school enrollment rates in the Latin American and Caribbean Region and
reported very low dropout and repetition rates at this level. While Guyana
has been successful in keeping primary enrollment rates high, at around 94
percent, the efficiency of the education system has declined sharply. Whilo
data is often scanty and not representative of conditions in the country at
large, the available data show that examination test scores and school
attendance rates have fallen sharply while dropout rates have risen.

13.53 Student scores on national and Caribbean-wide examinations provide
the clearest measure of student learning tnd educational efficiency. Three
key examinations prc-ide this information, the nationally administered
Secondary School Entrance Examination (SSEE) taken by students in their final
year of primary school, the Secondary Schools Proficiency Examination (SSPE
II) written by secondary students in community/vocational schools in their
final year, and the Caribbean-wide Caribbean Exami!nation Council (CXC)
examinations written by students in their fifth year of general academic
secondary school. Student learning, as measured by these examinations is
unacceptably low.

13.54 The percentage of primary studentc passing the SSEE is exceedingly
low; in 1990, only 19 percent passed English, 18 percent Mathematics and 19
percent Social Studies. If scores on this multiple choice test are adjusted
for guessing, almost half of the students scored leas than one sixth of the
marks available. Inefficiency and the failure to learn basic skills at the
primary level translates into poor student preparation for secondary school
and, ultimately, very low pass rates on the secondary level examinations. As
Table 13.1D shows, in 1992, of students writing the CXC examination, only 9
percent passed English, 5 percent Social Studies, and 18 percent Mathematics.
These rates compare poorly with CXC pass rates in other Caribbean countries.
In Barbados, for example, 41 percent of students passed English and 42 percent
Mathematics. In Jamaica 27 percent of students passed English and 22 percent
Mathematics. It is also very clear that learning in the schools has dropped
sharply over the past decade, particularly in subjects requiring basic writing
skills. In English, for example, the pass rate dropped from 23 percent in
1984 to 9 percent in 1992. It should be noted that a relatively small
proportion of general secondary school students -- the highest achievers --
sit the CXC examinations.Y The pass rate on this examination thus reflects
learning among the better prepared students; learning by the average secondary
student is likely to be considerably lower.

/J Rough estimates indicate that less than 15 percent of all secondary
level enrollees sit this examination.
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TABLE 13.19: CXC EXAflNAflON STUDENT PASS RATE, SELECTED SUBJECTS
(in percent)

Subject 1984 1985 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

English 23 20 11 12 13 7 9
Mathematics 20 16 16 13 1S 19 18
Social Studies n.a. 25 18 10 12 11 5
Business Studies n.a. n.a. 2D 15 22 38 27

Source: National Examinations Board, Guyana

13.55 Student pass rates on the SSPE II are just as discouraging. The
results in 1986, for instance, showed that mathematics students, on average,
scored 12.7 out of a possible 40 points, only 2.7 points above the score that
could be achieved by random guessing. In Science the average student scored
15 out of a possible 40 points, 6.3 points above the chance score.

13.56 School enrollment, attendance and dropout rates also provide
information about educational efficiency. Where education quality is poor and
the possibility of student achievement low, parents may decide that the
returns on investments in education are insufficient to warrant the child's
continued attendance at school. Because an increasing number of schools are
failing to submit data on enrollment, attendance and repetition rates,
estimates of dropout and repetition rates are imprecise. However, the
available data suggests that this is not an especially severe problem at the
primary level. Approximately 11 percent of first grade enrollments are
repeaters and dropout rates range from 3.2 percent in the first grade to 7.8
percent in the final grade. The primary cohort survival rate is around 80
percent. The secondary enrollment ratio is very low, however, and has dropped
from 59 percent in 1980 to an estimated 43 percent in 1991, well below levels
in other Caribbean countries. Daily secondary school attendance rates are
also low, with wide variations occurring across regions; in region 1 the rate
is 30 percent while in Georgetown general academic schools it is 78 percent.

Teacher Oualitv Issues

13.57 The quality of the teaching force in Guyana is extremely low, both
at primarny and secondary levels. Data for 1990 show that 38 percent of
teachers in primary schools and 42 percent of teachers in secondary schools
were either untrained or unqualified (Table 13.11). The situation is
considerably worse in poorer and more rural regions; 76 percent of primary
teachers in region 8 and 90 percent of secondary teachers in region 7 are
unqualified and untrained.
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Z.lNL13.111 REGIONAL DITNIUTIOXX OF UNTRAINED AND UNQUALIFIED TEACHERS,
1989 and 199O0/
(percent of total)

Region Primary School Level Secondary School Level
1989 1990 1989 1990

1 69 64 44 ..k/
2 36 41 39 31
3 22 33 36 38
4 21 31 11 36
4 G/T 19 32 25 37
5 41 43 30 33
6 25 34 30 57
7 67 77 .. 90
8 74 76
9 69 67 .,

10 31 40 34 46
Average 30 38 31 42

1/ some schoolu did not submit data.
bl .. means not applicable.

Source: Ministry of Education and Culture

13.58 The increased reliance on unqualified and untrained teachers over
the past decade can be largely attributed to the low salaries paid in the
sector. Salaries of graduate teachers, for example, fell by more than 50
percent in real terms between 1985 and 1990 (Table 13.6 above). It is clear
that the sector will not be able to attract or retain qualified teachers until
salaries became more competitive with alternative sources of employmen';.

13.59 However, low teacher quality also reflects the need for improved
pa- and in-service training. Teachur training is mainly provided by the
Cyril Potter college of Education. Teaching practices taught here are
outdated and emphasize the need to teach students routine skills and
memorization of prescribed facts without application to practical situations.
Training has aloo suffered from high faculty turnover in the teachers'
training college and inadequate resources such as library books, science
laboratories and audio-visual equipment.

Non-Teacher Inrute

13.60 Spending on non-teacher inputs such as textbooks and other
educational aids fell sharply over the past decade as resource allocations to
the education sector declinud. Provision of textbooks is the responsibility
of two agencies falling undar the Ministry, the National Center for
Educational Resource Development (NCERD) and the Book Distribution Unit (BDU).
While the NCERD has produced some curriculum guides and primary school
language textbooks, most teaching materials used in the schools are imported
and have consequently become more scarce as the value of the Guyana dollar has
declined. Few students have textbooks at any school level and school
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librariea are uncommon. But, even when some textbooks and teaching aids are
available, the limited resources and institutional capacity of the BDU means
that delivery to the regions is problematic. Themo problems will be partly
redressed beginning in 1993 through projects supported by CIDA and the UNDP
which will assist the Ministry in developing local capacity to print texts for
the first three primary grades.

Infrastructure

13.61 Limited capital investment in the sector has meant that very few
schools have been constructed during thi past two decades. Much of the
capital stock is extremely old and dilapidated; Ministry records show that
approximately 35 percent of schools in use were constructed before 1920. In
addition, facilities are often severely overcrowded. Visits to schools
revealed, for instance, that facilities built to accommodate 150 students may
house as many as 420. Learning is probably seriously impeded in these crowded
conditions, especially since most schools consist of one large room divided
into classes only by blackbcards. Limited investment in infrastructure
maintenance means most structurea are severely dilapidated. A limited survey
of infrastructure in the sector in 1991 showed only 10 percent of schools to
be in satisfactory condition. Forty percent need significant repairs and the
remaining 60 percent require substantial rehabilitation. Many schools lack
doors and windows and have inadequate sanitation facilities without running
water. Steps and floors are often shaky and have large holes.

S. Proposed Strategy

13.62 Every effort should be made to improve the quality of education
and learning in Guyana. If these issues are not addressed the low level of
human capital is likely to profoundly affect future economic growth and
development. Shortages of semi-skilled and skilled manpower, already acute,
will greatly hinder private sector activity at a time when it should be
expanding and increasing economic output.

13.63 A set of clearly defined policy objectives will be one of the most
important building blocks in any effort to upgrade education quality. The
sector needs to identify and prioritize medium- and longer-term obiectives and
determine what can be achieved realistically given projected resource flows
and staffing capacity. This process should be a collaborative one in which
the Ministry and the Regional Administrationo participate. The medium-term
objectives should be itemized in a formal document which also assigns
responsibility to agencies for the implementation of specific objectives, and
which clearly states what procedures are to be followed in achieving these
objectives. Monitoring and evaluation activities should be atrenathened so
that data is available with which to set policy and measure progress.

13.64 Given the need to increase resources available to the sector, it
will be necessary to institute user fees and other cost-recovery measutes.
Student fees should be introduced at secondary-and higher education levels
where public subsidies are currently highest. Some limited. cost-recovery for
publicly provided textbooks should also be introduced. These revenues could
be used to improve capacity in the-country to produce and distribute primary
school texts. The capacity of schools to purchase teaching aids and
educational equipment should also be increased. Resources in the sector could
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also be increased by reducing subsidies to the Unlveraity which has the
capacity to lntroduce fees and provide student loans.

13.65 rf student fees and other cost-recovery measures are to be
introduced, it is nacessary to concurrently improve the quality of services
provided. Improving teacher salaries will be important in attracting and
retaining better qualified staff. The current system of providing a package
of emoluments should be eliminated in favor of a basic salary scale In which
increases are linked to the acquisition of additional training and
qualifications. Efforts should be made also to imorove ore- and in-service
teacher training. Staff in the Ministry and the Regional AdmLnistrations
should be provlded with additional training in basic management, planning,
monitorTg and budgeting skills so as to improve their capacity to implement
and sustain improvements in the sector.

13.66 The current system of subsidies favors higher and vocationally-
oriented education which typically have the lowest social rates of return.
Resources should be reallocated to favcr nrimarv education where social
returns are highest.

13.67 The Ministry should be given the capacity to provide fiscal
incentives to the regions to pursue national policy objectives and submit

timely and accurate data on the student population. The Ministry should also
have the capacity to target additional resources and funds to regions where
educational indicators are lowest. This capacity could be developed by
ensuring that some proportion of the revenues collected from fees are
transferred to the Ministry for such purposes.

6. Action Plan

13.68 Although capital inventments in infrastructure are sorely needed,
the most far-reaching reforms in the sector will be achieved by reallocating
resources under the recurrent budget to priority areas identified ic a well-
formulated policy document.

13.69 Given existing resource constraints and the limited institutional
capacity of the sector, it is important that priorities for action be
established and that they be tackled systematically in stages. In Stace 1, it
is recommended that efforts focus on:

* developing a comprehensive strategy plan for the sector
which develops medium-term objectives, prioritizes the
activities to be undertaken, and assesses what can be
achieved given anticipated revenue flows;

* increasing resources available to the sector through the
introduction of user fees; and

* strengthening the planning and management capacities of key
personnel in the Ministry and the Regional Administrations.

13.70 In Staoe 2 sector reform would focus on:

* reallocating resources where social returns are highest and
more equitably distributed, i.e., on primary education;
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* strengthening teacher training and restructuring the salary
schedule; and

* improving teacher and student access to textbooks and
teaching aids.

13.71 Recommended strateuiss to increase revenues and achieve these
objective. are outlined in the following matrix.
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EDUCATION SECTOR - POLICY MUTRIX

ISSUE POUCY DIRECTION RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

STAGE I

(i) Planning is weak. Develop a medium-term - MEC to draft and approve medium-term
Medium-erm objectives Education-sector policy. education sector policies, sbategies and priorities
have not been identified witi cooperation of Regional Administmtions.

|or dete ; . .d.

(ii) Ibsufficient resources Introduce user fees and -Pepare a strategy for introducing user fees at
are available in the pursue other cost- higher education institutions and secondary schools,
sector. recovery options. detemine appropriate fee levels, and detail

collection mechanisms.
- Reduce MEC support to the University.
- Introduce linited cost-recovery for textbooks in
secondary schools.

(iii) Liimted institutional lIprove management - Provide training in key management areas
capaity of MEC and practices, especially - Imprve programmig and budgeting pmcedurs|
Regional Adminisbrations pLa2ning, monitoring - Improve expenditu control and auditing

and budgeting finctions. - Improve inventory management
- Improve data collection, analysis and evaluation
- Improve low of information between regions and

. . MEC

STAGE 2

(i) The way resources Reduce inequities - Examine the distribution of benefits delivered
are currently allocated, inherent in public under the pres1-t subsidy systen.
they: (a) favo,r higher subsidies. Reduce - Reduce subsidies to higher education levels and
education levels where smbsidies at higher reallocate funds to prmary and nursery levels.
social rates of return are educaion levels. - Determine regional disparities in resource ba
typicaly lowest and, (b) Realocate funds to and establish systems for targeting additional
provide the lowest primay and nursery resources from the center to regions with fewer
subsidies to the most education. resources.
needy students.

(ii) Low quality of Improve pre- and in- - Establish salary and career incentives to attract
teachers service teacher training. and retain qualified teachers. Eliminate

Improve conditions of supplementay emoluments funded by schools.
service so as to retain - Improve quality of pre-service and in-service
qualified teachers. teacher raining.

- Develop and enforce examinations as accreditation
vehicle for teachers.

(iii) LIck of textbooks Improve production, - Improve local capacity to design and produce
and teaching aids. acquisition and primary texts locally.

distribution of textbooks. - Improve availability of secondary level texts.
Introduce cost-recovery. - Provide individual schools with the capacity to

purchase necessary teaching aids.
Introduce se: aive cost-recovery for textbooks.
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7. Provosed Investment Pro-ra.

13.72 Given that the Government'u commltment to the Primary Education
Project accounts for over 78 percent of the projected educatlon sector
investment program through 1996 and, given the possibllity that the Government
may have some difficulties in meeting it. counterpart funding obligations for
this project, there is little room to manoeuver for additional capital
investments in the education sector. There is some room, however, to adjust
investment levels in other project categories so as to favor education levels
where social returns w.11 be highest. The recomoended capital Lnvestment
program is shown in TabLe 13.12.

TABLE 13.12: EDUCATION SECTOR - SUGGESTED PUIBUC SECTOR INVETMBUT PROGRAM
1US$ 1000)

Budgeted
PROJECTS 1993 1994 1995 1996 A

Ongoing Proiects 511.8 S598. 7612J2 4lZ
Primary Education Project 9. 5094.0 7094A0 8492. 1DB
Human Resource DeveLopment 1004.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 IDB
Devetopient of Textbooks 88.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1DB
Resource Development Center 0.0 5.6 5.6 5.6 Local
Carnegie School of Home Econonics 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 Local
Building - National Library 47.8 23.9 23.9 26.3 Local
School Furniture (NEC) 0.0 31.9 34.3 36.7 Local
Nursery, Primary £ Secornary Schools 79.7 47.8 51.5 57.4 Local
CritchLow Labor College 8.0 12.0 12.0 13.5 LocaL
School Buildings CRegions) 305.4 335.5 34.2 344.3 Local
School Fumiture (Regions) 31.9 43.8 6.2 47.8 Local

New ProTects (identified) 768-9 0.0 PA L-
Rehab. Education FaciLities 796.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local

TOTAL Id9tified)5.5 7612.0 9ZL

Now Projects (Unidentified) 0.0 1500.4 2500.4
Rehabilitation of Technical and

Vocational SchooLs 0.0 0.0 1500.4 2500.4

TOTAL 5963.6 5I8M. 9112.4 11524.3

Source: Mission Estimates

B. TME HEALTH SECTOR

1. Sector Overview

13.73 The quality of health care provided in Guyana has declined
markedly over the past decade. Although Government allocations to the sector
dropped sharply over this period high levels of inefficiency, the fragmented
organization of the sector, an inability to identify and prioritize
objectives, and the limited coordination between the relevant agencies ham
greatly constributed to this decline. The deterioratLon in care has been most
severe in smaller urban and rural areas where health facilities are severely
understaffed and lack even the most basic drugs and diagnostic equipment.

13.74 The health referral system in Guyana was designed to include five
different levels of facility. However, the extremely poor quality of care
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offered at lower levels of the referral syBtem has caused patients to bypass
these services and seek care directly from Georgetown Public Hospital, the
highest referral level. The breakdown of the referral system hae greatly
increased inequities; it is the poor and rural population who have access to
the poorest quality facilities and who are least able to afford the costs of
travel to Georgetown to obtain better care. The consequences of these
inequalities are reflected in the low health indicators reported in poorer and
more rural regions such as regions 9, 8, and 5.

13.75 The sector faces considerable challenges in its efforts to improve
the efficiency and quality of health services. The most immediate need is to
identify sector priorities and objectives and formulate a sector strategy
plan. Once this is in place, efforts should focus on increasing efficiency in
the sector. Longer-run and more substantial improvements in service delivery,
however, will require additional resources.

2. Institutional and Regulatory Framework

Sector Organization

13.76 From the late 1960s, Government has provided fully subsidized
public health care to all citizens. In an effort to equalize access to health
care across all groups, the Government severely restricted the development of
the private sector and prohibited public employees from working outside public
facilities. Resource constraints, however, have meant that the Government has
been unable to fulfill its objective of providing high quality, free health
care to all its citizens. Funding and manpower shortages have led to sharp
declines in the quality of service offered and the Government has been forced
to relax constraints on private sector activity. Health care is now provided
through several avenues, although the public sector remains the principal
provider. The private sector has grown rapidly in recent years and six
private hospitals (four for-profit and two non-profit institutions) now
operate in Georgetown along with several diagnostic facilities and clinics in
larger urban areas. Individual private practice is also becoming increasingly
common. A further source of medical care has been provided by the larger
public enterprises, GUYSUCO and GUYMINE. These services, which consist of two
GUYNINE hospitals in region 10, and 19 GUYSUCO dispensaries and clinics with
diagnostic facilities, are considered to offer better quality care than the
public hospitals.

13.77 Following moves to decentralize the delivery of public services in
1985, responsibility for health care delivery wan largely devolved to the ten
Regional Administrations. Althounh they continue to be totally funded by the
Central Treasury, the Regional Administrations have responsibility for
establishing regional health policy, constructing and maintaining medical
facilities, administering the operation of facilities in their jurisdiction,
determining staffing requirements, and paying personnel. At the Central
Government level, two executing agencies share the responsibility for health
service provision, the Ministry of Health and the Guyana Agency for Health
Sciences Education, Environment and Food Policy (GAHEF). The Ministry is
meant to monitor health indicators in the country at large and act to ensure
that health quality does not differ markedly across the regions. In addition,

the Ministry has retained responsibility for (i) the provision of specialized
curative/hospital care offered through the Georgetown Public Hospital, (ii)
the procurement and distribution of pharmaceuticals in all regions and, (iii)
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dental care in the country at large. GAHEF has responsibility for developing
and implementing policies on environmental health and food quality/nutrition
issues and running the Health Sciences Education Unit which provides training
courses for most health care profeosions. It also has responsibility for
inspecting and monitoring waste water and sewerage removal activities and
disposal of hazardous waste.

13.78 The design of the health care delivery system is particularly
well-suited to Guyana's geographic and demographic characteristics. The
design emphasizes primary health care and consists of five different levels of
service, each providing successively more sophisticated services and having a
staff composition suited to the level of service provided.

13.79 At the base of the system is the Community Health Post located in
rural and hinterland areas. These are staffed by Community Health Workers and
ideally provide preventive health care and simple treatment for selected
common diseases. Cases that cannot be treated here are referred to the Health
Care Centers, the second level of service. The Centers are located in more
populous areas and, being ideally staffed by a NEDEX (who has one year of
specialized medical training) or a public health nurse, plus a nursing
assistant, dental nurse and midwife, are able to provide a wider range of
services than the Health Posts. At the third level of the referral system are
the District Hospitals which should serve a geographically defined area with a
population of 10,000 or more. Although these hospitals principally provide
out-patient services, they are meant to have some limited capacity to provide
in-patient treatment including basic surgery and obatetric and gynecological
care. They should also be equipped for simple radiological and laboratory
services and be able to provide preventive and curative dental care. At the
fourth level of referral are the Regional Hospitals which should provide
emergency services, routine surgery and gynecological care, and dental -

services. These Hospitals were designed to include the laboratory, x-ray,
pharmacy and dietetic services necessary to perform this level of medical
care. The fifth, and highest, referral level consists of several specialized
facilities, the foremost of which is the Public Hospital in Georgetown. Among
the other specialized facilities are a geriatric hospital, a chest clinic and
a paediatric hospital.

13.60 The basic infrastructure necessary for the operation of this
ieferral system was established in the 1960s and covers much of the country.
Its operation, however, is problematic given that the facilities are very
dilapidated and in need of urgent rehabilitation, are severely understaffed,
and do not receive regular consignments of basic drugs and supplies. These
operational problems mean that a fairly large number of facilities, especially
those at the lower levels, are no longer functional. This has led to the
almost complete breakdown of the referral system with the result that: -
(i) most people no longer seek preventive care and attend health facilities
only for curative care and, (ii) the sick tend to bypass the first four
referral levels to seek treatment directly from Georgetown Public Hospital.
For those who can afford it, treatment from a private facility is the
preferred option. The number of operational facilities in each region in 1991
are shown in Table 13.13.
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TABLE 13.13: DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE FACULaES BY TYPE AND REGION. 1991

AREA IN ESTINATED REGIONAL DISTRICT HEALTH HEALTH
REGION SQUMRE PCPULATION HOSPITAL HOSPITAL CENTER POSTfl OTHER

NILES

1 7,853 18,615 0 3 6 13
2 2,392 41,966 1 1 9 2
3 1,450 102,760 1 3 15 0
4 86 310,758 0 0 18 0
5 1,610 55,56 0 2 14 0
6 13,998 148,967 1 3 21 0 1y
7 18,229 17,941 0 1 3 12
8 7,742 5,672 0 0 2 14
9 22,313 15,338 0 2 3 20
1Xg/ 6.595 38,596 1 1 6 4

Georgetown . 0 7 0

_N The mtber of health posts per region are approximate.
_y Psychiatric
SI Both hospitaLs in region 10 are supported by GUYNINE.
WV Pubtic Hospitals; PaLis; Ptolemy Reid Center; Convalescent Home; Chest Clinic; Imutmnization Center.
.. means not applicable.

Source: Ministry of Heatth

Planninc and Budoetino

13.81 Low salaries and poor working conditions have meant that the

agencies responsible for the administration and delivery of health care
services have been unable to retain qualified, higher level staff. As a
resulkt, the institutional capacity of these agencies to identify sector
priorities, formulate medium-term policies and allocate their budgets
accordingly is extremely weak. Indeed, budgeting currently appears to be
undertaken without reference to broader sector policy. The Ministry, which is
meant to oversee national health policy, itself does not have consistent,
well-formulated medium-term policy plans. The Regional Administrations, where
institutional capacity is even weaker, are thus left to develop regional
policy without reference to a set of national policy objectives. In practice,
most regions have not attempted to develop a regional health policy.

13.82 The usefulness of planning at the regional level has, however,
been greatly reduced by the collapse of standard auditing procedures. Faced
with severe resource constraints and no systematic auditingy by the Central
Treasury, Regional Administrators have increasingly treated funds as fungible
across sectors. Hence, a crisis in one sector (agriculture, for example) may

be resolved by transferring funds from another sector (health, for example).

This crisis management approach clearly precludes effective planning. The
fact that key health care planning positions have remained unfilled in several
regions (regions 1, 3, 5 and 9) has very probably led to reduced spending on
health care services in these regions (see Para. 13.8)

13.83 Planning and budgeting problems are especially severe at the
service delivery level. The problems are a result of:

6/ Auditing of the Regional Administrations is now more than five years

behind schedule.
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e the infrequency with which funding is received from the
Regional Administrations;

* the almost complete lack of personnel trained in bookkeeping
and accounting; and

* the use of obsolete budgeting methods and procedures.

3. Sector Finances

Revenue Sources

13.84 Since the 1960s. health care in Guyana has been almost completely
subsidized by the Central Treasury. Neither the public facilities nor the
Regional Administrations have been permitted to introduce any form of cost-
recovery, be it for in- or out-patient services. During the 1980. some of the
larger public enterprises (GUYSUCO and GUYNINE), in response to the declining
quality of public health care, began to provide medical care for their
employees in their own clinics and hospitals. Although the enterprises were
permitted to provide health care, they too were prohibited from introducing
cost-recovery measures.

13.85 As the economic crisis in Guyana became more severe in the late
980Ds, however, it became clear that the Government would not be able to

continue to fully subsidize health care. Indeed, increasingly severe resource
constraints in the 1980B had led to a severe decline in health care coverage
and quality. The Government was forced to relax some of the restrictions on
the private sector and a number of private hospitals and clinics were
established. In 1991 the Government also removed restrictions on public
sector health workers which prevented them from opening private practices.

13.86 Although a wider range of providers now contribute to health care
provision, the public sector continues to account for the bulk of spending in
the sector (Table 13.14).

TABLE 13.14: HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURE BY PROVIDER, 1989
(percent of GDP)

SERVICE PROVIDER Expenditure

Ministry of Health 4.9
GUYMINE 0.3
GUYSUCO 0.3
Georgetown Municipality 0.4
Regional Administrations 1.1
Private Hospitals 0.9
Private Practice 3.0

Source: State Planning Secretariat
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13.87 Public health care is de iure free, but in practice patients do
contribute towards the costs of the treatment. Resource constraints have
meant that the Ministry has been unable to supply health facilities with
adequate quantities of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. As a result,
patients typically purchase the drugs and supplies needed from private
providers. Treatment from a public facility would thus typically involve: (1)
a visit to the facility the for a diagnosis, (ii) a trip to a pharmacy to
purchase required prescriptions, injections and other supplies and possibly a
trip to a private radiographer or diagnostic facility and, (iii) a return
visit to the hospital for treatment with the supplies purchased. Despite this
evidence that patients are willing to pay for services, the sector continues
to be reluctant to introduce fees for services.

13.88 Several partly autonomous insurance agencies provide some medical
coverage, the largest of which is the National Insurance Agency. All formal
sector employers and employeeB have been required to contribute to an
insurance scheme which includes medical coverage even though medical care was,
until recently, fully subsidized. With the growth of the private health
sector the insurance agencies have begun to receive more claims. They have
not, however, developed an efficient system for processing these claims and
many claimants report that they are never reimbursed. Conversations with
private health facilities revealed that they, too, considered the agencies
unreliable and would not favor direct reimbursement systems between the
hospitals and the insurance agencies. Without substantial organizational
reforms, it appears unlikely that the insurance agencies can be looked to as a
potential revenue source for the health sector.

Trends in Public Sector Health Expenditures

13.89 Government allocations to the health sector have declined sharply
over the past decade, having accounted for 11.3 percent of total recurrent
spending in 1984 but only 7.3 percent in 1991. In terms of the percentage of
GDP allocated to the health sector, Guyana's allocation of 2.1 percent is
below that of Caribbean countries such as Trinidad and Tobago and the Bahamas,
but equivalent to that of Jamaica (Para. 13.18).

13.90 The pattern of spending within the sector has altered
significantly since 1986, as Figure! 13.3 and 13.4 illustrate.Y Most
significant has been the sharp drop in spending on salaries which, in the
Ministry, declined from 38 percent of total spending in 1986 to only 11
percent in 1991. Regional Administration spending on salaries shows similar
declines, falling from 50 percent to 26 percent of total spending over the
same time period. The reduced spending on salaries reflects the severe
manpower shortages experienced by the sector over the past decade. Data for
1990, for instance, show a 40 percent vacancy rate among health care personnel
positions. The principal reason for manpower shortages is the low salaries
paid in the sector, although the extremely poor working conditions have
undoubtedly contributed as well. The salary schedules of all medical
personnel are determined by the Public Service Commission and, being linked to

2/ It should be noted that spending by the Ministry of Health includes
spending both on medical care 2nd general administration. It was not
possible to further separate allocations by category of activity.
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the general civil service pay scale, have suffered the same declire in real
value. as other civl1 service salaries.

FIGURE 13 .3: TRENDS IN RECURRENT HEALTH SPENDING
MINISTRY OF HEALTH
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FIGURE 13.4s TRENDS IN RECURRENT REALTE SPENDING
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIONS
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13.91 In real terms, physicians' salaries dropped by almost a half for
fully qualified physicians and by one third for newly qualified physicians
between 1985 and 1991 (Table 13.15). As salaries declined, physicians either
entered the higher paying private sector or emigrated to other Caribbean
countries and North America. The incentive to immigrate is strong given the
substantially higher salaries and better working conditions in other
countries; in 1991 a medical registrar's basic monthly salary, for example,
war equivalent to only US$107. While nurses' salaries also declined sharply,
the real value of salaries was maintained at around the 1985 level. Nurses'
salaries are still low, however, relative to earnings in the growing private
health sector and other Caribbean countries. The large number of nurses
trained in the fully subsidized public training facilities thus flow out of
the public system after their internship and into private hospitals, after
whlch they seek employment in other Caribbean countries. By not charging fees
to students attending nursing school, Guyana is thus effectively subsidizing
training for surrounding Caribbean countries.
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TABLE 13.1: TRENDSM HEALTH SECTOR WAGES. 1985r-1992
(nsonthly ahbry h 198S G01

Category 1985 1991 mid-1992

Physicians
Medicat consultant 4,200 2.251
Medical Registrar 3,250 1,810 4,924
Medcal Officer 2,266 1,715 4,570
Medical Interm 1,910 1,498 3,847
Nursing Stan
Ward Sister 1,052 831 1,212
Staff Nurse/Miduife 819 m77 1,037
Staff Nurse 710 753 1,037
Nursing Assistant 560 441 6,939
Nurse Aide 462 383 6,086
Other Medical Persomnel
Nedex 1,062 786
Nedical Technologist .. .. 1,192
Envirronental Health officer .. . 1,192

.. means not avaiLable.

Source: Ministry of Health

13.92 The Government responded to the acute shortage of manpower by
substantially increasing wages in the sector in 1992. The package of tax free
emoluments available to physicians was also greatly extended and now makes up
a significant proportion of phyaicians' earnings. Medical registrars in their
first two years of practice, for instance, qualify for an institutional
allowance of G$S800 - G$1,500 per month, a night duty allowance of G$350 per
month, an overtime allowance of G$60 per hour, and an on-call allowance of
G$400 per month. Additional tax free emoluments have alrn been provided to
nurses, including a cash allowance for meals. Although these emoluments
significantly increase earnings in the sector, they work to reduce incentives
among staff to pursue higher qualifications by equalizing benefits across all
staff level. The value of the emoluments is not linked to either good
performance or level of qualifications.

13.93 The provision of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies is the
responsibility of the Ministry which procures and distributes them to all
Regional Hospitals and clinics. As Figure 13.3 shows, spending on drugs has
increased sharply, acccunting for 18 percent of total spending in 1986 and 32
percent in 1991. This increased allocation has not, however, translated into
improved availability of drugs and medical supplies in hospitals and clinic".
Indeed, shortages of drugs and supplies are chronic and availability is far
more limited now than in 1985 with few of the major hospitals having basics
such as syringes, drip bags and basic painkillers in stock. What the
increased allocations really reflect is the rilsing cost of purchasing these
imported goods as the value of the Guyana dollar has fallen relative to other
currencies.

13.94 Another significant change in the Miniatry's spending patterns
concerns the increased percentage of funds allocated under the "contributions"
category. This category includes subscriptions and contributions to
international health organizations which, because they must be paid in foreign
exchange, have absorbed greater proportions of the budget as the value of the
Guyana dollar has fallen. Contributions accounted for almost 25 percent of
recurrent spending in 1991. No evaluation of the benefits derived from these
memberships appears to have been undertaken by Ministry. While membership in
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some organizations is necessary because they provide diagnostic services not
available in the country, it L clear that spending in this category accounts
for an unreasonably large proportion of the budget. Every effort should be
made to reduce these expenditures and reallocate the funds to more productive
activities.

13.95 Spending by the Regional Administrations has increased very
markedly under the "local travel/vehicles" and mother" categories. The very
substantial growth in the travel category is explained partly by the rising
cost of imported goods such as vehicles, spare parts and fuel, but it is also
the result of increased travel by medical personnel providing day clinics at
understaffed outlying facilities. Funding allocations to this category rose
from 5 percent to 19 percent between 1986 and 1991. Growth in spending under
the "other" category largely reflects efforts by the regions to supplement
staff salaries by providing additional emoluments in the form of meals and
travel expenses. The expectation that these benefits will be provided has
become institutionalized and draws heavily on operational budgets.

4. Main Sectoral Issues

Data Ouality

13.96 Demographic and health indicators in Guyana are limited, often
dated, and of dubious quality. The most reliable data comes from a limited
national survey of health conditions conducted by GAHEF in 1986- More recent
data on maternal and infant health is available from (i) another GAHEF survey
of approximately 3,800 children and 6,000 mothers conducted in nine regions
and Georgetown in 1992, and (ii) from some Health Centers following a maternal
and child health care (MCH) initiative supported by UNICEF. More general
information on morbidity and mortality can be gleaned from birth and death
records processed by the Statistical Bureau. While these sources yield
valuable information not available elsewhere, it is widely recognized that a
large percentage of births and deaths go unrecorded, particularly in the rural
and hinterland areas.

Mortality

13.97 Although the data is limited and sometimes inconsistent, it
strongly suggests that mortality rates are high and increasing, especially
among young children. The epidemiological profile derived from death records
lodged with the General Registry Office shows the principal causes of death to
be those common to both developed countries (ischemic and other heart diseases
and hypertension) and developing countries (enteritia/diarrhea).
Cerebrovascular and heart disease accounts for over 37 percent of recorded
deaths in the population at large.

13.98 The information available indicates that the principal causes of
death differ significantly by ethnic group. Deaths among persons of African
origin were overwhelmingly the result of cerebrovascular and heart disease.
While these were also important causes of death among those of East Indian
origin, diabetes is also a principal cause of death. Amerindians appear to
die principally from disorders that are preventable or easily treated with
good medical care -- enteritis and other diarrheal disorders and nutritional
deficiencies. These data reflect diEerences in access to health care by the
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various ethnic groups and point to the need to target different preventive and
educational programs to the different population groups.

13.99 A crude estimate of the Enfant mortality rate can be obtained from
the registry of infant births and deaths. Data for 1990 yields an infant
mortality rate of 37 per 1,000, well above rates reported by Suriname
(30/1,000), Trinidad and Tobago (20/1,000) and Jamaica (18/1,00).V
Although the data are incomplete, it is clear that there are striking
differencen in infant mortality rates across regions. The rates appear to be
particularly high in regions 10 and 8 (Table 13.16).

TABLE 13.16: ZNFANT MORTALITY RA2ES PER 1,000 LIVE BIRTBS, 1990g/

REGION RATE

1. Barima/Waini 40.0
2. Pomeroon/Supernaam 53.3
3. W. Demerara/Essequibo Islands 17.6
4. Demerara/Mahaica 48.3
S. Nahaica/Rosignol/Berbice 52.5
6. E. Berbice/Corentyne 21.4
7. Cuyuni/Mazaruni 13.3
S. Potaro/Siparuni 57.1
9. Upper Takatu/Upper Essequibo a.

10. Upper Demerara 65.0

Country Average 37.0

a/ These estimates only reflect infant births and deaths registered with the
General Registry office.

Source: Statistical Bureau

13.100 Mortality among young children (aged 0 to 5 years) appears to
result principally from nutritional deficiencies and intestinal infections,
conditions which can frequently be averted through effective preventive care.
Nutritional deficiencies and intestinal infections accounted for over 44
percent of infant deaths and just over 30 percent of deaths among children
five years or legs. The prevalence of deaths from these disorders indicates
that water and sanitation conditions are poor and that the coverage and
effectiveness of pre- and post-natal services needs strengthening.

13.101 No national data on a. ernal mortality rates are available after
1984 when it was estimated to be 0.6 per 1,000 births. However, data
collected at Georgetown Hospital in 1987 suggests that the rate is

8/ This estimate of Guyana's infant mortality rate is obtained by comparing
the number of infant deaths reported per 1,000 live births recorded. In
1990, the General Registry Office recorded 14,484 live births and 534
infant deaths, yielding a mortality rate of 37 per 1,000.
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substantially higher, pommibly around 1.8 per 1,000 births. Toxemia in
pregnancy and hemorrhage and .ep.i. during chlldbirth were reported to be the
principal causes of maternal mortality.

Morbidity Profile

13.102 Guyana's morbidity profile is characterized by disorders that
could be subBtantially reduced by improved preventive health care, educational
campaigns and improved access to good quality basic health care. The most
prevalent disorders are Acute Respiratory Infectlon, Hypertension, Diabetes
Rellitum, Znteritis/Diarrhea, worm infeutation and parasitism, and Malaria.

13.103 Over the past five years there have been occasional upsurges of
immuno-preventablo diseases such as measles and whooping cough, reflecting the
difficulties experienced by the Ministry in conducting nation-wide vaccination
campaigns because of the problems faced in maintaining the cold chain and in
transporting the vaccines. The situation has been considerably improved in
1991 following the introdLction of the Expanded immunization Program in 1990
which has been supportcd by donors. Immunization rates against Measles, for
example, jump=d from 36 percent to nearly 81 percent of the target group of
infanto between 1985 and 1991. Polio immunization rates increased from 77
percent to 84 percent of th^ target group over the aame period. Immunization
rates, however, continue to differ sharply across regions, being generally
lower in regions 8, 5 and 1.

13.104 Vector transmitted diseases such as Malaria, Filaria and Dengue
h-:o never been fully cont.olled in Guyana and have alc:ys posed a significant
health risk. The breakdown of systematic vector control measures in the mid-
19809 and, in the case of Malaria, increased migration between hinterland and
coastal a-reas, has led to a resurgence of these Ciseases. Reported cEases of
Malaria, for instance, rose from 3,600 in 1984 to 20,622 in 1989 and to 42,204
cases in 1991. Indiscriminate and intermittent use of antimalarial drugs in
the endemic areas has served to increase drug-resistant strains of Malaria.
The incidence of Filaria and Dengue is not known, but hospitals report an
increased number of patients suffering from these diseases.

13.105 Patterns of morbidity are also being affiected by the breakdown in
basic services, particularly the delivery of potable water, the removal of
waste, and the provision of adequate sanitation services. Water services have
been drastically reduced or completely cut in some areas and the sewerage
system is severely oaverloaded. As a result, residents in poorly served areas
draw water from roadBide canals which are also used to remove household waste.
The incidence of diseases such as typhoid, hepatitis and gastroenteritis has
consequently increased, as Table 13.17 shows.
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fABLEL13.17s INCREASED INCIDENCE OF DISEASES ASSOCIXATED
wIT POOR ENVnRONMnTAL iEZLTE

DISEASE 1983 1986 1988

Infectious Hepatitis 181 310 241
Typhoid Fever 51 119 154
Gastroenteritis 2,142 3,895 4,396
Malaria n.a. 16,388 35,451

Source: Ministry of Health

Fertility and Contraception

13.106 Guyana's total fertility rate was estimated to be 2.9 in 1989, a
rate similar to that of Jamaica. The accuracy of this estimate is doubtful,
however, given the unreliability of total population estimatesAY Recent
estimates from the United Nations Family Planning service put the prevalence
of contraceptive use at 45 percent, a level similar to those in other
Caribbean countries. Contraceptives are distributed free of charge in most
health centers throughout the country. The Guyana Responsible Parenthood
Association, a non-profit organization, also provides approximately Us$120,000
per year fcr the distribution of contraceptives and educational literature.

Pre- and Post-Natal Care

13.107 In 1990 the Ministry, with support from UNICEF and the Pan
American Health Organizat!'-n, embarked on an effort to improve pre- and post-
natal care by strengthening these functions in the Regional Health Centers.
Innufficient data is available to assess the effectivenesn of this program,
but the provisLon of nutritional supplements to pregnant and lactating women
has reportedly led to increased clinic attendance.

13.108 The proportion of births occurring in institutions, however, is
not especially high, being around 72 percent. This may partly account for the
fairly high maternal mortality rate. The percentage of births occurring in
the home are considerably higher in regions 8 and 9 and information gleaned
from birth records shows great regional differences in terms of the medical
support received during birth. Qualified midwives or nurse/midwives attended
a high proportion (over 70 percent) of births in regions 4 and 6. only about
1 percent of births were attended by unqualified assistants. In contrast,
more than half of all recorded births in region 1 were attended by unqualified
assistants. While the regional differences in maternal care are great, these
differeaces are even more strikLng for women of different ethnic groups. As
Table 13.18 shows, Amerindian women are much more likely to give birth without
the help of a qualified assistant. When they do get assistance from a trained

2/ Census data collected im 1990 has not yet been released. Population
estimates are currently drawn from a 1987 survey although emigration
rates have been extremely high in recent years.
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birth attendant, it io more likely to be from a lesser qualified Birth
Attendant or Nurseffidwife.

XALEJ 13,18 BIRTHS BY TYPE OF BIRTH aTlENDUNT AND ETHNIC GROUPg/, l990
(in percent)

TYPE OF ATTENDANT AFRICAN AMERINDIAN CHINESE EAST XNDIAN OTHER

Not Stated 20.1 12.4 24.2 20.5 15.7
Physician 4.3 1.5 15.1 4.4 5.5
Midwife 55.2 21.2 51.5 57.2 51.8
Nurse/Midwife 15.6 17.6 3.0 14.4 20.7
Nurse 0.1 0.3 .. 0.1 0.1
Birth Attendant 0.2 8.8 .. 0.5 0.1
Other Unqualified 4.S 37.9 6.0 2.7 5.6

A/ Totals may not sum to 100 because of rounding.
.. means not applicable.

Source: Ministry of Health

Nutritional Status

13.109 Currency devaluation and the removal of generous public subsidies
have greatly increased the cost of basic foods. The price of some foodstuffs
increased by as much as 200 percent in 1990 following the removal of
subsidies. Estimates of the price of a basic foodbasket show increases of 96
percent in 1989, 49 percent in 1990, and 84 percent in 1991. Although
remittances from family members abroad have reportedly helped many families to
copa with rising food prices, the available data indicates that malnutrition
has increased among the poor.

13.110 Data from the Georgetown Hon-!tal pediatric clinic showed a
significant increase in the number of young children (under 5 years) suffering
from malnutrition; 3,506 cases were treated in 1990 compared to 931 cases in
1989. More recent data on the nutritional status of young children is
available from a small-scale survey conducted by GAHEF in l991.1' Although
this data is not fully representative of nutritional conditions in the
country, it does suggest that the nutritional status of young children has
declined since survey findings in 1987. While the incidence of severe
malnutrition appears to have risen only slightly, mild/moderate malnutrition
has increased quite substantially (Table 13.19).

10/ GAHEF, Health and Nutrition Survey.
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TABLE 13.19: NUTRITIONL STJaTUS OF CHrILREN UNDER S YEARS, 1987 and 1991
(in percent)

NUTRITIONAL STATUS 1987 1991

Severely malnourished 2.7 3.0
Mild-Moderate Malnutrition 20.7 23.6
Well-NouriLhad 71.9 68.5
Obese 5.4 5.0

Source: GANEF

13.111 Data from the 1991 survey suggests that there is considerable
variation across regions in the incidence of malnutrition. It appears to be
most severe in region. 5, 6 and B where between 4 percent and 5 Percent of
children surveyed suffered from severe malnutrition. The lowest rates
recorded were in regions 2 (0.3 percent) and 10 (0.7 percent). moderate
ma'lnutrition rates are shown to be relatively high in all regions, with over
23 percent of chi-ldrn surveyed being in this category (Table 13.20). The
survey showed malnutrition to be most prevalent among Amerindian children.

13.112 Birth weight is generally a good indicator of the mother's
nutritional status. The 1991 GAHEF survey data suggests that the incidence of
low birth weight has increased since the last national survey in 1987, with
the incidence of low weight increasing from 16.3 percent to almost 24 percent
of births. This seems to have occurred despite programs to provide pregnant
and lactating women with mineral and vitamin supplements and fortified milk.
Again, the incidence of low birth weight shows marked variation acros
regions, with regions 9. 8 and 4 showing the highest incidence.

TABLE 13. 20: NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS BY REGION, 1991
(in percent)

REGION SEVERE MILD-MODERATE NORMAL OBESE

1 3.0 18.6 73.0 6.4
2 0.3 22.2 73.1 4.4
3 3.1 21.9 70.3 4.8
4 2.1 22.2 70.0 5.8
5 5.4 25.4 72.3 6.8
6 4.2 27.3 64.2 4.4
7 3.4 20.4 65.9 2.4
8 4.8 33.9 58.4 2.8
9 4.1 24.0 68.2 3.7
10 0.7 13.4 79.0 6.9

Source: GAHEF
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Health Care Coverage

13.113 While health facilities are reasonably well distrlbuted throughout
Guyana (see Para. 13.80); the level of service provided to Lhe population li
very poor because of severe staffing shortages, very limited supplies of
drugs, and the poor condition of equipment and facilities.

13.114 Perhaps the most inuediate concern.is the shortage of trained
staff, particularly physicians. The ratio of physicians per regLonal resident
is very high, in some cases being 1:27,778 (region 5) and 1:18,615 (region 1)
(T&ble 13.21). This situation is generally not alleviated by higher
concentrations of NEDEX in these areas.

TABLE 13.21: RATIO OF HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL PER POPULATION
(by Region)

REGION POPULATIONJPHYSICIAN POPULATION/MEDEX

1 18,615 3,102
2 8,393 8,393
3 12,845 11,417
4 4,932 10,715
5 27,778 7,936
6 14,896 16,551
7 11,806 2,990

B 11,806 2,836
9 15,338 5,112
10 9,298 5,513

Source: Ministry of Health

13.115 This situation has arisen largely because low salaries and poor
working conditions have encouraged the emigration of qualified medical
personnel. The severity of the situation is shown most starkly by the high
number of vacancies reported in the sector (Table 13.22). Until salaries and
working conditions are substantially improved it is unlikely that the coverage
and quality of medical care provided will be significantly improved.
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TABLE 13.22: VACANCY RATE FOR KEY MEDICAL POSITIONS NV REGION, 1992&
(h peont)

REGION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Admhiistrative:
Hospital Adnin 100 100 100 .. .. 100 .. ..

Dal:
Dentists/DentaL Nurses . 5 0 75 33 a 50 100 100

Senior Medicl:
Med. Health Officers 1W 75 27 63 33 40 50 100 100 100

Paramodwa:
Env. Health Officers 100 70 70 S8 0 64 67 10 100
Health Visitors 100 100 45 25 72 36 100 .. 100 0
IEDEX 25 20 0 s o0 31 50 60 43 13

Nursing:
Nurses and Midwives 74 49 S4 S 49 11 66 60 79 49

Technicians:
Pharmacists 67 75 25 .. 100 35 100 .. 100
Radiographers/X-roy

Technicians .. 34 77 .. 100 75 .. . .
Medical Technologists s. o 60 .. 100 86 34 .. 10 ..

AVERAGE VACANCY RATE 66 55 L4 57 SO 35 62 70 B1 47

aV Estimtes include positions abve Grade 3.
m. eans no positions estabLished in that region.

Source: Miasion Estimates

5. Proposed Strategy

13.116 As resource constraint. have become more maver, the ability of
the sector to provide fully subsidized, high quality health care to all has
diminished. The institutional capacity of the sector has also been greatly
weakened as personnel have left the sector for more attractive and higher paid
positions elsewhere. The challenges confronting the sector are daunting.
However, considerable improvements in the sector can be achieved if a number
of important policy steps are carefully and systematically followed.

13.117 Most importantly, the sector needs to identify and grioritize its
medium- and loncer-term obiectives and determine what can be realistically
achieved. This process should be a collaborative one in which the ministry,
CAHEF and the Regional Administrations participats. A detailed document
should prioritize the objective. to be achieved, amuign responsibility for
implementation of the steps needed to achieve theme objectives, and state
clearly what procedures should be followed. Progress toward these objectives
should be evaluated each year.

13.118 There is clearly potential to substantially increase revenues
through the introduction of cost-recovery measures; the fact that the private
facilities are well utilized and able to recover 100 percent of operating
costs through fees illustrates this quite clearly. A willingness to pay is
also evidenced by the fact that patients attending public facilities routinely
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purchase drugs and supplies from private pharmacists because they are
unavailable in public facilLtien.

13.119 The introduction of cost-recovery measures must, however, be
accompanied by immediate lmorovements in the cuualitv of care Provided. This
could best be achieved by increasing salaries of health sector workers and by
providing additional financial incentives to those willing to work in smaller
and more rural facilities. Ensuring that salary levels do not fall below
those offered in private facilities will stem the flow of personnel to this
sector. The existing emolument system, which blurs the salary scale and
reduces incentives to staff to pursue higher qualifications should be
eliminated and replaced by a standard salary package. It is also essential
that the salaries and working condition; of administrative personnel be
improved. Training in key management and budgeting areas should be provided
so as to develop institutional capacity to implement improvement programs and
monitor progress towards medium-term objectives.

13.120 The large regional differences in health indicatore in part
reflect the breakdown of the referral system and the growing emphasis on
curative health care rather than on primary and preventive care. This
situation may be addressed in part by increasing ava-lable resources at th_
lower levels. This could be achieved to a degree by reallocatinc funds to
lower level regional health care services. Some proportion of receipts from
user charges introduced at Georgetown Hospital, for example, could be targeted
to primary care facilities in regions with the poorest health indicators.
This, plus increased financial incentives to attract staff to work in those
areas would help to improve the quality of care provided. Strengthening
mobile health services ser-ing hinterland areas would also help to improve
service delivery in outlying areas.

6. Action Plan

13.121 Although investments in capital infrastructure are badly needed,
substantial improvements in health service delivery are possible if recurrent
funds are utilized more efficiently and resources augmented through
introducing cost-recovery measures. Given that the sector currently lacks a
medium-term policy plan and that its institutional and managerial capacity is
very weak, progress towards these objectives should be undertaken
systematically in clearly identified stages. It is recommended that initial
stepB be taken to (i) identify priorities and establish a coherent set of
medium-term objectives; (ii) move to increase resources available to the
sector through the introduction of a carefully structured fee schedule; and,
(iii) work to strengthen the management and budgeting capacity of
administrative staff in the Ministry, the Regional Administrations and the
hospitals.

13.122 It is proposed that the second stage of the sector reform program
focus on (i) redirecting resources from curative to primary health care; (ii)
strengthening preventive health care services; and, (iii) improving the
availability of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, particularly in the

regions.

13.123 The steps to achieve these recommended objectives are shown in the
following matrix.
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MAHTEL SECTOR - POLICY KAMIX

ISSUE POLICY DI RECTION RECOMMENDED ACrION

STAGE 1

(i) Panning is weaLk Identify priorities and - MOH to draft and approve medium-term seow
Medium-term objectivea develop medium-term policy identifying strategies and priorities with
have not been identified policy firmewolrk. coopeation of Regional Administrations.
or determined.

(ii) nsufficient resources Introduce user charges and - Establish system of user charges by health cam
available in the sector. increase revenues coillcted level.

firom insunce schemes. - Identify fee collection and auditing mechnsm.
- Develop ability to chrge insumrs for fWll cost
of services.
- Make salaries competitive with those offered by
private fiacilities. Eliminate emolument system.

(u) Limted instittional Improve nagement - Provide training i key management areas.
capacily of MOH, practices, especially - Strengthen progrmming and budgeting
Regional Administrators planng, monitonng and functions.
and Hospital budgeting functions. - Strengthen expenditure control and amditing
Administators. activities.

- Improve inventory maagement at all levels.
- Improve daa colection, anlysis, evaluation
and dissemination.

STAGE 2

(i) Resources ae Reallocate fimds to - Realocate a prportion of user fee receipts
cmixey diected to regional health care from the Georgetown area to Regional hospitals
curative ratier than services. and primary health care facilities.
prinmay health care. - Provide incentives to atract qualified health

care personnel to regional facilities.
- Support mobile services to smaller outlying
communities.

(ii) Preventive health Strengthen the - lvest some proportion of user fee receipts to
care systems fimction adnministation of this fimction.
poorly. preventive healdth care - Provide additional taining to staff.

programs sad increase
finding.

(iii) Poor prouement, Eliminate chronic - Decetralize the procurement of dntgs to thie
management and siortages of basic regional level.
distribution of pha uls and - Permit regional hospitals to apply for drug
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. import licenses or to collaborate with private
medical supplies. facilities in drug procuremeaL

- Introduce cost-recovery in the hospitals and
clinics for drugs.
- Strength management and budgeting capacity
at hospital level to facilitate _mnemet of the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ syst u
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7. Pro_osed Capital rnvestment-Prooram

13.124 The bulk of capital investment, through 1996 are committed to the
ongoing IDB supported Health Care II project which focuses principally on the
construction and rehabilitation of facilities at the Georgetown public
hospital. It would be desirable to channel addltional capital investments to
the regional hospital. and health cars centers but, given the sector's heavy
commitment to the Health Care II project, this would have to be done by
transferring funds from another sector. Given the central role which human
capital development plays in the development process, this should be given
serious consideration. The identification of funding sources for the
rehabilitation of community and regional hospitals should also be given
priority in order to strengthen the primary health care system. The
Government's proposed public sector investment program is shown in Table
13.23.

TABLE 13.2z HEALTH SECTOR INVESTMENT PROGRAM., 1993-1996
(US$ 1000)

Budgeted
PROJECTS 1993 1994 1995 1996 Agency

Ciaoinq Proiects 8530.6 66994 6992.7 76b5.2
Heatth Care 11 CGeorgetoun Hospitat) 7789.6 5500u4 5149.8 6400.8 IOB
Land and Water Transport (Regicns) 195.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 Local/PAP
Equipuent 56.6 83.7 87.6 89.2 Locat/PAP
Hospital (Regions) 489.2 1075.7 1115.5 1155.4 Locat
Palms 0.0 39.8 39.8 39.0 Local

New Projects (Identified) 796.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
Comunmity Health Services I16.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 Locat

TOTAL (Identified 9327.4 6699.6 6992.7 7685.2

New Projects (Unidentified) 0.0 0.0 4400.0 5500.4
Rehabilitation af Community NospitaLs 0.0 0.0 2200.0 3000.0
Rehabilitation of District Hospitals 0.0 0.0 2200.0 2500.4

TOTAL 9327.4 6889.6 11392.7 13185.6

Source: Mission Estimates
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A.1. BREACHES AND OVERTOPPING

Breaches and Overtopping

1. Breaches in the sea defenses and overtopping have been common
phenomena in Guyana over the last decades. Unfortunately, no systematic
records are available detailing the physical conditions extant during
breaches, the reasons for failure, or the extent of the damage in financial or
economic tenms. A comprehensive overview of the available breach history was
reported recently as part of the morphological study by DHV. Table A.1 lists
major (recorded) breaches since 1933.

Table A.1: MAJOR BREACHES SINCE 1933

Year Location Region Year Location Region

1933 Nog Eens 4 1985 De Willem 3
1957/58 En More 4 37 breaches (5km) 6
1959/61 Buxton 4 1986 River View 3
1961 Hampton Court 2 De Kinderen 3
1961 Blade en Hall 2 Tuschen 3
1977 Hampton Court 2 1988 Lichfield 5

Dartmouth 2 1989 Clonbrook 4
G'town East 4 Zeeburg 3

1979 Hampton Court 2 Farm 3
Devonshire C. 2 1990 Craig 4
Windsor C. 2 Skeldon 6

1984 Phoenix 3 2 breaches 3
Louisiana 3 Mon Repos 3

source: Various

2. The most important causes for failure of the sea defenses are
deterioration of the sea defense structures, such as cracks in degraded
concrete slabs and copings; erosion of the foreshore; and erosion of the dike
crest and land side slope due to overtopping and heavy rainfall.

Sea Level Rise

3. Sea level rise is often mentioned as a reason for breaches in the
sea defenses. While it has not been a major factor in the past, it may become
nevertheless a significant factor in the future. It cannot be determined
whether Guyana has experienced a rise in sea level because no water levels
have been recorded since 1988. Nevertheless, it is safe to assume that sea
level rise must be taken into account in long term planning. Various
publications on the subject quote a sea-level-rise between 3 and 10
millimeters per annum for the near future. Over the next 30 years a sea level
rise on the order of 0.1 to 0.3m would have to be foreseen.
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Hydraulic Desion Parameters

4. The rehabilitation of the old sea defenses will be very costly.
For much of their length, the materials protecting the dikes against erosion
(mainly concrete slabs), have degraded and any rehabilitation would almost
require reconstruction. A more cost efficient design for sea defenses would
be possible when a number of design parameters are better known. In
particular the lack of hydraulic data forces designers to make estimates.
Because such estimates are usually made on the safe side, better information
can result in savings in the cost of the works. In this respect two site
investigation activities are recommended:

(1) Recording of waterlevels in diffierent areas, close to the sea
- defenses.

(2) Measurement of the dominant wave heights close to the se&
defenses.

Obviously, tiuaa efforts should be started as soon as possible so that more
sea defense rehabilitation projects can benefit from the information obtained.

The Most Economical Tvye of Design

S. While the full-scale rehabilitation of the sea defense is
economically justified,Y the associated costs are beyond Guyana's current
financial abilities. Table A.2 highlights a number of basic options for sea
defense rehabilitation policies. The optimal choice differs for each area.
Some sea defenses may well be abolished as the land immediately behind them is
of little value. On the other hand, near villages and cities the sea defenses
will have to be maintained at a high standard of safety. The optimal solution
also depends on the cost in question. Denigns with high investment costs are
more attractive when funds can be easily obtained from donors (grant and loans
with discount rates below 10 percent). otherwise (in the case of budget
constraints and discount rates over 10%) low-cost solutions are more
attractive. It is clear that budget constraints preclude the most desirable
solution of upgrading the full length of the sea defense. Immediate
consequences of this situation are higher maintenance costs at degraded sea
defenses; more damage due to overtopping and breaches; and more dependence on
the maintenance capabilities of the currently weak Hydraulics Division. More
indirect consequences are greater difficulty with the implementation
(marketing) of sea defense levies (i.e. cost recovery) and a negative impact
on investments as the situation will be perceived as 'less safe.

6. The need for the Government of Guyana to decide on the type of
design to be adopted for rehabilitation projects is becoming urgent. Such a
decision could also Btop the habitual repetition of design works used for
similar conditions in the past.

V
1/ DHV Environment and infrastructure, funded by EDF under either Lomi III

or Lom6 IV Convention.
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ZAblA.2s BASIC OPTIONS FOR SEA DEFENSE POLICIES

Type of Intervention Consequences

None Rapid deterioration of the sea defense and
the loss of infrastructure, residential
and farm lands.

Continue as in 1992 Slow deterioration of the SQ. An
increasing number of breaches per year

Retreat behind the coastal road The need to protect the road against high
water and wave attack and reconstruct a
number of drainaga sluices. The loss of
residential and farm lands.

Low-Cost Rehabilitation High maintenance, recurrent damage due to
overtopping and incidental breaches

Medium-Cost Rehabilitation Low maintenance, limited overtopping.
Further investments required after some 10
years.

Nigh-Cost Rehabilitation High standard safety and low maintenance
costs.

Notes: The net costs of low-cost rehabilitation works if executed by the
Hydraulics Division (force account) are in the order of US$600 to 800
per linear meter (m'), depending also on the part of the sea wall to
be rehabilitated. Similar works executed with ICB are estimated
around US$fm'1000 to 1400

Medium-cost rehabilitation of the SQ (for a 10 year period) would
cost between US$/m'1500 to 2200

Full scale construction and upgrading are estimated around
US$/m'2300 to 3000 (30 to 50 years lifetime)

The indicated cost ranges are indicative only. They are sensitive to
a number of factors. For example between 50 and 70 percent of the
costs is decided by the price of quarry rock.

Source: DHV

Mudbanks

7. The morphology of the mudbanks at the foreshore was investigated
by Nedeco in 1972 and by DHV in DecemBpr 1992 (EDF). These studies concluded
that some 40 km long mudbanks mov4 at a speed of around 1.3 km along the
coasts from east to west. The (economic) effect of madbank migration for sea
defense is bad. Coastal area *GComes wore exposed when mudbanks move away and
sea defenses have to be built Or r%j$orced. The accretion process in
(scarce) other areas does nOt promvde any comparable saving. No benefit
exists from sea defenus tbat hace become redundant due to mangrove growth,
except perhaps reduced iaiattpance. The study also concluded that:
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* The phenomena involved are of a large scale. The mangrove erosion
is a consequence more than a cause of foreohore erosion. Thereby
the potential of sea defense through artificial mangrove growth is
limited.

* Mudbank migration does not occur everywhere. For example at the
recessed coast of Region 3 there is no recognizable migration of
the mudbanks.

* Where it occurs, the migration of the mudbanks must be expected to
continue. The average increase in exposed coaital zone is
estimated around one km per year.

* The foreshore is in general eroding. The average recession of the
coastline is estimated at 5 meters per year (with substantial
local variations). There are some indications that this recession
is part of a lang-term cyclic pattern, but data over the last 50
years indicate that over the coming decades erosion will dominate
the coastal morphology.

8. The value of understanding miaudbank morphology is only of limited
value for the short and medium term prediction of the maintenance works on a
particular section of the sea defense. Less predictable (random) factors
appear to disturb the general pattern too much for accurate predictions.
Simple, visual inspection of mangrove recession is a much more adequate and
accurate predictor of sho-t term erosion than mudbank morphology.

9. The World Bank had planned a coastal Area Study, concerning the
morphology o, mudbanks. IDB and UNDP also have indicated plans to make
studies of this kind and an EDF funded study of the same phenomena has just
been completed. The report is due in January 1993 and will be shared with
%ther donors. In light of the above, donor initiatives to fund further
a-udies in coastal morphology will be reconsidered to prevent duplication of
efforts and determine the potential benefit and urgency of such studies.
In the present emergency situation, it is advised that priority be given to
the short term requirements for the sea defense rehabilitation and
maintenance.

Coastal Zone Management

10. Coastal Zone Management will eventually be required. Some
considerations regarding long term planning are added in the next section.
The development of a general strategy for the maintenance and rehabilitation
of the sea and river defenses in Guyana can make use of the results from a
number of earlier studies, in particular the 1972 Nedeco study and the recent
morphological study by DlV.

11. DHV's morphological study included:

* economic feasibility of sea defense rehabilitation;
* morphology;
* potential use of air-photography and satellite images;
* -Bset-up of a sea defense inventory/database, including survey works
:. - * evaluation of existing repair methods;
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estimation of maintenance costs;
evaluation of design. for future rehabilitation works; and
evaluations considering the institution of a PEU.

Information is lacking in the following areas:

* the inventory of the sea defense has to be completed;
* water level information for the design of sea defenses;
* wave height information for the desigr. of sea defenses;
* the inventory of drainage structures in the sea defense has to be

completed; and
* detailed economic study of the present and the potential value of

different costal zones.

12. The EC has indicated willingness to fund the completion of the sea
defense invenbrvr in an extension of the Lome III Technical Assistance
project. Funding for the measurement of waterlevels and waves has riot yet
been identified. These studies would allow for an optimization of the designs
for the upcoming sea defense rehabilitation works. The potential savings are
considerable. Draft terms of reference for such undertakings (estimated at
0.5 US$ million) are available at the Hydro-metrological Department of the
Ministry of Agriculture (Hydromet). An inventory of an estimated 300 drainage
sluices in the sea defense is required to assess the safety factor these
structuren provide against breaches. In addition, a large number of the
sluices are no longer operational and may be abolished. Clearly, such schemes
must be coordinated with D&I programs.

13. Based mainly on their 'engineering judgements', guided by the
general (country-ride; conclusions from the economic feasibility report, the
various consultants for the donor financed rehabilitation projects have
selected the sections of sea wall that are to be protected. A more detailed
economic study of the present and potential economic value of various
agricultural, residential and industrial areas would contribute to:

* the detailed assessment of the priorities in the rehabilitation of
particular sections of the sea defense;

* the weighing of different protection options (retreat, patch-work,
low-cost, high-cost designs etc.);

* the prioritizing of drainage, irrigation and road rehabilitation
works; and

* assessing the viability of cost recovery schemes.

Such a study would have at least as much value for policy making regarding
drainage and irrigation works, as it would have for sea defense works. The
study should therefore be undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture rather
than by the Hydraulics Division.
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A.2. PROJDCT EECUTION UNXITe

Existing Sea Defense Maintenance Oruanization

14. The care of the sea defense involves the following activities:

* regular inspection of the (360 km long' sea defense;
* site ixvestigations (surveys, hydrometeorlogical data acquisition,

etc.);
* maintenance of the sea defense;
* emergency response;
* rehabilitation works; and
* collection and development of related engineering expertise.

15. Apart from the sea defensa works, the Hydraulics Division is also
responsible for infrastructure for:

* irrigation;
* drainage;
D sluices; and
* other hydraulics related matters including water managemnnt.

16. Responsibility ard control for the sea defense will be
concentrated in the PEU. While the PEU will already have a considerable
autonomuy, it will be made more auZ.rnomous during the transition period of
three to four years, depending on the outcome of intermediate evaluations and
further increased insight in the most suitable and sustainable organization.

Coordination

17. Figure A.1 shows the proposed framework of institutional
relations. A regular coordination meeting is an essential part of this
framework. The Chief Hydraulics officer (CHO) will fulfil a central role in
the daily liaison, between Government, donors and the operational sections
PEU, D&I and sluices. In particular, the CHO should be concerned with budget
contrcl and policy matters.

2/ This technical note contains an abstract from the design of the Project
Execution Unit (PEU) as presented in a draft report by DHV from the
Netherlands, as part of a study funded by the EDF.
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is8 X n the Lnitial periods, the PEU will require substantial technical
assistance from experienced consultants. Figure A.2 shows the proposed
organization. The performance of the PED as an institution and the employees
an individual. wviiilie monitored and evaluated on an annual basis. Based on
the invaluations, change. in the P-ED organization and institution can be
proposed to the regular meeting f or sea defense coordinastion.

29. rn each region, a 'Regional Engineer' (acting as 'Supervisors
Representative' or 'Rasidmut Engineer') and a 'Ragional Rtanger' will be
stationed. Their principal, tasks viii be the regular inspection (monthly and
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after each storm) of the entire sea defense in the region and the daily
supervision of maintenance and repair and possibly emergency works.
In addition, the Regional Engineers will take care of contractual matters, the
contacts with the main office in Georgetown and the reporting requirements.

FIGURE A.2: PEU ORGANIZATION

DIRECTOR
SEA & RIVER

Defense

T-A + CP

Administration Inspecticn Donor Contracts
and Support and and Special

Services Kaintenance Projects

TA + CP TA + CP TA + CP

SU IA CA CA ~RE' IEi RE!IE [&CE-
CC CC CC CC *-GC ~.GC:- '-'CCC

'P. !zR I_

L .i~~~~~~~~~~~~~r

Region: 4 2 3 5
Staff 0-;: -ed i
Regicnai offic.e

RE: Regional Engineer SU: Support Services
IA: Internal Administrator CL: Contract Administrator
CE: Civil Engineer/Survey Expert RR: Regional Ranger
TA: Technical Assistant GC: Guyana Citizen
CP: Counter Part (Guyanese) VO: Volunteers (UWN, VSO)

20. The Manager of the Inspection and Maintenance section will mainly
be occipied with:

* the contractual aspects of the.maintenance works (acting as...
Supervisor); 

* the guidance of and coordination between Regional Engineers;
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* contractual matters (disputes with local contractors);
* optimization of fund utilization; and
* assistance and coordination in case of sea wall breaches etc.

21. The manager of the Donor Contracts and Special Projects section
will:

* act as contracting Authority for donor supported project.
(coordination, endorsement, contract management, project
evaluations, reporting etc.);

* preserve and develop engineering expertise (sea defense data base,
optimization, standardization);

* coordinate and identify special projects;
* coordinate volunteer services;
* coordinate with HYDROMET (Hydrometeorlogical Services Department);
* training of Guyanese PEU staff; and
* oversee divestment of the Hydraulics Division's redundant stores,

work shops, equipment, tools and spare parts, in coordination with
the CEO.

22. The manager of the Administrative and Support Services Section
will take care of the following tasks and the coordination between them:

i general affairs;
* administrative matters such as personnel remunerations, office

running costs etc. that have to be accounted for, in addition to
the management of the support staff (secretaries, drivers, office
helpers etc.).

* local contracts including smaller maintenance contracts with local
contractors, although much of the bookkeeping should be done on
simple forms by the Regional Engineers; and

* donor projects--although much of the book keeping should be done
by the consultant for each particular project, the contracting
Authority will have to verify the invoices that are to be
endorsed.

Three administrators will be appointed for the daily works involved with each
of these three tasks.

23. To keep the running budget to a minimum, the PEU shall not embark
on special studies. Such undertakings can be contracted to local and foreign
consultancy firms. Until sufficient staff is available, volunteers shall be
welcomed to participate in the PEU organization. For long term sustainability
more permanent arrangements are envisaged.

24. It has been assumed in the organization of the PEU, that all
donors should contract consultants for the supervision of each particular
donor program. These consultants should have their own responsibilities (as
"Engineer" or "Supervisor"), but work in close cooperation with the PEU
organization. Consultancy services will continue to be required in relation
to the maintenance of the sea defense for such things as topographic and
hydrographic survey works, mud-bank and sea level rise studies, development of
long term coastal zone management programs, etc., but such services are not
included in this program. Such works can be executed by separate
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(local/foreign) consultants and (VSO/UNV) volunteers. The collection of
hydrometeorlogical data has been assigned to HYDROMET (a separate division
under the Ministry of Agriculture). The Manager for special projects and
donor contracts should coordinate with HYDROMET for activities in this field.

Legal Reforms

25. The Government of Guyana will have to provide the following legal
arrangements and governmental procedures:

a legal formalization of the role of the PEU with respect to sea
defense;

* annual budget allocation for the PEU of about ECU1.4 million
(G$230 million for PEU running costs and local maintenance
contracts);

a authority for the PEU to disburse funds for its own running and
salary costs;

* authority for the PEU to hire and discharge staff in accordance
with its own policies;

* authority for the PEU to prepare and award tenders up to an amount
of at least sCU100,000 (G$15 million) without prior permissions
from the tender board;

* authority for the Hydraulics Division to sell inefficient or
redundant workshops, stores, equipment, spare parts and tools; and

* authority for the Hydraulics Divisicn to lay off its redundant
staff concerned with the maintenance of equipment and execution of
works.

Private Sector

26. At the moment, the private construction industry in Guyana is not
sufficiently developed to cope with the necessary sea defense maintenance
works, but a few contractors do have enough experience to make a start and
other contractors can be encouraged to undertake small jobs, while the PEU
becomes more organized and experienced. This change in approach from
force-account to contracting will take a few years, and much initial attention
and flexibility from the PEU staff. In the long term this is expected to be
the more efficient and economical approach.

27. Equipment, workshops, stores, spare-parts and tools from the
Hydraulics Division, that become redundant as a result of the privatization
program should be divested. These facilities should be transferred first to
contractors active in the sea defense maintenance works. Selling conditions
may have to be customized to the financial abilities of these contractors,
e.g. through hire-purchase contracts.

Lean Expert Staff

28. In view of the financial constraints of the Government of Guyana,
the PEU will be staffed with a minimum of engineers and support staff. Even
with the recommended small organization, the PEU running costs (ECU450,000
(Us$550,000) per year from 2012 onwards) will consume about 30 percent of the
annual maintenance budget. The relatively high ratio between PEU costs and
total maintenance costs is caused on the one hand by the low annual budget for
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locally contracted regular maintenance works, and can be otheiwise explained
by the'fact that PEU costs also include management of the donor financed
rehabilitation programs. Higher PEU costs will be unacceptable until the
financiail positon of the Government -of 'Guyana has iiproved.

29. The salary levels that have been set, are considered the minimal
requirement to hire, qualified engineers. The'salary level within the PEU will
be higher'than for staff at comparable positions within the Government of
Guyana, but their work attitude should also be very different with regard to
their working hours and the flexibility with which they view their duties.
Staff should initially be hired on a contract basis so that if performance is
lacking, the contract may be terminated. Growth in the number of staff should
be tied to the actual requirements which will in turn depend on the success in
contracting maintenance and repair works to local contractors.

Contractualization of the Establishment of the PEU

30- In theory, the Hydraulics Division could organize the PEU by
itself, but at the moment it does not have the capacity and expertise to do
so. Furthermore, such an approach is expected to be very time consuming and
less controllable. Therefore the institutionalization of the PEU, should be
contracted out to a consultancy firm. In the present situation it is
considered unavoidable to start with an experienced consultant in a leading
role, in order to give the necessary impetus at the PEU and to cope with the
variety of problems that may come with the changes that are envisaged.

Institutional and Human Resources Develonment

31. The establishment of the PEU should be preceded by a review
(update) of the existing organization and the preparation of a detailed plan
for salaries, fringe benefits and social security, career patterns, and short
term training requirements. Continuous monitoring and adjustment of the
institutional development is an integral part of the reconmended approach. A
mixed team of experienced engineers and institutional development experts
should initiate the program and make interim evaluation reports (including
SWOT analyses and recommendations for institutional changes).

32. During the program period, the Guyanese staff recruited should be
trained to supplement and gradually replace the consultancy teaw over a three
and a half year period. Training should include class room trainiLng, on the
job training, short courses and workshops, seminars and conferences. The
actual progress/development of human resources should be systematically
evaluated and the human resources development plan should be regularly updated
during the project period.

Finances

33. The cost of the described PEU has been estimated at ECU5.9 million
(US$7.2 million) over three and a half years. The annual costs should be
reduced to about US$0.6 million when the expatriate involvement is concluded.
The DHV study proposes that US$1.6 million of the initial costs be funded
locally.
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34. while, the costa of the institution of this P1U are high in
comparison to the overall expenditures for the publc sector in Guyana, the
costs are not high when it in considered that a now maintsnance organization
needs to be establiLhad and trained and that mjor rhinblitation progrms
will be undertaken. A significant reduction in the costs vlll only be
posoible when salary costs are reduced, which will Lmply either reduction of
the quality of tna staff, or the reduction of the tanks coverd by the 130.
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FPn "Most bow 6.0 0.0 6o4 17.8 0.0 17.8 16.6 to0 1i. 10.0 0.0 10.0
hddgn olal t40.4 0.0 141,4 100.4 0.0 100.4 105.2 t.o 10S.2 1tOA to lo,o 
IrIdgp lojonal 143.4 0.0 140.4 o10.4 0.0 0.4 1 050 0.0 0.1 0.5 04 10.8
GuyientuulFnamFerry loal 6.0 t.O *.o 79.7 0.0 79.7 105.2 t.o 10S.2 110t to. 110.9
?ldltudfudAkub ocal 10902 0.0 1W.2 201.0 0.0 131.0 2a3.7 0.0 954.7 276.5 04. 27ns5 



GUYANA - PtJULIC SECTOR INVESTMeNT PROGRAM. 1990-96

ESTIMATED EXPENOITURE ESTIMATED EXPENOITURE ESBIIlMAD EXPENDITURE ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE
I 0 904 1998 192

Told Extenmd Lwol T7te External Local Total Exteral Load Totld Eernd Local

C. WA ER £ SANITATION 1128.? 80004 1320M 718,7 00.4 418.0 311.7 W00.4 61,16 506.4 4000.0 1108.4

Wa_rl Iprunmew (Mast Plan) hdb Mo.: 600.4 ItO 0.2 000.4 59.5 060.2 0004 90. 4100.0 4000.0 800.0
Aural Wan supply local 809.4 0.0 803.4 0068 0.0 "a's 680. 0.0 5O88 108.4 0.0 800.4
NewA'dwrtWm%rPrjd locea a1s.7 0.0 81.?7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0r Waor &Sewrage Phnsea local 0084 0.0 000.4 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
WSrSupplKyolons) local 12A 4.0 12.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

D. SEA DEFENSES 200.0 200.0 0o0 20000 20000 0.0 6000.0 3000.0 0.0 4100.0 48000 0.0

Se ufn IRP - EERCEOFP Ge 200.0 200.0 0.0 200080 2000.0 0.0 000.0 0o0oa 0.0 48008 4800c 0.0

1E URISANAHOUbINU 1784.1 1661.7 4024 26158 0,0 025,5 576.1 0.0 570.1 660.1 0.0 668.1

Urbon Rehabllflahcn othe 1461.4 1681.7 70.7 022.7 0.0 622.7 025.1 0.0 0251 520.7 0.0 026.7
Cntral HousIng local n72.1 0,0 227.1 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Youth& spOft local 06A 0.0 98.6 223.1 0.0 120.1 243.0 0.0 240.0 2509.6 0.0 2509.
Cultural Cener local 0.0 0.o 0.0 79.7 0.0 79.7 8.0 0.0 0.0 70.7 0.0 79.7

6OCUALSECTORS 17002.8 l10O4.0 882080 16196.4 11000.4 M083.0 17004.8 13000.0 4004.8 17110.4 13001.6 4808.1
m .uu m.ms .. s.mu u ms.ms u.u..... ..........u.i .. sm.....saaUa_ ,_s_ --- S------_.-_*. -------- 10

C'
A. POVERTY 0838.1 3J0060 239.0 ff00.4 25008 100.4 2400.0 2209.6 100.4 1101.2 10003 0 to0o

SIMAP Ida 066.1 0090. 239.0 200.4 2800.0 100.4 2400.0 2299.0 100.4 1101.2 1000., 200.4

S. GOUCATION 811688 8845.4 1821.1 8008.4 0500,4 2093.0 7012.0 5500.4 2111,8 9023.9 8300.4 2523.5
----------------------- …

RhabPdrnayEducallon Idb 0C97.6 O0G.00 607.0 5064,0 0600.4 169.8 7004.0 56004 1690 54924 86004 12.0
Hummi Retource Oevelopnert 1db 11004.8 323.1 le.l7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dotoprnedr o Textbookts db 88.4 224 0O.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Reource ow. CmrRn lcel 0.0 0.0 0.0 ale 0.0 506 8.0 0.0 5.6 5.0 0.0 6.6Careo le Shool d Homew Eonow a local 0.0 0 o0 0.0 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
B*AldAk Nalana Ubiwy loca 47.3 0.0 47.6 23.9 0.0 25.0 23.9 0.0 23A 28.3 0.0 200
Sohod Furnln (Eduoaton) local 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.9 0.0 31.9 24.2 0.0 34 A 0.7 0.0 06.7
Numarf, Puilhl&V&Oondy Schools local 79.7 0.0 70.7 47.8 0.0 47.5 61.6 0.0 11.6 67.4 0.0 7TA
CftNwLOW College local 8.0 0.0 5.0 12.0 0.0 12.0 12.0 0.0 1220 13.5 0.0 13.5
School BurldIng (RegWont) local 308.4 0.0 Ow8.4 35.5 0.0 6.35.5 244.2 0.0 044.2 544.2 0.0 544.2
&chool furmitue leglona) local 01. 0.A) a01. 48.0 0.0 44.6 48.2 0.0 40.2 473 0.0 47A

C. HEALTH 8a88. 885021 10061 8809.6 80008. 1890.6 6992.3 5200.0 1792.3 7868.0 5800.4 2134.0- … -…~~~~~~~~~~~~~--- -- -…----------…- …------- --

Heath emn II (GwgIon Hoepti) 1db 709.6 888.? 1408850 -5C004 5o000 500.4 5743.8 5200.0 640.8 8400.8 5500.4 900.4
Land and Water Trasport (Rewonu) localjPAP 19S.2 191.2 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.o 0.0 0.0 0.0
licupmrnt loccapAp 5.8 00.7 109 3.7 0.0 o3.7 07.0 0.0 874 89.2 0.0 80.2

4osppiN (Rgaonq local 480.2 0.0 480.2 107607 0.0 1075.7 111S.8 0.0 1115.5 1185.4 0.0 1155.4
P5926 local 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 09.8 09.6 0.0 09.e 009 0.0 00.3

1 'm.



GUYANA- PUBUC SECTOF INVESTMENT PROGRAM. InoM-96
(us I ooo)

ESTIMATED EXPENDiTURE ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE ESTIMATEDEXPENOITURE ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE
1093 1004 NS 1o96

* Told Extemd Losa Tota Eintemd Loal Tota Cnernxm Locar Tota Enermal LoOc

OTHER 0551.4 ae35.1 2715.5 6007.5 883.3 2654.2 2384.5 194.4 2690.0 2960.2 104.4 2768.7
a... 5 . 5 u.uuuuuuuumsmuuuuumuuuuuuum-------U,MUUUUUIUUUUUUmaUUUUmU------UUUSUIUUU-------U----

StdSisdBurewut undp 230.S 28.7 211.2 674.5 194.4 '50.1 074.5 194.4 150.1 374.5 194.4 160.1
GUYMIDA* uncp 21S2.5 2158. 20.9 .O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0InstUona strangndieng Idb 450.2 413.1 51.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S1N/HumS Plarsing ProeWt Idb 424.? 382.5 42.2 225.5 153.13 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Step Fund edb 295.1 227.1 3.0 0.0 C.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EquApment omd FurmIture IoaVPAP .62.2 68A0 274.1 72.5 0.0 72.5 78.7 0.o 75.7 76. 0.0 768
Genel Register Ofce locaVPAP 31.9 01.9 0.0 39.8 0.0 39.8 40.6 0.0 40.6 43.8 O.u 43.6
Contriutilons Intemdond Agenies locel 716.7 0.0 716.7 630.3 0.0 e80.0 ea.3 00.0 460.3 630.3 0.0 *30.3
Etildiigin (Vaul) local 003.6 0.0 900.6 1120.9 0.0 1129.0 116.7 0.0 1185.7 1242. 0.0 1243A
Mlnor Worus local 103.0 0.0 103.6 153.0 0.0 t53.0 1t1.0 0.0 131.0 188.0 0.0 1t8.9
Agnole (Vwlous) locel 164.9 0.0 184.9 161.0 0.0 181.0 163.2 0.0 163.3 164.0 0.0 184.9
Guyena Defense For local 07. 0.0 67.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cuyana Nalonel Serve (ONS) local 47.8 0.0 47 21 s 0.0 21 1S 23.1 0.0 23.1 23s 0.0 23*
Eqeiprne*nVTrnpotu (Paie/Wrison/Ffko) local 08.0 0.0 98.0 20.5 0.0 20,5 00.3 0.0 30.3 31.1 0.0 01.1
AcqualsonofoPropeily .loe 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0%

0%

UE
w



GUYANA -PUSUC SECTOR INW9T UENT PRRORAM. 1900-N
(US 1000)

ESTIMATED EXFENDITURE ESTMA-TED IWINOiTU IonTMTED EWPENOh1IE ESTiMTED E)flNOIfM

Tad turns Load Tee tui L4ee Tdas turns Load TOSS I@temS tee

TOTAL NEW&UNIOENTIPE0 12124.7 7eo2s scUt1 3110.0 24757. 4558.0 547221 4312.6 50.4 68371.7 800. 6872.3

ECONOMICSECTORS 681.6 80.4 191.4 1171J 1005. 108.0 8818.2 1018* 82.5 8626. 6104 857.1

A. AORIOlJLTIJRE 68St6 80.4 181.4 117tJ8 1065* 106.0 65i183 018.5 Sao.s 5025. 5100.4 652.1
AgrleuftmuHyed Lam (TOO 713 IdD 881.8 600;4 151.4 1171.8 1066* 108.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 D.0 0.0 0.0HySomS.knlmc trdatMud 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 D.0 0.0 211.1 193,.6 21.5 111.0 100.4 11.2Drunags ad kulidn WnidwMdIl ao 0.0 0.0 o.o t,o oo 0.0 aim0. 2000.0 190.2 4414* 40co00 4t4.0L a d Reform - Long Ieffras'old wildaiOd L 0.0 0. .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1099 1000* 90W0 1009.8 1000.0 3WJ

INPRThTRU 60705 42It2. 2456.1 22022.2 10298.? 8727. s 898,1 5428.4 4823.? 460.9 4802.2 8066.
.sun uu.e .. mn.uui.au sm.mu..mm.....m.i.UWWSUm_MS - ...,,.,,,..,,,........_

A. POWER 0. . * aus @o. 0.5 8498,0 DWD0. 400.0 8436*0 600 sw.c
Pow T,airnlaaln Idb o 00 0.0 0 2J.0 8202900.0 n.u 54900 1000.0 4940 846 5X0.00 498*

P. TRANSPORT 271.1 , 500.2 817.9 98001 850* 1000. t9514.6 1742ZZ1 80 27460.6 249.8 8184.5~

ReflOW. OntloeRd. Idb 88,0 298. 50 1300.0 1000.0 200.0 2400,0 2000.0 400.0 4200.5 38004 700.4 sR hUb. G/T-Soeudyw Idb 5806 209.6 eo.* 1100*0 1000.0 200.0 '2400.0 2000*0 400.0 4200.8 a500,4 7W0.4Roai-AgrlaulnHyted LOs Idb 800.0 10000 60.0 770.0 700.0 70,0 1230.0 1200O 120.0 2780.0 3100. 250.0ReflOW? MmsatRdH Idb 0,0 0.0 0.0 5,0.0 2120.0 270.0 .OIZO,O 2620* 800.0 2J0 2D 1ZO.0 210.0Road owI mid Mlroimaa 1db 583.0 820.8 88. o.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1820.0 1200,0 120.0Roubf.Soead*1-UfldM Ida 280.0 500.8 80o 1099.0 920.9 170.0 1580.5 1580.6 170.0 1800.4 1160.2 140.2Rhiab Eat EBIq4tbo Ida 429.6 404.8 24.7 1720.4 101093 100.4 2880.1 2430.8 149.6 2149* 2024.7 12S.1Road Md nhmnmu Id 600,1 840.2 80, 719.5 079.7 OOJ8 860e.2 840.2 19J 0.0 0.0 to0FleeEqlpnwra CADt Ida 0.0 0.0 o.o 600.4 40.0 10.4 . 490.6 490.0 90, 400.6 490.0 9OJTrapodt Study local oo,0 0.0 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.0U,bmn Rto2c uldofied 0no 0.0 0.0 0n0 0.0 0.0 276.0 25O.0 ZS.O 843.3 500.4 49.4Dernem rRIver NevIgSon imldritlfe 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0°0 1000.0 9000,4 vo9* 1000.0 9000.4 39.5Hirgedend Akubpe tmldeeed 0.0 a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 °°0 iooo.o 900.4 o. gown 1800* 200.0Air Na. Ads unIdentifd 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10CO.0 904 9.8 100.6 1000D 09.IlmehdulprI RehabIllImlon undentifid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1000.0 900n4 VVJ 2000.0 180.0 200.0FeederRoad. .fS,iisslton udnanfed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1000* 900.4 eeJ 2000. 1800.0 200.o
C. WATER £ ANITATION 1271.7 1120.7 141.0 64.4 M481J 808,1 530* 4e890* 733,24 8700* 800.4 400.4
T^A wa Srupp4yJ5oag Ida 887. 478.1 7e.7 1843.4 1881* 15,1 2020.5 2s00.4 59e.0 8156.4 2666* 288.9GiTWStSruppIyEmrr9rrIy Idb 88.9 476.1 58o 1200.0 10000 200.0 000.8 2500.4 500.4 641.4 521.9 119.5TechnIadCooparalon klb 68.5 90.8 6.0 0.0o . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0. 0 0,0WnrlmpwmepronjrPed 1db 111.0 110.O 1.6 0.0 0.0 ga 0.0 0.0 0. 0o0 0.0 o.0
0. SEADEFENSESJ 2ee7J8 eo2.4 1906.2 8074* 40745 2000.0 0010.4 flOA4 1O000* 11845.2 10840.2 1000*
PP-ba 61m5 0W pmdths) Wdb 422.6 432.0 0*0 2000* 2000*0 0.0 4X0,00 4000*. 0*o 7000* 7000* tonPRP-Sea Defensaes iti wal) eoC 0.0 t.o 0* 100,0 10000o 0.0 1700.0 1100* 0.0 2000* 3000* 0* iPP-SeaDSeaaa(opldwmhs*) Ida 288.8 2f70.1 ¶5.1 1140*S 1074* eos 1710* 1010.4 99.8 14258 1840.2 38* IZHF-Sea .1w.. (osmtapmIuds laS 1980.1 0.0 1980.1 1984.7 0.0 1054.7 300.4 0*0 3004 3147r 0.0 914.7X

00



ANA - PUSLISE CTORNSTMENTPROM 1A, 1M-90

,EMTlED mXPENoiTLRE EBYIMATED EPENOITURE ESTIMATED EIfNOITIME ESTIMATIED WPENOTHEF

Tate EarS LOmSd TOW mEMd Load TVS EarnS Lund TS ESem LOOM

SOCIAL MOTORs 4620.7 2760.1 loci 4016* 4166* S10.1 112$1.0 lom&s 11S1A 1101.4 io8 A 9 V*

A. POVCRTY 6027.1 2760.1 247.0 a1eJ 4i".. 519.1 5U54* 47962 564 Y66S6 635.7 278.9
SIMAP Idb 2411 22aC.1 111. 4000, 1600.M 400.0 4000. 36W.0 400.0 165.. 138.7 0.0Omb Neds* eb 608.8 494.0 111.6 016.0 796.8 113.1 1354* 1196* 1564 21709 Iona 27.0

B. EDUCAtloN 7?". 0.0 o 7Vs 0. 0.0 0.0 150OA 0 iSOA 200.0 2C0A 210 lo

ftebSb. E*Aoon F&Ies ed 796.0 0.0 7 00.0 M 0.0 0 0.0 0o 0.0 0.0 0.0Relhb. ofSchoal uwddwnPed 0.0 0.0 O 0.0 a.o 0.0 I1OO4 11004 200.0 2100.4 2100.4 200.0

C. HEALTH 79* 0.0 7610 D.0 0.0 0.0 4400.0 4000 400.0 5100. 6o0n 49.6

commtey Huth Smni lao 736.6 0.0 .6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 t °.- 0.0 0.0RehabMtdion d communhy faspltuis wsrnmsed 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 210. 2000. 200.0 000* 27004 209.6Rohhaton o oCtl Haspitel WVdnifled 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2200* 20008 200.0 2100.4 200.4 206

OTHER te1.7 169.7 123 1000.0 1000* 0.0 1000.0 1000.0 0.0 1W0. 10008 0.0
Ion . . M-mm w.mmsn amonw- NONO ..........a.............................. "..Mwe...---- ---------- --9---........................................................................ PuUIoAdmwil'dIon Pro(et Ida 0.0 0.0 0.0 1000D 1000*0 0. 10C0 1000D 0. 1000D0 1000DW 0.0Land Trwpon (Fu4PkPore kcOWAP 161.7 160.? 12* .0 0.0 o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 tLo 0'

TOTALGROSS PSIP ncIl. Trnlsss 61214.6 42167.1 1O07.0 72677.0 08.o 10170.5 90067.2 782D.m 21001* 106S6.A 6661 227q92 t
Oman ..... _ _ ...... .. _........ ..... .......... aft.mas__...... _..^. .... ... __ ....

TRANSFERB (PRIVATE BECTOFI)SM 6o".0 SWA. "04J4 6458, 430.r J147r 3816 4.7 ofto o LO oo

TOTAL NET POP 64248.0 8301A. 16744.2 6168.2 47240.8 18741.9 987.5 7l009.0 2Q6 106651.0 820"5 22745.2

* * n
*@trhnfa

Iwowe¶ Word BE* BtS Estlme.
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Table 1.1s tIARA POPULTION TRIIES, 196090

......................... ............................................

1960 1981 1982 1983 1964 1965 1986 1987 1966 1989 1990
...... ............................................................................................. ...

Total Population 736960 757173 75738 757600 757300 736900 736300 756100 755700 755300 754900
(begining of yuar)a/

Total births b/ 23000 23000 23000 22500 23000 20900 1600 18300 19568 20521 17522

Total deaths el 3S75 6000 6500 6500 9000 11500 5400 5800 5967 5605 6134

Watural population Increase 17425 17000 16500 16000 14000 9400 13200 12500 13601 14916 11388

Apparent net migration d4 '17212 '16787 -16286 -10M -14400 -9800 -13600 .12900 -14001 -15316 -11788
(Reported not mlgration) (-11000) (-10000) (811010) (0000) (-811) (4000) . .. . .

Net populaton imncrease .213 213 214 -300 -400 -400 *400 -400 -400 -400 -400

Crude birth rate (per 1000) 30.4 30.4 30.4 29.7 30.4 27.6 24.6 24.2 25.9 27.2 23.2

Crude death rLte (per 1000) 7.4 7.9 8.6 8.6 11.g 15.Z 7.1 7.7 7.9 7.4 8.1

Rate of natural IncreaseC) 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.2 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.5
................. ..................................... .,.... ......................................... ............................................................. *.. ....

a/ i4prit 7, 1970 cenus showed population of 669,848 excluding persons In institutions, and Nay 12, 1990 popumlatlon cemus showe
b/ Estimted from 1977 onwards.
c/ Estimated from 1979 onwards.
d4 Eqials net population Increase less natural population Increase

Source: Statistical Bureau.
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Table 1.2: WYNA - EIWLOVNENT IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR, 1987-92

................. ...................................... _._.....__.._,............................. ___ ... 

December March

Prel.
1967 1983 1989 1990 1991 1992

__................__..__._.____........................__.. _.____..______..................

rott apLoyant- 72,300 68.304 66,892 67,511 65,650 65,239

CentraL govelrnut 23,34 24,391 Z22,034 18,656 17,621 18,006

lest of th plic sctor 46.916 43,913 4,858 48,a55 47,829 47.233

Guyana Sntat Corporaticuw
COIySlAC group) e 13,361 11,542 10,911 9,993 9.706 7.249
Guyana Rce 'd (CII) 1860 1,460 1,299 1,050 1,189 214
Guyar aft'l. Eng'g Corp. (CEC) 1,172 1,037 976 997 904 923
Guyan Store Ltd. (LT) 1,436 1,457 1,291 1,306 1,348 1,327
Guan Electricity Corp. (CEC) 1,494 1,482 1.582 2,324 2,402 2,514
Guyan Pharmceutieal Corp. COPC 57r 532 48 446 427 312
Guyarn Trmaport Corp. CTC) 733 265 236 75 24 18
Other corporations 6,089 5.309 5,059 3,795 3,412 1,941

cuya Sugar Corp. (fSUCO) 235,926 23.133 25,502 30,963 31,056 32,167
Cuyana minfng Enterprise Ltd.

CGUININE) 5 ,69 5,780 5,051 4,507 3,635 3,803
Other independet Corpor.tian 2,001 1.371 1,287 1,282 1,309 895
FinanciaL Institutions 1.935 2,037 2,107 2,110 2.123 3,119

Cm percent of total pubLic sector enpLoyment)

Central govarmnt 35.1 35.7 32.9 27.6 27.1 27.6

Ret of pbtle sectOr 64.9 . 4.3 67.1 72.4 72.9 72.4
_ ................................... ..... ----- . . ..... -----. .. ....... ...._... ..... ..

WTAC group .5 16.9 16.3 14.8 14.8 11.1
- 33.1 33.9 38.1 45.9 47.3 49.3

SlINE 7.9 8.5 7.6 6.7 5.5 5.8
Othr 5.4 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.2 6.2

. S.. tate _ imm S
Source: noate pinn erit
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Table 1.5: Setoaml Distibuon ot Pubilc Servce Employees
Ministries and Regional Admtnidaiaons Only

Grad I1-5 8-9 10-14 15-Spec Totb

Management of Policy Maldng 15 233 57 23 356
Olfice of the President 15 233 87 23 358

Economic & Rscal Mgt/Revenue 114 679 293 e1 1147
Miristryof Finance 114 679 293 61 1147

ProductIon 1537 182 119 20 185
Ministry f Agiculture 385 73 44 16 524
Regional Administalon (Agriculture) 1109 90 40 0 1245
Ministry d Trade, Tourism & Industry 43 13 29 4 s9

Sodal Wel Being 4611 1466 708 49 6834
Ministry Health 1789 632 265 26 2712
Regional Administran (Health) 1226 553 95 0 1O84
Ministry Educaion 812 93 258 9 1170
Regional AdmWnstaon (Educaflen) 407 43 56 0 SW0
Min. of Labor. Human Sev. & Socidal Security 123 87 20 3 za9
MirlstryofPublcWorks Comnm.&Reg.Dev. 254 48 16 11 329

Law and Order 5149 356 a 64 55167
Ministry of Legad Affi 841 40 8 53 442
Miristry t Home Affi 40OS 316 90 11 5225

ExtemalAfflirs 137 112 51 22 322
MlnistyofhreignAfb 137 112 51 22 322

Regional Adminntratlon (Adminlslmo 1834 135 21 0 2050

.r40nautof Polcy Mn 6 149 61 18 3
Ofice oftie Proeuded a 149 61 15 238

Econonilc& FscalMgQRevue 73 418 183 39 715
ffsr of Fmance 73 416 188 39 715

Producton 972 74 73 17 1142
Ministy ofAgutcutue 284 40 37 14 375
Regional Administriob n (AgrIculre) 663 29 16 0 708
Miristry d Trade, Tourism & Industry 25 5 25 3 59

Sodal Wd Belng 3079 788 331 28 4225
AMinisty Helth 1210 325 107 14 1657
legional AdminidtaIon (Healti) 83 309 S7 0 1184
Ministy Educaton 491 44 135 6 S77
Regional Administraion (Educalon) 265 20 28 0 313

irL olLabor. Human Sev.&SodaalSect:iy 101 60 1 9 3 183
MinistryodPubic WorkaComnt&Reg.Dev. 174 29 4 5 212

Lawand Order 3378 2S7 a7 41 3793
MnIry of Legal Afirs 208 23 3 33 267
SNilry of Home Afta 3170 254 84 8 3528

Externad Affairs e1 2 42 22 157
AnlstryofVorelgnAffans1 62 42 22 157

Regional Admiistration (AdmInisration) 1177 75 a 0 1260
Source: Govemment of Guyan Office of dh Presiden PubNc Seice Management
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Table 1.3: Sectoral Distribuian ot Pubic Service Employes
Ministries and Regionsl Adminldradlans Only

Grades 1-5 6-9 10-14 15-Spec Total

M alement of Policy Makirg 7 54 26 5 n22
Oice ofthe President 7 84 26 5 122

Economic & Fiscal MgtRevenue 41 261 105 22 429
Minlstyofmanrce 41 261 105 22 429

Producdon 565 108 40 3 716
MiristofAgrlculbure 101 39 7 2 149
Regional Administaldon (Agriculture) 446 61 30 0 537

inistry ofTramdeTourism& Industry IB5 3 1 30

Social Well Being 1532 678 377 21 2608
Minhisty HmeaN 579 306 158 12 1055
Regional Administaion (Health) 3a8 .254 58 0 700
Mistry Educalon 321 49 120 3 493
Reginal Admitration (Educaton) 142 23 28 0 193
Mi. d Labor, Human Serv. & Social Security 22 - 27 1 0 50
MirnistrydPubic Works,Comm.&Reg.Dev. 80 19 12 6 117

Law adOrder 1771 6 9 11 29 1674
Minstry o iLegal Affaks 133 17 5 20 175
MinistryolHoneAfAalrm 1638 52 6 3 1699

Etdemal Affais 106 50 9 0 165
Miinistryo Foreign Affai 106 50 9 0 165

RegionalAdminisntaon (AdmiidIalon) 657 120 13 0 790

Managuanw of Polcy lakIg 47 36 30 22 34
Orgce rithe Presidert 47 36 30 22 34

Ernomnc & Fiscal MgURmenus . 36 B8 so 36 37
Mnlstry aFinance So 30 s 36 S7

Produclion 37 59 34 15 39
MIltryofAgricurture 26 49 11 13 28
Regianal Administration (Agdculture) 40 66 65 0 43
Ministry dirade, Touism & Industry 42 62 10 25 34

Sodal We Being 33 46 53 43 38
luiiy Healfh 32 48 60 46 39
Regional Administrain (Health) 32 45 61 0 J7

iRsuy EdUCtwion 40 53 47 3S 42
Regional Administration (Education) .5 53 so 0 38
Mn. of Labor, Human Set. & Socia Securiy 18 31 5 0 21
MinistyofPubicWorks,Canm. &Reg.Dev. 31 40 75 55 36

Laruad Order 34 19 11 36 
Ministry of LegalAf9irs 3 43 63 38- 40
MisryofHomeMAfaIs 34 16 7 27 33

External Alhis 77 45 18 0 51
MnatryofForeignAftrs 77 45 1a 0 51

Reglonai AdministatIonLAdmrnlstralon) 36 62 62 0 39
Source: Government of Guyana, O15e ofthe PreskIent Public Service Management
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Table 1.4: S}we of Benefits and Allowances in Total Employment Costs
((3$ Iousands)

Budget 1992 FPvised 1991

Benefits/ Total j eenernw Total t,r-ei
Aflowances FJnplklm.Costs Prt L Allowances Emplo-n.Costs i 4Cg

Ofliceof the President 21,144 83.182 -25 12,364 31 114 .stLh>4o}
Guyana Defnce Fo 51.756 263,964 366533 101 694 41
Guyana Naional Service 10,500 59,947 187,896 25,766
PublicSfvice Listy 0 o 0, 195 1,651
Oflice of Pime Minister 0 0 ; O,j 319 2272
Parlr.ment Office 156 11.540,,r, 93 L5D

OfflceofAAtditorGeneral 1.289 21,134 s± ,,r 1,98 11.741U a16
Office f Ombudsrman 4 in"": <2j 2 92
Pubrlic & Police Service Comnissions 396 2,752: "AI t,Ž)14 272- 1 25
Teaching Se-vice Commission 24 1,408 *jriw .. 2 16 57 91W3
Piblic Prosecuions 444 3.313 =' t- .13. 408 1,558,-t
Publc Serice Appelate Trbunal 4 336 -' ii 3 173 X.
ElectiCommission 72 1.070 r V.7 4 245
PtbicUirfUiesCoisnssion 120 3D1744.:4i 86 342 1*i*
MftyofLegalAzraks- Head OIce 252 18688 83 286
Suprere Cou of ficatre 900 8.036 w rfrit;;1 II 657 3790
Magistrates 2,004 6:.0 t I',330 4 j9M s
Atorney General 732 7.617cij44.1qi 695 Z761tBjj5
Offial Recei er6 11652 128 69
Deeds Registy 204 Z316 134 1.056

Miiy of Foreign Alahm 390,103 585.726 167 162 518,042 i >23
MiityO oHome Alhs - Head Offce 420 4.865 275 19DV

Police 172,440 406,.726 104,284 17,140
Ptisons 9A840 30.166,$ 5,952 13,2W
Poie Complints Authority 36 657 13 203
Fre Frotktion Services 7.740 20.636 i * 6.117 10,684
National Pegisration Cenre 12 2078 2 910
Generl Register Office 120 2.18 0S 84 41,044 2 9 "'

Minis dof Agriculuze-Head Offlce 396 6,426 W r6:3 371 3104 2
Cops and Uvestock Divson 18a0 14.405 ij 1,323 6,016 ;
Lands and Sureys Division 1.044 8.407C 1 716 4,640 S
Hydrauics DiVn 456 6,009 rL 8j 154 974 .A

FErWies Divisi4on 168 1.770 9. 90 a32
Nrmiiy of Halt - HeadOffiCe 3096 17 ,778 2 572 5154
Nall Hospitals 44.688 114,815 391 22,21 53,073
Oth Health Progranines 11,220 37.544 ;Tsry0 Z554 17,151

Mirisiry of EducatorjCuturw Devo 2580 30.618 ajL 1,576 13.665
NUseY SChools 372 19,876 20 6,721 *

Prinary Schoob 192 -Z422 153 19,694
Secondary/MultbaAxComm. High 1,152 60.104 250 22,948
TechnicalandVocabonuiSclvols 300 17,163 20 6.479
Prctcal Instuction Cenres 0 3.999 a 0 t,11B2
Teacher Training ks ions 288 1Z436; 137 4.268
FPesource Centre 566 3.317 we-, 3j 538 2,540

MrL Labotrflzwnan ServJSocial Scty. Z736 17,027 tz-Ž ti 1,474 6,654 iT 22
Ministy of Fance 2352 85.900 ,33 1,921 753429
Accountant Geeral Deparrwent 2.076 47.712 llS"t-4 971 2Z,045
Custorms and Exciws Departmen 8.438 39.528 5 'f1 3,251 20,682 : ie

nlan Rue Departrnent 994 31,036 gt41JS3 993 15.951
Mit, ofTrade, Toism & Industry 1.752 10,072 1,194 3,257
Ministry of Pltic Uilites a/ na. na.; 54 341 1&.
Min. of Public Works/Comrn/fleg.Dev. 1,152 16.550 1,630 10,226
PlantMainterancdHireDivision 0 0 0:i'0 0 0
Civil Aviation Department 2.400 15,951 ,ZT 1 i 2,978 10,905
Miisry ofHousing 0 0 .' 't.'.i 0 0
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Tabb 1.4: Slwe of Benlis and Aiowmnces In Tolal Employment Costs
(GS thusnds)

Budget1992 Rvised 1991

ineW ToWa WWWj![tfl ENeRWis Total 
Alowances EmplaœruC O P1 AlFwnces FnploymnCoss por

Region 1 - Admni*ration 612 a,423 503 5,01
Region - Agriculbe U 125D 57 547
Region I - Edueton 1,012D 12.003 M 18. 834.
Pegion I - Health 216 5.495 . 335 2,239
Region 2 - Adminstaion 1,140 13.539 353 6,627
Region 2-Agricuilre S40 4,7 53 328 2.018
Pegion 2- Educdion 1980 43,7693 .8 16,104
Region 2-Health 4320 201847 995 85649
Region 3- Admnskafim 304 12.22 295 4,46937
RKgion3 - Agriculkue 516 S240 418 3 
Regions - Educaon 1,512 73,141 575
Regionm - Heam 4,842 27127 3,354 12.749
Region 4 - Admiriskaion 1.2s0 15,052 833 6,007
Region 4 - Agrtul 0,13t1.1 817 6,018.
LEdgio Eano I " 98,9346- E dt1o8 33,

Pegion 4- Heaffl 2Z48D 27,4152 1,674 3.089
Region 5 - Adminisation 44 8,0 35i
Region 5- Agriculbe 240 1,91 22 6D 79a
Region 5- Educaton 58 40,3SI i 11,10n
Region 5- Health 2,685 157424 2B9 5,604
Riion 6- Admrds 816 91539 733 682

Region 6- Agridu 72 12 ,257 769 4,164
Region 6 - Educa6on 252 101,073 1 232 431853_
Peaion 6 - Health 2274 52742 9845U 31,0
Region 7 - Admisftfion 718 4695 022 Z3 
Region 7- Agrculue 36 11019 2 461
Region 9- Educaton 146 10,698 769 4X54.03
Pegion 7-H 672 710,9 212 25.643
Pegion 10- Ad uiraton 106 1,960 il 1,124
Region 81- Agrdulte 192 2291 11 92
Region 8 - Education 415 8918 3 12,623
Pegin- a-HealF 394 1,5 92 56 521
Region 9 - Admraion ISO k,493 187 1,733 w !
Region 9 -Agkbe 156 1,6 Z7 112 731 %
Region 9 - Educaton 1.410 1Z2524 ,; 1.055 5,a30 
Rsegion 9 - Heaff 1,221 S~64S31 316 1,8601
llegion 10 -Anilwion 192 3,$!B25 147 1,27S3i
Phgiond10-s eua Dfne c y19B 1 474a 140 5ei rEs
RegionID0- Edumfion 2n160 31&627 apal e ao692nof
Region 10 - Heafl 1,301 5$456 S I821 2,126 

ToWa 823t;60 2,944,272 387.190 Z27,625

AI Totiseaketa 696, 351 1,a34,468 307,436 1,783,627
Regior ftationsalt 62,510 750.9440 9222 287,606 0
ConrlflnlAg is Tobl 2,38 31,77 !5 ,698 16.319
Odw bf 62.376 ,U085 . 44,515 127,82M

al LMity aboCshed. 
bl IrdcudeDs the CwaDeferce hbree,fihe GuyNam a1u Svce, and ew Pubric UbTifes Comaiao.

SOtUCe: Cwrent &Capbl Phl R reand Expen" re t mne, Gvenm ntyof FinancGvrnnmo



Table 1.5: GUYANA * WORK STOPPAtEs IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR, 1980-91

.. ............ ............................ *^.... _. ... .. .___......... Z_.__................... .*.... -. _........... ..........................................

Prel.
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 190 1991

F.. .. . .............. .. ...... . .. .. . ........ . .......... -. ,....... .. . .. . .................. .. F. ,....... .,,,,......... . ........ .. .. w. ..... . ... .. .. . . ............ .. ...........Z. ... .

Humber of Strikes 333 621 653 731 493 718 453 497 349 138 329 307
.. f.. ... ...... .. .

Sugar Industry 276 S56 639 704 480 712 447 489 345 134 315 257
Other 57 36 14 27 13 6 6 8 4 4 14 50

Workers Involved 40,652 87,697 81,564 103,519 60,300 93,718 47,550 57,757 39,358 113,320 61,474

Sugar Imiastry 35,4T3 84,100 8o,373 94 318 58,779 93,304 46,957 57,052 38,856 107,875 60,905
Other 5,177 3,597 1,191 8,701 1,521 414 593 705 502 5,445 569

Nan-day. Lost 67,620 125,582 140,744 290.296 152,000 208,858 138,364 131,49 232,595 666,356 244,498
...w ............... ........... ...... ......... ... .0 . . .. .... ...... ........... .. .... ...... ......... ..... ...... *-Z.@ ...... ......... ......

sugar Industry 60,593 110,418 127,987 164,309 144,157 208,443 135,109 128,986 231,089 594,339 229,291 110,871
Other 7,027 15,4M 12,757 125,987 7,843 445 3,255 2,463 1,506 92,017 15,207

Wages Lost GC millIon) 1.20 2.60 3.30 5.10 3.40 4.36 3.40 '.50 8.50 35.90 s.o
... ~~... ....... ---- , --- ._..,...., ...... ..... ..... ...... ,.... ..... .. ... .... . ...... ..... .... ..... 

Sugar I 4uI try 1.10 2.30 3.10 3.00 3.30 4.35 2.90 .5. 1.10 29.30 16.90 21.51
Other 0.10 0.30 0.20 2.10 0.10 O.O1 0.50 0.70 0.40 6.60 ..

.........................................................................................................................................

Source a Ninistry of Labor; State Plannlin Secreturlat; and GUYWSO.
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Table 2.1: CUYAN - SECTOR ORIGIN OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRWUCT AT CURRENT FACTOR COST, 1987-91
(CS miLlion)

1987 1988 1989 990 1991

4rlec., Forestry & Fishing 899 942 2,164 2,901 6,724
_ _._..................... ____.... _ ..... ..... ---- ---

Sugar 540 400 1,203 1,503 4,452
Rice 51 SB 166 148 360
Other crops 120 187 295 537 802
Livestock 60 95 140 150 195
Forestry 69 122 196 342 572
Fishing 59 80 164 221 343

Mining and Qarrying 344 363 1,094 1,729 4,500

Bauxite & Alumina a/ 293 303 997 1,00B 2,997
Other 51 60 97 721 1,503

Manufacturing & Processing 41B 463 1,224 1,207 2,683

Sugar miling 189 127 331 422 1,415
Rice milling 17 23 69 62 104
Other b/ cl 212 313 824 723 1,164

Construction 142 248 449 687 1,311

Services 1,199 1,609 2,365 3,995 7,278

Distribution dU 169 292 434 803 1,577
Transport & cmumicnations eJ 192 301 490 766 1,435
Rent of daellngs 40 66 99 175 327
Fiarncfat services 136 186 257 445 842
GaverNMt 543 638 881 1,533 2,562
Other 119 126 204 273 535

TotaL DP at Factor Cost 3,002 3,625 7,296 10,519 22,496

ad For 19B9, includes Ge849 miLlian of devluation losses of GUTlINE.
b/ Includes electricity, gas awd water.
cI For 1989, includes GS250 mitlion and CS 12 milLion of dmvlution losses of GEC wad GPC,

respectively.
dr For 19Pf, includes GSI0 million of devaluation ltoss of GMTC.
ef For 1989, includes CS84 miLlion of devaluation losses of GTC.

Source: Statistical Bureau of Guyan.
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Table 2.2: GUYAJA-SECTORAL ORIGIN OF GROSS DOIESTIC PRODUCT-CONSTANT FACTOR COST, 1987-91
------- Ct1988 GS million)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Agric., Forestry & Fishing 1,023 942 926 801 889

Sugar 478 400 409 326 378
Rice 60 58 62 41 67
Other crops 183 187 187 196 200
Liwvstock 95 95 94 65 57
Forestry 88 80 71 70 73
Fishing 119 122 103 103 115

Hining and Quarrying 370 363 322 386 453
__- -- ____-------_------._ ......... ........ _.__ 

Bauxite 316 303 260 257 266
Other 54 60 62 129 187

manufacturing & Processing 478 463 423 371 410

Sugar mitling 159 127 125 98 129
Rice milting 23 23 20 17 20
Other ad 296 313 278 256 261

Construction 245 248 235 240 243

Services 1,579 1,609 1,600 1,620 1,611

Oistributic- 275 292 280 287 301
Transport & coumicationc 289 301 298 303 302
Rent of dwellings 65 66 65 66 68
Financial services 184 186 193 197 196
Governuent 6.4 638 637 637 609
Other 122 126 127 130 135

Total GDP at factor Cost 3,695 3,625 3,506 3,418 3,606
_- ___ __ ------ __ ------

--------------------------------------------- ____-_.__._..-.---____ -_ _-
a/ Includes electricity, gas and water.

Source: Statistical Bureez of Guyna.
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TabLe 2.3: GUYANA - IMPLICIT DEFLATORS, 1987-91
- ------- (1985 X 100)

...._....___,.,________........................................ ... ... _._........_...._._.__. ................... _._.

1987 1988 1989 1990 1W1

Agric., Forestry * Fishing 87.9 100.0 233.7 362.2 756.4

Mining and uarrying 93.0 100.0 339.8 447.9 993.8

Menufacturing & Procmscng 87.4 100.0 289.4 325.3 654.5

Construction 58.0 100.0 191.1 286.3 538.8

serices 75.9 100.0 147.8 246.6 451.7

Total GMP at Factor Cost 81.2 100.0 208.1 307.8 623.8
Source____: __ Tables _2.1 a_d 2.2. _ ------

Scurce: TrbLes 2.1 cnd 2.2.
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TabLe 2.4: GUYANA - EXPENDITURES ON GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT CURRENT PRICES, 1987-91
(as miLLion)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Total Constptlon 2,783 3,488 6,023 9,330 20,149
.__........ __._....... ______...... ...... ...... _ _..._.._---

Pubtlc 952 1,163 1,742 2,301 4,641
Private 1,831 2,325 4,281 7,029 15,508

Cross Domstic Ivestment 1,081 875 2,297 4,877 10,983
_.___- -- - -- - -- - ...... . -- -- ...... ..... _. .... __._ __.___,_.___,

Fixed Capftal Formtion 966 76 1,949 4,341 6,289
Pbitle 495 406 846 2,081 2,239
Private 471 340 1,103 2,260 4,050

Change In inventories 115 129 348 536 4,694

Cross Domestic Expenditure 3,U64 4,363 8,320 14,207 31,132

Resource Balance C389) (t78)' C73V)- (2,472) C4,749)

Export. of goads-& NFS 2,765 2,633 . 6,855 9,805 32,302
Imports of goods & IFS 3,154 2,811 7,594 12,277 37,051

CDP at eurrent .p. 3,475 4,185 7,581 11,735 26,383
_._ ..... , , .... . ------- -- - - --- -- ------ .. _.....__._____

Net factor incme from abroad C1091) (1,135) (4,287) (6,246) (16,738)

CUP at current m.p. 2,384 3,050 3,294 5,489 9,645

Gross Domestic Savings 692 697 1,558 2,405 6,234

Net transfers from abroad 109 128 462 585 1,659

Cross NatfonaL Savinrs af C290) (310) (2,267) (3,256) C8,845)

af Domestic savings plu net factor income pLts net current transfers.

Source: statistical Bureau of Guyara.
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TabLe 3.1: GUJYAJ/ - BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1987-91
--------- CUSS milLion)

___~....................................................................................... ................... ......__.............

1987 198 1989 1990 1991

_ .___.~......................_._._.........._. ............... ................................. _ ..__......_...

Export of Goods IIFS 283 264 252 251 292
. ....... .... ,, _ .........

N1rrchandlae Exports 241 215 205 204 239
Sugar 90 75 83 75 82
Bauxite 86 80 73 75 79
Rice 16 15 12 14 17
Other 45 45 37 40 60

Nonfactor Services 43 49 47 47 53

Imports of Goods & IFS 304 264 255 289 295
__.._..____ .............................. ..... ....... .. .... .. .................... ... 

Nmrchdudie imowrts, c.i.f. 262 216 212 250 245
Monfactor Services 42 48 43 39 50

Resource BaLtnce -21 -0 -3 -37 -4
_______ ___________ .. _

Not Factor Incoe -109 -113 -130 -139 -137
Net Current Transfers (Private) 11 13 14 13 14

Current Accouat Balance -119 -101 -119 -163 -127

Officiml Transfer. 10 7 7 15 8
Nudfu. and Long-Tern Debt -23 -28 237 522 86

Cross Disbursaments 39 29 68 225 79
ArtIzation 134 130 175 121 43
teschedutlng 72 73 344 419 50

Other Capital Cnet) . -1 5 -7 9 73

Capital Accowt Oalance -14 -16 237 547 167
_..___ ....................... __._ .... .. . ...... ----- _ _

Errors nd onhsioa -4 11 1 1 1

OveraL BaLence -137 -106 119 385 41

Financing 137 106 -119 -335 -41
. ............. . .... .... --- - .

BOG Not Foreign Asset CincL INF) 77 32 29 -18 -41
Private Sector Com.ercial Arrears 4 4 10 -101 0
Mon-Finnciat Putlic Sector Arrears 56 70 -15T -265 -0

al ResidLul: Include direct Investment, private capital. short-term capital, SDR
allocation, debt reduction/deferment and other. deferment and other

Source: Statistical Bureau of Guyana, Hak of Guyan and IMF.



Table 3.2Z CUYAMA - VALUtE AND VOLtM OF NERCHANDISE EXPORTS (FOB), 1977-91........ q(US$ mitilmn)
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........... ..................... b,,........ ............... ,,.,....,....................................................

1977 1978 1979 198O 1981 1982 1983 19B4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1919 1990 1991
....................................................................................................................................................................

Totat Exportu 259.3 2955 292.5 389.1 322.8 251.5 193.3 200.3 Z19.4 228.2 240.5 214.6 204.7 203.9 238.6. .. ...... ... I .. ...... ...... ....... … ...... ...... ------ ------ .. .. ...... ...... ...... ......Re-Exports 3.6 5.5 3.6 6.2 6.9 8.8 6.7 4.8 &6. 5.6 8.3 5.7 4.6 4.1 5.2
Domestic Exports 255.6 290.0 288.9 382.9 315.9 242.7 186.7 195.5 212.8 222.7 232,2 208.9 200.1 199.4 233.4........... .......... ... ...... ........ ...... ...... ........ ...... ......... ...... ... .,.... ......... .......... ...... ......... ...... ......... ........ ........ ......Suar 72.8 92.0 90.4 120.6 102.0 B7.9 71.5 65.4 68.0 85.8 90.4 74.8 83.4 74.9 82.2Rice 26.2 37.6 31.7 34.3 36.7 20.2 21.6 19.7 13.6 13.8 16.1 15.4 12.0 13.6 17.1Calcined bauxite 82.9 79.1 85.6 119.8 86.5 68.6 47.4 65.3 75.0 63.0 66.7 57.9 49.1 47.6 52.9Dried bauxite A alunlna
cement 16.2 19.0 21.5 24.5 26.0 23.8 23.2 19.3 26.6 22.3 19.4 21.6 23.4 27.4 26.2Gold 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 1.7 4.0 4.1 5.8 9.4 8 5.7 13.2 19.4Other Manufactured 10.8 11.4 13.4 15.2 14.3 16.2 6.6 10.4 8.8 10.4 6 11.8 7.5 5.1 7other 46.4 50.8 46.2 68.5 50.5 24.7 14.6 11.4 16.6 21.6 24.2 19.4 19.0 17.6 28.6

AS PERCENT CF DowESrIC EXPORTS
.................. ......................... S..... 

Bauxite 38.8 33.8 37.1 37.7 35.6 38.1 37.8 43.2 47.7 38.3 37.1 38.1 36.2 37.6 33.9Sugar 28.5 31.7 31.3 31.5 32.3 36.2 38.3 33.5 32.0 38.5 3809 35.8 41.7 37.6 35.2 ARIcO 10.2 13.0 11.0 9.0 11.6 8.3 11.6 10.1 6.4 6.2 6.9 7.4 6.0 6.8 7.3GoLd 0.1 0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.9 2.0 1.9 2.6 4.0 3.8 2.8 6.6 8.3other manufactures 4.2 3.9 4.6 4.0 4.5 6.7 3.6 5.3 4.1 4.7 2.6 5.6 3.7 2.6 3.0other 18.1 17.5 16.0 17.9 16.0 10.2 7.8 5.9 7.8 9.7 10.4 9.3 9.5 a.8 12.3
....................................................................................................................................................................
Source: Statistical Bureau.
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Tabte 3.3: WAffA - NERcuANisE DUCRTS (CIF) DY END-US CAJTEGORY, 1987-91
----- CUSS million)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Constuer Goods 26.2 21.6 21.3 25.1 26.5

Fulstt and Lubricants la.9 73.8 70.3 87.2 77.8

Other Inte-medioat gloods 101.2 74.9 42.9 39.9 19.5

Capital Goods 55.0 43.1 75.7 94.3 121.3

NhsatulwioiaL 2.6 2.2 2.2 3.1 -0.1

Total Nerchwmdise Imports 261.9 215.6 212.4 249.6 245.0

Sarce: Statist5cat Bureau.
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TabLe 3.4: JYANA - VALUE, VOME AND UNIT VALUE OF PRINCIPAL FUEL IMPORTS, 1987-9t

(Yalue in mitlions of US dollars; vlckse In millions of Imperial
galLona and unit value in US doLlars per imperial galLon) a/

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Total value of fuel
___ ___ ___ _______

Imports Ceif) 76.9 73.8 70.3 87.2 77.8

Gaoline

Value 10.0 10.6 11.8 14.0 12.1
Volue 14.1 14.2 16.3 15.5 13.7
Unit value 0.71 0.75 0.72 0.90 O.88
Kerosene

VaLue 5.2 5.3 5.8 7.3 5.9
Volume 7.2 7.7 7.4 7.2 6.7
Unit value 0.72 0.69 0.78 1.01 0.88

Gas oil/dieset oil
=_ ___.___ _______

Value 18.6 19.0 18.7 27.9 24.3
V'olum - . 26.2 30.3 25.4 30.3 29.0
Unit value 0.71 0.63 0.74 0.92 0.84

Butane and prop

VaLue 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.1 1.4
Volue bi 10L9 . .. 10.0 7.1
Unit value 0.17 .. .. 0.21 0.20

Aviation fuel

Value 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.4
Volue 0.5 0.6 0.5 0o3 0.3
Unit value 1.20 1.33 1.20 1.33 1.33

Bluner "C

Value 34.2 22.9 1B.6 24.6 21.0
Volue 51.6 54.0 37.3 42.2 43.0
Unit value 0.66 0.42 0.50 0.58 0.49

Other

Value Ce 6.4 13.0 12.9 10.9 12.7

a/ One barrel of petroleum is equal to 34.973 imperial galtons.
b/ In millions of pnds.
c/ IncLues lubricating grease and oiLs, and wbite spirit.

Source: Guyan National Energy Authority and IMF.
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Table 3.5: GUYANA - DIRECTIOI OF FOREIGN TRADE, 1987-90
--- t--- CUSS miLLion)

._. _____.__.__................................................. _._..__._._......... __....__..._ 

1987 1988 1989 1990

Totsl Exports (F.O.B.) a/ 240.5 214.6 204.7 203.9

united States 54.4 48.5 51.0 41.6
Canada 22.8 12.0 14.1 16.1
Japan 7.2 6.0 11.7 12.6

EC CGntries 121.9 107.3 93.1 97.5
United Kingdom 82.0 66.1 57.3 65.5
Gernmay 12.0 11.2 16.2 12.4
Other 27.9 30.0 19.7 19.4

CAItION 11.8 15.2 15.4 13.9
Trfnidad and Tobago 2.2 3.6 7.8 8.8
Jamaica 4.6 5.6 3.3 0.4
BerbadOs 1.9 2.4 2.7 2.9
Other 3.1 3.6 1.6 1.8

OS Gantries 2.4 3.2 5.7 5.7

Rest of the MorLd 20.0 22.3 13.7 16.5

(percent of total exports)

Total Exports (F.O.B.) r/ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

United States 22.6 22.6 24.9 20.4
Cada 9.5 5.6 6.9 7.9
Japn 3.0 2.8 5.7 6.2

EC countries 50.7 50.0 45.5 47.8
United Kingdo 34.1 30.8 25.0 32.1
Gunny 5.0 5.2 7.9 6.1
Other 11.6 14.0 9.6 9.5

CARIC 4.9 7.1 7.5 6.8
Trfnidad and Tobago 0.9 1.7 3.8 4.3
Jaiea 1.9 2.6 1.6 0.2
Barbados 0.8 1.1 1.3 1.4
Other 1.3 1.7 0.8 0.9

GECouGntries 1.0 1.5 2.8 2.8

Rest of the World 8.3 10.4 6.7 8.1

af Inicudes re-exports.

Source: IIF, Direction of Trad.
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TabLe 3.5: GUYANA - DIRECTION OF FOREIGN TRADE, 1987-90 Ccon't)
--------- (USS milLion)

1987 1988 1989 1990

_ _...... . _. _.... .... _.... ...... _.... _ . . .. . .. ............__ .

TotaL lrports, C.I.F. 261.9 215.6 212.4 249.6

United States 80.7 71.6 85.2 87.1
Canda 5.8 5.0 4.2 10.7
Japan 12.3 11.6 10.6 14.7
Venezuela .. .. O.B 1.0

EC Countries 55.8 35.6 40.8 65.9
United Kingdom 34.0 20.1 23.8 31.2
Germwrn 7.3 5.4 4.2 6.2
Other 14.4 10.1 12.7 28.2

CARICON 21.2 21.8 35.9 38.9
Trinidad ard Tobago 34.0 20.1 23.8 31.2
Jamaica 7.3 5.4 4.2 6.2
Barbados 14.4 10.1 12.7 28.2
Other 4.7 4.3 1.7 1.7

CNEA Cotatries 3.1 2.8 7.6 9.2

Rest of the aorLd 83.0 67.3 27.2 22.0

(percent of total inports, c.i.f.)

Tatal Imports, C.I.F. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

United States 30.8 33.2 40.1 34.9
Corada 2.2 2.3 2 4.3
Japm 4.7 5.4 5 5.9
VenezueLa .. .. 0.4 0.4

EC Countries 21.3 16.5 19.2 26.4
tnited Kingdom 13 9.3 11.2 12.5
Gernr 2.8 2.5 2 2.5
Oti' 5.5 4.7 6 11.3

CARICON 8.1 10.1 16.9 15.6
Trfnidad and Tobago 13 9.3 11.2 12.5
Jmuica 2.8 2.5 2 2.5
BDrbadoa 5.5 4.7 6 11.3
Other 1.8 2 0.8 0.7

CENA Counries 1.2 1.3 3.6 3.7

Rest of the Uornd 31.7 31.2 12.8 8.8

Scaurce: INF, Direction of Trade.
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Table 4.1: GUYAMA - EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEUT, 1987491
.......- (USS mtllion)

... ... .... .. ......... ... .... __..... ........ ................. .... .... .___....... .......... ______

Prot.
19i7 I? 1989 i 1991 19

Total Pubtie Sector Debt 1,722 1,760 1,851 1,94O 1.853
_.___. .. ._ _ _ ............ ---- ---- ---- ---- ------

PubLic and pubiclr-guarantsed debt 1009 10W7 1099 1193 1060
of whicb: Multilateral agencie 375 374 396 429 491

Bait of uyna debt 637 660 704 702 753
of which: INF 124 122 128 112 146

n-guerantd pel ic debt 18 22 26 45 40
PubLic sector cemueial arrears 58 61 22 .

Pubtic Debt ServIce

Schedued Debt Service Payment. 215 215 269 222 141
Principal CFROI BOP) 134 130 175 121 43
Interet 81 85 94 101 98

Actual debt service payments 32 41 44 58 96
Principal a/ 1.1 21 23 32 50
Interest 21 20 *21 26 46

Rescheduled Debt .. .. 754 997 1082

(percent of exports of goods ad nm-factor services)

Total external pbtitc debt 607.8 667.4 735.4 M.3 635.5
Schedled debt service pymnts 75.9 81.4 106.8 88.5 48.4
ActuaL debt serve paymnts 11.3 15.5 17.5 23.1 32.9

ml Include US11Z 51 mLlion of repayat of loan obtained in 1990 for clearnce
of erase. '

source: IOD Debt Reporting Sytem, Ministry of Finance ed ln of Guna.
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TabLe 4.2: WrJANA - SELECTED SEDIWI-TERM EXTERNAL DEST INDICATORS, 19B7-91

1987 1968 1989 1990 1991

IN PERCENTAGE

DCODXGNFS 607.8 WA7.4 735.4 772.3 635.5
DCOD/GDP 495.5 420.5 805.7 743.9 856.9

Actual

TDS/XGNFS 11.3 15.5 17.5 23.1 32.9
TDS/GDP 9.2 9.8 19.2 22.2 44.4
INTXCGNFS 7.4 7.6 8.3 10.4 15.8
IT/fGDP 6.0 4.8 9.1 10.0 21.3

Scheduled

TDS/XGNFS 75.9 81.4 106.8 88.5 4B.4
TDS/GDP 61.8 51.3 117.1 85.2 65.2
INT/XGNFS 28.6 32.2 37.3 40.2 33.6
INTtCDP 23.3 20.3 40.9 38.7 45.3

IN LOSS MILLION

DOD 1722.0 1760.0 1851.0 1940.0 1853.0
cGP 347.5 418.5 229.7 260.3 216.3
)CNFS 283.3 263.7 251.7 251.2 291.6
MUFS 304.2 264.0 255.1 288.5 295.3
TDS(scheukiLed) 214.9 214.6 268.9 222.3 141.0
IfT(scheduled) 81.0 85.0 94.0 101.0 98.0
PRI(wJscuLed) 133.9 129.6 174.9 121.3 43.0
TDSCactual) 32.0 41.0 44.0 58.0 96.0
INT(actusl) 21.0 20.0 21.0 26.0 46.0
PRICactuatl) 11.D 21.0 23.0 32.0 50.0

NM item:

Average Exchange Rate
(GS/USS) 10.0 10.0 33.0 45.0 122.0

Mote:

lD a Disbursed and outstanding Debt (end-year).
tDS a PtbLic Debt service Payments Cinterest and asurtization).
INT a Public Debt Interest Payments.
CDP * Cron Domstic Product.
XCNFS * Exports of Goods and Eon-fator Servfces.

Source: TabLe 3.1 and 4.1.
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Table 5.1: GUYANA - PUtLIC SECTOR OPERATIONS, 1987-91
----- (CS Million)

Pret.
1997 1988 1989 1990 1991

Current Account Balance -294.5 -654.5 -1943.8 -3353.5 -5481.2
________-- -- -- -- ----- ----- -- -- ._ . . . ....... ------ _ .... ____

Central Covenumot at -125553 -1129.5 -2791.5 -4069.5 -6305.2
Revenue 1138.8 1660.7 2935.0 4779.9 10595.7
Expenditure 2394.3 2790.2 57246. 8849.4 16900.9

Rest of public sector bI 953.0 462.0 1518.0 289.0 -25.0
Consolidated current transfers 8.0 13.0 -670.0 427.0 849.0

Capital revenue (net of transfers) 0.8 1.7 36.3 292.4 2082.0
Grants 101.4 59.2 215.8 551.0 1055.0
Capital Expenditure 977.0 760.0 1942.0 4300.0 6310.0

Overatl Boeance -1169.3 -1353.6 -3633.7 -6810.1 -8654.2
______._---- _.__ ....... ----- _......... -- -- ------ _._ . __

Financing 1169.3 1353.6 3633.7 6810.1 8654.2

Met Externat Borrowing 1246.9 680.0 3023.0 5361.2 14052.4
Met FLows -884.8 -1112.0 -127.4 7323.2 710B.0
Rescheduling 702.4 731.0 438.9 8035.2 6757.9
Change in Arrears 1429.3 1061.0 2662.0 -10102.5 332.6
Short-term 0.0 0.0 49.5 105.3 -146.1

Change in Commercial Arrears .. .. .. 518.7 -207.4
Change in BOG reserves C-increase) -2.9 47.0 -320.9 -537.0 -12142.6
Domestic Finanring -74.7 626.6 931.6 1467.2 6951.8

(percent of GOP)

Current Accounit Balance -8.5 -15.6 -25.6 -26.6 -20.8

Central Government a/ -36.1 -27.0 -36.8 -34.7 -23.9
Revenue 32.8 39.7 38.7 40.7 40.2
Expenditure 68.9 66.7 75.5 75.4 64.1

Rest of public sector hi 27.4 11.0 20.0 2.5 -0.1
Consolidated current transfers 0.2 0.3 -8.8 3.6 3.2

Capital revenue (net of transfers) 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 7.9
Grants 2.9 1.4 2.8 4.7 4.0
Capittl Expenditure 28.1 18.2 25.6 36.6 23.9

Overalt Balance -33.6 -32.3 -47.9 -58.0 -32.8

Financing 33.6 32.3 47.9 58.0 32.8

Met External Borrowing 35.9 16.2 39.9 45.7 53.3
Met FloWS -25.5 -26.6 -1.7 62.4 26.9
RescheduLing 20.2 17.5 5.8 68.5 25.6
Change in Arrears 41.1 25.4 35.1 -86.1 1.3
Short-tenm 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.9 -0.6

Change in Commercial Arrears 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 -0.8
Change in BOG reserves (-increase) -0.1 1.1 -4.2 -4.6 -46.0
Domestic Financing -2.1 15.0 12.3 12.5 26.3

at Includes transactions with public enterprises.
4i Includes Bank of Guyana.

Source: Ministry of Ftrnince and IMF.
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Table 5.2: CUYANA - SUMMARY Of CENTRAL GOVERUEENT OPERATIONS, 1987-91
--------- (GS MiLtion)

PreL.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Total Revenum and Grants 1241.0 1721.6 3187.1 5620.9 13075.2
.__________ - --- -- -- ......__ __ ..... _. .. _. .. .. -- --

Current Revenue 1135.8 1660.7 2935.0 4779.9 10595.7
Capital Revenue 0.5 1.7 36.3 292.4 2175.2

101.4 59.2 215.8 548.6 304.3

Total Expenditure 2969.9 3263.9 6820.3 11027.3 19651.5

Current Expenditure 2394.3 2790.2 5726.8 8849.4 16900.9
Capital Expenditure 575.6 473.7 1093.5 2177.9 2750.6

Prlomry Current Account BaLance -47.7 184.0 42B.4 1309.0 3766.0

Current Account Batance -1255.5 -1129.5 -2791.8 -4069.5 -6305.2

Pricery Overali Balance -521.1 -228.8 -413.0 -27.9 3494.9

OveralL BaLance -1728.9 -1542.3 -3633.2 -5406.4 -6576:3

Source: Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
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TabLe 5.3: GOffMA - CENTRAL GOVERMENT REVENUES, 1987-91
...---.. (GCS Million)

Prel.
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

TOTAL REVENUE 1241.0 1721.6 3187.1 5620.9 13075.2

CURRENT REVENUES 1138.8 1660.7 2935.0 4779.9 10595.7

Tax Revenue 1029.3 1525.7 2608.3 4511.S 96.79.2

Income tax 422.9 608.4 1053.6 1710.6 3442.4
PersonaL 157.8 178.4 185.0 305.3 492.6
C ni .s 238.7 .396.1 815.6 1314.6 2444.1
Withholding tax 13.7 17.9 35.0 61.9 457.2
SeLf-.ptoyed 12.2 13.9 18.0 26.8 48.5
Other 0.5 2.1 0.0 2.0 0.0

Property tax 18.3 22.1 42.9 88.5 121.7

Prodution mad Consumption taxes 395.1 439.6 832.4 1416.2 3459.5
Consuqptimn tax 324.8 351.0 715.7 1300.1 3271.6

On imports of 208.6 217.2 430.2 897.4 2460.3
On local goods 116.2 133.8 285.5 402.7 811.3

Other b/ 70.3 3.6 116.7 116.1 187.9

Taxes on International Trade 148.8 15B.9 403.6 732.5 1586.3
Ioport dcties 81.3 92.0 296.4 559.3 1167.5
Export duties 20.3 18.2 50.2 94.0 179.5
Travel tax 47.2 48.7 57.0 79.2 239.3

Other 44.2 296.7 275.8 564.1 1069.3
Sugar levy (net of remittances) .. 240.0 225.0 478.7 962.1
Other 44.2 56.7 50.8 85.4 107.2

Nontax Current Reenue c 109.5 135.0 326.7 268.0 916.5
_ ._ ._ ._ _- ...... ..... .. _.___._._. _ -- -- ----- -- --

GRANTS 101.4 59.2 215.8 543.6 304.3

CAPITAL REVENUE 0.8 1.7 36.3 292.4 2175.2

a,' Includeo revenue from nonfinancial public corporations.
bl Includes excise tax and purchase tax on cars.
cl Includes dividends from state-oined financial enterprises.

source: Ministry of Finance and IMF.
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Tablte S.: 61AMu - CENTRAL GOVEAENT EXPENDITURE, 1917-91
--------- tGS million)

........................................................... I.;............................................................................... 

Prel.
1987 1988 1919 1990 1991

~~~~~~~~~~~~~........ ............... _........_............._.... .....

Total expenditures as 2969.9 3263.9 6820.3 11027.3 19651.5
... ..... _............_...... ... .... ....... ........... ....... -------.... ... .... ------

Current expendftures b/ 2394.3 Z790.2 5726.8 8B49.4 16900.9
.......... .............................. , ...... ...... ------ .... .. .... _... _

soods and services 951.9 1165.3 1741.8 2302.5 4641.7
Personal emoluments c/ 535.2 602.5 754.8 1191.1 2192.3

Wages and SaLaries 422.6 439.8 511.9 696.1 1173.7
Atlowance mnd Contributions 112.6 162.7 242.9 495.0 718.6

Other goods nd service 416.7 562.8 957.o 1111.4 2449.4
Interest d/ 1207.8 1313.5 3220.2 5378.5 10071.2

Extemnal 244.Z 293.8 945.7 1970.4 6416.6
Dometic 963.6 1019.7 2274.5 3408.1 3654.6

Transfers 219.1 300.1 759.0 1161.9 2164.3
Public Corporations 57.4 58.0 334.4 412.9 823.0
Local and international organizatio 85.8 117.8 223.6 505.4 895.6
other private e/ 41.9 B6.5 152.8 189.6 329.1
Other 31.0 37.8 42.2 54.0 116.6

Refund of reveumes 15.5 11.3 5.8 6.5 23.7

Capital expenditure 575.6 473.7 1093.5 2177.9 2750.6

Capital fonutfon 494.6 405.8 799.8 1992.0 2153.2
Acquisition of financial assets 11.6 14.5 39.8 58.6 106.0
Transfers (grants & loawn) 69.4 53.4 253.9 137.3 491.4

Public corporation 48.6 50.4 189.2 70.3 398.5
Finaincat institutions 20.8 3.0 64.7 67.0 92.9

af Excludes equity contributions and lon to repLace overdrafts of Sam public corporations
bf For 1990, includes estimated arrears paynunt relating to obligation of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs nd tranfers to interatianal organizations estimated at GS390 million.
cI Includes payments to the MIS.
dl Scheduled interest payments.
ej For 1989 and 1990 incLue SINAP transfers.

Source: Ministry of Finance and INF.
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Table 6.1: GUYANA - SIXIARY iCcOUNTS OF THE BANKING SYSTEM, 1987-92
--------- (GS mtLlion)

.................................. .......................................................................... __....... 

December 31 June 30

1987 198B 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992

Not Foreign Assets a/ -6200.2 -6515.9 -22137.9 -28658.2 -76004.0 -77877.3 -76312.6
...........---- ------....... .. ...... ........ ------ ------... ----- ...... _._-----__-. __..... .... _...

Nut International Reserves of -6107.2 -6312.5 -21193.1 -27891.1 -74035.3 -75815.4 -74522.0
Nedlem-Term Liabilities -93.0 -203.4 -944.8 -767.1 -1968.7 -2061.9 -1790.6

Met domestic assets 9201.0 10636.0 28330.0 31073.0 92270.0 89598.0 96566.0
Met domestic assets (net of valuation) 9201.0 10636.0 13345.0 15271.0 2048.0 17812.0 24870.4
Cradit to public sector 6351.0 7681.0 9162.0 9034.0 5736.0 7421.0 6710.0

CntraL GoVerrent Cnet) bh cI 6515.0 7777.0 9848.0 10020.0 9589.0 8888.0 11399.0
PUbitle enterprises (net) b/ -96.0 -50.0 -501.0 -664.0 -2187.0 -750.0 -2578.0
Other public sector -68.0 -46.0 -185.0 -302.0 -1966.0 -717.0 -2111.0

Cradt to private sector 987.0 1591.0 2566.0 4160.0 6672.0 5029.0 7893.0
Credit to rat of the financial systm -350.0 -671.0 -968.0 -1435.0 -2773.0 -2143.0 -3310.0
External potents deposits -679.0 -789.0 -958.0 -916.0 -746.0 -766.0 -512.0
Capital reserve and other d/ 2892.0 2822.0 16612.5 25398.0 81894.0 78525.0 84762.0

Liabilities to private mector 3001.0 4120.0 6192.0 9414.0 16266.0 11720.0 20253.0
._,_____._.___---- ...... ........ .... ____------........... ................ ... .. .------..... ------ ------ . ---- ------

M eary liabiLities 1141.0 1657.0 23853.0 3432.0 6099.0 4217.0 6101.0
Currency 726.0 1058.0 1506.0 2211.0 3712.0 2670.0 3564.0
Demad deeasits S cashier's checks 415.0 599.0 877.0 1221.0 2387.0 1547.0 2537.0

Time and savings deposits 1860.0 2463.0 3809.0 5982.0 10167.0 7503.0 14152.0

af InLudes short-term Liabilities of the Bank of Cuyam that are in arrears.
bt ExcLudes special interest-free debenture cntributions frm the Treasury to the Bmik of Guyans to

cover exange rate losses.
ec Reflects Central Goverwnt equity contributions to certain public enterprises to cover

their cmercal btmk overdrafts.
df Includes private capFtal and surplus and exchange rate losses.

Source: Bank of Guyna.
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Tabte 6.2: GUYANA-- ACCOUNTS OF THE BANKING SYSTEM, 1987-92
--------- (GS million)

Decfber 31 June 30

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992

1. CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS OF THE BANKING SYSTEM

Net Internatinal Reserves a/ -6107.2 -6312.5 -21193.1 -2789.1 -74035.3 -75815.4 -74522.0

Acute 249.5 204.6 1262.5 3597.2 17533.7 10661.1 19887.2
Liabilities aI -6356.7 -6517.1 -22455.6 -31485.3 -91569.0 -86476.5 -94409.2

Not Dmestic Credit 6576.7 8612.5 11609.3 14191.4 27174.1 20161.? 59130.8

Public Sector Cnet) 6350.7 7680.6 9161.5 9034.2 5736.1 7421.3 6709.5
Central Government b/ 6515.3 7777.1 9847.6 10020.5 9859.2 8557.9 11398.8

Treasury litts 4020.9 4020.5 5430.0 5465.5 2584.9 5758.7 6046.5
Debentures c/ 839.7 991.9 948.9 728.2 4825.9 3551.5 4815.1
Advances 1753.8 2888.3 36884 . 4184.9 3346.4 170.0 1716.7
Deposits -99.1 -123.6 -219.6 -361.1 -868.0 -592.3 -1179.5

Special Funds -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5
Social Security & Pension Funds -62.5 -41.1 . -184.3 -279.8 -1931.3 -671.0 2079.9
Other b/ -95.6 -48.9 -495.3 -700.0 -2215.3 -789.1 -6762.7

Contingency reserve (gross) -4256.4 -4494.4 -17540.0 -25926.3 -52092.1 -56202.9 -54977.5
other di 1105.0 1751.9 3155.7 4600.7 7508.5 6369.6 8614.2
UncLassif fed net) 3377.4 3674.4 16832.1 26482.8 66021.6 62573.7 98784.9

Counterpart wwequited foreign exchang -3822.2 -3715.9 -19034.0 -27029.5 -70670.0 -73984.4 -44092.2

LiabiLities to rest of financial syste 350.3 670.9 967.7 1435.3 2778.2 2143.1 3309.6

External payments deposits 678.8 7888.9 957.5 916.2 745.8 765.7 511.8
Nediut-tem liabiLities 93.0 203.4 944.8 767.1 1968.7 2061.9 1790.6

Liabilities to the privete sector 3170.2 4353.7 6580.2 10211.2 18316.1 13360.1 23089.0
._-------------- ------ _.._ ------................ - .. .. ___ .... .... _ ...... ---- ----- ------

Nonetary LiabiLities 1140.7 1657.2 2382.7 3431.5 6005.6 4216.9 6100.6
Currency in eirculation 7Z6.3 1057.8 1506.0 2211.4 3711.5 2669.7 3569.3
Demnrd deposits 352.5 468.1 652.1 1059.8 1903.6 1373.8 2242.5
Cashiers checks ard bank acceptan 61.9 131.3 224.6 160.3 393.5 173.4 288.8

Tim e nd savings deposits 1859.9 2462.6 3809.3 5982.9 10256.9 7503.5 14152.7
Private capitaL end surplus 169.6 233.9 388.2 796.8 2050.6 1639.7 2835.7

as Includes short-tern liabilities of the Bank of Guyana that are in arr-ars.
b/ Includes Central Govermnent equity contributions to certain public enterprises to cover their

co ercial bank overdrafts.
ci Excludes special interest-free debrnture contributions from the Treasury to the Bank of

Guyana to cover exchange rate losses.

Source: Bank of Guyana and INF.
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Tublt 6.2: GUYAMA - ACCOUNTS 0F THE AUAKING SYSTEN, 1987-92 Ccon't)
.......- (GS million)

... ... _._....._._._._................... ___._....___,... ...............................

December 31 June 30
_........ _............. ........................... ....... ............

1987 19E8 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992

._._......_._._._.................__.. _....... _.__............ ....... ................ ..... ......... _._..__. _.......____...

11. MONETARY AUTHORITIES

Net Intermtfnw l Reserves a* -6124.0 -6334.2 -21764.1 -29403.5 -75526.5 -781U48. -75885.3
...... _._._._.............. __.. .. _ ...... ...... ......... . _........................... .. .. _.. ....... ----

Asets 89.0 40.4 501.6 1195.3 15125.2 7303.2 17324.7
Liabilities a/ -6213.0 -6374.6 -2U265.7 -30598.8 -90651.7 -85452.0 -93210.0

Nat Domestic Credit 5491.2 6304.0 6097.3 6349.5 15124.4 9151.1 43n52.9
.. __.. __ _............... _ . ---.- _- .......... .. ... .. ---- ---- ----- .... ..... .........

Public Sector (net) 62B8.4 7241.2 7326.9 6137.0 1788.7. 3025.2 37.0
Central Goverrment bj 6262.9 7169.8 7381.5 6270.2 3531.9 3531.8 1890.5

Treasury mfils 3806.9 3591.6 3047.3 1662.4 5.5 3082.1 8.4
Debentures cl 750.9 714.2 672.1 458.5 221.2 303.9 211.2
Advaunce 1705.1 2864.1 3662.1 4149.3 3305.2 145.8 1670.9
Deposits .. .. ..

SpeciaL Funds -6.5 -6-5 -6.5 -6. -6.5 -6.5 -6.5
Social Security & PensIon Funds 32.1 77.5 -48.1 -126.3 -1736.8 -500.0 -1517.0

Contingency reserve Coross) -4256.4 -4494.4 -17540.0 -25926.3 -52092.1 -56202.9 -54977.8
Other dU 38.6 20.2 314.9 467.8 -2022.0 10D0.9 304.7
Ynhclassifed (not) 3420.6 3537.0 15995.5 25671.O 67449.8 61327.9 97689.0

CoLnterpart unrequited foreIgn exchutg -3822.2 -3715.9 -19034.0 -27029.5 -70670.0 -73984.4 -44092.2

SER alLoetion account 206.1 188.9 623.4 930.2 2497.3 2341.2 2492.2
Valuation adjust. fund accounts -807.0 -715.2 -2860.0 -3607.9 -7557.2 -11128.8 -7646.6
Valuation adjust. gold and foreign -3221.3 -3189.6 -16797.4 -24351.8 -65610.1 -65196.8 -38937.8.

Llabflitfas to cosmercial banks 2369.8 2627.9 1861.1 1764.1 6556.4 2317.1 7695.5

Currency In circulatfon 7.6.3 1057.8 1506.0 2211.4 3711.5 2669.7 3564.3

Currency isa., 753.7 1095.2 1585.1 2407.5 4008.2 2833.0 3808.6
tIldings of commercial banks -27.4 -37.4 -79.1 -196.1 -296.7 -163.3 -244.3

af Includes short-ter liabfilitie of the Bank of Guyana that are in arrears.
bY Includes Central Governneut equity contributions to certain pubtic enterprises to cover their

commercial bank overdrafts.
c/ Excludes special interest-free debenture contributions from the Treasury to the Bank of

Guyana to cover exchange rate Loses.

Source: Bank of Guyana and IIF.
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TabIe 6.2: UYANA - ACCOJTS OF THE BANKING SYSTEN, 1987-92 (con't)
------ C(S million)

December 31 Jurw 30

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992

I I. COIIERCIAL BANKS

Net Internatfonel Reserves 16.8 22.8 571.0 1512.5 1491.2 Z33.4 1363.1

Assets 160.5 164.2 760.9 2402.0 2408.5 3357.9 2562.4
Li.bilitine oJ -143.7 -141.4 -189.9 -889.5 -917.3 -1024.5 -1199.3

CLaims on the Bank of Guyana (net) 2414.7 2712.0 2115.2 1764.2 6688.9 2499.2 7861.2
… …(net) - ...... ------ -- -- ...... ------

Currency 27.4 37.4 79.2 196.0 296.7 163.2 244.3
Deposits CnMt of advances) 1708.5 1895.6 1079.6 653.0 5646.4 1570.3 7105.1
External payments arrears 678.8 779.0 956.4 915.2 745.8 765.7 511.8

Net Domestic Credit 1040.7 2020.9 4313.2 7074.6 9948.5 8766.6 14121.7
___-------- _____._________ ...... --- ---..... _____.__ ----- ------ ------

Public Sector (net) 62.3 439.5 1834.7 2896.8 3947.4 4396.0 6672.5
Central Government b/ 252.5 607.2 2466.0 3750.2 6357.2 5356.2 9508.0

Treasury Silts 214.0 428.9 2382.6 3806.0 2579.4 2676.7 6038.1
Debentures c/ 88.8 277.7 276.8 269.6 4604.7 3247.6 4603.9
Advances 48.7 24.2 26.2 35.6 41.1 24.2 45.8
DeIoeits -99.0 -123.6 -219.6 -361.0 -868.0 -592.3 -1179.8

Sdcial Security . Pension Funds -94.6 -118.9 -136.1 -153.5 -194.5 -171.0 -233.0
Other bi -95.6 -48.8 -495.2 -699.9 -2215.3 -789.2 -2602.5

Credit to private sector 986.7 1590.9 2566.1 4159.6 6672.4 5028.8 7892.9
Interbank fLoat 27.2 50.4 35.0 44.1 90.4 101.6 165.3
Unclassified (net) -35.5 -59.9 -122.6 -25.9 -761.7 -759.8 -609.0

Liabilities to rest of financial syste 350.3 670.9 967.7 1435.3 2778.2 2143.1 3309.6
.__ ... ___._____.____ _.____.- -_ ----- ...... ........ ....... ....... .. .-- -- -- -- -- -- ------ ____ _ ___

Deposits on external payments arrears 678.8 788.9 957.5 916.2 745.8 765.7 511.8

Liabilities to private sector 2444.0 3295.9 5074.2 7999.8 14604.6 10690.3 19524.7
_________ ___ _ _-- .. .... _ ...... -- -- -- -- .. .. -- -- _ _.__..__..___

bnetary Liablifties 414.4 599.4 876.7 1220.1 2297.1 1547.1 2536.2
eomand deposits 352.5 468.1 652.1 1059.8 1903.6 1373.8 2242.5

Cashiers' checks and bank acceptanc 61.9 131.3 224.6 160.3 393.5 173.3 293.7
Time and savings depoJ;ts 1859.9 2462.6 3809.3 5982.9 10256.9 7503.5 14152.7
Prfvate capital and i :1wus 169.7 233.9 388.2 796.8 2050.6 1639.7 2835.8

af include short-term Liabilities of the Bank of Guyana that are in arrears.
b tIncludes Central Goverruont equity contributions to certain pubLic enterprises to cover their

coamercial bank overdrafts.
Cd Excludes pecial interest-free debenture contributions from the Treasury to the Bank of

Guyana to cover exchange rate Losses.

Source: Bank of Guyna and IMF.
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Table 7.1: CUYANA - PRICE MOMENENTS a/
..---.- (anal percentage change)

.............. .............................. ,___._. __._w. .... ................

1967 1988 1989 1990 1991
.......... .................... ___..____............_____,______..............._........._.

Urban Consuoer Price index tend of period) 34.6 51.5 104.7 75.9 81.5

Food 36.9 61.0
CLothing 62.8 45.1
Housing 15.6 6.5 .. .
Other 26.5 37.2 .. .

Urban Consumer Price index Cperiod average) 28.7 39.9 89.7 63.6 105.9

Food 30.0 47.0
CLothing 51.4 39.8
Housing 14.8 4.4
Other 24.4 28.5 .. ..

at Since 1989, no officiat data have been compiled and estimates are based
on INF estimates.

Source: INF Staff estimates.
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TABLE P.1.m JYANA KITEY INDICATORS
......................................................................... ..................................................................................................................... .

1992 1993 14 1995 1996 1997 1998 1m 2000 2001
.................... .............................................. ................................. ,......

Ret Growth Rates:
Grass Danestic Product (COP) 7.9% 5.5X 5.0% 4.5 4.5% 4.5X 4.OX 4.0% 4.02 4.0X
Gross Domeatie Income (COY) 12.5% -5.3% 8.5% 5.62 3.4% 3.22 2.6% 1.7X 1.52 1.8X

Real Per Capita Growth Rates:
Gross Ocnestic Product (GOP) 7.42 5.0% 4.5% 4.0% 4.0 4.0% 3.5X 3.5% 3.5%
Total Consutptlon -0.4% 9.7% 2.6X 1.5% 1.42 1.7X 1.6X 1.5% 1.2% 1.4%
Private Consuption -0.7% 11.92 2.7X 1.5% 1.5% 1.9% 1.5% 1.7% 1.3% 1.6%

Debt and Debt Service (LTIStiNF)m
Total COD (USS) 1793 1583 1990 2068 2111 2146 2114 2226 2330 2434
DOD / MP 675.5% 648.3% 640.4% 620.4% 585.7% 550.3% 518.0% 492.8% 479.1% 464.9X
Debt Service (US$4) 135 117 114 102 105 1O0 99 121 1n 177
Debt Service / Exports 36.1% 29.6% 26.2% 21.4% 20.1% 17.5% 16.0% 18.2% 24.0% 22.6%
Debt Servle / GOP 50.9X 40.2X 36.7% 30.7X 29.1% 25.6% 23.5% 26.9% 35.6% 33.8%

Interest Burden (LTTmST+IF):
Interest Psid (US$4) 66 65 72. 71 73 73 72 70 69 67
Interest I Exports 17.6X 16.4% 16.5% 14.8X 13.9X 12.8% 11.7% 10.5% 9.5% 8.5%
Interest / GOP 24.7X Z2.3X 23.2% 21.2% 20.1% 18.7% 17.1% 15.51 14.1% 12.7X
Cross Investment / GOP 34.5% 35.5% 34.5X 34.1% 33.1% 32.0% 31.2X 30.5X 29.5% 29.QX
ICOR 5.1 6.5 7.4 8.1 7.9 7.7 8.4 8.1 7.9 7.5

Oaestic Savings / MOP 37.1% 24.6% 25.5X 31.1% 31.6% 31.7X 31.5% 30.6% 30.0% 29.3%
BOP Resource aelance I GOP 2.6% *10.9X -6.1% *2.9X -1.5% -0.3% 0.3% 0.2X 0.2% 0.3%

National Savings / GOP 4.8% -5.4X 0.8% 5.1X 8.4% 9.8% 11.0% 11.7% 12.4% 12.82
BEOP Current Account Blatence / GOP -29.8% -40.9% -34.1% -29.rx -24.7X -22.3% -20.2% 18.8% -17.4% -16.2X

Goverrnunt Investment / GOP /1 9.9X 13.5% 13.5% 13.3% 12.8% ¶Z.2X 11.8X 11.3% 10.5% 10.3%
Goverrment Savings / GDP -11.4% -7.2% -4.6% 0.21 1.1% 0.5% 0.6% 1.6% 2.3% 3.7%
Private Investment / GDP /2 24.7% 22.0% 21.3X 20.8% 20.3% 19.8% 19.4% 19.2% 19.1% 18.8%
Private Savings / GOP /a 16.2X 1.8% 5.3X 4.8% 7.3% 9.3% 10.4% 10.0% 10.2% 9.1%
........................... ....................................................... ... .... ........ .................... , , ... ^.........

/1 excludes social saector et al. PSIP expenditures
/2 ineLudes public enterprises



TABLE P.1.1. OUYAA KEY INDICATORS (cant.)
.................... ....................................... . ................................................. 

................................................................................. 
.............1992 193 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001... .. ..... ........ ............................. ...............................................................

,,....,.................,

Oovernment Current Revenue / GOP 52.42 48.42 47.31 46.3X 45.6X 43.1X 41.71 £1.22 40.32 40.3%Goverrent Current Expenditure / GOP 63.8K 55.6% 51.81 46,IX 44.5X 42.6K 41.0X 39.52 38.02 36.62Goverrment Current Accoumt Balance / GOP -11.41 7.22 *4.6X 0.2x 1.1X 0.5X 0.61 1.6% 2.32 3.7xGoverrrent Overall Revenue / GOP 56.32 50.12 47.9X 48.1X 48.31 45.9X 44.5X 44.02 43.22 43.2XGovernKent Overall Expenditure I GOP 73.71 76.0x 74.62 74.6x 72.21 67.0K 62.52 59.4X 56.52 53.82Goverrnment Overall Ealmnce r GDP -17.41 -26.02 -26.7x -26.51 -23.9X -21.1X -18.02 -15.42 -13.42 -10.61Primary Deficit (-) or Surplus j GOP 17.9% 3.31 0.52 -4.02 -2.5K -1.0o 0.82 2.01 2.82 4.32
Urban CPI (K growth rate) 14.22 12.0X 10.0X 8.01 7.42 7.7x 7.82 8.9% 8.12 8.7xGOP Deflator (X growth rate) 17.02 1o.oX 8.ox 6.52 5.5X 5.5X 5.52 5.5x 5.51 5.52
Real Exchange Rate t991W100) 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100i 1 100.1Terms of Trade Index (19910100) n.3 93.6 93.0 92.7 91.3 90.0 88.9 87.9 e7.1 86.4
Exports (CPS) Vaoluse Growth Rate 28.01 8.5X 9.5X 7.32 6.52 6.8s 5.32 5.42 5.22 5.21Exports (CMNFS) / GOP 132.1X 126.01 130.0 133.42 135.1X 137.3K 138.12 139.22 140.42 141.6X
Imiparts (CANFS) VoLume Growth Rate 18.42 11.41 8.02 5.62 4.7x 5.1X 3.92 4.2X 4.02 3.9xIrports (C&NFS) / GOP 129.5% 136.s% 136.02 136.4X 136.62 137.6K 137.82 139.12 140.32 141.31
SOP Curr Acct (USIN) Cbefore grants) -79 -119 -106 -97 -89 *87 *85 *85 -05 *85Gross Reserves Central lank (USIN) 186 197 203 212 217 223 229 234 239 244Gross Reserves (USSH) 217 222 230 241 248 257 265 273 282 291 0Net leservys -1I5 -180 -150 -116 -83 -46 -12 22 55 s?Net Reserves (months Iports -6.1 -5.4 -4.3 -3.1 -2.0 -1.0 -0.2 0.4 1.0 1.4
Money £ Guasimoney / MOP 74.62 74.1X 75.51 76.9x 76.9x 78.4K 80.0o 81.62 83.32 84.7XVelocity of Honey 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2Total Credit / N 50.2x 49.3X 44.5X 41.31 39.42 35.6x 32.52 30.7X 30.22 30.41Total Credit / GOP 39.31 38.0x 34.7x 32.61 31.22 28.7X 26.7x 25.7x 25.92 26.5xGoverreent Credit / GOP 25.92 20.9X 14.6K 11.41 9.4X 6.5X 3.32 1.3X 0.62 0.5SPrivate Credit / GOP /i 13.52 17.12 20.1X 21.ZX 21.82 22.2X 23.31 24.42 25.22 26.02............................. ............................................................. ............................................................
11 Includes pjbll e nterprisee



TAILE P.2.1: unYANA NATIONAL ACCOUWNTS
CURRENT PRICES (CS MILLION)

.......... .................. o........................ ........ ..... ,....................................

1992 1993 1994 199f 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................ 
................. .......................

Oross Domestic Prodict 33307 38652 43832 48782 53780 59292 65055 71378 78316 85928Net Irdirect Taxes 8157 8046 9208 10195 10901 11336 12310 13713 15262 16971COP at Factor Cost 25149 30607 34624 38587 42880 47955 52744 57665 63054 68958
iavorts (GNFS) 43140 52918 59630 66524 73455 81582 89635 99258 109842 121426Exports (GNfS) 44005 48691 56973 65059 72659 81391 89829 99374 109971 121662Resource Balance 865 -4227 -2657 -1436 -795 -191 194 115 129 236
Total Expenditures 32442 42880 46489 50217 54576 59483 64861 71263 78187 85693
Total Consumption: 20938 29158 31224 33602 36774 40483 44575 49519 54819 60737Ooverruent 6889 6S89 7365 7925 8643 9447 10337 11423 12619 13920Private 14049 22270 23858 25677 28131 31036 34235 38096 42200 46817
gross Domestic lnvestment: 11504 13721 15266 16615 17802 19000 20285 21743 23368 24955Goverreent 3292 5218 5935 6488 684 7254 7644 8030 8419 8O80Private \1 8212 8503 9331 10127 10918 11746 12641 13713 14949 16145

Domestic Saving 12369 9494 12608 15179 17006 18809 20479 21859 23497 25191Net Factor Income -12542 -13509 14389 -15124 -15603 -16932 *17951 18872 -19835 -21003 oNet Current Transfers 1758 1926 2110 2419 3116 3931 4620 5335 6075 6842National Saving 1585 -2090 329 Z474 4519 5807 7149 8321 9737 11030
Optional details for RMSM-X:
Nat Irdirect Taxes 8157 8046 9208 1019 10901 11336 12310 13713 15262 16971Indirect Taxes 10661 11209 12492 t3659 14521 15.119 16264 17845 19579 21482Stbsidles 2504 3164 3284 3464 3620 3783 3953 4131 4317 4511........................................... ..........................................................................................................



TABLE P.2.2 GOUWAHA NATIONAL ACCOJNTS
CONSTANT PRICES C1991 GS MILLION)

......................... ..................................................... ................ ................................. ..........................................................................................................

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001................................................................................................ 
........................................................................................................................... ,.......-.Gross Domestic Product 2846? 30033 31535 32954 34437 35986 37426 38923 40480 42099Net Indirect Taxes 7262 5938 6463 6762 6770 6579 6671 6891 7114 7340GDP at Factor Cost 21495 23782 24910 26067 27457 29106 30344 31445 32591 33784

Imports (GNFS) 39735 44281 47a15 50503 52866 55579 57762 60198 62589 65033Exports CGNFS) 39322 42667 46719 50147 53409 57045 60041 63312 66626 70071Resource Balence -413 -1615 -1097 -356 543 1466 2279 3114 4037 5038
Total Expenditures 28881 31648 32631 33310 33894 34521 35147 35809 36443 37061
Total Consumptlon: 18632 20536 21184 21611 22013 22501 22983 23451 23854 24318Government 4687 4851 4997 5097 5173 5251 5330 5410 5491 5573Private 13945 15684 16187 16514 16839 17250 17653 15041 18363 18745
Gross Domestle investments 102'48 11112 11447 11699 11881 12019 12163 12358 12559 12743Goverrment 2933 4226 4450 4568 4594 4559 4583 4564 4536 4498Private i1 7315 6886 6997 7130 7256 7431 7580 M4 8054 8246
Terms of Trade (TT) Effect 1210 -1922 "1034 -733 -1115 -1596 -2154 -3044 -3963 -4912Gross Damestic Income 29677 18111 30500 32220 33321 34390 35272 35879 36516 37187Domestic Savings CTT adjusted) 11045 7575 9316 10609 11304 11889 12Z88 12428 12663 12869_,___,.................--''.''''''.'''''''''''''''''-'................................................................................. 

........................................
1/ Includes Pubtlic Enterprlses 

. s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a



TAILE P.2.3: GUYANA NATIONAL ACCONTS
VALUE ADDED IY SECTOR

.... ..... ...................... |.,,,,,,,............... ,,,-............ .,,,,,,,, .............................................................................................................. ....... .....................

1992 1993 1994 m19 19968 997 1e 199 Z 2001........................ ................................................. . S.....................................................................................................................,,,,,,,,,

Agriculture 35.7% 33.7X 33.3% 32.8% 32.02 3%.,0 30.3% 29.8% 29.4X 28.92
Industry, of Aibchs 31.7X 31.3X 32.1X 31.8X 31.41 30.8X 30.6X 30.6% 30.6X 30.61

inlIng 18.62 19.1% 20.1K 19.9% 19.51 19.0X 18.92 18.9X 18.9% 18.82
Norwfacturing 13.12 12.2% 12.0 12.0% 11.9% 11.7% 11.71 11.7 11.82 11.6

Services 32.61 35.02 34.62 35.4K 36.6X 38.31 39.11 39.61 40.01 40.5%
.... .... 4,.... .... ...... ..... ........ ................. ................. ........................................................................ .....

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.



TABLE P.2.46 GUYANA NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
LONG TERM GROWH RATES

.................. .................................... .................. ..................................... ......................................... ........................................... ....................................
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001....... ................... ........................................................................................................................................

Gross Domestic Product at Market Prices: 7.92 5.5X 5.01 4.51 4.5X 4.5X 4.0% 4.0% 4.0X 4.0XAgriculture 14.0X 4.51 3.51 3.0K 3.01 2.5Z 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01industry, of Which .5.0X 9.21 7.3X 3.91 3.9% 3.91 3.7X 3.7X 3.7X 3.71Marnfacturing 5.01 3.01 3.01 4.5X 4.5X 4.51 4.0 4.0X 4.01 4.01Mining -11.01 13.52 10.01 3.51 3.5X 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.5X 3.51Services 3.91 18.81 3.71 6.9X 8.8X 10.91 6.51 4.81 4.91 4.9X
Imports (GNFS) 18.41 11.4X 8.01 5.oX 4.7X 5.11 3.9% 4.2X 4.01 3.9XExports CGNFS) 28.0X 8.51 9.51 7.31 6.51 6.81 5.31 5.4% 5.21 5.2X

Total Expenditures -1.21 9.61 3.1X Z.1X 1.81 1.91 1.8X 1.9X 1.8X 1.71
Total constaptlon: 0.11 10.21 3.2X 2.01 1.91 2.21 2.11 2.01 1.7X 1.91Goverrnent 1.01 3.51 3.01 2.01 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.5X 1.51 1.51Private -0.21 12.51 3.21 2.01 2.01 2.41 2.31 2.2X 1.8J 2.11
Gratis Domestic lnvustmentu -3.61 8.41 3.0X 2.2X 1.61 1.2X 1.21 1.6X 1.91 1.2ZGovernrent /I 36.21 44.11 5.31 2.6X 0.6X -0.11 -0.1X -0.41 -0.61 .0.81Private lnvestment /2 -13.81 -5.9X 1.61 1.9X 2.2X 2.0X 2.01 2.81 3.31 2.41... .. ... .... *. ............................. .. ........ ............ ... .... ........................................................................................ 

...................................................I1/ Excludes social sector et at. PSIP expenditures
2/ Includes Pubitlic Enterprises 

o
VI



TAILE P.3.1: GUJYAA EXTERNAL IRADE
EXPORTS

........................ .............................................. ,,.... .,...... , ,...................................................................................... .....................................

1992 1993 1994 19m 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
................................... ............................................................................................

Valume Indiees 1t91*100

Merchandise Exports:
Sugar 160.0 152.0 153.5 162.? 170.9 179.4 187.5 195.9 204.4 213.1
RICe 190.0 190.0 203.3 217.5 231.7 246.7 261.5 277.2 293.2 310.0
TImber 115.0 140.3 164.9 181.3 198.6 215.4 235.9 254.8 274.5 295.5
Castefod Umuxlte*a 60.0 61.0 103.3 118.5 134.8 152.3 163.0 174.4 186.2 198.5
Dried lauxitefa 98.5 97.3 97.3 102.1 107.2 112.6 118.2 124.1 130.0 136.2
told 165.0 264.0 297.0 323.7 346.4 370.6 392.9 416.4 440.4 465.3
Shrirp 106.0 111.6 116.6 117.8 117.8 117.8 117.8 117.8 117.8 117.8
oatesses 150.0 195.0 204.8 21S.0 225.7 237.0 248.9 261.3 273.7 286.0

Spirits 510.0 561.0 589.1 618.5 649.4 681.9 716.0 751.8 787.5 822.9
Other/b 170.0 159.1 273.3 300.6 327.7 357.2 365.7 416.6 447.8 481.4
TotaL Merchandise Exports (FOB) 132.0 144.2 159.1 171.7 183.6 196.4 207.3 218.8 230.5 242.8

Value Current Prices (USS miltions)

g rchondire Exportgl
suger 133 110 109 115 122 129 136 144 153 163
Rice 33 33 35 39 43 46 50 54 59 64
Timber 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 14 16 18
Celcired Bauxitesj 30 40 51 63 73 65 93 102 112 123
Dried Bauxitefe 25 24 25 28 30 32 35 38 40 44
Gotd 32 51 57 65 73 81 90 100 111 123
Shrimp 16 17 19 19 20 21 21 22 23 24
Molasses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spirits 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 19 20
Other/b 24 27 40 45 51 56 65 72 80 89
Re-Exports 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8
TotaL Herchandise Exports (FOB) 312 326 362 401 441 465 526 572 621 675

..... ....... .. ..... ...... ... ... .................................................................... ................................. ................................................................... .........................



TMI.3 P.-S.3 1W51l1U EXlEUIIM. lAD!
GROWIN RATES

...... ........... .. , ,.,,,,................... .. ,........ ,,,,,......................... ... ,,,.........................,,,,,,.,,,,,....................................................,,............_ 

1992 193 1¶94 1995 19S 1"9 9 1999 2000 2001

Ilurchandlsu ENporta (2 p.a.dl
Sugur 80.0X -5.OX 1.0X 6.0X 5.0X 5.0X 4.52 4.52 4.41 4.3X

RICe 90.0X 0.0 7.02 7.02 6.51 6.5a 6.0% 6.02 5.02 5.82
ItIwr 1S.02 22.0% 17.52 10.0X 9.5X 10.0t 8.0 8.0X S.02 7.71
Crlelr*d ueuxlte *40.0X 35.02 27.5X 15.0S 13.52 13.0X 7.0X 7.0X 6.6X 6.7X
Orled $malto -1.51 *1.32 0.02 5.0X 5.01 5.0X 5.0X 5.0X 4.82 4.X
Cold 65.02 60.0X 12.51 9.0X 7.0X 7.0o 6.02 6.02 5.02 5.7X
Shrlup 6.0X 5.3X 4.51 1.0 0.0. 0.07 0.01 0.0X 0.0 0.0S
meolals" 50.0X 3O.OX 5.02 S.OX 5.0X S.0% 5.02 S.02 4.IX 4.SX
spirits 410.0X 10.0X S.O 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 4.01 4.5S
Other Exports 70.01 11.31 44.51 10.02 9.0X 9.0x 5.02 8.02 7.5X 7.5X
Re-Exports 5.02 3.0X 1.0X 1.02 1.0X U.0S 1.02 1.01 0. 0.5X
letol NerebwdIsr Exports t00) 32.0X 9.3X 10.3X 7.9X 6.9 7.0X S.5X 5.6X 5.4X 5.3X

Itrchandle loqrte (% p.3..s
food 39 5X t6.7X 0.9X 5.61 6.2X 6.9X 4.9X 5.?% 4.9X S.7X
Other C mmr toads 39.5S 1.2 0.01 7.22 6.52 7.21 5.2X 6.0X 5.1 5.21
Prtmry Goods 27.31 18.11 10.42 r.0o 5.72 6.32 4.7X 5.52 . 4.72 4.02

Interl,diste goodi 39.51 16.52 t0.02 7.22 4.5. 7.2% 5.1% 6.02 5.2X 4.81
C el 23.072 1a.62 10.5X 6.9X S.42 6.01 4.52 5.3t 4.52 a.7x

Cap1tat Goods 0.02 0.02 3.02 Z.22 1.22 1.31 1.21 1.67. 1.91 1.IZ
otat merchardie Import (tCIt) 17.12 ¶5.91 5.62 5.21 4.32 5.02 4.02 4.91 4.82 4.71

................................................................. ............................................................. ...... .............- e



TABLE P.3.3: tUYANA EKXERNAL IRADE
GROWTH RATES

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 199r 19"9 1999 2000 2001................................. ....................................................................... ,.,,.......... ,,,,,,...................... ,_,,.,,,,,................... ,,,..... , ..... .,........ ....Herchandise Exports (X p.a.):
Sugar 60.0X -5.0X 1.OX 6.01 5.0x 5.01 4.5X 4.51 4.41 4.32Rice 90.0X 0.01 7.0X 7.02 6.51 6.5X 6.0% 6.OX 5.81 5.86lItrer 15.02 22.02 17.52 10.02 9.51 10.02 8.0% 8.01 7.81 7.71Celcred Bauxite *40.0X 35.02 27.52 15.02 13.51 13.02 7.0x 7.01 6.8X 6.71Dried Bauxite -1.51 -1.32 0.0% 5.02 5.01 5.02 5.OX 5.0X 4.81 4.8XGold 65.01 60.01 12.52 9.02 7.0 7.01 6.0 6.02 5.82 5.72ShrImp 6.02 5.32 4.51 1.0% 0.01 0.0% 0.0 0.02 0.01 0.0Motasses 50.02 30.02 5.02 5.02 5.0X 5.0X 5.02 5.OX 4.81 4.51Spirit 410.01 10.01 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.01 5.02 4.81 4.51Other Exports 70.0X 11.3X 44.52 10.02 9.OX 9.01 8.0X S.OX 7.5X 7.5XRe-Exports 5.0X 3.02 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.0l 1.02 0.51 0.5XTotal Herehandise Exports (FOG) 32.01 9.32 10.3X 7.9X 6.9X 7.0% 5.52 5.62 5.41 5.32

Merchandise loperts (X p.a.):
FoN d 39.52 16.7X 8.92 5.6X 6.21 6.9X 4.9X 5.7X 4.91 5.71Other Consuner Goods 39.52 16.52 10.02 7.22 6.52 7.22 5.22 6.02 5.21 5.21Primary Coods 27.31 18.12 1O.42 7.0o 5.7X 6.31 4.7X 5.5X . 4.71 4.0OIntermediatu goods 39.52 16.52 10.01 7.22 6.51 7.21 5.21 6.02 5.2X 4.8XFuel 23.71 18.61 10.5X 6.9X 5.41 6.02 4.5X 5.32 4.51 3.71 1CsVitet Coods O.OX 0.02 3.0% 2.2X 1.22 1.31 1.21 1.6% 1.9% 1.22otal Herchandlse Ixports (CIF) 17.11 15.91 5.6% 5.22 4.31 5.02 4.02 4.9X 4.81 4.7X L......................................................................................................................................................

l0



TABLE P.3.4: GUYANA EXTERNAL TRADE
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

(USS million at current pricee)
................. .................................. ..................................................................... 

......................................................................................... ...............1992 19n3 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1499 2000 2001......... ................ ... ............ ........................................................... ....... ............ ,............................................................................................. 
.A. Exports of ONFI, 351 366 404 445 487 535 580 629 603 7411. Merchandise (FOB) 312 326 362 401 441 485 526 572 621 6752. Monfactor Services 39 40 4Z 44 46 SO 53 57 62 66

B. IrmrtJs of CNFts 344 398 423 455 492 537 578 628 682 7401. Nerchedlse (CIF) 286 338 362 392 428 469 509 356 608 6832. monfactor Services 58 60 61 63 65 67 69 72 ?4 77
C. Resource Balute 7 -32 -19 -10 5 I I 1 1
D. Nat Factor Imoma -I00 '102 -10Z '103 .105 -i'l -116 -119 -123 -1281. Factor Recelpts 23 2A 32 33 35 36 37 38 40 412. Factor Payments 123 130 134 137 139 147 153 15J 163 169.Tctal Interest due 66 65 72 71 73 73 72 70 69 67b. Other Factor Payeents 56 65 62 66 67 74 81 as 94 102
e. Nlt Current Transfers: 14 14 15 17 21 26 30 34 38 42
F. Current Account leance: -79 *119 -106 -97 8?9 -7 -85 .85 .85 J5
0. MALT Ceopitt inflow 113 100 93 109 120 120 116 116 115 114 o1.o. Dlrect Investentt (golr) 35 34 17 10 10 8 8 8 a 8 a.1.b. Dlrect Investment (Saw) 0 0 7 13 25 30 35 40 45 102. Oivestment proceedk 10 5 2 6 10 -11 12 13 14 153.s. Grants (on gal,v d New) 4 29 8 10 9 2 0 a 0 03.b. Grants (Unidentified) a 5 26 23 23 30 30 30 30 304. Net Long-Ter orrowilm *1S 27 33 49 43 40 31 2S l8 11m.oDiabrsemmnts 54 79 i5 80 T75 67 58 77 123 123o.w. (Ongoing nd Identified) 54 60 58 6o 51 47 39 27 16 7(not yet Identifled) 0 19 16 15 24 19 19 49 10e 116b. Repayments 70 53 43 32 33 27 27 52 106 110
M. Adiutment to Schcduled Debt Servle 10 Is 43 20 0 0 0 0 0 01. Interest Not Paid 0 10 30 1t 0 0 0 0 0 02. Prlnclpal Not Paid 0 5 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 03. Prepauents of Princpalptlnterest 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. Total Other Item (net): 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01. Net Short-Torn (S1) Copltal n.o.l. a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a2. Errorc end Oissicn 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J. Cheno In Net Reserves: -49 4 -30 -33 -31 -34 -32 -31 .30 -30C-indicates Increase]
1. Net Credit fran the IMF 25 9 -22 -22 -23 '25 -23 -23 -22 -212. Reserve Chanes n.e.i. -74 -4 -8 -11 -7 8 -9 -8 -a -9….....................................................................................................................................................…



TAULE 'P.4.1: GUYANA GOVERNMENT BLIDGET
(GS million)

1992 1993 1996 199 1996 1997 199 1999 2000 2001
Direct Taxes 5904 6120 6644 7452 8343 9226 9829 10Th! 11161 `12246Indirect Taxes 10661 11209 12492 13659 14521 15119 16264 17845 19579 21482won-Tax R:c;Ipte Bas88 1396 1583 1485 1637 1212 1005 746 818 898NnTax C n Receipt s 17450 18725 20718 22596 24503 25558 27098 29373 31559 34626

Interest on External Oebt 6001 7208 8614 9263 9900 10185 10433 10533 10582 10529interest on Monetary Credit 2198 1293 1010 4719 445 402 306 `174 73 41Interest on Domestic Debt 2739 2805 2295 1189 1150 1287 1476 1741 1982 2197Current Transfers to PR 144.0 732 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Iubsidies 2504 3164 3284 346.4 3620 3783 3953 £131 4317 4511Consuition 6889 6889 7365 7925 8643 9447 10337 111423 '12619 '13920Total Current Expenditures 21255 21494 22716 22477 23924 25280 2669 28198 2977 31414
Current Accouant lalunme -3804 -2769 -1997 119 579 278 408 1177 178 3212
Capital Revenus 1309 625 282 878 1492 1673 1860 2054 2235 2462
Capital Transfers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Capital Expenditures 2672 4068 7415 8033 7191 6305 6189 6075 5966Central Goverimmnt Investment 3292 5218 5935 6488 6884 7254 7644 8030 8419 a80Total Capital Expenidituras 3292 7890 10003 13903 14917 14445 13949 14219 14494 14774

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Total Deficit Financing -5788 -10034 -11718 -12905 -12846 -12495 -11682 -10988 -10459 -9099External Capital arants 502 4524 4797 4683 477 4790 £650 £740 4831 4925Exturnat Harrowing (not) -943 1850 2785 5369 3368 3593 2362 -3322 -13847 -16474flanking System Credit (net) -1270 -543 -1692 -819 -538 -1204 -1656 -1251 -412 -51Other Domestic Harrowing (net) 6377 -334 -2515 -1468 1712 2354 3323 3010 2679 1880
Nemorandin Item:

Primary Current Accatat Balance 7933 8537 9922 11050 12071 12153 12623 13626 14417 15973

:~~~~~................................. 
.........................................



TABLE P.5.1: GUYANA MONEY AND CREDIT
(GS mlilion)

. ............. ......................... ,............................................................................................ 
.................................................................................... 

1992 1993 1994 19"5 1996 1597 1998 1999 2000 2001... ... ............................................................................. ............................................................................................................................ ... ..............................A. AnriaL FLows:
cross International Reserves 9864 3022 2615 2535 1805 2009 2110 2122 2223 2328Net Domestic Credit 691 1570 533 702 857 238 355 1015 1903 2504To Goverruent Budget -1270 -543 -1692 -819 -538 -1204 -1656 -1251 -412 51To Prlvate Sector /1 1961 2113 2225 1520 1395 1441 2010 2266 2315 2555Total Assets and Liabilities 10555 4592 3148 3236 2662 2247 2465 3138 4127 4832
Money end Quau money 9826 3685 4379 4400 3951 5275 5693 6395 71t8 7765Net Other Liabitites 729 907 -1231 -1164 -1289 -3028 -3228 -3258 -3061 -2933

B. End of Year Stocks.
Net International Reserves 27398 30420 33035 35570 37375 39384 41494 43616 45840 48168Net Domestic Credit 13099 14669 15203 15905 16762 16999 17354 18370 20273 22MTo Goverrnent Budget 8619 8077 6385 5567 5029 3825 2169 918 507 456To Private Sector /1 4480 6593 8818 10338 11733 13174 15185 17451 1Q766 22321Total Assets and Liabilitles 40498 45090 48238 51475 54137 56383 5BB48 61956 66113 70945
Honey aid Quasimoney 26092 29777 34156 38556 42507 47752 53475 59870 67058 74823Net Other Llabilities 14406 15313 14082 12918 11630 8601 5373 2116 -945 -3878
C. Offsets to Expansion of QNN: 0
Increase In Money and Guasimoney CI n) 100.0X 100.01 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.01 100.01 100.02 100.0K wNet Foreign Assets 99.9X 59.01 49.5X 54.3K 48.2K 42.5K 41.3K 37.0X 33.5X 33.01 Met Domestic Credlt 7.0x 42.61 12.ZX 15.9X 21.7X 4.5X 6.2K 15.9% 26.51 32.2XTo aovernment Budget -12.9X -14.71 -35.6K -18.61 -13.6X -22.8X -29.12 -19.GX -5.71 -0.7XTo Other Officlal Entitles -9.1X -20.8 -24.3x -41.2K -82.72 -101.6 -155.42 -172.3X -188.91 -202.5XTo Private Sector 29.0K 78.11 75.1X 75.81 118.0X 128.92 190.7X 207.7X 221.1X 235.4XNet Other Liabilities 32.61 126.8X 16.6X -16.7X -38.42 -5.9X 1.52 -0.2X -1.7X -2.9X

D. Hemorancn Items.:
Net International Reserves

(in millions of US$3
Change durirg the year(increase u (-3) -74 -4 8 -11 -7 -8 .9 8 -a -9Stock at the end-of*year 217 222 230 241 248 257 265 273 282 291

/1 Includes public enterprises



TABLE P.6.1r GUYANA PRIVATE SECTOR
(GS milion)

................................ ..................................................................... .......................................................................... ........................................... .. ....

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001.......................................................................................... 
.. .. ........ ................................................................................................................. ...

Current Accout
Factor Income 22646 27443 31340 35123 39260 44172 48091 53534 58737 64446Interest Incom 5466 5725 5053 3034 3382 3748 4242 4537 5448 6078Dividend Income -507 -927 -573 263 305 272 281 289 154 128Current Transfers from CentraL Goverrwne 2504 3164 3284 3464 3620 3783 3953 4131 4317 4511Current Transfers from ROW 1883 2062 2257 2576 3282 4105 4805 5530 6281 7059

Less Direct Taxes 5904 6120 6644 7452 8345 9226 9829 10785 11161 12246Less Indirect Taxes 10661 11209 12492 13659 14521 15119 16264 17845 19579 21482Less Non-Tax Budgetary Receipts 885 1396 1583 1485 1637 1212 1005 746 818 898Less Interest Expenditures 5592 6495 5932 6041 5929 6696 7301 7924 8408 9184Less DFI Profits Paid to ROW 171 506 101 1449 1B66 2381 2957 3626 4392 5259

Total Disposable Income 19438 22949 26185 28032 32072 36565 40979 45240 50157 54635Uses of D[sposable Income
Private Conuwption 14049 22270 23850 25677 28131 31036 34238 38W96 42200 46817Private Savings 5390 679 2327 2355 3940 5529 6741 7144 7957 7818

Capital Accouta
Total Capital Sources: 16463 3731 5896 8505 13002 15131 19055 20977 23250 24074Private Saving 5390 679 2327 2355 3940 5529 6741 7144 7957 7518 1Direct Foreign Investment 4393 4524 3386 3293 5221 5778 665 7583 8535 9521LT Borrowing from ROW (net) -1107 -846 -411 -224 -209 -65 -64 *65 *66 -66Other LT Inflows from ROW (net) 10l90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0Capital Transfers 0 2672 4068 7415 8033 7191 6305 6189 6075 5966Monetary System Net Borrowing 1961 2113 2225 1520 1395 1441 2010 2266 2315 2555

Total Capitat Uses: 21126 9143 11595 14359 18380 19875 21657 23118 24816 25793Gross Domestic Investment 8212 8503 9331 10127 10918 11746 12641 13713 14949 16148Loans to Goverrnent 6377 -334 -2515 -1468 1712 2354 3323 3010 2679 1U80Money and uasimnoney 9026 3685 4379 4400 3951 5275 5693 6395 718B 7765........................... ......................................................... .... ...... ... ... .... .... .................................................. ....................................................................... 
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